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ABSTRACT

This dissertation focuses on a consistent and conservative Phase-Field method for multi-

phase flow problems, and it includes both model and scheme development. The first general

question addressed in the present study is the multiphase volume distribution problem. A

consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm is developed to solve the problem,

which eliminates the production of local voids, overfilling, or fictitious phases, but follows

the mass conservation of each phase. One of its applications is to determine the Lagrange

multipliers that enforce the mass conservation in the Phase-Field equation, and a reduction

consistent conservative Allen-Cahn Phase-Field equation is developed. Another application

is to remedy the mass change due to implementing the contact angle boundary condition

in the Phase-Field equations whose highest spatial derivatives are second-order. As a re-

sult, using a 2nd-order Phase-Field equation to study moving contact line problems becomes

possible.

The second general question addressed in the present study is the coupling between a

given physically admissible Phase-Field equation to the hydrodynamics. To answer this

general question, the present study proposes the consistency of mass conservation and the

consistency of mass and momentum transport, and they are first implemented to the Phase-

Field equation written in a conservative form. The momentum equation resulting from

these two consistency conditions is Galilean invariant and compatible with the kinetic energy

conservation, regardless of the details of the Phase-Field equation. It is further illustrated

that the 2nd law of thermodynamics and consistency of reduction of the entire multiphase

system only rely on the properties of the Phase-Field equation. All the consistency conditions

are physically supported by the control volume analysis and mixture theory. If the Phase-

Field equation has terms that are not in a conservative form, those terms are treated by

the proposed consistent formulation. As a result, the proposed consistency conditions can

always be implemented. This is critical for large-density-ratio problems.

The consistent and conservative numerical framework is developed to preserve the phys-

ical properties of the multiphase model. Several new techniques are developed, including

the gradient-based phase selection procedure, the momentum conservative method for the
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surface force, the boundedness mapping resulting from the volume distribution algorithm,

the “DGT” operator for the viscous force, and the correspondences of numerical operators in

the discrete Phase-Field and momentum equations. With these novel techniques, numerical

analyses ensure that the mass of each phase and momentum of the multiphase mixture are

conserved, the order parameters are bounded in their physical interval, the summation of the

volume fractions of the phases is unity, and all the consistency conditions are satisfied, on

the fully discrete level and for an arbitrary number of phases. Violation of the consistency

conditions results in inconsistent errors proportional to the density contrasts of the phases.

All the numerical analyses are carefully validated, and various challenging multiphase flows

are simulated. The results are in good agreement with the exact/asymptotic solutions and

with the existing numerical/experimental data.

The multiphase flow problems are extended to including mass (or heat) transfer in mov-

ing phases and solidification/melting driven by inhomogeneous temperature. These are ac-

complished by implementing an additional consistency condition, i.e., consistency of volume

fraction conservation, and the diffuse domain approach. Various problems are solved robustly

and accurately despite the wide range of material properties in those problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
 

Multiphase flows are ubiquitous and have attracted much attention because of their com-

plicated physical nature and widespread applications. For example, the oil spill accident in

2010 [1 ] has gained worldwide attention due to its dramatic damage to the environment. In

order to predict the spread of the oil and to provide remediation strategies, a model that is

capable of capturing interactions of the water, oil, and air is needed. Other examples include

the enhanced oil recovery, where CO2 is injected along with the water into oil reservoirs [2 ]–

[4 ], and dynamics of compound drops [5 ]–[7 ], where the drop is composed of different fluids.

Interactions among different fluid phases and evolution of their interfaces are strongly cou-

pled and, as a result, introduce complicated dynamics that makes the problems challenging

to solve.

In most scenarios of interest, the interface thickness is so small that the sharp interface

method [8 ] is accurate, where fluid motion inside each phase is governed by the Navier-

Stokes equation and different phases are connected by boundary conditions at the interfaces.

However, in numerical practice, explicitly imposing the boundary conditions at the interfaces,

whose locations are unknown, is not a trivial task. The so-called “one-fluid formulation” [9 ],

[10 ] is one of the most popular alternatives, where the motion of the fluids is governed

by a single equation of their mixture and the boundary conditions at the interfaces are

implicitly imposed. Lots of efforts have been focused on modeling and simulating two-

phase flows under this framework. Many successful numerical models or methods have been

developed to specify locations of the interfaces, e.g., the front-tracking method [11 ]–[14 ],

the level-set method [15 ]–[20 ], the conservative level-set method [21 ]–[25 ], the volume-of-
1This chapter was partly published in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 387, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A mixed upwind/central WENO scheme for incompressible two-phase flows, Page
455-480, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 406, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent, essentially conservative and balanced-force Phase-Field method to
model incompressible two-phase flows, Page 109192, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational
Physics, Vol 420, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent and conservative scheme for
incompressible two-phase flows using the conservative Allen-Cahn model, Page 109718, Copyright Elsevier
(2020); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 434, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani,
A consistent and conservative model and its scheme for N-phase-M-component incompressible flows, Page
110229, Copyright Elsevier (2021); and in International Journal of Multiphase Flow, Vol 142, Ziyang Huang,
Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm and its ap-
plications to multiphase flows using Phase-Field models, Page 103727, Copyright Elsevier (2021).
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fluid (VOF) method [26 ]–[31 ], and the THINC method [32 ]–[35 ]. Recent reviews of various

interface-capturing methods and contact angle boundary conditions are available in [36 ], [37 ],

respectively. The surface tension can be modeled by the smoothed surface stress method

[38 ], the continuous surface force (CSF) [39 ], the ghost fluid method (GFM) [40 ], [41 ], and

the conservative and well-balanced surface tension model [42 ]. The surface tension model is

incorporated into the momentum equation by the balanced-force algorithm [43 ]. A recent

review of various numerical models for the surface tension is available in [44 ]. Recent studies

are moving towards problems including three fluid phases or, more generally, an arbitrary

number of fluid phases. Compared to the two-phase problems, the three-phase or N -phase

flows, where N is the number of phases, cast some additional challenges in locating the

phases and interfaces and in modeling interfacial tensions and moving contact lines. The

two-phase interface reconstruction schemes in Volume of Fluid (VOF) and Moment of Fluid

(MOF) are extended to three-phase cases, e.g., in [45 ]–[48 ], and become more involved. One

can expect that those schemes will become more and more complicated as the number of

phases increases. The level-set method is also extended to three- or multi-phase problems,

e.g., in [49 ]–[52 ], by simply adding more level-set functions. However, special cares have to be

paid on the overlaps or voids introduced by independently advecting the level-set functions,

and on the issue of mass conservation.

The present study focuses on the Phase-Field (or Diffuse-Interface) method, which has

been popularly used in modeling two-phase flows [53 ]–[58 ]. The Phase-Field method is char-

acterized by introducing a small but finite interface thickness. Individual phases are located

by a set of order parameters which are governed by the Phase-Field equation (or model).

The interface thickness remains constant due to the balance of the intrinsic thermodynam-

ical compression and diffusion, mostly derived (or modified) from a free energy functional,

in the Phase-Field equation. The surface tension force can be derived from the energy bal-

ance or the least-action principle [54 ], [59 ]. The Phase-Field method has also the following

advantages. It is globally mass conservative and able to handle topological changes without

additional efforts. It doesn’t require any explicit interface reconstruction. The surface force

calculation of the Phase-Field method doesn’t require evaluation of geometrical quantities,

e.g., normal vector or curvature of an interface. In addition, it is very easy to include multiple
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physical effects by modifying the energy functional. Thus, the Phase-Field method provides

a convenient and effective way to model multiphase dynamics. Consequently, the two-phase

Phase-Field method has been extended to the three-phase one, e.g., in [60 ]–[63 ], and further

to the general N -phase one, e.g., in [64 ]–[70 ]. Multiphase Allen-Cahn and Cahn-Hilliard

Phase-Field equations including the effect of pairwise interfacial tensions are developed in

[71 ], while the hydrodynamics is not included. A series of studies on the Phase-Field model-

ing of N -phase incompressible flows has been done by Dong [72 ]–[75 ]. Most of the existing

Phase-Field equations ensure the mass conservation of each phase and the summation of the

volume fractions of the phases to be unity. Recent studies have realized the significance of

the so-called consistency of reduction [60 ], [64 ], [74 ], [75 ], because this principle avoids pro-

ducing fictitious phases. It has a significant effect on the flow dynamics, especially when the

density ratio or viscosity ratio in the problem is large. For example, in a water-oil-air system,

the maximum density and viscosity ratios are of the order of 1000. Violating the consistency

of reduction can unphysically generate the oil at the interface of a water-air bubble. The

bubble becomes much heavier and more viscous than it should be even though only a small

amount of the oil is generated. Therefore, the rising motion of the bubble is slowed down

due to violating the consistency of reduction. This behavior has been demonstrated in [64 ].

The Phase-Field method is also popular in modeling moving contact line problems. Dif-

ferent from the sharp-interface method, which only includes advection, diffusion in the Phase-

Field method regularizes the singularity at contact lines. Such an additional effect can drive

contact lines to move even though the no-slip boundary condition is assigned [76 ], [77 ]. One

commonly used procedure to derive the contact angle boundary conditions in the Phase-Field

method is in the context of wall energy relaxation [77 ]–[81 ], where the wall energy is mini-

mized by the L2 gradient flow. Such a procedure has been extended to include surfactant [82 ],

contact angle hysteresis [83 ], three fluid phases [84 ]–[86 ], and N (N > 2) fluid phases [74 ].

Alternatively, the contact angle boundary conditions can also be geometry-based [87 ]–[89 ],

where interface orientation is explicitly enforced, and the one in [87 ] has been extended to

model contact lines formed by three fluid phases [90 ]. Most of these contact angle boundary

conditions can be in general written as an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition.

Among various Phase-Field equations, the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation [91 ] is most
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popularly used to model moving contact line problems, since the contact angle boundary

conditions can be directly applied without influencing the mass conservation. The Cahn-

Hilliard equation is a 4th-order partial differential equation (PDE) and therefore it is also

called the 4th-order Phase-Field equation here. To uniquely solve it, each boundary requires

two boundary conditions, one of which is determined by mass conservation. Flexibility is

given to the remaining one to control the morphology of the interface, which is achieved by

implementing the contact angle boundary conditions. The popularity of implementing the

Cahn-Hilliard equation has motivated several theoretical analyses, e.g., in [77 ], [78 ], [92 ]–[94 ],

and comparison studies, e.g., in [87 ], [95 ].

In the present study, the multiphase flow problems having an arbitrary number of im-

miscible and incompressible fluid phases are considered. Each phase has a constant density

and viscosity, and each pair of phases has a surface tension at their interfaces and a contact

angle at a wall boundary. To physically model such a kind of problem using the Phase-Field

method, several fundamental questions, which have not been aware of or clearly answered,

are addressed in the present study.

1.1 Multiphase volume distribution problem

In the present study, the multiphase volume distribution problem is considered, where

there can be an arbitrary number of phases. In some previous two-phase studies, this is also

called the mass distribution or the mass redistribution. Since the problem is not related

to the densities of individual phases, it is more precise to call it the volume distribution.

Given the volume changes of individual phases going to be distributed to the domain and a

set of order parameters representing the locations of different phases, one needs to specify

the volume distribution functions of individual phases at every location of the domain. It

should be noted that the domain is fixed. Therefore, before and after the volume distri-

bution, the volume of the domain does not change. This is a kind of inverse problem and

its solution is not necessarily unique. However, the admissible solution should not produce

any fictitious phases, local voids, or overfilling. In addition to that, the integrals of the

volume distribution functions of the solution over the domain should be the given volume
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changes correspondingly. These goals are achieved by satisfying the proposed summation

and conservation constraints for volume distribution and the consistency of reduction, which

will be discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2 . The volume distribution is called consistent and

conservative if it satisfies all the aforementioned physical constraints. It is relatively straight-

forward to solve the volume distribution problem and to satisfy the physical constraints in

two-phase cases, while it becomes non-trivial for general multiphase cases. In a two-phase

case, increasing the volume of one of the two phases corresponds to a decrease of the same

amount of the volume of another phase from the summation constraint. As a result, only

one of the phases is necessarily considered and the volume distribution is solved phase-wise.

In a general multiphase case, there can be more than two phases at a specific location. When

any one of them changes its volume, the others have to respond to that simultaneously to

satisfy the summation constraint. In other words, all the phases have to be considered at the

same time. In the two-phase case, the phases inside interfacial regions are fixed. However,

the number of phases inside a specific interfacial region is varied from at least two to at

most N , and there are lots of different possible combinations of the phases inside that region

in the multiphase case. This also casts difficulty to satisfy the consistency of reduction in

the general multiphase setup. In the present study, the consistent and conservative volume

distribution algorithm is proposed to solve the problem.

The first application, motivated the present study to address the multiphase volume dis-

tribution problem, is to design the physical and general Lagrange multipliers that enforce the

mass conservation for a variety of multiphase Phase-Field equations. As a specific example,

a multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn equation that satisfies the consistency of reduction is

developed in the present work, with the help of the proposed consistent and conservative

volume distribution algorithm. Almost all the Phase-Field equations (or models) for multi-

phase flows are Cahn-Hilliard type [91 ] since it has a conservative form. Therefore, the mass

conservation of each phase is satisfied. However, by adding a Lagrange multiplier, one can

obtain the so-called conservative Allen-Cahn equation, which satisfies the mass conservation

as well. By appropriately designing the Lagrange multiplier, Brassel and Bretin [96 ] pro-

posed an equation of this kind that is more suitable than another conservative Allen-Cahn

equation [97 ] for two-phase flow modeling. The two-phase conservative Allen-Cahn equation
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[96 ] is a 2nd-order partial differential equation, while the Cahn-Hilliard equations are usu-

ally 4th-order. Therefore, the conservative Allen-Cahn equation [96 ] is easier to be solved.

In addition, it enjoys the maximum principle so that its solution has an upper and lower

bound. Both the analysis [96 ] and numerical comparison [98 ], [99 ] suggest that the two-phase

conservative Allen-Cahn equation [96 ] has a better ability than the Cahn-Hilliard equations

to preserve under-resolved structures. Therefore, it is attractive to develop a multiphase

conservative Allen-Cahn equation for multiphase flows. Such an equation was developed by

Kim and Lee [68 ]. Although they numerically show that small structures are able to be

preserved and the solution of their equation is inside the physical interval, their equation

violates the consistency of reduction, and as a result produces fictitious phases. This will be

analyzed in Section 2.2.3 and numerically demonstrated in Section 4.2 . Therefore, the pro-

posed multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn equation is the first model of this kind satisfying

the consistency of reduction.

The second application of the multiphase volume distribution algorithm is to model mov-

ing contact line problems using the 2nd-order Phase-Field equations. As mentioned above,

the second-order Phase-Field equations, such as the conservative Phase-Field equations [58 ],

[63 ], [70 ], [100 ] and the conservative Allen-Cahn equations [68 ], [96 ], become popular in mod-

eling both two-phase flows, e.g., in [57 ], [58 ], [101 ]–[103 ], and N -phase (N > 2) flows, e.g.,

in [68 ]–[70 ], because they enjoy several desirable properties that the Cahn-Hilliard equations

does not have in multiphase flow modeling [68 ], [96 ], [98 ]–[100 ], [104 ]. Moreover, they are

easier and more efficient to be solved. However, difficulty appears when these 2nd-order

Phase-Field equations are used to model problems including moving contact lines, because

only a single boundary condition is needed. This boundary condition is always determined

by the mass conservation and the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is normally

required. Consequently, only 900 contact angle can be assigned at the wall boundary, which

strongly restricts the application of the second-order Phase-Field equations. So far, the

second-order Phase-Field equations have not been able to share the fruitful progress made

in the implementation of the contact angle boundary conditions for moving contact line

problems. The idea of addressing this issue is to add a Lagrange multiplier to the original

Phase-Field equations, so that the mass change due to the contact angle boundary conditions
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is compensated. The Lagrange multiplier needs to be carefully designed to avoid producing

voids, overfilling, or fictitious phases, and therefore the consistent and conservative volume

distribution algorithm is employed.

The third application related to the multiphase volume distribution problem is to map

the order parameters into their physical interval. In multiphase flows, the order parameters

are not only indicators of different phases but also used to compute the density and viscosity

of the fluid mixture. This computation is based on the assumption that the order parameters

have a physical bound. For example, the order parameters should be in [0, 1] if they are the

volume fractions. If some of the order parameters are beyond their physical interval, there is

no physical interpretation for them, and the density of the fluid mixture, for example, can be

smaller than the minimum density of the phases, and can even be negative, resulting in an

ill-posed momentum equation. Problems having large density and/or viscosity ratios are less

tolerant to the out-of-bound order parameters, and a small out-of-bound error can become

problematic in a computation. The out-of-bound order parameters can be generated due to

the defect of the Phase-Field equation (or model). For example, the widely-used two-phase

Cahn-Hilliard equation [55 ], with constant mobility and the Ginzburg-Landau double-well

potential, admits an out-of-bound solution [105 ]–[108 ]. Fortunately, both the asymptotic

analysis [56 ], [109 ] and the scaling analysis [105 ] suggest that the out-of-bound issue is

controlled by the interface thickness, which is normally as small as the grid size. Another

source of the out-of-bound order parameters is from numerical errors, even though the Phase-

Field equation has the maximum principle. However, designing a bound-preserving scheme

is not a trivial task, especially when the equation is non-linear and complicated. In addition,

the bound-preserving scheme usually casts an additional constraint on the time step, e.g.,

[100 ] for the two-phase conservative Phase-Field equation [58 ], and [110 ] for the Allen-Cahn

equation [111 ]. The out-of-bound issue from the numerical error is the truncation error

of the scheme, which again is related to the grid size. Since the out-of-bound error from

either the defect of the equation or the numerical error is related to the grid size, which

is usually small, a more common practice is to clip the out-of-bound solution, e.g., in [58 ],

[75 ], [112 ]. However, a volume distribution algorithm has to be supplemented following the

clipping operation. Otherwise, the mass conservation is destroyed [113 ]. Chiu and Lin [58 ]
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evenly distributed the volume, which is lost from the clipping operation, to the interfacial

regions, and this algorithm is applied in [114 ]. The clipping operation is also commonly

used in the volume-of-fluid (VOF) or THINC methods, e.g., [35 ], [115 ], [116 ], and a volume

distribution algorithm is required to achieve mass conservation [115 ]. As discussed, the

multiphase volume distribution problem is far more challenging than the two-phase one

and, thus, both the clipping operation and the volume distribution have to be carefully

designed. Otherwise, fictitious phases, local voids, or overfilling can be artificially produced.

The general solution of this problem has not been proposed in previous studies. Thanks

to the consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm, a numerical procedure for

multiphase problems, called the boundedness mapping, is developed, which maps the order

parameters, obtained numerically from a multiphase model, into their physical interval, and

at the same time, the physical properties of the order parameters, i.e., their summation

constraint, mass conservation, and consistency of reduction, are preserved.

1.2 Coupling to the hydrodynamics

In previous studies, most attention was paid to developing a set of Phase-Field equations

that capture locations of individual phases, while the physical coupling between the Phase-

Field equation and the hydrodynamics was less studied. The hydrodynamics was included

by using a divergence-free flow velocity u and by simply presuming that the sharp-interface

mass conservation equation:
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (1.1)

is valid for ρ, the density of the fluid mixture. As a result, it directly reaches the Navier-

Stokes equation:
∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u) = −∇P + f , (1.2)

or its equivalent form, to govern the motion of the fluid mixture. Here, P is the pressure

and f denotes any forces other than the pressure gradient. Such a strategy of coupling the

Phase-Field equations to the hydrodynamics has been popularly used in two-phase models,

e.g., [57 ], [58 ], [102 ], [103 ], [112 ], [113 ], [117 ]–[119 ], and in more recent three-phase or N -
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phase models, e.g., [60 ]–[70 ], [86 ], [90 ]. This probably attributes to following the conventions

of Model H [120 ] and modified Model H [112 ], [118 ], [119 ].

However, the density of the fluid mixture ρ is never solved from the sharp-interface mass

conservation equation Eq.(1.1 ) but instead computed algebraically from ∑N
p=1 ρpCp where ρp

and Cp are the density and volume fraction of Phase p. The present study shows in Sec-

tion 2.3 that the algebraically computed density along with the divergence-free flow velocity

is contradicting to the sharp-interface mass conservation equation Eq.(1.1 ). Therefore, the

Navier-Stokes equation Eq.(1.2 ) is inconsistent with the actual mass conservation equation of

the mulitphase model, and can produce unphysical results. A similar issue was first realized

in the sharp-interface methods for two-phase flows on the discrete level, and the so-called

consistent schemes were proposed to the Volume-of-Fluid method [28 ], [121 ]–[123 ], to the

level-set method [124 ], [125 ], and to the THINC method [126 ]. However, such a consistent

scheme is not available for the Phase-Field method. Moreover, this consistency issue in the

Phase-Field method is more complicated due to the presence of the thermodynamical effects,

and this issue appears not only on the discrete level but also on the continuous (or model)

level, see [56 ], [75 ] based on the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation.

The present study proposes the consistency of mass conservation and consistency of

mass and momentum transport to physically couple the Phase-Field equation to the hydro-

dynamics. These two consistency conditions are general principles that are independent of

details of the Phase-Field equation. Therefore, formulations derived from them are gener-

ally valid. The effects of these two consistency conditions are first analyzed in the present

study with the Phase-Field equation written in a conservative form. It is rigorously proved

that violating these two consistency conditions leads to failures of the Galilean invariance

and kinetic energy conservation. Therefore, unphysical velocity fluctuations and interface

deformations are produced and become more significant as the density ratio of the problem

increases. These two consistency conditions result in the optimal coupling in the sense that

the 2nd law of thermodynamics (or energy dissipation) or the consistency of reduction of the

entire multiphase model only relies on the Phase-Field equation. The physical interpretation

of the consistency conditions and their formulations are provided using the control volume

analysis and mixture theory. For the Phase-Field equation including terms that are not in a
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conservative form, like the conservative Allen-Cahn equation, the present study proposes the

consistent formulation to resolve this issue, where auxiliary variables governed by a Poisson

equation are introduced. As a result, all the mass conservative Phase-Field equations are

able to be written in a conservative form, and the analyses of the effects of the consistency

conditions are directly applied. Thus, the consistency conditions provide a general, simple,

and effective procedure to physically connect various Phase-Field equations to the hydrody-

namics. Moreover, the consistency conditions greatly simplified the derivation and analysis

of a multiphase flow model since one only needs to pay attention to the development/selec-

tion of the Phase-Field equation in which unphysical behaviors are rooted, but directly uses

the present formulations from the consistency conditions for the hydrodynamics.

The divergence-free velocity in the present and many existing studies can be interpreted

as the “volume-averaged” velocity. Another category of the Phase-Field method for multi-

phase flows considers the non-divergence-free “mass-averaged” velocity, and examples include

[81 ], [127 ]–[131 ] for two-phase flows, [132 ] for three-phase flows, and [133 ], [134 ] for N -phase

flows. These models are also called the “quasi-incompressible” models. Lowengrub and

colleagues developed both the two- and three-phase flow models [127 ], [132 ] of this kind.

Recent numerical implementations of this kind of model are restricted to two-phase flows

[81 ], [129 ]–[131 ]. The consistency of reduction, whose importance has been realized in the

studies developing the volume-averaged velocity models, like in [60 ], [64 ], [66 ], [74 ], [75 ],

has not been explicitly analyzed or discussed based on the mass-averaged velocity models.

Such analyses and discussions, however, are outside the scope of the present study. Primary

comparisons between the models of volume- and mass-averaged velocities, respectively, were

performed in [128 ], and little difference was observed in two-phase flow applications. This

attributes to the fact that the inequality of the two averaged velocities in multiphase flow

problems are confined in the small interfacial regions. Of course, further careful qualitative

and quantitative comparisons are deserved but this is not the issue to be addressed in the

present study. It should be noted that the formulations derived from the proposed consis-

tency conditions are still valid for the mass-averaged velocity models, and related discussions

are in Section 2.5 .
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1.3 Consistent and conservative numerical framework

Another issue to be addressed in the present study is to preserve as many physical

properties of the multiphase flow model as possible on the discrete level, in order to eliminate

unphysical behaviors, such as generation of fictitious phases, local voids, or overfilling, and

unrealistic interface deformations, which will be shown in the numerical tests in Chapter 4 .

Many progresses have been finished for two-phase problems, e.g., in [55 ], [112 ], [113 ], [117 ],

[135 ]–[137 ], but this part is still far from complete for multiphase problems, although some

developed schemes are shown to satisfy the energy law on the discrete level, e.g., in [61 ],

[71 ], [86 ], and to achieve mass conservation, e.g., in [61 ], [68 ]. However, none of the existing

schemes have considered the consistency issue introduced above. The consistent scheme

for the Phase-Field method, like those [28 ], [121 ]–[126 ] for the sharp-interface methods, has

not been developed. This greatly hinders the application of the Phase-Field method to

large-density-ratio problems.

The present study focuses on the mass conservation of each phase, the momentum con-

servation of the multiphase mixture, the summation of the volume fractions of the phases,

and on satisfying the consistency conditions on the discrete level. To achieve this goal, sev-

eral novel techniques valid for an arbitrary number of phases are first reported in the present

study.

• The convection term in the Phase-Field equation is written in its conservative form to

conserve the mass of each phase, and then the gradient-based phase selection procedure

is proposed to avoid generating fictitious phases, local voids, or overfilling.

• The boundedness mapping resulting from the consistent and conservative volume dis-

tribution algorithm is implemented to map the out-of-bound order parameters into

their physical interval.

• The conservative method is developed to discretize the multiphase surface force that

modeling the interfacial tensions. This method contributes the momentum conserva-

tion on the discrete level.
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• The “DGT” discrete operator is developed for the viscous force to ensure both the

consistency of reduction and momentum conservation.

• To physically connect the discrete Phase-Field and momentum equations, correspon-

dences of numerical operations in solving both equations are highlighted, which are

independent of details of the Phase-Field equation or its discretization. These corre-

spondences are critical to preserve the consistency conditions on the discrete level.

After incorporating those novel techniques, the schemes for the Phase-Field equations and

for the momentum equation in the present study have the following provable properties:

• The present schemes for the Phase-Field equations conserve the mass of each phase

and therefore the mass of the fluid mixture. They also guarantee the summation of

the volume fractions to be unity at every discrete location.

• The present schemes for the Phase-Field equations satisfy the consistency of reduction,

and therefore the same is true for the discrete momentum equation. This contributes

to discretely recovering the single-phase dynamics inside each bulk-phase region.

• The present scheme for the momentum equation is momentum-conservative if the in-

terfacial tensions are either neglected or computed with the conservative method.

• The consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass and momentum

transport are satisfied discretely, and, consequently, the scheme for the momentum

equation solves advection (or translation) problems exactly (without considering the

gravity and interfacial tensions), regardless of the material properties of the fluid phases

or the initial shapes of the interfaces.

The aforementioned properties are carefully validated by numerical experiments. Applica-

tions of the proposed model and scheme to realistic multiphase flows show their robustness

and capability of simulating multiphase dynamics even when there is a significant difference

between material properties across the interface.
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1.4 N-phase-M-component model

Multiphase and multicomponent flow problems are ubiquitous and have various appli-

cations. The problems include strong interactions among phases and components, leading

to challenges in developing analytical or numerical solutions. Before the related studies are

summarized, the terminology in the present work is first clarified, since “multiphase” and

“multicomponent” are commutable in some literature. In the present work, phases are im-

miscible with each other and the domain is occupied by at least one of the phases, and that

components are materials dissolvable in some specific phases and their presence can increase

the local density and viscosity based on their amounts (or concentrations).

Despite the active studies on the modeling and simulation of two-/multi-phase flows, the

studies including multiple components in a multiphase system are relatively rare, probably

because the multiphase problem itself is adequately complicated, and a general and physically

plausible multiphase model, e.g., the one in [75 ], is developed very recently. When there are

multiple phases and components in a system, a component can dissolve in several different

phases, and, at the same time, there can be different components present in a single phase.

It is challenging to incorporate all these relationships between phases and components in

a general model. In addition, the phases are moving, deforming, and even experiencing

topological changes, and the components inside the phases need to respond to these motions

appropriately, which casts another challenge in modeling. The appearance of the components

may change the local density, which influences the mass transport and the consistency of the

model. Some existing works can be categorized into the two-phase-one-component problems,

e.g., the problems including a surfactant [82 ], [138 ]–[140 ], where the concentration of the

surfactant changes the surface tension and, as a result, introduces the Marangoni effect, and

the problems including phase change [141 ], [142 ], where the vapor generated from the liquid

is dissolvable in the condensible gas. However, including these additional physics in the

problems having multiple phases and components is out of the scope of the present study.

The present study is confined to incompressible flows without phase change and assume that

the Marangoni effect due to the presence of the components is negligible.
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In the present work, a consistent and conservative model for multiphase and multicom-

ponent incompressible flows is developed. The model allows arbitrary numbers of phases

and components appearing simultaneously. Each component can exist in different phases.

In each phase, there is a background fluid called the pure phase, and multiple components

can be dissolved in this pure phase. Therefore, each phase is a “solution” of its pure phase

(or background fluid) as the “solvent” and the components dissolved in this phase as the

“solutes”. Individual pure phases and components have their own densities and viscosities.

Each pair of phases has a surface tension and each component has a diffusivity in a given

phase. At a wall boundary, each pair of phases has a contact angle. The model is based on

the consistent and conservative method for N -phase flows, proposed in the present study, the

diffuse domain approach [143 ], and the consistency analysis developed in the present study.

The diffuse domain approach is applied to replace the convection-diffusion equation of a

component defined in a specific phase with its mathematical equivalent equation defined in

the whole domain. One more consistency condition, i.e., the consistency of volume fraction

conservation, is proposed. The consistency analysis is performed based on the consistency

conditions for multiphase and multicomponent flows, proposed in the present work. It en-

sures that the flow dynamics is correctly connected with the dynamics of the phases and

components, and that no fictitious phases or components are allowed to be generated. The

resulting model conserves the mass of individual pure phases, the amount of each component

in its dissolvable region, and thus the mass of the fluid mixture, and the momentum of the

multiphase and multicomponent flows. It ensures that the summation of the volume frac-

tions of the phases is unity everywhere so that there is no local void or overfilling. It satisfies

a physical energy law and it is Galilean invariant. It satisfies all the consistency conditions,

which are the consistency of reduction, the consistency of volume fraction conservation, the

consistency of mass conservation, and the consistency of mass and momentum transport.

It should be noted that the consistency conditions play a critical role in avoiding fictitious

phases and components, in deriving the energy law, and in proving the Galilean invariance of

the model. The model is flexible to allow a component to cross a phase interface with either

zero flux or continuous flux based on the property of the phase interface if the component is

dissolvable in both sides of the interface. In addition to study the dynamics of the multiphase
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and multicomponent flows, the present model is applicable to study some multiphase flows,

where the miscibility of each two phases can be different.

The corresponding numerical scheme is developed for the proposed model, which is an

extension of the consistent and conservative numerical framework for multiphase flows. The

scheme is formally 2nd-order accurate in both time and space and it preserves the proper-

ties of the model. The scheme conserves the mass of individual pure phases, the amount

of each component in its dissolvable region, and therefore the mass of the fluid mixture.

The momentum is exactly conserved by the scheme with the conservative method for the

interfacial force, while it is essentially conserved with the balanced-force method. All the

consistency conditions are shown to be satisfied on the discrete level by the scheme. This is

very important for the problems including large density ratios and to ensure that no ficti-

tious phases or components can be generated by the scheme. The properties and capabilities

of the proposed model and scheme are demonstrated numerically. Details of this model is

provided in Section 2.6.1 .

1.5 Thermo-gas-liquid-solid model including solidification/melting

Liquid-Solid phase change (or solidification/melting) and its interaction with the sur-

rounding air are ubiquitous in various natural and/or industrial processes, e.g., latent ther-

mal energy storage (LTES) systems [144 ], [145 ], welding [146 ]–[149 ], casting [150 ], [151 ], and

additive manufacturing (AM) [152 ]–[154 ]. This motivates researchers to develop physical

and high-fidelity models to further understand the complex physics and dynamics, and ac-

curately predict the behavior of materials in order to produce high-quality products. Such

a problem includes many challenging factors, such as a wide range of material properties,

evolution of the liquid-solid interface due to solidification/melting, deformation of the gas-

liquid interface due to fluid (gas/liquid) motions and surface tension, heat transfer that

drives the phase change, and fluid-structure interaction between the fluid and solid, and all

these factors are coupled and can be influential. In the present study, this problem is called

thermo-gas-liquid-solid flows with liquid-solid phase change.
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In spite of the complexity of the problem, it can be separated into two basic problems

which are the two-phase incompressible flow and the solidification with convection. Many

existing studies have focused on these individual problems. The numerical methods for the

two-phase incompressible flows have been introduced above. For the solidification problem

with convection, one of the most popular methods is the enthalpy-porosity technique [155 ]–

[159 ], which can be implemented in a fixed grid. The liquid fraction of the phase change

material is algebraically related to the local temperature. Therefore, the enthalpy change

due to phase change can be evaluated and becomes a source in the energy equation. A

drag force proportional to the velocity is added to the momentum equation to stop the solid

motion, which is the same idea as the fictitious domain Brinkman penalization (FD/BP)

method for the fluid-structure interaction [160 ], [161 ]. The most popularly used drag force

in the enthalpy-porosity technique is modified from the Carman-Kozeny equation [162 ] for

the porous medium. Another popular method for solidification is the Phase-Field method

[163 ]–[169 ], where the liquid-solid interface has a small but finite thickness. Different from the

enthalpy-porosity technique using an algebraic relation, the Phase-Field method introduces

an additional equation to govern the evolution of the liquid fraction of the phase change

material, and therefore is flexible to include more complicated physics, e.g., anisotropy and

solute transport in an alloy. After coupling the Phase-Field method with the hydrodynamics,

the melt convection can be modeled [170 ]–[173 ]. Other methods for modeling the liquid-solid

phase change are reviewed in [174 ]–[180 ].

Most existing models for the thermo-gas-liquid-solid flows with liquid-solid phase change

follow a similar procedure: The deforming gas-liquid interface is located by a certain interface

capturing method and the continuous surface tension force is added, while the enthalpy-

porosity technique is directly applied without any further changes to adapt to the appearance

of a new phase. The volume-of-fluid method is the most popular choice and is used, e.g., in

[144 ], [145 ], [149 ], [152 ], [153 ], [181 ], [182 ]. The level-set and conservative level set methods

are recently used in [183 ] and [154 ], respectively. Some additional physics are introduced

to the models, e.g., the thermo-capillary effect [152 ]–[154 ], [183 ] and recoil pressure [152 ]–

[154 ]. Another recent model [184 ] follows the same strategy but instead uses the Phase-

Field model in [185 ] for anisotropic solidification and the conservative Phase-Field method
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[58 ] as the interface capturing method. In spite of its widespread applications, such a well-

accepted modeling strategy has the following critical issues. (i) The volume fractions of the

phases are ambiguously defined. In the models applying the enthalpy-porosity technique,

the liquid fraction is meaningful only inside the phase change material, while it directly

appears in the energy equation defined in the entire domain including the gas phase. As a

result, the meaningless value of the liquid fraction in the gas phase is also counted in the

energy equation. Another example is in [184 ], where two liquid fractions are defined for

the same liquid phase, one from the solidification model and the other from the interface

capturing method. Since the solidification model and the interface capturing method have

no explicit/direct connection, these two liquid fractions may inconsistently label the liquid

location. (ii) The surface tension and drag forces can appear at wrong locations because the

volume fractions, which are not clearly defined, are needed to compute the forces. Based

on the formulations, e.g., in [149 ], [152 ]–[154 ], [183 ], the surface tension at the gas-liquid

interface will falsely appear at the gas-solid interface, and the drag force will falsely appear

in the gas phase when the local temperature is lower than the solidus temperature. Some

artificial operations need to be added but they have seldom been mentioned in the literature.

An exception is in [184 ] where a bounce-back scheme near the gas-solid interface is employed

since the gas-solid interface is unable to be effectively labeled by the model, but details of the

bounce-back scheme are not provided. (iii) Physical principles can be violated, depending on

the material properties. The most obvious example is the mass conservation. In, e.g., [152 ],

[153 ], [159 ], [181 ]–[184 ], the velocity is divergence-free, implying that both the volumes of the

gas and phase change material will not change. This restricts the application of the model

to problems having matched liquid and solid densities. However, the problems studied in

[154 ], [181 ] are outside that category, and therefore the volume of the phase change material

needs to change in order to satisfy the mass conservation. It should be noted that the volume

change in [154 ] is from evaporation, not solidification/melting, and the velocity is divergence-

free without evaporation. As a result, the divergence-free velocity is contradicting the mass

conservation. Although the studies in [144 ], [145 ], [186 ], [187 ] captures the volume change,

detail formulations, i.e., the divergence of the velocity, are not provided. Other physical

principles, e.g., the momentum and energy conservation and the Galilean invariance of the
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models, have never been examined. (iv) The problem of interest often has a large density

ratio, which can be O(104) between the gas and liquid. It has been well-known that the

so-called consistent method [28 ], [121 ]–[126 ] needs to be implemented to produce physical

results for multiphase flows, while this has never been considered in the existing models for

the problem of interest.

The aforementioned issues in the existing models for the problem of interest are originated

in simply “combining”, not physically “coupling”, the models for solidification and two-phase

flows. In the present study, those critical issues are properly addressed and a consistent

and conservative Phase-Field model is developed for the thermo-gas-liquid-solid flows with

liquid-solid phase change. In deriving the model, the consistency conditions proposed in

the present study are considered. In the earlier discussions, phase change or temperature

variations in the fluids are not included. Here is the first implementation of the consistency

conditions to phase change problems, which further demonstrates their generality. All the

dependent variables are defined in a fixed regular domain, which is convenient for numerical

implementation. The following physical properties are enjoyed by the proposed model:

• The proposed model exactly recovers the consistent and conservative Phase-Field

method for incompressible two-phase flows in the present study when the solid phase

is absent, the fictitious domain Brinkman penalization (FD/BP) method for fluid-

structure interactions [160 ], [161 ] when the liquid phase is absent, and the Phase-Field

model of solidification of a pure material [163 ] when the gas phase is absent.

• The proposed model defines the volume fractions of individual phases unambiguously

and ensures their summation to be unity everywhere. The local mass conservation is

strictly satisfied, from which the divergence of the velocity is non-zero, and therefore

the volume change during solidification/melting is captured.

• The momentum is conserved when the solid phase is absent, and the no-slip condition

at the solid boundary results in the momentum change. The energy conservation and

Galilean invariance are also satisfied by the proposed model.
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• The momentum transport is consistent with the mass transport of the gas-liquid-solid

mixture, which greatly improves the robustness of the model for large-density-ratio

problems and avoids unrealistic interface deformation.

• Isothermal (or temperature equilibrium) solutions are admissible, thanks to satisfying

the consistency conditions, which prevents producing any fictitious fluctuations of the

temperature.

• Novel continuous surface tension and drag force models are proposed, which are acti-

vated only at proper locations. The interpolation function in the solidification model

[163 ] is modified to include the capability of initiating phase change when there is only

the liquid/solid-state of the phase change material.

These physical properties of the model are independent of the material properties. The

model is validated and its capability is demonstrated with the help of the proposed numerical

framework. The proposed model includes all the basic ingredients and challenging aspects

of the problem, and additional physics can be incorporated conveniently following the same

framework. Details of this model are provided in Section 2.6.2 .
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2. CONSISTENT AND CONSERVATIVE MODELS FOR

MULTIPHASE FLOWS1
 

In this chapter, the consistent and conservative models for immiscible and incompressible

multiphase flows are developed, where there can be an arbitrary number of phases. The

models are based on the Phase-Field (or Diffuse-Interface) method, which is characterized

by introducing a small but finite interface thickness, to locate different phases. Definitions

of basic variables of the multiphase problems are first introduced. Then, three consistency

conditions are defined to complete the models, along with analyzing their effects on multi-

phase flows. The physical interpretations to the consistency conditions and the formulations

derived from them are provided. At the end of this chapter, the multiphase problems are ex-

tended to including mass (heat) transfer, temperature variation, and solidification/melting,

with the help of an additionally proposed consistency condition.

2.1 Basic definitions

Inside the domain of interest, denoted by Ω, there are N (N > 1) immiscible and incom-

pressible fluid phases. “Immiscible” means the phases are not capable of combining to form

a homogeneous mixture, and “incompressible” means the densities of the phases are con-

stant. Each phase, e.g., Phase p (1 6 p 6 N), has a volume fraction Cp (0 6 Cp 6 1). The

volume fraction of Phase p here is defined as the portion of Phase p in a differential volume

(d(vol)p) over the same differential volume (d(vol)), i.e., Cp = d(vol)p/d(vol). Since no void

or overfilling is allowed to be generated, the summation of the volume fractions should be
1This chapter was partly published in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 387, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A mixed upwind/central WENO scheme for incompressible two-phase flows, Page
455-480, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 406, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent, essentially conservative and balanced-force Phase-Field method to
model incompressible two-phase flows, Page 109192, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational
Physics, Vol 420, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent and conservative scheme for
incompressible two-phase flows using the conservative Allen-Cahn model, Page 109718, Copyright Elsevier
(2020); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 434, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani,
A consistent and conservative model and its scheme for N-phase-M-component incompressible flows, Page
110229, Copyright Elsevier (2021); and in International Journal of Multiphase Flow, Vol 142, Ziyang Huang,
Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm and its ap-
plications to multiphase flows using Phase-Field models, Page 103727, Copyright Elsevier (2021).
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unity. Another popular choice to locate the phases is the volume fraction contrast, whose

definition is

φp = Cp −
N∑

q=1,q 6=p

Cq = 2Cp − 1, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.1)

and its range is from −1 to 1. Correspondingly, the summation of the volume fraction

contrasts is
N∑

p=1
Cp =

N∑
p=1

1 + φp

2 = 1 or
N∑

p=1
φp = 2 −N. (2.2)

Either the volume fractions {Cp}N
p=1 or the volume fraction contrasts {φp}N

p=1 can be used

as the order parameters in a Phase-Field method, and the latter one is considered in the

present study unless otherwise specified.

The density and viscosity of fluid phase p are ρp (ρp > 0) and µp (µp > 0), respectively.

The density and viscosity of the fluid mixture are defined by

ρ =
N∑

p=1
ρpCp =

N∑
p=1

ρp
φp + 1

2 , (2.3)

µ =
N∑

p=1
µpCp =

N∑
p=1

µp
φp + 1

2 . (2.4)

The interfacial tension between Phases p and q is σp,q (1 6 p, q 6 N). The interfacial tension

between Phases q and p is the same as the one between Phases p and q, i.e., σq,p = σp,q, and

there is no interfacial tension inside each phase, i.e., σp,p = 0. The contact angle of Phases p

and q at a wall, measured inside Phase p, is θW
p,q, (1 6 p, q 6 N). Consequently, θW

p,q +θW
q,p = π

is true.

The flow velocity is denoted by u, which is divergence-free:

∇ · u = 0. (2.5)

Such a velocity is also referred to as the volume-averaged velocity of the fluid mixture and

more details related to Eq.(2.5 ) are provided in Section 2.5 . A series of theoretical analyses

and discussions related to the volume-averaged velocity and the models based on that is
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performed by Brenner, e.g., in [188 ]–[191 ]. The divergence-free condition Eq.(2.5 ) is enforced

by a Lagrange multiplier P , called the pressure.

2.2 Consistency of reduction

It should be noted that anyN -phase problem is locally aM -phase problem (1 6M 6 N),

and, in most cases, M is much less than N . Therefore, it is important that the N -phase

model recovers the corresponding M -phase model when and where there are only M phases

present, so that the local M -phase dynamics is reproduced. Therefore, a multiphase model

should satisfies the following principle.

Consistency of reduction: A N-phase system should be able to recover the corre-

sponding M-phase system (1 6M 6 N − 1) when (N −M) phases don’t appear.

Although the consistency of reduction is defined similarly to the one in [64 ], [75 ], the

understanding of absent phases in the present study needs to be further clarified. In the

previous studies, the absence of phases is considered globally, for example, the absence of

Phase p means that Phase p dose not appear anywhere, i.e., φp ≡ −1. In the present work,

the absence of phases is considered locally. As an example, the absence of Phase p means

where φp = −1 and all its spatial derivatives in its governing equation are zero. Such a

consideration in the present study has not only theoretical but also practical values.

It is obvious that if the consistency of reduction is true when the absent phases are

considered locally, it will be true as well when the absent phases are considered globally,

because φp ≡ −1 implies all the spatial derivatives of φp are zero. Therefore, the local

consideration in the present study won’t contradict with previously developed theories about

the consistency of reduction, e.g., in [64 ], [75 ]. On the other hand, satisfying the consistency

of reduction in the global sense does not lead to the local case, and examples include the

conservative Allen-Cahn equations in [68 ], [97 ] for two- and N -phase problems, respectively,

as analyzed in the following sections. From a practical point of view, absent phases won’t

be initiated, because that will increase the cost of computation and the demand of storage.

There only exists local absence of phases at different locations of the domain in realistic

applications. Therefore, the locally absent case should be considered more carefully.
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One of the consequences of violating the consistency of reduction is generating fictitious

phases in interfacial regions [64 ], [66 ]. This has a great influence on the multiphase dynamics

even though the amounts of the fictitious phases are small, especially in a problem having

a large density or viscosity ratio, which is demonstrated in [64 ]. Moreover, dynamics inside

bulk-phase regions is produced incorrectly if this principle is violated. One shall see that the

consistency of reduction of the entire multiphase flow model only relies on the Phase-Field

equation (or model). Thus, the Phase-Field equation will be first discussed.

When analyzing the consistency of reduction in a formal way, without loss of generality

and for a clear presentation, a N -phase system (N > 2) is considered and the last phase,

i.e., Phase N , is absent in the present study. The analyses are not related to which phase

is chosen to be absent, and thus the same conclusion will be drawn by arbitrarily choosing

an absent phase among the N phases. Besides, the analyses are repeatable. If the analyses

are repeated (N − M) times (1 6 M 6 N − 1), they produce results of (N − M) absent

phases. Therefore, one only needs to consider the case where only a single phase is absent.

If the N -phase formulations recover the corresponding (N − 1)-phase formulations, then the

consistency of reduction is achieved.

2.2.1 Introduction to the Phase-Field method

The Phase-Field equation (or model) governs the dynamics of the order parameters lo-

cating different phases. A general form of the Phase-Field equation for the multiphase

incompressible flows is:

∂φp

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφp) = ∇ · Jp + LR

p + Lc
p in Ω, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.6)

and the convection term is written in its conservative form, thanks to the divergence-free

velocity Eq.(2.5 ). Here, {Jp}N
p=1 are the diffusion fluxes and {LR

p }N
p=1 are the reaction terms of

the Phase-Field equation, and {Lc
p}N

p=1 are the Lagrange multipliers supplemented to enforce

the mass conservation.
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When the fluid phases are in contact with a wall, contact lines are formed there, and the

contact angle boundary condition, without lost of generality, can be written as:

n · ∇φp = Fw
p [{φq}N

q=1; {θW
q,r}N

q,r=1] at ∂Ω, 1 6 p 6 N. (2.7)

Here n is the unit outward normal at the domain boundary ∂Ω. Fw is a certain functional

with respect to {φp}N
p=1, and {θW

p,q}N
p,q=1 are its parameters. It should be noted that the

notation in Eq.(2.7 ) is simplified, and Fw and {θW
p,q}N

p,q=1 can be different at individual

wall boundaries in practice. For the 4th-order Phase-Field equations whose highest spatial

derivatives are 4th-order, the zero-flux boundary condition, in addition to Eq.(2.7 ), is usually

assigned to the diffusion flux J for the sake of mass conservation. However, for the 2nd-

order ones, only a single boundary condition is needed at the wall boundary and using

Eq.(2.7 ) probably fails to conserve the mass. Therefore, in the present study, the Lagrange

multipliers, i.e., Lc
p in Eq.(2.6 ), are added to compensate the effect of the contact angle

boundary condition on mass change.

To be physically admissible in multiphase incompressible flow problems, the Phase-Field

equation Eq.(2.6 ) and the contact angle boundary condition Eq.(2.7 ) should honor the fol-

lowing basic properties. The first one is the mass conservation:

d

dt

∫
Ω
φpdΩ +

∫
∂Ω

n · uφpdΓ = 0 or (2.8)∫
Ω
Lc

pdΩ = −
∫

Ω
(∇ · Jp + LR

p )dΩ = Sc
p, 1 6 p 6 N.

After realizing that the mass of individual phases is
∫

Ω ρp(1 + φp)/2dΩ, Eq.(2.8 ) states that

the mass of each phase changes only because of injection or removal of that phase at the

domain boundary. Notice that the integral of ∇ · J over the domain is zero for the 4th-order

Phase-Field equations but this is probably not true for the 2nd-order ones with non-900

contact angles.

The second property is the summation of the order parameters, i.e., Eq.(2.2 ), which

avoids local voids or overfilling. After summing Eq.(2.6 ), as well as Eq.(2.7 ), over p, the
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constraints for the diffusion fluxes, reaction terms, Lagrange multipliers, and the contact

angle boundary condition are:

N∑
q=1

Jq = 0,
N∑

q=1
LR

q = 0,
N∑

q=1
Lc

q = 0,
N∑

q=1
FW

q = 0. (2.9)

The last property is the consistency of reduction. If Phase q (1 6 q 6 N) is absent, the

diffusion flux, reaction term, Lagrange multiplier, and the contact angle boundary condition

of Phase q vanish:

Jq = 0, LR
q = 0, Lc

q = 0, FW
q = 0, (2.10)

so that Phase q remains absent, i.e., ∂φq/∂t = 0. Their formulations for the rest of the

phases reduce to the corresponding ones excluding Phase q.

Various existing studies have considered J, LR, and FW in the three-phase and/or N -

phase cases, e.g., those in [60 ]–[68 ], [71 ]–[75 ], [86 ], [90 ], and some of them satisfy the proper-

ties in Eq.(2.9 ) and Eq.(2.10 ). However, fewer studies consider Lc for an arbitrary number

of phases, and a general formulation of Lc satisfying all the properties in Eq.(2.8 ), Eq.(2.9 ),

and Eq.(2.10 ) has not been developed. This issue will be addressed in the next section.

2.2.2 Consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm

The purpose of the consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm is to specify

the volume distribution functions of individual phases, denoted as {Lp}N
p=1, in a consistent

and conservative manner.

Problem statement: Given a set of order parameters {φp}N
p=1 that satisfy their sum-

mation constraint Eq.(2.2 ), i.e., ∑N
p=1 φp = (2 −N), and a set of scalars {Sp}N

p=1 that satisfy∑N
p=1 Sp = 0, determine a set of spatial functions {Lp}N

p=1 such that

N∑
q=1

Lq = 0,
∫

Ω
LpdΩ = Sp, Lp|φp=−1 = 0, 1 6 p 6 N. (2.11)

Here, {Sp}N
p=1 are related to the volume changes of individual phases, and the admissible

set has a zero summation over p. In other words, the net volume added to the domain is
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zero. Therefore, the present algorithm keeps the domain volume fixed but adjusts the phase

volumes based on the given values. One may notice that the constraints for L in Eq.(2.11 )

are the same kind of those in Eq.(2.9 ), Eq.(2.8 ), and Eq.(2.10 ) for Lc if it is assumed that

Lc does not include derivatives of the order parameters.

Given {Sp}N
p=1 only, there can be multiple choices of {Lp}N

p=1, while not all of them are

admissible. Three physical constraints are proposed, which need to be strictly satisfied by

{Lp}N
p=1, and they are formulated in Eq.(2.11 ). The first constraint is called the summation

constraint for volume distribution, which states that the summation of the order parameters

after the volume distribution does not change, i.e., ∑N
p=1(φp + Lp) = (2 − N), so that the

summation of the volume fractions of the phases is always unity, see Eq.(2.2 ). In other

words, no local void or overfilling can be generated by the volume distribution. The second

constraint in Eq.(2.11 ) is called the conservation constraint for volume distribution, which

requires the total amounts of {Lp}N
p=1 equal to the corresponding given values {Sp}N

p=1.

Otherwise, the volume distribution problem is not solved successfully. It should be noted

that the summation and conservation constraints for volume distribution are consistent with

each other due to ∑N
p=1 Sp = 0. The last constraint is related to the consistency of reduction.

If Phase p is labeled absent by φp at a specific location, then there should not be any volume

of Phase p being distributed at that location. This constraint avoids producing any fictitious

phases after the volume distribution at that location. Combining the first and last constraints

in Eq.(2.11 ), one can easily obtain Lp|φp=1 = 0. In other words, the volume distribution only

happens at the interfacial regions, while it is deactivated inside the bulk-phase regions.

Specifying a set of {Lp}N
p=1 that satisfy all the aforementioned constraints is not a trivial

task. A successful algorithm is developed in [96 ] for two-phase flows. However, it is far more

challenging in a general multiphase case. When there are only two phases, the constraints

in Eq.(2.11 ) for L1 turn into
∫

Ω L1dΩ = S1 and L1|φ1=±1 = 0. Once L1 is determined,

L2 = −L1 is directly obtained from the first constraint in Eq.(2.11 ), and {Lp}2
p=1 satisfy all

the constraints in Eq.(2.11 ). As a result, only phase-wise formulations are needed. On the

other hand, if a three-phase example is considered, even though L1 is specified, one still can

not determine L2 and L3 directly or uniquely. If L1 and L2 are specified independently from

phase-wise formulations, there is no guarantee that L3 = −(L1 +L2) from the first constraint
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in Eq.(2.11 ) satisfies the rest of the constraints. Due to the complexity of including multiple

phases, the volume distribution is unable to be performed phase-wise. Instead, a coupled

formulation is proposed for the volume distribution functions, i.e.,

Lp =
N∑

q=1
Wp,qBq, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.12)

where Wp,q is the weight function for volume distribution and should be non-zero only in the

interfacial regions including Phases p and q from the consistency of reduction. Eq.(2.12 ) can

be conceptually understood as following. Bq, which is related to the total volume of Phase q

to be distributed to the domain, can only be distributed to the interfacial regions including

Phase q. Therefore, the volume distributed to the interfacial regions including both Phases

p and q from Bq is Wp,qBq. Then, Lp is obtained by summing all the contributions from the

phases. The constraints in Eq.(2.11 ) for {Lp}N
p=1 turn into the following for {Wp,q}N

p,q=1, i.e.,

N∑
r=1

Wr,q = 0,
N∑

r=1

(∫
Ω
Wp,rdΩ

)
Br = Sp, Wp,q|φp=−1 = 0, 1 6 p, q 6 N. (2.13)

Based on the consistency of reduction, i.e., the third constraint in Eq.(2.13 ), the weight

function for volume distribution is constructed to be

Wp,q =

 −(1 + φp)(1 + φq), p 6= q,

(1 + φp)(1 − φq), p = q,
1 6 p, q 6 N. (2.14)

It should be noted that Wp,q indicates the interfacial regions including both Phases p and q

because it is non-zero only where −1 < φp, φq < 1. Moreover, the summation constraint, i.e.,

the first constraint in Eq.(2.13 ), is also satisfied byWp,q in Eq.(2.14 ) given∑N
p=1 φp = (2−N).

The remaining step is to satisfy the conservation constraint, i.e., the second constraint in

Eq.(2.13 ). This is achieved by solving the linear system for {Bp}N
p=1, i.e.,

[Ap,q]N×N [Bq]N×1 = [Sp]N×1, Ap,q =
∫

Ω
Wp,qdΩ. (2.15)
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The coefficient matrix of the linear system Eq.(2.15 ), i.e., [Ap,q]N×N , includes the integrals of

the weight functionWp,q (1 6 p, q 6 N) over the domain. SinceWp,q is symmetric, [Ap,q]N×N

is symmetric as well. It should be noted that all the diagonal elements of [Ap,q]N×N are

positive while all the off-diagonal ones are negative, and additionally that∑N
q=1 Ap,q (1 6 p 6

N) is zero, from the definition of Wp,q in Eq.(2.14 ). This implies that ∑N
q=1,q 6=p |Ap,q| = |Ap,p|

(1 6 p 6 N), which shows that the coefficient matrix [Ap,q]N×N in Eq.(2.15 ) is not only

symmetry but also diagonally dominant. Another important observation of Eq.(2.15 ) is that

the rank of [Ap,q]N×N is at most (N − 1). After summing Eq.(2.15 ) over p, an equation of

“0 = 0” is obtained because both ∑N
p=1 Wp,q and ∑N

p=1 Sp are zero. As a result, the linear

system in Eq.(2.15 ) has multiple solutions, and implementations show that solving Eq.(2.15 )

following the scaling argument below is critical to specify the admissible solution and for

the success of the algorithm, especially when {Sp}N
p=1 are close to the round-off error. If

[|Ap,q|]N×N is in O(1), then [|Bp|]N×1 should share the same order of magnitude as [|Sp|]N×1.

A robust way to employ this scaling argument is to let Bq∗ equal to max |Sp|, where q∗

is chosen in such a way that the minimum absolute value other than zero of [Ap,q]N×N

is in column [Ap,q∗ ]N×1. Consequently, Eq.(2.15 ) has a unique solution that honors the

scaling argument. A special case is when there is a phase, e.g., Phase p, doesn’t have any

interfacial regions in the whole domain. Equivalently, Phase p is either globally absent, i.e.,

φp ≡ −1, or filling the entire domain, i.e., φp ≡ 1. As a result, both the pth row and

column in [Ap,q]N×N are zero, and Bp = 0 is set when this happens. In order to obtain

[|Ap,q|]N×N ∼ O(1), the coefficient matrix [Ap,q]N×N is rescaled by its maximum absolute

value, i.e., max |Ap,q|, if that value is not zero. Specifically, after obtaining [Ap,q]N×N from

the integrals of {Wp,q}N
p,q=1, see Eq.(2.15 ), [Ap,q]N×N is replaced by [Ap,q]N×N/max |Ap,q|,

and correspondingly Wp,q (1 6 p, q 6 N) is replaced by Wp,q/max |Ap,q|. As a result, the

final coefficient matrix [Ap,q]N×N is always of O(1), independent of the domain size. Once

{Bp}N
p=1 are solved from Eq.(2.15 ), the volume distribution functions for individual phases

{Lp}N
p=1 are obtained from Eq.(2.12 ).

The volume distribution problem defined at the beginning of this section is solved by the

following algorithm:
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Applying the weight function Wp,q defined in Eq.(2.14 ) and solving {Bp}N
p=1 from the N×N

symmetry and diagonally dominant linear system in Eq.(2.15 ), {Lp}N
p=1 are determined from

Eq.(2.12 ), which satisfy all the physical constraints in Eq.(2.11 ).

This algorithm is consistent and conservative in the sense that the resulting {Lp}N
p=1

satisfy the consistency of reduction and their integrals over the domain are equal to the

given values {Sp}N
p=1.

Theorem 2.2.1. The proposed consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm is

reduction consistent.

Proof. Without loss of generality and for a clear presentation, the last phase of a N -phase

(N > 2) system is absent at the location where φN = −1. Then from Eq.(2.12 ), one has

LN =
N∑

q=1
WN,qBq = 0, Lp =

N∑
q=1

Wp,qBq =
N−1∑
q=1

Wp,qBq, 1 6 p 6 N − 1,

due to Wp,q|φp=−1 = Wq,p|φp=−1 = 0 from Eq.(2.14 ). Therefore, the N -phase formulation of

{Lp}N
p=1 reduces to the corresponding (N − 1)-phase formulation for the present phases and

its value for the absent phase is zero. Notice that one can choose any other phases as the

absent phase and reach the same conclusion. By induction, the consistency of reduction is

true.

Lastly, the two-phase case is considered, and have φ1 + φ2 = 0 and S1 + S2 = 0 as the

admissible inputs. From Eq.(2.15 ), one obtains the following equations

 S1 = B1
∫

Ω W1,1dΩ +B2
∫

Ω W1,2dΩ = (B1 −B2)
∫

Ω(1 − φ2
1)dΩ = (B1 −B2)

∫
Ω W1dΩ

S2 = B1
∫

Ω W2,1dΩ +B2
∫

Ω W2,2dΩ = −(B1 −B2)
∫

Ω(1 − φ2
2)dΩ = −(B1 −B2)

∫
Ω W2dΩ

,

and it should be noted that the above two equations are identical due to S1 = −S2, φ1 = −φ2,

and W1 = W2 where Wp = W (φp) = (1 − φ2
p). Finally from Eq.(2.12 ), one obtains


L1 = B1W1,1 +B2W1,2 = (B1 −B2)(1 − φ2

1) = W1∫
Ω W1dΩS1,

L2 = B1W2,1 +B2W2,2 = −(B1 −B2)(1 − φ2
2) = W2∫

Ω W2dΩS2.
(2.16)
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Therefore, the volume distribution algorithm becomes phase-wise in two-phase cases, and

Eq.(2.16 ) is identical to those in [96 ].

2.2.3 Reduction consistent Phase-Field equations

In this section, two Phase-Field equations, one is the representative of the Cahn-Hilliard

type [91 ] and the other belongs to the conservative Allen-Cahn type [97 ], [111 ], are in-

troduced, along with their contact angle boundary condition. The Cahn-Hilliard equation

considered in the present study comes from [75 ] while the conservative Allen-Cahn equation

is originally developed, resulting from the consistent and conservative volume distribution

algorithm in Section 2.2.2 .

Specifically, the multiphase Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation developed in [75 ] is:

∂φp

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφp) =

N∑
q=1

∇ · (Mp,q∇ξq) in Ω, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.17)

Mp,q =

 −M0(1 + φp)(1 + φq), p 6= q

M0(1 + φp)(1 − φq), p = q
,

ξp =
N∑

q=1
λp,q

[
1
η2 (g′

1(φp) − g′
2(φp + φq)) + ∇2φq

]
,

λp,q = 3
2
√

2
σp,qη, g1(φ) = 1

4(1 − φ2)2, g2(φ) = 1
4φ

2(φ+ 2)2.

In Eq.(2.17 ),Mp,q is the mobility between Phases p and q, andM0 is a positive constant. ξp is

the chemical potential of Phase p, and {λp,q}N
p,q=1 are the mixing energy densities, depending

on the pairwise interfacial tension σp,q and on the interface thickness η. {λp,q}N
p,q=1 are

symmetric and have a zero diagonal. g1(φ) and g2(φ) are the potential functions, and g′
1(φ)

and g′
2(φ) are the derivatives of g1(φ) and g2(φ) with respect to φ, respectively.
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Multiplying 1
2ξp to Eq.(2.17 ) and summing over p, one obtains the free energy equation

1
2
∂eF

∂t
+

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q

4 ∇ ·
(
∂φp

∂t
∇φq + ∂φq

∂t
∇φp

)
+ u · 1

2

N∑
p=1

ξp∇φp (2.18)

= 1
2

N∑
p,q=1

∇ · (ξpMp,q∇ξq) − 1
2

N∑
p,q=1

Mp,q∇ξp · ∇ξq,

eF =
N∑

p,q=1

λp,q

2

[
1
η2 (g1(φp) + g1(φq) − g2(φp + φq)) − ∇φp · ∇φq

]
,

where eF is the free energy density. It should be noted that the chemical potentials are the

functional derivatives of the free energy with respect to the volume fraction contrasts, i.e.,

{ξp = δEF/δφp}N
p=1 where EF (=

∫
Ω eFdΩ) is the free energy.

It should be noted thatMp,q is symmetric positive semi-definite,∑N
p=1 Mp,q = ∑N

q=1 Mp,q =

0 thanks to Eq.(2.2 ), andMp,q = 0 inside bulk-phase regions. Therefore, one can easily check

that the diffusion flux in Eq.(2.17 ) follows the constraints in Eq.(2.9 ) and Eq.(2.10 ) for the

summation of the order parameters and consistency of reduction, respectively. Along with

the zero-flux boundary condition, Eq.(2.17 ) honors the mass conservation as well. More

details about Eq.(2.17 ) should refer to [75 ].

The multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn equation that satisfies the consistency of reduc-

tion is developed:

∂φp

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφp) = M0λ0∇2φp − M0λ0

η2

(
g′

1(φp) − 1 + φp

2 Ls

)
+ Lc

p in Ω, (2.19)

Ls =
N∑

q=1
g′

1(φq), Sc
p =

∫
Ω

M0λ0

η2

(
g′

1(φp) − 1 + φp

2 Ls − η2∇2φp

)
dΩ, 1 6 p 6 N.

Here in Eq.(2.19 ), λ0 is the maximum among λp,q, i.e., λ0 = max λp,q, where λp,q is the same

as that in Eq.(2.17 ). Ls in Eq.(2.19 ) is the Lagrange multiplier to enforce ∑N
p=1 L

R
p = 0, and

{Lc
p}N

p=1 are obtained from the consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm in

Section 2.2.2 . Particularly, the inputs to the algorithm are {φp}N
p=1 and {Sc

p}N
p=1. Notice that

the summation of {Sc
p}N

p=1 over p is zero.
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One can formally proof that the proposed multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn model

Eq.(2.19 ) satisfies the summation of the order parameters, the mass conservation, and the

consistency of reduction simultaneously.

Theorem 2.2.2. The multiphse conservative Allen-Cahn model Eq.(2.19 ) admits the sum-

mation constraint for the order parameters Eq.(2.2 ), i.e.,

N∑
p=1

φp = (2 −N) or
N∑

p=1
Cp =

N∑
p=1

1 + φp

2 = 1.

Proof. Summing Eq.(2.19 ) over p, both sides of the summed equation are zero, given∑N
p=1 φp =

(2 −N), and Eq.(2.5 ), and Eq.(2.11 ) are used.

Theorem 2.2.3. The multiphse conservative Allen-Cahn model Eq.(2.19 ) satisfies the con-

servation constraint for the order parameters Eq.(2.8 ), i.e.,

d

dt

∫
Ω
φpdΩ = 0, 1 6 p 6 N,

with n · u = 0 at the domain boundary or in a periodic domain.

Proof. Integrating Eq.(2.19 ) over domain Ω and applying the divergence theorem, the bound-

ary integrals vanish due to the boundary condition, and d
dt

∫
Ω φpdΩ = 0 (1 6 p 6 N) is

obtained with the help of Eq.(2.11 ).

Theorem 2.2.4. The multiphse conservative Allen-Cahn model Eq.(2.19 ) satisfies the con-

sistency of reduction.

Proof. Without loss of generality and for a clear presentation, the last phase of a N -phase

(N > 2) system is absent at the location where φN = −1 and |∇φN | = |∇2φN | = 0. From

Eq.(2.19 ), one has
∂φN

∂t
= 0

∂φp

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφp) = M0λ0∇2φp − M0λ0

η2

(
g′

1(φp) − 1 + φp

2 Ls

)
+ Lc

p, 1 6 p 6 N − 1,
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where

Lc
p =

N−1∑
q=1

Wp,qBq, Ls =
N∑

p=1
g′

1(φp) =
N−1∑
p=1

g′
1(φp),

from Theorem 2.2.1 and due to g′
1(φN) = g′

1(−1) = 0, respectively. Therefore, the ab-

sent phase remains absent while the governing equation for the other phases reduce to the

corresponding (N − 1)-phase one. By induction, Eq.(2.19 ) satisfies the consistency of reduc-

tion.

The proposed consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm in Section 2.2.2 

addresses the difficulty of specifying physical {Lc
p}N

p=1 in the Phase-Field equation, by noticing

that the constraints for {Lc
p}N

p=1 are the same kind as those in Eq.(2.11 ) for {Lp}N
p=1. Kim

and Lee [68 ] developed a similar conservative Allen-Cahn model for multiphase flows. The

only difference from the present work is that they defined {Lc
p}N

p=1 as

Lc
p =

∑N
q=1 Wq∑N

q=1
∫

Ω WqdΩ
Sc

p, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.20)

where Sc
p is identically defined in Eq.(2.19 ). Recall that Wp = W (φp) = (1 − φ2

p). Although

{Lc
p}N

p=1 defined in Eq.(2.20 ) satisfy Eq.(2.9 ) and Eq.(2.8 ) so that ∑N
q=1 φq = (2 − N) and

d
dt

∫
Ω φpdΩ = 0 (1 6 p 6 N), they are not reduction consistent due to violating Eq.(2.10 ). As

a result, fictitious phases can be generated by their model. Consider a three-phase example at

the location where Phases 1 and 2 form an interfacial region, i.e., −1 < φ1, φ2 < 1, and Phase

3 is absent around this region, i.e., φ3 = −1 and |∇φ3| = ∇2φ3 = 0. In Eq.(2.20 ), ∑3
m=1 Wm

is positive and non-zero, and Sc
3 is not necessarily to be zero because (i) Phase 3 can appear

somewhere away from the considered interfacial region and (ii) Sc
3 defined in Eq.(2.19 ) is

an integral over the entire domain. As a result, around the considered interfacial region,

one has ∂φ3
∂t

= Lc
3 with Lc

3 defined in Eq.(2.20 ) from [68 ]. If Sc
3 is again positive, then from

Eq.(2.20 ), Lc
3 is positive, which means Phase 3 is being generated around the interfacial

region of Phases 1 and 2. On the other hand, φ3 will be less than −1 if Sc
3 is negative.

Neither of the results is physical. One can only expect Sc
3 to be zero if either φ3 ≡ 1 or

φ3 ≡ −1 in the entire domain. However, these two cases are meaningless in practice since

they restrict the problem to be single- or two-phase. The effect of producing fictitious phases
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from the multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn model in [68 ] is demonstrated in Section 4.2 

and the results are shown in Fig.4.12 . On the other hand, no fictitious phase is produced by

Eq.(2.19 ), thanks to satisfying the consistency of reduction, i.e., Theorem 2.2.4 , and see also

Section 4.2 and Fig.4.12 .

The contact angle boundary condition for multiphase problems developed in [74 ] is con-

sidered at the wall boundary:

n · ∇φp =
N∑

q=1
ζp,q

1 + φp

2
1 + φq

2 at ∂Ω, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.21)

ζp,q = 2
√

2
η

cos(θW
p,q).

It is obvious that Eq.(2.21 ) follows the constraints in Eq.(2.9 ) and Eq.(2.10 ). Therefore, the

contact angle boundary condition Eq.(2.21 ) satisfies the summation of the order parameters

and consistency of reduction. More details about Eq.(2.21 ) should refer to [74 ].

When there are only two phases, φ = φ1, σ = σ1,2, and θW = θW
1,2, etc. are used.

The two-phase Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation [91 ] is recovered from the multiphase one

Eq.(2.17 ):

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφ) = ∇ · (M∇ξ) in Ω, ξ = λ

(
1
η2 g

′
1(φ) − ∇2φ

)
. (2.22)

This Phase-Field equation is the same as the one proposed by Cahn and Hilliard [91 ], using

the H−1 gradient flow of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional, see also the derivation,

e.g., in [55 ], [59 ], [192 ]. It has been widely used in modeling two-phase incompressible flows,

e.g., in [54 ]–[56 ], [59 ], [77 ], [79 ], [112 ], [118 ], [119 ]. Notice that the mobility in Eq.(2.22 )

is allowed to be a constant, e.g., M = M0, and this is the case considered in two-phase

problems in the present study.
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Similarly, the two-phase conservative Allen-Cahn Phase-Field equation recovered from

the multiphase one Eq.(2.19 ) is:

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφ) = M0λ0∇2φ− M0λ0

η2 g′
1(φ) + Lc in Ω, (2.23)

Lc = W∫
Ω WdΩS

c, Sc =
∫

Ω

M0λ0

η2

(
g′

1(φ) − η2∇2φ
)
dΩ, W = 1 − φ2.

Eq.(2.23 ) is exactly the one proposed by Brassel and Bretin [96 ], further studied in [98 ], [99 ],

and later on applied to two-phase flows [57 ], [102 ], [103 ]. It should be noted that another two-

phase conservative Allen-Cahn equation [97 ], [193 ] using W ≡ 1 is not reduction consistent,

although it has been applied to model two-phase flows [55 ], [194 ]. It is obvious that Lc|φ=±1

is not zero with W ≡ 1, and therefore the discussions below Eq.(2.20 ) are applied. As shown

in [96 ], the benefit of using W = 1 − φ2 is that not only the conservation constraint, i.e.,
d
dt

∫
Ω φdΩ = 0 is satisfied exactly, but also the conservation of d

dt

∫
φ>0 φdΩ is of the order of

O(η2), better than O(η) with W ≡ 1. The comparison between the two choices of W can be

found in [96 ], [98 ], and the comparison among different conservative Allen-Cahn and Cahn-

Hilliard equations is available in [99 ]. It should be noted that the analyses and comparisons

in [96 ], [98 ], [99 ] don’t include hydrodynamics.

The corresponding two-phase contact angle boundary condition recovered from Eq.(2.21 )

is:

n · ∇φ =
√

2
3η cos(θW )g′

w(φ) at ∂Ω, (2.24)

where gw(φ) is the Hermite polynomial, i.e., gw(φ) = 1
2φ(3 − φ2), used, e.g., in [77 ], [79 ],

[83 ], [86 ]. However, for two-phase problems, an alternative gw(φ) = sin
(

π

2φ
)
, like [80 ], [81 ],

[85 ], is considered. Numerical tests have been performed and do not find distinguishable

difference of the two choices of gw(φ).

2.3 Consistency of mass conservation

In this section, one only needs to consider the the Phase-Field equation written in a

conservative form:
∂φp

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφp) = ∇ · Jp, 1 6 p 6 N. (2.25)
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The reaction term, Lagrange multiplier, and effect of the contact angle boundary condition

can be all included into the “diffusion” term (right-hand side of Eq.(2.1 )), after implement-

ing the “consistent formulation” in Section 2.3.1 . Therefore, at the moment, the explicit

definition of {Jp}N
p=1 is not important, but the summation of the order parameters, i.e.,

Eq.(2.2 ), and the consistency of reduction require {Jp}N
p=1 follow the constraints in Eq.(2.9 )

and Eq.(2.10 ), respectively.

The consistency of mass conservation is proposed to connect the Phase-Field equation

to the mass conservation equation, and its definition is:

Consistency of mass conservation: The mass conservation equation should be

consistent with the Phase-Field equation and the density of the fluid mixture. The mass flux

in the mass conservation equation should lead to a zero mass source.

As the density of the fluid mixture is computed from Eq.(2.3 ), along with the Phase-Field

equation Eq.(2.25 ) and the divergence-free velocity Eq.(2.5 ), one can, in general, reach the

following transport equation for the density of the fluid mixture

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · m∗ = S∗

m, (2.26)

where m∗ is the mass flux and S∗
m is the mass source. Depending on how the mass flux

is defined, the mass source is determined correspondingly. For example, if the mass flux is

defined as m∗ = ρu, then the corresponding mass source is S∗
m = ∑N

p=1
ρp

2 ∇ · Jp. There-

fore, the mixture density is not governed by the sharp-interface mass conservation equation

Eq.(1.1 ). Instead, Eq.(2.26 ) is the “actual” mass conservation equation of the multiphase

model, which is derived from Eq.(2.3 ), Eq.(2.5 ), and Eq.(2.25 ).

As the actual mass conservation equation Eq.(2.26 ) is obtained, the next step is to specify

the consistent mass flux m among various choices of defining the mass flux. The consistency

of mass conservation is applied, which states that the corresponding mass source of the

consistent mass flux is zero. As a result, Eq.(2.26 ) becomes

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · m = 0, (2.27)
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after plugging in the consistent mass flux m. The same equation can be obtained using the

control volume analysis, see Section 2.5 . Applying Eq.(2.27 ), Eq.(2.3 ), and Eq.(2.25 ), the

divergence of the consistent mass flux is

∇ · m = −∂ρ

∂t
= − ∂

∂t

N∑
p=1

ρp
1 + φp

2 = −
N∑

p=1

ρp

2
∂φp

∂t
= ∇ ·

N∑
p=1

ρp

2 (uφp − Jp), (2.28)

and therefore the consistent mass flux is

m =
N∑

p=1

ρp

2 (u + uφp − Jp). (2.29)

It should be noted that one more u is added inside the parentheses of Eq.(2.29 ), due to

the consistency of reduction which requires that the N -phase model should recover the

corresponding single-phase model if all the phases except, e.g., Phase p, are absent. As a

result, the consistent mass flux m should become ρpu if only Phase p appears, which is true

from Eq.(2.29 ). On the other hand, if the consistent mass flux is defined as∑N
p=1

ρp

2 (uφp−Jp),

directly from Eq.(2.28 ), it becomes ρp

2 u when only Phase p is present, and violates the

consistency of reduction. It should also be noted that the definition of the consistent mass flux

in Eq.(2.29 ) is also consistent with the given example of Eq.(2.26 ) where m∗ = ρu and S∗
m =∑N

p=1
ρp

2 ∇·Jp. Since the velocity is divergence-free, the divergence of the consistent mass flux

defined in Eq.(2.29 ) is still Eq.(2.28 ), and therefore the consistency of mass conservation is

held.

To further simplify the formulations, the Phase-Field fluxes {mφp}N
p=1 that include both

the convection and diffusion fluxes of the order parameters are introduced, and one has the

following theorem:

Theorem 2.3.1. Given the Phase-Field fluxes {mφp}N
p=1 that satisfy the Phase-Field equa-

tion, i.e.,
∂φp

∂t
+ ∇ · mφp = 0, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.30)
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the corresponding consistent mass flux that satisfies the consistency of mass conserva-

tion is

m =
N∑

p=1

ρp

2 (u + mφp). (2.31)

Applying the formulations in Theorem 2.3.1 is easier to preserve the consistency con-

ditions after discretization, which will be seen in Chapter 3 . Hereafter, the (actual) mass

conservation equation is referred to Eq.(2.27 ) and the consistent mass flux is referred to

Eq.(2.31 ). It is worth mentioning that the derivation in the present section doesn’t rely on

the explicit form of the diffusion fluxes {Jp}N
p=1, or the Phase-Field fluxes {mφp}N

p=1, in the

Phase-Field equation. Therefore, the consistent mass flux defined in Eq.(2.29 ) or Eq.(2.31 )

is generally applicable and the consistency of mass conservation is always satisfied, as stated

in Theorem 2.3.1 . The consistent mass flux derived in the present section can be physically

interpreted using the mixture theory, see Section 2.5 . The significance of the consistent mass

flux as well as the consistency of mass conservation will be shown in the next section when

it is applied to the momentum equation following the consistency of mass and momentum

transport.

Remark: Here, the derivation is based on the volume-averaged velocity whose divergence

is zero. This property will be further justified in Section 2.5 . Some two-phase models, e.g.,

[81 ], [127 ], [128 ], [130 ], consider the mass-averaged velocity which is not divergence-free.

The consistency of mass conservation is also valid in that situation and this will also be

discussed in Section 2.5 . The present study except the discussions in Section 2.5 uses the

volume-averaged (divergence-free) velocity.

Although the consistency of reduction has been considered when deriving the consistent

mass flux in Eq.(2.29 ), this property of the consistent mass flux is shown in a more formal

way, like those in Section 2.2 .

Theorem 2.3.2. If the Phase-Field equation satisfies the consistency of reduction, then

the consistent mass flux in Theorem 2.3.1 is also reduction consistent.

Proof. Since the Phase-Field equation is reduction consistent, the absent Phase N remains

absent, i.e., φN ≡ −1, its diffusion flux JN is zero, and the other diffusion fluxes reduce to
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their (N−1)-phase formulation. Then from Theorem 2.3.1 , it is obvious that the contribution

of Phase N to the consistent mass flux vanishes, i.e.,

m =
N∑

p=1

ρp

2 (u + mφp) =
N∑

p=1

ρp

2 (u + uφp − Jp) =
N−1∑
p=1

ρp

2 (u + mφp).

As a result, the consistent mass flux in Theorem 2.3.1 recovers its (N−1)-phase formulation,

and it is reduction consistent.

Therefore, the consistency of reduction of the consistent mass flux only depends on

whether the same is true for the Phase-Field equation. Since this is the case for Eq.(2.17 )

and Eq.(2.19 ), their resulting consistent mass fluxes are reduction consistent.

2.3.1 Consistent formulation

Here, the proposed consistent formulation is introduced, which turns any physically ad-

missible Phase-Field equation, i.e., Eq.(2.6 ) with the properties in Eq.(2.8 ), Eq.(2.9 ), and

Eq.(2.10 ), into a local conservative law. This is critical for the success of implementing the

consistency of mass conservation. Otherwise, there is always a non-zero mass source, no

matter how the terms are arranged, due to the presence of {LR
p }N

p=1 and {Lc
p}N

p=1. As a

result, the consistency of mass conservation is unable to be satisfied.

To address this issue, the consistent formulation introduces a set of auxiliary variables

{Qp}N
p=1 whose governing equations are

∇ · (WQ(φp)∇Qp) = LQ
p in Ω, n · ∇Qp = 0 at ∂Ω, (2.32)

WQ(φp) = 1 − φ2
p,

∫
Ω
LQ

p dΩ = 0, 1 6 p 6 N.

Here, {LQ
p }N

p=1 in general can include all the terms on the right-hand side of the Phase-Field

equation Eq.(2.6 ):

LQ
p = ∇ · Jp + LR

p + Lc
p. (2.33)

From the requirement of mass conservation, integrating of LQ
p (1 6 p 6 N) over the domain

is zero, see Eq.(2.8 ). Therefore, the consistent formulation Eq.(2.32 ) is eligible and solvable,
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along with the homogeneous Neumann (or periodic) boundary condition for Q. If the zero-

flux boundary condition is assigned to the diffusion flux J, like the conservative Allen-Cahn

equation Eq.(2.19 ) with 900 contact angles and the Cahn-Hilliard equation Eq.(2.17 ), LQ

can only include the reaction term LR and the Lagrange multiplier Lc. Choices of WQ(φ)

in Eq.(2.32 ) are multiple but the present one is chosen from considering the consistency of

reduction. Such a choice guaranteesWQ(φp)∇Qp = 0 inside bulk phase regions, i.e., φp = ±1,

(1 6 p 6 N). As a result, any physically admissible Phase-Field equation, including the

reaction term and Lagrange multiplier, and accompanied with the contact angle boundary

condition, can be reformulated into a conservative form, thanks to the consistent formulation.

Then, one can proceed to implement the consistency of mass conservation.

2.4 Consistency of mass and momentum transport

As already indicated in the previous section, i.e., Section 2.3 , accompanied with a

divergence-free flow velocity, the “actual” mass conservation equation in a Phase-Field model

is not in a form like the sharp-interface one, i.e., Eq.(1.1 ). As a result, the Navier-Stokes

equation Eq.(1.2 ) is incompatible with the “actual” mass conservation equation Eq.(2.27 ),

and can produce unphysical results when using it to govern the motion of the fluid mixture.

This will be discussed at the end of this section. To address this issue, the consistency of

mass and momentum transport is proposed to connect the mass conservation equation and

the momentum equation, and its definition is:

Consistency of mass and momentum transport: The momentum flux in the

momentum equation should be computed as a tensor product between the mass flux and the

flow velocity, where the mass flux should be identical to the one in the mass conservation

equation.

Following this consistency condition, the momentum equation governing the motion of

the N -phase fluid mixture becomes

∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇ · (m ⊗ u) = −∇P + ∇ ·
[
µ(∇u + ∇uT )

]
+ ρg + fs, (2.34)
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where ⊗ denotes the tensor product, g is the gravity, and fs is the surface force modeling

the interfacial tensions. It should be noted that the inertia term in Eq.(2.34 ) is written in

its conservative form, which is essential to achieve momentum conservation on the discrete

level, and the consistent mass flux m obtained in Section 2.3 is applied. The consistency

of mass and momentum transport, as well as Eq.(2.34 ), will be justified in Section 2.5 using

the control volume analysis. The surface force fs will be derived from the energy law in

Section 2.4.3 . As shown in Section 2.4.3 , the surface force is equivalent to a conservative

form. Therefore, without considering the gravity, the momentum of the multiphase flow is

conserved by Eq.(2.34 ) even including the effect of interfacial tensions. Eq.(2.34 ) is equivalent

to the one in [56 ], [75 ], as well as in [191 ] from GENERIC theory [195 ].

Like the analyses and discussions in Section 2.2 of the Phase-Field equation, the consis-

tency of reduction should also be satisfied by the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 )

so that correct dynamics including fewer phases is locally reproduced. Since only the den-

sity and viscosity of the fluid mixture, the consistent mass flux, and the surface force are

related to the number of phases in the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ), one has the following

theorem:

Theorem 2.4.1. If the density and viscosity of the fluid mixture, the consistent mass

flux, and the surface force are reduction consistent, then the proposed momentum equation

Eq.(2.34 ) is also reduction consistent.

It is obvious that the density and viscosity of the fluid mixture are reduction consistent

since the contributions of the absent phases to them disappear from Eq.(2.3 ) and Eq.(2.4 ).

The consistent mass flux is reduction consistent as long as the same is true for the Phase-

Field equation, as stated in Theorem 2.3.2 . One will see in Section 2.4.3 that the surface

force Eq.(2.35 ) used in the present study is also reduction consistent, see Theorem 2.4.5 and

Corollary 2.4.5.1 . Therefore, the following corollaries for the momentum equation are true

in the present study:

Corollary 2.4.1.1. The momentum equation in the present study, i.e., Eq.(2.34 ) with the

density in Eq.(2.3 ), the viscosity in Eq.(2.4 ), the consistent mass flux in Eq.(2.31 ), the
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Phase-Field fluxes from Eq.(2.17 ) or Eq.(2.19 ), and the surface force in Eq.(2.35 ), satisfies

the consistency of reduction.

Corollary 2.4.1.2. The momentum equation in the present study, i.e., Eq.(2.34 ) with the

density in Eq.(2.3 ), the viscosity in Eq.(2.4 ), the consistent mass flux in Eq.(2.31 ), the

Phase-Field fluxes from Eq.(2.17 ) or Eq.(2.19 ), and the surface force in Eq.(2.35 ), recovers

inside each bulk-phase region the single-phase Navier-Stokes equation with the corresponding

density and viscosity of that phase.

Although the Navier-Stokes equation Eq.(1.2 ) is not valid to describe the motion of

the fluid mixture in the entire domain, which will be discussed in Sections 2.4.1 , 2.4.2 ,

and 2.4.3 , it still governs the motion of the single-phase fluids inside individual bulk-phase

regions. Thanks to Corollary 2.4.1.2 , the single-phase dynamics is correctly reproduced by

the present model inside the bulk-phase regions.

Remark:

• From Theorem 2.3.2 , Theorem 2.4.1 , and Theorem 2.4.5 , the consistency of reduction of

the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) majorly relies on the Phase-Field equation.

Implementing the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass and

momentum transport produces a stronger reliance than using the Navier-Stokes equation

Eq.(1.2 ) in the sense that the consistent mass flux includes the diffusion flux of the

Phase-Field equation.

• It should be noted that a part of the viscous force, i.e., ∇ · (µ∇uT ), becomes zero

inside the bulk-phase regions because the viscosity is a constant there and ∇ · (∇uT )

is equal to ∇(∇ · u), which is zero due to the divergence-free velocity. This relates to

the reduction of the momentum equation from two phases to a single phase. Although

it is automatically satisfied on the continuous level, this will become an issue after

discretization. More details about addressing this issue on the discrete level are given

in Theorem 3.5.5 and Theorem 3.5.6 , as well as the discussions below them.
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Thanks to satisfying the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass

and momentum transport, the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) additionally has the

following properties.

2.4.1 Galilean invariance

The proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) derived from the consistency conditions is

Galilean invariant.

Theorem 2.4.2. If both the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency

of mass and momentum transport are satisfied, then the proposed momentum equation

Eq.(2.34 ) is Galilean invariant.

Proof. The Galilean transformation is

x′ = x − u0t, t′ = t, u′ = u − u0, f ′ = f, ∇′f ′ = ∇f, ∂f ′

∂t′
= ∂f

∂t
+ u0 · ∇f,

where (x, t) is the fixed frame and (x′, t′) is the moving frame with respect to the fixed frame

with a constant velocity u0, f is a scalar variable measured in the fixed frame, while f ′ is

the same variable measured in the moving frame. Applying the Galilean transformation, the

momentum equation in the moving frame has the same form as the one in the fixed frame:

∂(ρ′u′)
∂t′

+ ∇′ · (m′ ⊗ u′) + ∇′P ′ − ∇′ ·
[
µ′(∇′u′ + ∇′u′T )

]
− ρ′g′ − f ′

s

= ∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇ · (m ⊗ u) + ∇P − ∇ ·
[
µ(∇u + ∇uT )

]
− ρg − fs

0

−u0

(
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · m

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

= 0.

The underbracket groups the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) and the underbrace groups the

mass conservation equation Eq.(2.27 ) in the fixed frame, both of which are zero. Therefore,

the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) is Galilean invariance.

Corollary 2.4.2.1. If the mechanical equilibrium in the hydrostatic state is reached, i.e.,

−∇P + ρg + fs = 0,
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then any homogeneous velocity is an admissible solution of the proposed momentum equation

Eq.(2.34 ).

Proof. Suppose the flow velocity in the moving frame, i.e., u, is zero, then the mechanical

equilibrium is true in the moving frame. From the Galilean transformation, the flow velocity

in the fixed frame becomes u = u0, and the mechanical equilibrium is still valid. As a result,

the left-hand side of the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) becomes u0 times the mass conser-

vation equation Eq.(2.27 ) and is zero. The right-hand side remains the viscous force which

is again zero since there is no velocity gradient. Therefore, any homogeneous velocity u0 is

the solution of the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) if the mechanical equilibrium is

reached.

2.4.2 Kinetic energy conservation

The proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) derived from the consistency conditions is

compatible with the kinetic energy conservation.

Theorem 2.4.3. If both the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency

of mass and momentum transport are satisfied, then the proposed momentum equation

Eq.(2.34 ) implies the following kinetic energy equation:

∂eK

∂t
+∇·

(
m

u · u
2

)
= −∇·(uP )+∇·[µ(∇u+∇uT )·u]−1

2µ(∇u+∇uT ) : (∇u+∇uT )+ρu·g+u·fs,

where

eK = 1
2ρu · u,

is the kinetic energy density.

Proof. Performing the dot product between u and Eq.(2.34 ), and applying the integration

by part, the right-hand side (RHS) of the kinetic energy equation is obtained. The left-hand

side (LHS) of the kinetic energy equation is obtained from

u ·
(
∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇ · (m ⊗ u)
)

= ∂eK

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
m

1
2u · u

)
+ 1

2u · u
(
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · m

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

.
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The underbraced term is zero because of the mass conservation equation Eq.(2.27 ).

Corollary 2.4.3.1. If all the forces except the pressure gradient are neglected, then the

proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) implies the kinetic energy conservation, i.e.,

dEK

dt
= d

dt

∫
Ω
eKdΩ = 0,

with a proper boundary condition.

Proof. Integrating the kinetic energy equation in Theorem 2.4.3 over domain Ω, keeping only

the first term on RHS, applying the Divergence theorem, and assuming that all the boundary

integrals vanish due to the boundary condition, then the kinetic energy conservation is

obtained.

The significance of satisfying the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency

of mass and momentum transport is illustrated in Theorem 2.4.2 , Theorem 2.4.3 , and their

corollaries. In those proofs, the underbraced terms are zeros because the consistent mass

flux that satisfies the consistency of mass conservation is applied in the inertia term of the

momentum equation, following the consistency of mass and momentum transport. Violating

either of the consistency conditions results in the failure of proving Theorem 2.4.2 , Theo-

rem 2.4.3 , or their corollaries, and the resulting momentum equation will not only produce

a problematic kinetic energy equation but also be Galilean variant. An informative example

will be considering the usage of the Navier-Stokes equation Eq.(1.2 ) to govern the motion of

the fluid mixture, which is equivalent to replacing the consistent mass flux m in Eq.(2.34 )

with m∗ = ρu, and the same in the proofs of Theorem 2.4.2 and Theorem 2.4.3 . As a result,

the underbraced terms in those proofs become ∂ρ
∂t

+ ∇ · m∗, which is S∗
m = ∑N

p=1
ρp

2 ∇ · Jp

from Eq.(2.26 ) and not zero any more. Therefore, Theorem 2.4.2 , Theorem 2.4.3 or their

corollaries fails. Due to the failure of Corollary 2.4.2.1 , circular interfaces will be deformed

even in a translation problem. Due to the failure of Corollary 2.4.3.1 , the kinetic energy

is not conserved in a periodic domain even though all the forces except the pressure gra-

dient are absent. These are some unphysical phenomena that probably appear when the

Navier-Stokes equation Eq.(1.2 ) is applied to describe the motion of the fluid mixture. It is
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worth mentioning that proving Theorem 2.4.2 , Theorem 2.4.3 , and their corollaries only uses

the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass and momentum transport,

while does not need to know how the Phase-Field equation (or the diffusion flux) is explicitly

defined. Consequently, these consistency conditions, theorems and corollaries are generally

valid, regardless of the details of the Phase-Field equation.

Remark: One can achieve the consistency of mass and momentum transport without

performing the consistent formulation in Section 2.3.1 . Given m∗ and S∗
m that satisfy

Eq.(2.26 ), the consistency of mass and momentum transport is achieved by applying m∗

in the inertia term and adding a momentum source uS∗
m on the right-hand side of the

momentum equation. One can again show that such a momentum equation is Galilean

invariant. However, the momentum conservation is unfortunately destroyed and, as a result,

the momentum equation is inconsistent with the kinetic energy conservation. Therefore, it is

critical to apply the consistent formulation so that both the consistency of mass conservation

and the consistency of mass and momentum transport are satisfied simultaneously.

2.4.3 Second law of thermodynamics

From the 2nd law of thermodynamics, the total energy of an isothermal multiphase sys-

tem, including the free energy and kinetic energy, is not increasing, without considering any

external energy input. If the diffusion flux of the Phase-Field equation, i.e., Jp in Eq.(2.25 ),

is appropriately designed, this physical property will be achieved after implementing the

proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ).

Theorem 2.4.4. Provided the diffusion flux in Eq.(2.25 ) to be

Jp = Mp∇ξp or Jp =
N∑

q=1
Mp,q∇ξq, 1 6 p 6 N,

where Mp is non-negative and Mp,q is symmetric positive semi-definite, and the surface force

in Eq,(2.34 ) to be

fs =
N∑

p=1
βξp∇φp,
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where β(> 0) is to match the two-phase formulation, e.g., in [55 ], [112 ], required by the

consistency of reduction, the entire multiphase model, including the Phase-Field equation

Eq.(2.25 ) and the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ), has the following energy law:

d

dt

∫
Ω
(eK + βeF )dΩ = −1

2

∫
Ω
µ(∇u + ∇uT ) : (∇u + ∇uT )dΩ − DF ,

with a proper boundary condition. Here

DF = β
∫

Ω

N∑
p=1

Mp∇ξp · ∇ξpdΩ or DF = β
∫

Ω

N∑
p,q=1

Mp,q∇ξp · ∇ξqdΩ,

is the dissipation from the Phase-Field equation and it is non-negative. Recall that ξp is the

chemical potential of Phase p, i.e., the functional derivative of the free energy with respect

to φp (ξp = δEF/δφp).

Proof. Jp = ∑N
q=1 Mp,q∇ξq is considered. Multiplying βξp to Eq,(2.25 ), summing over p,

integrating over domain Ω, performing the integration by part, one obtains

d

dt

∫
Ω
βeFdΩ +

∫
Ω

u ·
N∑

p=1
βξp∇φpdΩ = −β

∫
Ω

N∑
p,q=1

Mp,q∇ξp · ∇ξqdΩ.

Summing the above equation to the integrated kinetic energy equation (neglecting the grav-

ity) in Theorem 2.4.3 over domain Ω, the energy law is obtained. It has been assumed

that the boundary integrals vanish due to the boundary condition. For Jp = Mp∇ξp, the

procedure is the same.

Remark:

• Since the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) enjoys Theorem 2.4.3 (for kinetic

energy) regardless of the Phase-Field equation, the entire multiphase model satisfying

the 2nd law of thermodynamics (or Theorem 2.4.4 ) only relies on the Phase-Field

equation. In other words, as long as the Phase-Field equation (without convection)

follows energy dissipation, Theorem 2.4.4 will be true. Failure of Theorem 2.4.4 is

totally irrelevant to the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) obtained from the

consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass and momentum transport.
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• The suggestions of the diffusion flux in Theorem 2.4.4 are possible options that only

consider the 2nd law of thermodynamics. Other physical aspects, i.e., the summation

of the order parameters and the consistency of reduction, should be fulfilled at the same

time. This requires careful design of the mobility (Mp or Mp,q) as well as the free energy

EF (determining ξp) in Theorem 2.4.4 , which is not a simple task. The present study

is not attempting to propose general solutions to that question, and related discussions

are referred to [60 ], [61 ], [64 ], [66 ], [71 ], [74 ], [75 ] and the references therein. The

present section focuses on coupling any given admissible Phase-Field equation to the

hydrodynamics, and on illustrating the significance of implementing the consistency

conditions during the coupling.

• To include the effect of the contact angles, i.e., the contact angles are other than π

2 ,

a wall energy functional has to be introduced. However, so far, it is still an open

question whether the contact angle boundary condition Eq.(2.21 ) from [74 ] corresponds

to a multiphase wall functional. But its two-phase correspondence Eq.(2.24 ) results

from a wall energy functional, see, e.g., [77 ], [79 ].

The physical explanation of the surface force in Theorem 2.4.4 is that the amount of

work done by the surface force should compensate for the increase of the free energy due to

convection [54 ], [60 ], [61 ], [64 ]. As a result, the total energy, which is the summation of the

kinetic energy and the free energy, should not change because of the surface force. The first

term on the right-hand side (RHS) of the energy law comes from the viscosity of the fluid

mixture and the second term is introduced by the non-equilibrium thermodynamical state.

It should be noted that there will be an extra term in the kinetic energy in Theorem 2.4.3 

and, therefore, in the energy law in Theorem 2.4.4 , if the momentum equation violates the

consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass and momentum transport, as

discussed in Section 2.4.2 . In other words, the total energy of the multiphase system can

be changed, even when all the fluids are inviscid and the thermodynamical equilibrium is

reached, which is unphysical.
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Implementing Theorem 2.4.4 to the Cahn-Hillard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 ), the

resulting multiphase system satisfies the 2nd law of thermodynamics and its total energy is

dissipative:

Corollary 2.4.4.1. The multiphase system, including the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equa-

tion Eq.(2.17 ) and the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) from the consistency condi-

tions, has the following energy law:

d

dt

∫
Ω
(eK + 1

2eF )dΩ = −1
2

∫
Ω
µ(∇u + ∇uT ) : (∇u + ∇uT )dΩ − 1

2

∫
Ω

N∑
p,q=1

Mp,q∇ξp · ∇ξqdΩ,

with a proper boundary condition, where eF , Mp,q, and ξp are defined in Eq.(2.18 ) and

Eq.(2.17 ).

Remark: Corollary 2.4.3.1 , Theorem 2.4.4 , and Corollary 2.4.4.1 require proper bound-

ary conditions (BCs), such as the periodic BC for all the variables, homogeneous Neumann

BC for the order parameters, no-flux BC for the diffusion flux in the Phase-Field equation,

and no-slip BC for the velocity.

Correspondingly, the surface force from the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 )

is

fs = 1
2

N∑
p=1

ξp∇φp, (2.35)

where ξp is defined in Eq.(2.17 ).

Then, the consistency of reduction of the surface force in Theorem 2.4.4 , as well as in

Eq.(2.35 ) from Eq.(2.17 ), is considered.

Theorem 2.4.5. The surface force in Theorem 2.4.4 satisfies the consistency of reduction

if ξp (1 6 p 6 N , p 6= q) recovers the corresponding (N − 1)-phase formulation when Phase

q is absent.

Proof. When Phase N is absent, the surface force in Theorem 2.4.4 becomes

fs =
N∑

p=1
βξp∇φp =

N−1∑
p=1

βξp∇φp,
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due to ∇φN = 0. Since ξp, 1 6 p 6 (N − 1), recovers the corresponding (N − 1)-phase

formulation, fs is reduction consistent.

It should be noted that it is not necessary to specify the values of the chemical potentials

of the absent phases in order to achieve the consistency of reduction of the surface force, as

stated in Theorem 2.4.5 . Again, one has to carefully design the free energy, which leads to

the chemical potentials following the requirement in Theorem 2.4.5 . However, this is outside

the scope of the present study, as pointed out in Remark below Theorem 2.4.4 . With the

chemical potentials defined in Eq.(2.17 ) in Section 2.2.1 , the surface force used in the present

study, i.e., Eq.(2.35 ), has the following corollary:

Corollary 2.4.5.1. The surface force in Eq.(2.35 ) with the chemical potentials in Eq.(2.17 )

is reduction consistent.

Proof. The chemical potentials in Eq.(2.17 ) becomes

ξp =
N∑

q=1
λp,q

[
1
η2 (g1(φp) − g2(φp + φq)) + ∇2φq

]
=

N−1∑
q=1

λp,q

[
1
η2 (g1(φp) − g2(φp + φq)) + ∇2φq

]
,

due to g′
2(φ − 1) = g′

1(φ) and ∇2φN = 0. Recall that g1(φ) and g2(φ) are the potential

functions defined in Eq.(2.17 ). Therefore, the surface force in Eq.(2.35 ) is reduction consis-

tent.

One can also show that the surface force in Eq.(2.35 ) is equivalent to a conservative form:

Theorem 2.4.6. The surface force in Eq.(2.35 ) is equivalent to 1
2
∑N

p,q=1 ∇·(λp,q∇φp ⊗∇φq).
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Proof.

1
2

N∑
p,q=1

∇ · (λp,q∇φp ⊗ ∇φq) = 1
2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q∇2φq∇φp + 1
4

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q∇(∇φp · ∇φq)

+1
2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q
1
η2 ∇g1(φp) −

N∑
p,q=1

1
4λp,q

1
η2 ∇g1(φp) −

N∑
p,q=1

1
4λp,q

1
η2 ∇g1(φq)

+
N∑

p,q=1

λp,q

4
1
η2 ∇g2(φp + φq) −

N∑
p,q=1

1
2λp,q

1
η2 g2(φp + φq)∇φp

= 1
2

N∑
p=1

N∑
q=1

λp,q

(
1
η2 (g1(φp) − g2(φp + φq)) + ∇2φq

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ξp

∇φp

−∇1
2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q

2

(
1
η2 (g1(φp) + g1(φq) − g2(φp + φq)) − ∇φp · ∇φq

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

eF

= fs − ∇eF

2 .

The gradient term ∇ eF

2 can be absorbed in to the pressure term, and, as a result, the surface

force in Eq.(2.35 ) is equivalent to 1
2
∑N

p,q=1 ∇ · (λp,q∇φp ⊗ ∇φq).

Theorem 2.4.6 supports the statement in Section 2.4 that the momentum of the multi-

phase flow is conserved by the proposed momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ), without the gravity.

Compared to 1
2
∑N

p,q=1 ∇ · (λp,q∇φp ⊗ ∇φq), the surface force defined in Eq.(2.35 ) is more

convenient to be numerically implemented. First, the number of terms in Eq.(2.35 ) doesn’t

change with the dimension of the problem. Second, it doesn’t need to evaluate the mixed

derivatives. The only second derivative comes from the Laplace operator in ξp, which can

be conveniently computed in any dimension. Lastly, writing the surface force in a gradient

form, i.e., Eq.(2.35 ), the balanced-force algorithm [43 ] can be applied to reduce the spurious

current caused by the numerical force imbalance.

Remark:

• In the general N-phase cases, there is no explicit proof in the present study that the

conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) follows the energy dissipation, and, as a

result, Theorem 2.4.4 may not hold. However, one can show that the 2nd law of
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thermodynamics is honored when there are only two phases, and the proof is the same

as the one for Theorem 2.4.4 after multiplying [right-hand side of Eq.(2.23 )]/M0 to

both sides of Eq.(2.23 ).

• The surface force in Eq.(2.35 ) from Theorem 2.4.4 and Eq.(2.17 ) is also called the

free-energy-based surface tension model, which has been used even the Phase-Field

equation is different from Eq.(2.17 ), e.g., in [70 ], [196 ], [197 ]. An alternative choice

of modeling the interfacial tensions is called the generalized continuous surface tension

force formulation which is a geometry-based model [65 ], [67 ], [69 ].

2.5 Physical interpretation of the consistency conditions and alternative models

Here, the physical interpretation to the consistency conditions and their formulations

are provided. First, the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass

and momentum transport are justified using the control volume analysis. The Reynolds

transport theorem (Lemma 2.5.1 ) and Divergence (Gauss’s) theorem (Lemma 2.5.2 ) [8 ] are

to be implemented. Given an arbitrary control volume Ω(t) whose boundary is ∂Ω(t). The

velocity and outward unit normal on ∂Ω(t) are u∂Ω(t) and n, respectively. Then, the Reynolds

transport theorem and Divergence theorem on a scalar (vector or tensor) function F are

written as

Lemma 2.5.1 (Reynolds transport theorem).

d

dt

∫
Ω(t)

FdΩ =
∫

Ω(t)

∂F
∂t
dΩ +

∫
∂Ω(t)

F(n · u∂Ω(t))dΓ.

Lemma 2.5.2 (Divergence (Gauss’s) theorem).

∫
Ω(t)

∇ · FdΩ =
∫

∂Ω(t)
n · FdΓ.

The mass, momentum, and force in Ω(t) are

∫
Ω(t)

ρdΩ,
∫

Ω(t)
ρudΩ,

∫
Ω(t)

fdΩ. (2.36)
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Notice that ρ is the mixture density defined in Eq.(2.3 ) and that the forces acting on ∂Ω(t)

have been included in f after using the Divergence theorem (Lemma 2.5.2 ). Suppose the

mass flux on ∂Ω(t) is m, then the mass and momentum leaving the control volume boundary

per unit time are

∫
∂Ω(t)

n · mdΓ −
∫

∂Ω(t)
ρn · u∂Ω(t)dΓ, (2.37)∫

∂Ω(t)
(n · m)udΓ −

∫
∂Ω(t)

(ρn · u∂Ω(t))udΓ.

Provided Eq.(2.36 ) and Eq.(2.37 ), one obtains the mass and momentum balances of Ω(t):

d

dt

∫
Ω(t)

ρdΩ = −
[∫

∂Ω(t)
n · mdΓ −

∫
∂Ω(t)

ρn · u∂Ω(t)dΓ
]
, (2.38)

d

dt

∫
Ω(t)

ρudΩ = −
[∫

∂Ω(t)
(n · m)udΓ −

∫
∂Ω(t)

(ρn · u∂Ω(t))udΓ
]

+
∫

Ω(t)
fdΩ.

After implementing the Reynolds transport theorem (Lemma 2.5.1 ) and then the Divergence

theorem (Lemma 2.5.2 ) to Eq.(2.38 ), one obtains:

∫
Ω(t)

(
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · m

)
dΩ = 0, (2.39)

∫
Ω(t)

(
∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇ · (m ⊗ u) − f
)
dΩ = 0.

Notice that the control volume is arbitrary. Consequently, Eq.(2.39 ) is true everywhere,

and the obtained mass and momentum equations are identical to Eq.(2.27 ) and Eq.(2.34 ),

respectively, derived from the consistency of mass conservation and consistency of mass

and momentum transport. So far, only the Reynolds transport theorem (Lemma 2.5.1 ) and

Divergence theorem (Lemma 2.5.2 ) are used without any further assumptions. For a clear

presentation, the volume fractions {Cp}N
p=1 are considered as the order parameters in the

following discussions. As pointed out in [198 ]–[201 ], one has the flexibility to choose the

governing equation for the volume fractions. Here, the following two cases are considered:

∂Cp

∂t
+ ∇ · (uCp) = ∇ · JC

p , 1 6 p 6 N, (2.40)
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∂Cp

∂t
+ u · ∇Cp = ∇ · JC

p , 1 6 p 6 N. (2.41)

where {JC
p }N

p=1 are the diffusion fluxes of the volume fractions. The only difference in

Eq.(2.40 ) and Eq.(2.41 ) is in the convection term since a divergence-free velocity need not

to be assumed at the moment.

Next, the assumption that the densities of the fluid phases are constant is supplemented,

which is the case considered in the present study as pointed out in Section 2.1 . Under this

assumption, the mass conservation equation can be obtained algebraically, starting from

Eq.(2.40 ) or Eq.(2.41 ). After appropriately arranging the terms, the mass flux m in Eq.(2.39 )

can be finalized. This is exactly the procedure stated in the consistency of mass conservation.

After multiplying Eq.(2.40 ) or Eq.(2.41 ) by ρp, summing over p, and comparing to Eq.(2.27 )

(or the first equation of Eq.(2.39 )), one has the following four options.

• Option 1: Provided Eq.(2.40 ) and ∑N
p=1 JC

p = 0,

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ ·

 N∑
p=1

ρp(uCp − JC
p )
 = 0 or ∇ · u = 0 and m =

N∑
p=1

ρp(uCp − JC
p ).

To satisfy the 2nd-law of thermodynamics, the diffusion fluxes can be

JC
p = MC

p ∇ξC
p or JC

p =
N∑

q=1
MC

p,q∇ξC
q , 1 6 p 6 N.

• Option 2: Provided Eq.(2.40 ) and ∑N
p=1 ρpJC

p = 0,

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0 or ∇ · u = ∇ ·

N∑
p=1

JC
p and m = ρu.

To satisfy the 2nd-law of thermodynamics, the diffusion fluxes can be

JC
p = MC

p ∇
(
βCξ

C
p + P

)
or JC

p =
N∑

q=1
MC

p,q∇
(
βCξ

C
q + P

)
, 1 6 p 6 N.
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• Option 3: Provided Eq.(2.41 ) and ∑N
p=1 JC

p = 0,

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ ·

 N∑
p=1

ρp(uCp − JC
p )
 = ρ∇ · u or ∇ · u = 0 and m =

N∑
p=1

ρp(uCp − JC
p ).

To satisfy the 2nd-law of thermodynamics, the diffusion fluxes can be

JC
p = MC

p ∇ξC
p or JC

p =
N∑

q=1
MC

p,q∇ξC
q , 1 6 p 6 N.

• Option 4: Provided Eq.(2.41 ) and ∑N
p=1 JC

p = 0,

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = ρ∇ · u + ∇ ·

N∑
p=1

ρpJC
p or ∇ · u = −1

ρ
∇ ·

N∑
p=1

ρpJC
p and m = ρu

To satisfy the 2nd-law of thermodynamics, the diffusion fluxes can be

JC
p = MC

p ∇
(
βCξ

C
p − ρp

ρ
P

)
or JC

p =
N∑

q=1
MC

p,q∇
(
βCξ

C
q − ρq

ρ
P

)
, 1 6 p 6 N.

Here, ξC
p (= δEF/δCp) and MC

p (or MC
p,q) are the chemical potential and mobility, respec-

tively, based on the volume fractions. βC(> 0) is the coefficient for matching the two-phase

formulation, like β in Theorem 2.4.4 .

Option 1 is equivalent to the results in Section 2.3 . The only difference is that {φp}N
p=1 are

the order parameters in Section 2.3 but {Cp}N
p=1 here. A divergence-free velocity is obtained

but the mass conservation equation is different from the sharp-interface one Eq.(1.1 ), as

pointed out in Chapter 1 . Option 2, on the other hand, recovers the form of the sharp-

interface mass conservation equation Eq.(1.1 ) but results in a non-divergence-free velocity.

Similar formulations are presented in [128 ] for the two-phase case and in [133 ] for the N -

phase case. Option 3 is identical to Option 1, both of which have a divergence-free velocity.

As a result, Eq.(2.40 ) and Eq.(2.41 ) have no difference since the convection terms of them are

equal. Option 4 is similar to Option 2 in the sense that it reproduces the form of the sharp-

interface mass conservation equation Eq.(1.1 ) with a non-divergence-free velocity. However,
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it does not conserve (ρpCp), or the mass of Phase p (1 6 p 6 N), due to ∇ · u 6= 0 in

Eq.(2.41 ), although it conserves ρ, or the mass of the fluid mixture. Therefore, Option 4 is

not suitable for the present problem. The divergence of the velocity in Options 1 and 2 is

obtained by summing Eq.(2.40 ) over p and notice that ∑N
p=1 Cp = 1 as in Eq.(2.2 ). In order

to satisfy the 2nd law of thermodynamics, the diffusion fluxes in Options 2 and 4 include the

pressure, which is used to compensate the work done by the pressure due to volume change,

i.e., P∇ · u, from the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) (or the second equation of Eq.(2.39 )).

Since Options 1 and 3 are identical and Option 4 is unphysical, only Options 1 and 2 are

discussed in the following.

To further illustrate the physical meaning of the velocity and mass flux in Options 1

and 2, the mixture theory [202 ], [203 ] is used. The volume fractions are advected by the

corresponding phase velocity:

∂Cp

∂t
+ up · ∇Cp = 0, ∇ · up = 0, 1 ≤ p ≤ N. (2.42)

Here, {up}N
p=1 are the phase velocities and they are divergence-free since the density of each

phase is a constant. From Eq.(2.42 ), one can easily derive the mass conservation equation

of the mixture:
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ ·

 N∑
p=1

ρpCpup

 = 0. (2.43)

After comparing Eq.(2.42 ) to Eq.(2.40 ), the diffusion flux should be interpreted as JC
p =

(u − up)Cp, the volume transported by the relative velocity. Provided the condition in

Option 1, i.e., ∑N
p=1 JC

p = 0, one obtains u = ∑N
p=1 Cpup, which is the volume-averaged

velocity. Option 1 tells that the volume-averaged velocity is divergence-free, which has

been pointed out in Section 2.1 . An alternative way to show this is from its definition and

Eq.(2.42 ), i.e., ∇ · u = ∑N
p=1 ∇ · (upCp) = ∑N

p=1 up · ∇Cp = −∑N
p=1

∂Cp

∂t
= 0, presented in [56 ]

for the two-phase case and in [75 ] for the N -phase case. The mass flux in Option 1 now is

m = ∑N
p=1 ρp(uCp − JC

p ) = ∑N
p=1 ρpCpup, the same as the one in Eq.(2.43 ) from the mixture

theory. Since Option 1 is equivalent to the case in Section 2.3 , the consistent mass flux in

Theorem 2.3.1 is actually the mass flux from the mixture theory. The failure of using ρu
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as the mass flux in the volume-averaged velocity case is because it only considers the mass

transport by the averaged velocity but misses those by the relative velocity (or motion) of the

phases. Option 2 requires∑N
p=1 ρpJC

p = 0, and therefore one has u = (∑N
p=1 ρpCpup)/ρ, which

is the mass-averaged velocity. Therefore, the mass-averaged velocity is non-divergence-free

although each phase is incompressible, which has also been realized in [127 ], [128 ] for the

two-phase case, [132 ] for the three-phase case, and [133 ], [134 ] for the N -phase case. The

mass flux in Option 2 is m = ρu = ∑N
p=1 ρpCpup, correspondingly, which is again identical

to the mass flux in Eq.(2.43 ) from the mixture theory. Interestingly, both Options 1 and 2

reproduce the mass flux of the mixture theory although the physical interpretation of the

velocity in them are different.

Finally, the consistency of reduction is considered. Provided Eq.(2.40 ), the consistency

of reduction requires JC
p |Cp≡0 = 0. Due to ∑N

p=1 JC
p = 0 in Option 1 or to ∑N

p=1 ρpJC
p = 0

in Option 2, it can be inferred that JC
p |Cp≡1 = 0. In other words, JC

p is zero inside bulk

phase regions. This can be interpreted again from the mixture theory where the diffusion

flux is interpreted as JC
p = (u − up)Cp. Obviously, JC

p vanishes when Phase p is absent

(or Cp = 0). On the other hand, both the volume-averaged velocity in Option 1 and the

mass-averaged velocity in Option 2 have the property: u = up inside Phase p (or Cp = 1)

from their definitions. As a result, JC
p vanishes inside bulk-phase regions from the mixture

theory, as required by the consistency of reduction. It should be noted that the suggested

diffusion fluxes in Options 1-4 only consider the 2nd law of thermodynamics. Additional care

has to be paid to satisfy the conditions, i.e., ∑N
p=1 JC

p = 0 in Option 1 and ∑N
p=1 ρpJC

p = 0

in Option 2, and the consistency of reduction. The present study considers the volume-

averaged velocity, i.e., Option 1, and implement the Phase-Field equations in Eq.(2.17 ) and

Eq.(2.19 ). The diffusion flux in Eq.(2.17 ) satisfies all the aforementioned requirements, while

the one in Eq.(2.19 ) misses the energy dissipation, as discussed in Section 2.4.3 . There are

several two-phase [81 ], [127 ], [128 ], [130 ], three-phase [132 ], and N -phase [133 ], [134 ] models

considering the mass-averaged velocity as presented in Option 2, and these models are also

called the “quasi-incompressible” models. Although part of the aforementioned requirements

is considered, explicit discussions about whether the diffusion flux in those models meets all
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the required aspects simultaneously are not found. Such discussions are outside the scope of

the present study.

Remark: The consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm in Section 2.2.2 

is used to determine {Lc
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(2.6 ), and it can also be used to obtain {Lmc
p }N

p=1,

corresponding to {Lc
p}N

p=1, in the mass-averaged velocity models based on {Cp}N
p=1. Similar to

the constraints for {Lc
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(2.8 ) and Eq.(2.10 ), (
∫

Ω L
mc
p dΩ = Smc

p ) and (Lmc
p |Cp=0 = 0)

should be followed by {Lmc
p }N

p=1, but the summation constraint becomes (∑N
p=1 ρpL

mc
p = 0),

different from the one for {Lc
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(2.9 ). Note that {Smc
p }N

p=1 are known, like their

correspondences {Sc
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(2.8 ), and that Cp = 0 is the same as φp = −1, see Eq.(2.1 ).

One can first determine {(ρpL
mc
p )}N

p=1 that satisfy

N∑
q=1

(ρqL
mc
q ) = 0,

∫
Ω
(ρpL

mc
p )dΩ = ρpS

mc
p , (ρpL

mc
p )|Cp=0 = 0, 1 6 p 6 N,

following the consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm proposed in Sec-

tion 2.2.2 , because the above constraints for {(ρpL
mc
p )}N

p=1 are equivalent to those in Eq.(2.11 )

for {Lp}N
p=1. Finally, {Lmc

p }N
p=1 are obtained from {(ρpL

mc
p )/ρp}N

p=1.

In summary, the physical insights of the consistency conditions and their formulations

in the present study are provided using the control volume analysis and the mixture theory.

The consistency of mass and momentum transport are a direct consequence of the control

volume analysis. Without priorly interpreting the velocity, one can straightforwardly obtain

the mass flux as well as the divergence of the velocity following the consistency of mass con-

servation under provided conditions. These formulations can be further physically explained

with the mixture theory, and the obtained mass flux is always identical to the one from the

mixture theory regardless of the interpretation of the velocity. The consistency of reduction

is supported by the mixture theory as well. It is illustrated that these consistency conditions

are general for both models using the volume-averaged and mass-averaged velocities, respec-

tively, although the present study focuses on the former case. In practice, these consistency

conditions provide a “shortcut” of developing physical models that couple the Phase-Field

equation to the hydrodynamics, without explicitly exploring their physical background.
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2.6 Consistency of volume fraction conservation

A new consistency condition, called the consistency of volume fraction conservation, is

developed to include component transports in moving and deforming phases. This con-

sistency condition is accompanied with the diffuse domain approach [143 ] which extends a

partial differential equation (PDE) for the component defined in a time-dependent domain to

in a larger and fixed domain. Then, the component equation is finalized using the following

consistency condition.

Consistency of volume fraction conservation: The conservation equation of the

volume fractions derived from the component equation should be consistent with the one

derived from the Phase-Field equation when the component is homogeneous.

In the original diffuse domain approach [143 ], it replaces the exact (or sharp) indicator

function with the smoothed one, and presumes that the smoothed indicator function has

the same sharp-interface dynamics as the exact one, i.e., the phase interface is advected by

the flow velocity only. However, this is not the case when the smoothed indicator function

is chosen from the Phase-Field method. There are allowable thermodynamical compression

and diffusion, which models the transport of the phases by the relative motion of the phases,

in addition to the flow advection, inside the interfacial region. This casts a discrepancy

between the Phase-Field method and the original diffuse domain approach, which has not

been realized before. The consistency of volume fraction conservation aims to remove the

discrepancy by incorporating those thermodynamical effects in the Phase-Field method to

the component equation. This consistency condition is essential to eliminate unphysical

fluctuations of the components.

2.6.1 Extend to mass (heat) transfer

The problem considered allows N (N > 1) phases andM (M > 0) components appearing

simultaneously. Therefore, the model is called the N -phase-M -component model. Each

component can exist in different phases. In each phase, there is a background fluid called

the pure phase, and multiple components can be dissolved in this pure phase. Therefore,

each phase is a “solution” of its pure phase (or background fluid) as the “solvent” and the
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components dissolved in this phase as the “solutes”. ρφ
p and µφ

p denote the density and

viscosity, respectively, of pure Phase p. The Marangoni effect due to the appearance of the

components is assumed to be negligible, and consequently, the pairwise surface tensions and

contact angles are identical to those of the pure phases. Notice that the volume fraction of

the phases are denoted by {χp}N
p=1 here, and they are obtained from the Phase-Field equation

Eq.(2.30 ):

∂χp

∂t
+ ∇ · mχp = 0, 1 6 p 6 N, (2.44)

χp = 1 + φp

2 , mχp = u + mφp

2 .

Here, {φp}N
p=1 can be governed by the Cahn-Hilliard Eq.(2.17 ) or the conservative Allen-Cahn

Eq.(2.19 ) equation, and the former case is used.

The M components are represented by a set of concentrations {Cp}M
p=1. Individual com-

ponents have their densities {ρC
p }M

p=1 and viscosities {µC
p }M

p=1. Each component can be dis-

solved inside different phases. On the other hand, there can be multiple components inside

a specific phase. To indicate the dissolvabilities among the components and the phases, the

dissolvability matrix with dimension M ×N is defined as

IM
p,q =

 1, if Component p is dissolvable in Phase q,

0, else.
(2.45)

The diffusion coefficient of Component p in Phase q is denoted by Dp,q. Noted that values of

{Cp}M
p=1 are meaningful only inside the corresponding phases they dissolve in. To obtain a

meaningful value in the entire domain of interest, one needs to use, e.g., IM
p,qχqCp, to represent

the amount of Component p in Phase q. As pointed out in [204 ], there are two commonly

used ways to interpret concentration. The first case is to quantify the amount of a dissolved

solute of a solution such as the “molar concentration” of salt in a salt water solution. The

second case is to quantify the composition of miscible fluids such as the “volume fraction” of

ethanol in a water-ethanol system. Here, the components act like “solutes” while the pure

phases behave as “solvents”. Therefore, the concentrations of the components are interpreted
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as the first case, e.g., the “molar concentration”. It is further assumed that inside each phase

the “solution” compound of the pure phase (as the “solvent”) and the components (as the

“solutes”) dissolved in that phase is dilute. In other words, in a specific phase, the volume

fractions of the components dissolved in it are negligibly small compared to the volume

fraction of the pure phase or the background fluid of that phase. Therefore, the volume of

each phase will not be changed by either the appearance or cross-interface transport of the

components. This assumption of diluteness is also consistent with neglecting the Marangoni

effect of the components. It should be noted that the concentrations in the proposed model

can also be interpreted as the second case, e.g., the “volume fraction”, in a subset of problems

where each phase has a single diffusion coefficient shared by all the components dissolved

in it and the cross-interface transport of those components is prohibited. Although the

assumption of diluteness can be removed in these problems, one has to be cautious about the

assumption of neglecting the Marangoni effect of the components when applying the proposed

model to those problems. In the present work, {ρC
p }M

p=1 and {µC
p }M

p=1 are loosely called

densities and viscosities, respectively, regardless of which interpretation of the concentrations

is employed. The actual meaning of {ρC
p }M

p=1 depends on the concrete definition of the

concentrations. For example, ρC
p is the molar mass of Component p when the concentrations

are “molar concentration”, while it is the density of pure Component p minus the density of

the pure phase the component dissolves in when the concentrations mean “volume fraction”.

The same works for {µC
p }M

p=1.

The consistent component equation: Suppose Component p is dissolvable in Phase

q, i.e., IM
p,q = 1, the dynamics of Component p is modeled by the convection-diffusion equa-

tion:
∂Cp

∂t
+ ∇ · (uCp) = ∇ · (Dp,q∇Cp), (2.46)

defined in Ωq, which is the part of the domain occupied by Phase q. The boundary condition

of Component p at Γq,r, i.e., the boundary between Ωq and Ωr, is

nq,r · (Dp,q∇Cp) =

 0, if IM
p,r = 0

−nr,q · (Dp,r∇Cp), if IM
p,r = 1,

, q 6= r, (2.47)
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where nq,r is the unit normal vector pointing from Ωq to Ωr, and it is obvious that nq,r =

−nr,q. The boundary condition Eq.(2.47 ) tells that if Component p is unable to dissolve in

Ωr, i.e., IM
p,r = 0, no diffusive flux is allowed across Γq,r. On the other hand, if Component p

is also dissolvable in Ωr, i.e., IM
p,r = 1, the diffusive flux is continuous at Γq,r. The convective

flux is zero at Γq,r by considering that the velocities of the flow and of Γq,r are the same. The

effect of cross-interface transports of components, i.e., Eq.(2.47 ), on changing phase volumes

is not counted, thanks to the assumption of diluteness. In addition, by an appropriate setup,

the proposed model allows to remove the cross-interface transports of components without

modifying Eq.(2.47 ). Related details are provided later.

After implementing the diffuse domain approach [143 ] and the consistency of volume

fraction conservation, the consistent component equation is:

∂(χM
p Cp)
∂t

+ ∇ · (mχM
p
Cp) = ∇ · (Dp∇Cp), 1 6 p 6M, (2.48)

where

χM
p =

N∑
q=1

IM
p,qχq, 1 6 p 6M, (2.49)

mχM
p

=
N∑

q=1
IM

p,qmχq , 1 6 p 6M, (2.50)

Dp =
N∑

q=1
IM

p,qχqDp,q, 1 6 p 6M. (2.51)

Provided Cp is homogeneous, Eq.(2.44 ) is obtained from Eq.(2.48 ). Unless otherwise speci-

fied, the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is applied to Eq.(2.48 ) at the boundary

of domain Ω. It is obvious that the total amount of Component p inside its dissolvable region

χM
p is conserved, i.e., d

dt

∫
Ω(χM

p Cp)dΩ = 0. After defining the component flux as

mCp = mχM
p
Cp −Dp∇Cp, 1 6 p 6M, (2.52)
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Eq.(2.48 ) can be written as

∂(χM
p Cp)
∂t

+ ∇ · mCp = 0, 1 6 p 6M. (2.53)

Density and viscosity: Phase p is composed of its pure phase and the components

dissolved in it, both of which contribute to the mass in Ωp. As a result, the density of Phase

p in Ωp, denoted by ρp, is

ρp = ρφ
p +

M∑
q=1,IM

q,p=1
ρC

q Cq = ρφ
p +

M∑
q=1

IM
q,pρ

C
q Cq. (2.54)

The density of the fluid mixture in Ω, denoted by ρ, is the volume average of {ρp}N
p=1:

ρ =
N∑

p=1
ρpχp =

N∑
p=1

ρφ
pχp +

M∑
p=1

ρC
p χ

M
p Cp, (2.55)

where the first term in the rightmost is contributed from the pure phases (or the background

fluids) and the second term appears due to the components. Similarly, the viscosity of the

fluid mixture in Ω is

µ =
N∑

p=1
µφ

pχp +
M∑

p=1
µC

p χ
M
p Cp. (2.56)

The consistent mass flux: The momentum equation is identical to Eq.(2.34 ) in

Section 2.4 , and the consistent mass flux there is derived from the consistency of mass con-

servation using the Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.30 ) and the consistent component equation

Eq.(2.53 ), like the one in Section 2.3 . Specifically, it reads

m =
N∑

p=1
ρφ

pmχp +
M∑

p=1
ρC

p mCp . (2.57)

The above mass flux and the density in Eq.(2.55 ) follow Eq.(2.27 ).

consistency of reduction: The consistency of reduction is enriched from the N -phase

one by adding the component part. It assures that no fictitious component is generated by

the model. Any components that are absent at t = 0 will not appear at ∀t > 0, without
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considering any sources or injection, if the model satisfies the consistency of reduction. For a

specific p and from Eq.(2.48 ), one can obtain Cp ≡ 0,∀t > 0, if Cp = 0 initially. As a result,

the contribution of Cp to the density Eq.(2.55 ), the viscosity Eq.(2.56 ), and the mass flux

Eq.(2.31 ) disappears. Consequently, the M -component system with the absence of Compo-

nent p reduces to the corresponding (M−1) system. One can repeat the procedure (M−M ′)

times so that the M -component system reduces to the corresponding M ′-component system

(0 6M ′ 6M − 1). Combining with the analysis in Section 2.2 for the N -phase models, the

proposed N -phase-M -component model satisfies the consistency of reduction.

Energy law: The proposed consistent component equation Eq.(2.48 ) follows the energy

dissipation.

Theorem 2.6.1. The proposed consistent component equation satisfies the following energy

law:
d

dt

∫
Ω
eCdΩ = −

M∑
p=1

∫
Ω
γCpDp∇Cp · ∇CpdΩ,

where eC is the component energy density

eC =
M∑

p=1

1
2γCpχ

M
p C

2
p ,

and {γCp}M
p=1 are positive dimensional constants so that eC has a unit [J/m3].

Proof. After multiplying Eq.(2.48 ) with γCpCp and then summing over all the components

p, the governing equation for the component energy density is obtained:

Cp

(
∂(χM

p Cp)
∂t

+ ∇ · (mχM
p
Cp) = ∇ · (Dp∇Cp)

)

Cp

(
χM

p

∂Cp

∂t
+ mχM

p
· ∇Cp

)
+ C2

p

(
∂χM

p

∂t
+ ∇ · mχM

p

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

= ∇ · (DpCp∇Cp) −Dp∇Cp · ∇Cp

χM
p

∂ 1
2C

2
p

∂t
+ mχM

p
· ∇1

2C
2
p +

C2
p

2

(
∂χM

p

∂t
+ ∇ · mχM

p

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

= ∇ · (DpCp∇Cp) −Dp∇Cp · ∇Cp

∂(1
2χ

M
p C

2
p)

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
mχM

p

1
2C

2
p

)
= ∇ · (DpCp∇Cp) −Dp∇Cp · ∇Cp.
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Thanks to the consistency of volume fraction conservation, the volume fraction equation, i.e.,

the terms with under-brace, is recovered. Integrating the above equation over the domain

and assuming that all the boundary integrals vanish, the component energy dissipation is

obtained.

Combining Theorem 2.4.4 (or Corollary 2.4.4.1 ) in Section 2.4.3 for the N -phase model,

one obtains the following corollaries:

Corollary 2.6.1.1. If the N-phase model follows the 2nd law of thermodynamics (or en-

ergy decay), the same will be true for the N-phase-M-component model with the consistent

component equation Eq.(2.48 ).

Corollary 2.6.1.2. If the Cahn-Hilliard equation Eq.(2.17 ) and the consistent component

equation Eq.(2.48 ) are used, the N-phaseM-component model satisfies the 2nd law of ther-

modynamics (or energy decay):

d

dt

(
EK + 1

2eF + eC

)
= −

∫
Ω

1
2

M∑
p,q=1

Mp,q∇ξp · ∇ξqdΩ

−
∫

Ω

M∑
p=1

γCpDp∇Cp · ∇CpdΩ −
∫

Ω

1
2µ(∇u + ∇uT ) : (∇u + ∇uT )dΩ

The total energy of the N -phase-M -component system, which includes the free energy,

the component energy, and the kinetic energy, is not increasing with time without any exter-

nal input. Three factors are to reduce the total energy of the multiphase and multicomponent

system. The first one comes from the thermodynamical non-equilibrium, contributed by the

Phase-Field equation. The second one results from the inhomogeneity of the components

in their dissolvable regions, contributed by the component equation. It should be noted

that Dp is zero where Cp is not dissolvable so there is no contribution from those regions

to the total energy. The last one is due to the viscosity of the fluids, contributed from the

momentum equation. If the consistency conditions are violated, some additional terms will

be added to the total energy of the multiphase and multicomponent system. In other words,

even though all the phases are in their thermodynamical equilibrium, all the components are

homogeneous in their dissolvable region, and all the fluids are inviscid, the total energy of
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the multiphase and multicomponent system could still change due to the additional terms

introduced by the inconsistency. Such a behavior of the total energy is not physically plau-

sible. Thus, the consistency conditions are playing an essential role in the physical behavior

of the system.

Galilean invariance: The consistent component equation Eq.(2.48 ) also enjoys the

Galilean invariance, and the proof is similar to the one in Section 2.4.1 . Combining The-

orem 2.4.2 , the N -phase-M -component model is Galilean invariant as well, and therefore

Corollary 2.4.2.1 is still true.

Theorem 2.6.2. The consistent component equation Eq.(2.48 ) is Galilean invariant.

Corollary 2.6.2.1. The proposed N-phase-M-component model satisfies the Galilean in-

variance.

The proposed N -phase-M -component model can be applied to study some multiphase

flows where the miscibilities of each pair of phases are different. For example, to model

a three-phase system where Phases 01 and 02 are miscible while Phases 01 and 03 are

immiscible, as well as Phases 02 and 03, one can define a 2-phase-1-component system,

where Phase 1 without Component 1 represents Phase 01, Phase 1 with a specific amount,

e.g., 1mol/m3, of Component 1 represents Phase 02, and Phase 2 represents Phase 03. One

can set IM
1,1 = 1 and IM

1,2 = 0. As a result, Phase 1, with/without Component 1, is immiscible

with Phase 2, and the immisciblities between Phases 01 and 03 and between Phases 02

and 03 are properly modeled. Component 1 is only dissolvable in Phase 1. When Phase 1

with Component 1 moves to locations where Phase 1 has no Component 1, Component 1

starts to be transported by both convection and diffusion to those locations, which models

the miscible behavior of Phases 01 and 02. However, the proposed model is not ready for

the problems where the miscible phases have significantly different surface tensions with

respect to a phase that they are immiscible with or where a phase is miscible with several

other phases that are immiscible with each other, since neither the Marangoni effect due to

the presence of the components nor the change of phase volumes due to the transport of

components has been considered.
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The proposed N -phase-M -component model is flexible to model the cross-interface trans-

port of a component which is dissolvable in both sides of the interface. Although the diffusive

flux is continuous across the phase interfaces if the component is dissolvable in both of the

phases, the proposed model works in the scenario where the component is not allowed to

cross the phase interfaces even though it is dissolvable in both sides of the interface. For

example, Component 01 is dissolvable in both Phases p and q but is unable to cross the

phase interfaces between Phases p and q. One can set Component 1 with IM
1,p = 1 and

IM
1,q = 0, and Component 2 with IM

2,p = 0 and IM
2,q = 1. Consequently, Component 1 is only

allowed to be dissolved in Phase p but not in Phase q, and Component 2 is the opposite.

Neither Component 1 nor 2 can cross the phase interface between Phases p and q. Conse-

quently, the concentration of Component 01 in its dissolvable region χM
01C01 is represented

by χM
1 C1 + χM

2 C2.

In addition to the N -phase-M -component model, more importantly, the present model

illustrate a general framework that physically connects the phases, components, and fluid

flows, with the help of the proposed consistency conditions. Thus, it can be implemented

to incorporate many other models for locating the phases or transporting the components.

One can freely choose another physical model, instead of Eq.(2.17 ), to govern the order

parameters. Also, one can replace the convection-diffusion equation Eq.(2.46 ) with other

transport equation that more accurately produces the dynamics of the components, and

obtain the component equation following the diffuse domain approach and the consistency

of volume fraction conservation, as described above. These result in changing the definitions

of the Phase-Field flux and component flux in Eq.(2.30 ) and Eq.(2.53 ), while the rest of the

equations, e.g., the density of the fluid mixture Eq.(2.55 ), the consistent mass flux Eq.(2.57 ),

and the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) remain unchanged. The Galilean invariance of the

momentum equation (Theorem 2.4.2 ) and the kinetic energy equation in Theorem 2.4.3 are

always valid, regardless of the concrete definitions of the Phase-Field flux and component

flux which depend on the equations for the order parameters and components. However, the

free energy, the component energy, and the Galilean invariance of the order parameters and

components may be affected.
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2.6.2 Extend to solidification (melting)

A consistent and conservative thermo-gas-liquid-solid model including solidification/melt-

ing is developed with the help of the consistency conditions. The problem considered includes

two materials, which are a gas “G” and a phase change material “M” experiencing solidifi-

cation or melting. Therefore, in the entire domain Ω, there are three phases: the gas phase

including only “G”, and the liquid and solid phases of “M”. The liquid-solid phase change is

driven by temperature. The part of Ω occupied by “G” is denoted by ΩG, and similarly, ΩM ,

ΩL
M , and ΩS

M denote the domains occupied by “M”, the liquid phase, and the solid phase

of “M”, respectively. As a result, one has Ω = ΩG ∪ ΩM = ΩG ∪ ΩL
M ∪ ΩS

M . In addition,

boundaries of the domains are denoted with “∂” in front of the corresponding domains, for

example, ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω. The material properties of the gas phase “G” and the

liquid and solid phases of “M” are assumed to be constant and denoted by βG, βL
M , and βS

M ,

respectively, where β can be density ρ, viscosity µ, specific heat Cp, and heat conductivity

κ.

Here, ϕ is the volume fraction of the phase change material “M” in Ω. It can be governed

by the two-phase Cahn-Hilliard Eq.(2.22 ) or conservative Allen-Cahn Eq.(2.23 ) equation,

and the former case is considered. It should be noted that the velocity is not divergence-free

because the phase change can induce the volume change. Therefore, the convection term

is written as (u · ∇ϕ). Unless otherwise specified, the homogeneous Neumann boundary

condition is applied.

The phase change equation: In the present study, the Allen-Cahn Phase-Field model

for the solidification of a pure material [163 ] is considered and the convection term is added:

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · (uφ) = −Mφ

(
λφ

η2
φ

g′(φ) − λφ∇2φ+ ρL
ML

TM

p′(φ)(TM − T )
)

(2.58)

+φ∇ · u in ΩM ,

λφ = 3
√

2ρL
ML

TM

Γφηφ, Mφ = µφΓφ

λφ

,

p(φ) = φ3(6φ2 − 15φ+ 10),

n · ∇φ = 0 at ∂ΩM .
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Notice that Eq.(2.58 ) is defined in ΩM . Here, φ is considered as the volume fraction of the

liquid phase of “M” in ΩM . Mφ is the mobility of φ. Γφ and µφ are the Gibbs-Thomson

and linear kinetic coefficients, respectively, in the Gibbs-Thomson equation of the liquid-solid

interface. λφ is the mixing energy density of φ, which is related to the thickness of the liquid-

solid interface ηφ. L is the latent heat of the liquid-solid phase change. T is the temperature

and TM is the melting temperature of the phase change. p(φ) is the interpolation function,

monotonically increasing from 0 to 1 and having extreme points at φ = 0 and φ = 1, and p′(φ)

is the derivative of p(φ) with respect to φ. g(φ) = φ2(1 − φ)2 is the double-well potential

function. Unless otherwise specified, the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is

applied. This solidification/melting model Eq.(2.58 ) is the basis of many more complicated

models including, e.g., components and/or anisotropy [163 ], [164 ], [166 ], [168 ], [172 ], [173 ].

The model can be derived either thermodynamically from a free energy functional using

the L2 gradient flow or geometrically from the Gibbs-Thomson equation, and details are

available in [111 ], [163 ], [171 ]. The first two terms in the parentheses on the right-hand side

of Eq.(2.58 ) models the curvature driven effect on the phase change, while they are, at the

same time, competing with each other to maintain the thickness of the liquid-solid interface.

The effect of the temperature is modeled by the last term in the parentheses.

After implementing the diffuse domain approach [143 ] and the consistency of volume

fraction conservation, the phase change equation is:

∂(ϕφ)
∂t

+ ∇ · (mϕφ) = −Mφξφ + ϕφ∇ · u in Ω, (2.59)

ξφ = −λφ∇ · (ϕ∇φ) + λφ

η2
φ

ϕg(φ) + ρL
ML

TM

ϕp̃(φ)(TM − T ),

λφ = 3
√

2ρL
ML

TM

Γφηφ, Mφ = µφΓφ

λφ

,

p(φ) = φ3(6φ2 − 15φ+ 10), p̃′(φ) =


1, φ = 0 and T > TM ,

1, φ = 1 and T 6 TM ,

p′(φ), else,
mϕφ = mϕφ,

n · ∇φ = 0, at ∂Ω.
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Here, ξφ is called the chemical potential of φ, p̃′(φ) is modified from p′(φ) to initiate the

phase change, and mϕφ is the Phase-Field flux of (ϕφ).

Eq.(2.59 ) admits the existence of fully liquid/solid state of “M”. For example, given,

φ = 1 and T > TM , one obtains φ ≡ 1 from Eq.(2.59 ), after noticing that the two-phase

Cahn-Hilliard eqaution Eq.(2.22 ) is recovered. In other words, Eq.(2.59 ) admits the existence

of fully liquid state of “M”, when the temperature is larger than the melting temperature

and there is no solid phase at the beginning. This property is inherited from Eq.(2.58 ),

thanks to satisfying the consistency of volume fraction conservation. The same will also be

true for the solid state of “M”.

Another issue addressed is about initiating the phase change. It should be noted that the

terms in the parentheses on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.58 ), which are the driving forces for

the phase change, are nonzero only at 0 < φ < 1. In other words, given “M” in fully solid

(liquid) state at the beginning, melting (solidification) will never happen no matter how high

(low) the temperature is. This issue is originated in the definition of p(φ) in Eq.(2.58 ) whose

extreme points are φ = 0 and φ = 1, i.e., p′(0) = p′(1) = 0. These extreme points are the

same as the equilibrium states of φ. Defining p(φ) in this way, as mentioned in [163 ], is an

improvement from using p(φ) = φ, e.g., in [205 ], in the sense that the equilibrium state of

φ is always 0 or 1, independent of the temperature. However, defining p(φ) = φ preserves

the driving force from the temperature when φ = 0 or φ = 1. The equilibrium states of

φ should depend on the temperature. If the temperature is larger than the melting point,

the equilibrium state should be φ = 1 (liquid), while it should be φ = 0 (solid) if T < TM .

To achieve this property, p̃′(φ) defined in Eq.(2.59 ) is proposed in the present study, which

combines the advantages of p(φ) = φ3(6φ2 − 15φ + 10) in [163 ] and p(φ) = φ in [205 ], but

avoids their disadvantages. Only when φ = 1 (liquid) and T < TM (undercool) or when φ = 0

(solid) and T > TM (overheat), p̃′(φ) is 1, so that the effect of the temperature on the phase

change is included. In other cases, p̃′(φ) is the same as p′(φ) with p(φ) = φ3(6φ2 − 15φ+10).

As a result, the equilibrium state of φ when T < TM is φ = 0 (solid), and it is φ = 1 (liquid)

when T > TM .

The volume fractions and material properties: Based on the Phase-Field equation

Eq.(2.30 ) and the phase change equation Eq.(2.59 ), the volume fractions of the gas, liquid,
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and solid phases in the proposed model are defined unambiguously. The volume fraction of

the gas phase (or “G”) in Ω is αG = (1−ϕ), and they are αL = (ϕφ) and αS = (ϕ−ϕφ) for the

liquid and solid phases, respectively. The volume fraction of “M” in Ω is αM = αL +αS = ϕ.

It is clear that αG + αM = αG + αL + αS = 1 is always true in the entire domain.

With the volume fractions of the phases in hand, the material properties of the gas-

liquid-solid mixture and their fluxes are computed as

β = βG + (βS
M − βG)ϕ+ (βL

M − βS
M)(ϕφ), (2.60)

mβ = βGu + (βS
M − βG)mϕ + (βL

M − βS
M)mϕφ.

Here, β represents a certain material property, e.g., density ρ, and mϕ and mϕφ are the

Phase-Field fluxes defined in Eq.(2.30 ) and Eq.(2.59 ), respectively.

The mass conservation including solidification/melting: To determine the mass

transport of the model, the consistency of mass conservation in Section 2.3 is applied. First,

the density of the multiphase mixture is obtained following Eq.(2.60 )

ρ = ρG + (ρS
M − ρG)ϕ+ (ρL

M − ρS
M)(ϕφ). (2.61)

After combining Eq.(2.61 ) with the Phase-Field equation equation, Eq.(2.30 ), and the phase

change equation, Eq.(2.59 ), the mass of the multiphase mixture is governed by

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · mρ = ρ∇ · u −Mφ(ρL

M − ρS
M)ξφ, (2.62)

where mρ is the consistent mass flux defined in Eq.(2.60 ). Finally, to obtain a zero mass

source in Eq.(2.62 ), the divergence of the velocity should satisfy

∇ · u = Mφ(ρL
M − ρS

M)
ρ

ξφ. (2.63)

Eq.(2.63 ) illustrates the volume change due to the liquid-solid phase change. As a result,

the mass conservation equation of the model is also Eq.(2.27 ). Therefore, the mass of the

gas-liquid-solid mixture is locally conserved, even though the phase change happens. This is
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achieved at the expense of changing the volume of “M”, as indicated in Eq.(2.63 ). On the

other hand, if the densities of the liquid and solid phases of “M” are the same, the volume of

“M” remains the same, and therefore the divergence of the velocity is zero, which can also

be seen in Eq.(2.63 ). It should be noted that the mass conservation equation Eq.(2.27 ) is not

an independent equation in the model. Instead, it is derived from Eq.(2.60 ) and Eq.(2.63 ),

as elaborated here. Therefore, one does not need to explicitly solve the mass conservation

equation Eq.(2.27 ).

The energy equation: The enthalpy of the multiphase mixture is

∫
Ω

(
(ρCp)T + ρL

ML(ϕφ)
)
dΩ,

and only the heat conductivity is considered in the present study. After considering the

consistency conditions, the following energy equation is obtained:

∂((ρCp)T )
∂t

+ ∇ · (m(ρCp)T ) + ρL
ML

(
∂(ϕφ)
∂t

+ ∇ · mϕφ

)
= ∇ · (κ∇T ) +QT . (2.64)

Here, (ρCp) and κ denote the volumetric heat and the heat conductivity, respectively, and

they are computed from Eq.(2.60 ). QT is the heat source, and is neglected unless otherwise

specified. The terms in the parenthesis on the left-hand side of Eq.(2.64 ) represents the

effect of the phase change on the enthalpy. Therefore, without the phase change, i.e., φ ≡ 1

and T > TM or φ ≡ 0 and T < TM , these terms should disappear. This is true due to the

consistency of volume fraction conservation. As a result, the terms in the parenthesis in

Eq.(2.64 ) are identical to those on the left-hand side of Eq.(2.59 ).

Further, Eq.(2.64 ) admits isothermal solutions (or temperature equilibrium) when the

phase change does not happen. Plugging T ≡ T0 in Eq.(2.64 ), one obtains T0
[

∂(ρCp)
∂t

+ ∇ · m(ρCp)
]

on the left-hand side and 0 on the right-hand side. Following the derivation from the consis-

tency of mass conservation and replacing ρ with (ρCp), one can show that
[

∂(ρCp)
∂t

+ ∇ · m(ρCp)
]

is zero, where m(ρCp) is the flux of volumetric heat defined in Eq.(2.60 ), by noticing that the

velocity is divergence-free when there is no phase change. Therefore, isothermal solutions

are admissible.
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As all the gas-liquid, gas-solid, and liquid-solid interfaces are immersed in Ω, their effects

are modeled as volumetric forces, i.e., fs and fd, in the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ). fs is

the surface tension force, modeling the surface tension at the gas-liquid interface, while fd

is the drag force, modeling the no-slip boundary condition at the gas-solid and liquid-solid

interfaces by enforcing u = uS in the solid phase, where uS is the given solid velocity and is

set to be zero unless otherwise specified. Note that the consistent mass flux mρ in Eq.(2.62 )

is applied in the momentum equation, following the consistency of mass and momentum

transport.

Surface tension force: To model the surface tension at the gas-liquid interface, the

commonly used Phase-Field formulation ξϕ∇ϕ is applied, which can be derived from either

the energy balance [54 ] or the least-action principle [55 ], [59 ]. However, ξϕ∇ϕ is activated at

all “G-M” interfaces, including both the gas-liquid and gas-solid interfaces. To remove its

contribution at the gas-solid interface, ξϕ∇ϕ is multiplied by φ so that the surface tension

force remains to be ξϕ∇ϕ at the gas-liquid interface and smoothly reduces to zero away from

it. As a result, the surface tension force in the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) is:

fs = φξϕ∇ϕ. (2.65)

To more clearly illustrate the distribution of the surface tension force, a gas bubble at the

center of a unit domain with a radius 0.2 is considered, the bottom half of which is in

contact with the solid phase while the upper half is in contact with the liquid phase. Fig.2.1 

schematically shows the magnitude of the surface tension forces. It should be noted that the

thermo-capillary effect has not been considered in the present study and the surface tension

σ is treated as a constant.

Drag force: To model the no-slip boundary condition at both the gas-solid and liquid-

solid interfaces, the velocity inside the solid phase needs to be the given value uS. A drag

force, formulated as

fd = Ad(uS − u), Ad = Cd
α2

S

(1 − αS)3 + ed

, (2.66)
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Figure 2.1. Magnitude of the surface tension force |fs|. a) The proposed
surface tension force fs = φξϕ∇ϕ, b) The original surface tension force fs =
ξϕ∇ϕ. The proposed surface tension force shown in a) removes its contribution
at the gas-solid interface, compared to the original formulation shown in b).

is added to the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ), where the drag coefficient Ad can be con-

sidered as the Lagrange multiplier that enforces u = uS inside the solid phase. Ad should

depend on the volume fraction of the solid phase in such a way that it is zero away from the

solid phase and increases to a large enough value that overwhelms the inertia and viscous

effects inside the solid phase. As a result, around the gas-solid and liquid-solid interfaces, the

momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) reduces to Darcy’s law [155 ]. Voller and Prakash [156 ] modi-

fied the well-known Carman-Kozeny equation [162 ], by adding a small constant, denoted by

ed here, at the denominator to avoid division by zero, and obtained Ad = Cd
(1−φ)2

φ3+ed
in ΩM ,

where Cd should be a large number and φ is the volume fraction of the liquid phase of “M”

in ΩM as a reminder. Such a definition of Ad has been popularly used, e.g., in [144 ], [145 ],

[152 ], [157 ], [159 ]. It should be noted that Voller and Prakash [156 ] did not consider the

gas phase and formulated Ad in terms of the volume fraction of the liquid phase. Therefore,

their formulation is only applicable in ΩM . To obtain Ad in Ω, the volume fraction of the

solid phase in Ω is directly used as the dependent variable of Ad, i.e., Ad = Cd
α2

S

(1−αS)3+ed
, as

shown in Eq.(2.66 ). Another popular option of enforcing u = 0 is to assign a large viscosity

inside the solid phase, e.g., in [155 ], [182 ], [183 ]. Although it looks simpler, the numerical

tests indicate that this is not an effective choice and adding a drag force is recommended.
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Eq.(2.22 ), Eq.(2.59 ), Eq.(2.60 ), Eq.(2.63 ), Eq.(2.34 ), and Eq.(2.64 ) complete the con-

sistent and conservative model for thermo-gas-liquid-solid flows including liquid-solid phase

change, and the proposed model honors many physical properties. From Eq.(2.27 ), Eq.(2.34 ),

and Eq.(2.64 ), it is obvious that the mass and enthalpy of the multiphase mixture are con-

served, and the momentum (neglecting the gravity) is conserved without the appearance of

the solid phase, by noticing that fs = ξϕ∇ϕ is equivalent to ∇·(−λϕ∇ϕ⊗∇ϕ), see [54 ], [55 ],

[206 ], and fd = 0, in this circumstance. When there is the solid phase, the momentum is

not necessarily conserved due to the no-slip boundary condition at the solid boundary. The

Galilean invariance is also satisfied by the proposed model. The proof is straightforward,

using the Galilean transformation, like the one in Section 2.4.1 .

More importantly, the proposed model is reduction consistent with (i) the isothermal

consistent and conservative Phase-Field method for two-phase incompressible flows in the

present study when the solid phase is absent and the initial homogeneous temperature is

larger than the melting temperature, (ii) the isothermal fictitious domain Brinkman penal-

ization (FD/BP) method for fluid-structure interaction in [160 ], [161 ] when the liquid phase

is absent and the initial homogeneous temperature is lower than the melting temperature,

and (iii) the Phase-Field model of solidification in [163 ] when the gas phase and flow are

absent and the material properties of the liquid and solid phases are matched (except the

thermal conductivity).

Theorem 2.6.3. The proposed thermo-gas-liquid-solid model including solidification/melting

is consistent with the isothermal consistent and conservative Phase-Field method for two-

phase incompressible flows.

Proof. Given φ = 1 and T = T0 > TM at t = 0, as already analyzed below Eq.(2.59 ),

one obtains φ = 1 and therefore mϕφ = mϕ and ξφ = 0 from Eq.(2.59 ), and T = T0

from Eq.(2.64 ), at ∀t > 0. As a result, the velocity is divergence-free from Eq.(2.63 ),

and the convection term of the two-phase Cahn-Hilliard equation Eq.(2.22 ) can be written

in its conservative form. From Eq.(2.60 ), one obtains β = βG + (βL
M − βG)ϕ and mβ =

βGu + (βL
M − βG)mϕ, showing that the contribution of βS

M disappears. Finally in Eq.(2.65 )

and Eq.(2.66 ), fs becomes ξϕ∇ϕ, and fd = 0 due to αS = (ϕ − ϕφ) = 0. Therefore,
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the temperature remains its homogeneous initial value, and the simplified system from the

proposed model with the given condition is equivalent to the consistent and conservative

Phase-Field method for two-phase incompressible flows, by noticing that ϕ̃ = 1+ϕ
2 is the

order parameter of the two-phase Cahn-Hilliard equation.

Theorem 2.6.4. The proposed thermo-gas-liquid-solid model including solidification/melting

is consistent with the isothermal fictitious domain Brinkman penalization (FD/BP) method

for fluid-structure interaction in [160 ], [161 ].

Proof. Given φ = 0 and T = T0 < TM at t = 0, one obtains φ = 0 and therefore mϕφ = 0

and ξφ = 0 from Eq.(2.59 ), and T = T0 from Eq.(2.64 ), at ∀t > 0. As a result, the velocity

is divergence-free from Eq.(2.63 ), and the convection term of the two-phase Cahn-Hilliard

equation Eq.(2.22 ) can be written in its conservative form. In Eq.(2.65 ) and Eq.(2.66 ), fs be-

comes 0, and fd = Ad(uS −u) with αS = ϕ. In this case, the gas phase should be understood

as an arbitrary incompressible fluid and the solid phase represents the fictitious domain,

where the material properties are the same as the fluid ones without loss of generality. As

a result, one obtains β = βG and mβ = βGu from Eq.(2.60 ). Therefore, the temperature

remains its initial homogeneous value, and the simplified system with the given condition is

equivalent to the FD/BP method for fluid-structure interaction in [160 ], [161 ]. Notice that

Ad is defined proportional to αS in [160 ], [161 ], different from the one in Eq.(2.66 ), and the

level-set method, instead of the two-phase Cahn-Hilliard equation, is used in [161 ] for the

volume fraction of the fictitious domain (or the solid phase).

Theorem 2.6.5. The proposed thermo-gas-liquid-solid model including solidification/melting

is consistent with the Phase-Field model of solidification in [163 ].

Proof. Given ϕ = 1 and u = 0 at t = 0, one has ξϕ = 0 and therefore ∂ϕ/∂t = 0 from

Eq.(2.22 ), which implies ϕ = 1 and mϕ = u at ∀t > 0. Further requiring that the material

properties of the liquid and solid phases of “M” are identical, one obtains ∇ · u = 0 and

∂u/∂t = 0 from Eq.(2.63 ) and Eq.(2.34 ), respectively. Therefore, one obtains u = 0 at

∀t > 0, and all the convection terms are dropped. Putting all these to the phase change

equation Eq.(2.59 ) and the energy equation Eq.(2.64 ), they become the same as those in

[163 ], except that p′(φ) is replaced with p̃′(φ) in the present study.
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Remark: In the proofs of Theorem 2.6.3 , Theorem 2.6.4 , and Theorem 2.6.5 , the given

conditions are assumed to be true at t = 0 in the entire domain for convenience. Actually,

one only needs those conditions to be true locally at any moment, and Theorem 2.6.3 ,

Theorem 2.6.4 , and Theorem 2.6.5 will again be valid. In other words, the proposed model

including solidification/melting will automatically reduce to the corresponding multiphase

models whenever one of the phases is locally absent.
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3. CONSISTENT AND CONSERVATIVE NUMERICAL

FRAMEFORK1
 

In this chapter, the consistent and conservative numerical framework is proposed. Gen-

eral theorems are developed to honor the consistency of mass conservation and consistency

of mass and momentum transport on the discrete level, regardless of the details of the

Phase-Field equation and its scheme. The consistency of reduction of the multiphase flow

model majorly relies on the Phase-Field equation, as demonstrated in Chapter 2 , and the

reduction-consistent and mass-conservative schemes for Eq.(2.17 ) and Eq.(2.19 ), as well as

their two-phase correspondences, i.e., Eq.(2.22 ) and Eq.(2.23 ), are developed. The momen-

tum equation Eq.(2.34 ) is solved from a momentum-conservative projection scheme, along

with the balanced-force method or the conservative method for the surface force. Both the

schemes for the Phase-Field and momentum equations are formally 2nd-order accurate in

both time and space.

3.1 Grid arrangement and discrete operators

For a clear presentation, in the present study, the discrete operators are defined in two

dimensions, while extension to three dimensional problems is straightforward. The collocated

grid arrangement is used and shown in Fig.3.1 . Cell centers are denoted by (xi, yj) and cell

faces are denoted by (xi+1/2, yj) and (xi, yj+1/2). The nodal values of a scalar function f

are stored at the cell centers (xi, yj) and are denoted by fi,j. The nodal values of a vector

function f are stored at the cell faces (xi+1/2, yj) and (xi, yj+1/2), and are denoted by fx
i+1/2,j

1This chapter was partly published in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 387, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A mixed upwind/central WENO scheme for incompressible two-phase flows, Page
455-480, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 406, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent, essentially conservative and balanced-force Phase-Field method to
model incompressible two-phase flows, Page 109192, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational
Physics, Vol 420, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent and conservative scheme for
incompressible two-phase flows using the conservative Allen-Cahn model, Page 109718, Copyright Elsevier
(2020); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 434, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani,
A consistent and conservative model and its scheme for N-phase-M-component incompressible flows, Page
110229, Copyright Elsevier (2021); and in International Journal of Multiphase Flow, Vol 142, Ziyang Huang,
Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm and its ap-
plications to multiphase flows using Phase-Field models, Page 103727, Copyright Elsevier (2021).
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the collocated grid arrangement. All the scalar
variables, including the components of the cell-center velocity, are stored at
the center of each cell. All the vector variables, including the cell-face velocity,
are stored at the centers of the cell faces

and f y
i,j+1/2, where fx and f y are the components of the vector function. It should be

noted that the gradient of a scalar function is also a vector function. In the collocated grid

arrangement, one has a cell-center velocity, whose individual components are considered as

a scalar function defined at the cell centers (xi, yj). In addition, a cell-face velocity is stored

at the cell faces (xi+1/2, yj) and (xi, yj+1/2), as a vector function. Discretized differential and

interpolation operators are denoted with superscript (̃·). For example, ∇̃ represents the

discretized gradient operator, and f̃i+1/2,j means an interpolation of function f at (xi+1/2, yj)

from its nodal values. fn denotes the function value of f at time tn, and f ∗,n denotes an

extrapolation of f at tn from previous time levels. ∆x and ∆y denote the cell/grid size,

along the x and y axes, respectively, and ∆t denotes the time step size. Close to the domain

boundary, the ghost points outside the computational domain are assigned so that one does
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not need to modify the discrete operators. The ghost-point values are determined, based

on the boundary conditions. For the periodic boundary condition, the ghost-point values

are assigned by copying their corresponding ones inside the computational domain. For the

other boundary conditions, the linear extrapolation or the 2nd-order central difference is

used unless otherwise specified. The discrete operators defined below are formally 2nd-order

accurate, discretely conservative, and easy to be implemented. Most of them have compact

stencils. It is worth mentioning that higher order schemes are probably to be used in the

present framework as long as they are conservative on the discrete level.

Time discretization: The time derivative, without loss of generality, can be denoted

by
∂f

∂t
≈ ∂̃f

∂̃t
= γtf

n+1 − f̂

∆t . (3.1)

Here, (̂·) is an operator including fn, fn−1, etc., and has γtf0 = f̂0 provided fn = fn−1 =

... = f0. The present study majorly considers the 2nd-order backward difference scheme

where γt = 1.5, f̂ = 2fn − 0.5fn−1, and correspondingly f ∗,n+1 = 2fn − fn−1. Notice

that Eq.(3.1 ) can conceptually represent various time discretization schemes, like the Crank-

Nicolson, linear multistep, and Runge-Kutta methods.

Numerical integration: Domain Ω is partitioned by non-overlapping cells, and the

integral of a function f over Ω is approximated by a quadrature rule in each cell and then

summing the values up. Unless otherwise specified, the mid-point rule is used in the present

study. Specifically, ∫
Ω
fdΩ ≈

∑
i,j

[f∆Ω]i,j, (3.2)

where ∆Ω (= ∆x∆y in the present study) is the cell volume.

Lagrangian interpolation: The Lagrangian interpolation is denoted as

[f̄ ]x,p,q
i,j = (fi−p,j, fi−p+1,j, ..., fi+q,j), (3.3)
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where f is a scalar function defined at (xi−p+k, yj)p+q
k=0. Eq(3.3 ) denotes the Lagrangian

interpolation along the x axis at point (xi, yj) with a p-left-bias and q-right-bias stencil. The

frequently-used linear interpolation with p = q = 1
2 at point (xi, yj) is denoted as

[f̄ ]xi,j ≡ [f̄ ]x,1/2,1/2
i,j = (fi−1/2,j, fi+1/2,j). (3.4)

The interpolation along the other axis can be defined in the same manner.

Discrete divergence operator: The discrete divergence operator is defined as

[∇̃ · (f1f̃2)]i,j =
fx

1,i+1/2,jf̃2,i+1/2,j − fx
1,i−1/2,jf̃2,i−1/2,j

∆x (3.5)

+
f y

1,i,j+1/2f̃2,i,j+1/2 − f y
1,i,j−1/2f̃2,i,j−1/2

∆y ,

where f1 is a vector function defined at the cell face while f2 is a scalar function defined at the

cell center. In this case, the nodal values of f1 is directly used, while numerical evaluation

has to be performed to specify f̃2 from its nodal values f2. Here, the present study use

the 5th-order WENO scheme [207 ], which is very robust and accurate. It should be noted

that the discrete divergence operator should be formally 2nd-order accurate even when a

high-order numerical scheme is implemented to evaluate f̃2. However, the error would be

smaller when a high-order scheme is used [208 ]. To achieve higher order of accuracy, a more

sophisticated interpolation has to be performed on fx
1,i±1/2,j and f y

1,i,j±1/2, and readers can

refer to [208 ]–[210 ].

Discrete gradient operators: Two discrete gradient operators are defined. One is at

the cell face

[f̃2∇̃xf1]i+1/2,j = f̃2,i+1/2,j
f1,i+1,j − f1,i,j

∆x , (3.6)

and the other is at the cell center

[f̃2∇̃xf1]xi,j = ([f̃2∇̃xf1]i−1/2,j, [f̃2∇̃xf1]i+1/2,j), (3.7)

where f1 and f2 are both scalar functions defined at the cell center. f̃2,i+1/2,j has to be

numerically evaluated from the nodal values of f2. Unless otherwise specified, the linear
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interpolation, i.e., f̃2,i+1/2,j = [f2]xi+1/2,j, is used. The discrete gradient operators along the

other axes can be similarly defined. These discrete gradient operators are formally 2nd-

order accurate due to the 2nd-order central difference and linear interpolation in Eq.(3.6 )

and Eq.(3.7 ).

Discrete Laplace operator: The discrete Laplace operator successively uses the dis-

crete divergence operator Eq.(3.5 ) and the discrete gradient operator Eq.(3.6 ), which results

in

[∇̃ · (f̃2∇̃f1)]i,j = 1
∆x

(
f̃2,i+1/2,j

f1,i+1,j − f1,i,j

∆x − f̃2,i−1/2,j
f1,i,j − f1,i−1,j

∆x
)

+ 1
∆y

(
f̃2,i,j+1/2

f1,i,j+1 − f1,i,j

∆y − f̃2,i,j−1/2
f1,i,j − f1,i,j−1

∆y
)
, (3.8)

where both f1 and f2 are scalar functions defined at the cell center. Unless otherwise speci-

fied, f̃2 is evaluated by the linear interpolation and this discrete operator should be formally

2nd-order accurate. Special attention should be paid to the Dirichlet boundary condition,

where an O(1) error will appear when linear extrapolation is used to specify the ghost-point

values outside the domain. This can be easily shown by Taylor expansion. To resolve this

error while maintaining a compact stencil, a parabolic extrapolation, whose stencil consists

of the boundary and the two cells nearest to the boundary, is used to specify the ghost point

value.

Discrete Divergence-Gradient-Transpose operator: The present study names

the operator ∇ · (f2(∇f1)T ) the Divergence-Gradient-Transpose operator. With f2 = µ and

f1 = u, it is a part of the viscous term in the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ). This discrete

operator is related to the consistency of reduction of the momentum equation, see the second

remark below Corollary 2.4.1.2 in Section 2.4 .

The same discrete divergence Eq.(3.5 ) and gradient Eq.(3.6 ) operators are used, and the

discrete Divergence-Gradient-Transpose operator is

[∇̃ · (f̃2(∇̃f̃1)T )]xi,j = 1
∆x

(
f̃2,i+1/2,j

f̃x
1,i+1,j − f̃x

1,i,j

∆x − f̃2,i−1/2,j
f̃x

1,i,j − f̃x
1,i−1,j

∆x
)

+ 1
∆y

(
f̃2,i,j+1/2

f̃ y
1,i+1/2,j+1/2 − f̃ y

1,i−1/2,j+1/2

∆x − f̃2,i,j−1/2
f̃ y

1,i+1/2,j−1/2 − f̃ y
1,i−1/2,j−1/2

∆x
)
, (3.9)
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where f1 is a vector function defined at the cell face, f2 is a scalar function defined at the cell

center, and f̃2, unless otherwise specified, is evaluated by the linear interpolation. Eq.(3.9 )

is formally 2nd-order accurate. [∇̃ · (f̃2(∇̃f̃1)T )]yi,j can be similarly defined. f̃1 in Eq.(3.9 ) are

computed by

f̃x
1,i,j = [fx

1 ]xi,j = 1
2(fx

1,i+1/2,j + fx
1,i−1/2,j), (3.10)

f̃ y
1,i+1/2,j+1/2 = [f y

1 ]xi+1/2,j+1/2 = 1
2(f y

1,i,j+1/2 + f y
1,i+1,j+1/2).

Special care has to be paid to the discrete cells close to the boundary. Consider the

boundary cell where fx
1,i−3/2,j and f

y
1,i−1,j±1/2 in Eq.(3.9 ) are outside of the domain and are

replaced by the ghost-point values f̃x
1,i−3/2,j and f̃ y

1,i−1,j±1/2. These ghost-point values are

defined carefully by

f̃x
1,i−3/2,j = [fx

1 ]
x,−1,3
i−3/2,j = 3fx

1,i−1/2,j − 3fx
1,i+1/2,j + fx

1,i+3/2,j, (3.11)

f̃ y
1,i−1,j±1/2 = [f y

1 ]
x,−1,2
i−1,j±1/2 = 2f y

1,i,j±1/2 − f y
1,i+1,j±1/2.

Except replacing fx
1,i−3/2,j and f

y
1,i−1,j±1/2 with those in Eq.(3.11 ), the other terms in Eq.(3.9 )

are computed following Eq.(3.10 ).

Thanks to the careful definition of f̃1 in Eq.(3.10 ) and Eq.(3.11 ), the discrete Divergence-

Gradient-Transpose operator Eq.(3.9 ) has the following property:

Lemma 3.1.1. Provided f2 a constant around (xi, yj), the discrete Divergence-Gradient-

Transpose operator Eq.(3.9 ) becomes:

[∇̃ · (f̃2(∇̃f̃1)T )]i,j =
{
f2[∂̃x(∇̃ · f1)]i,j, f2[∂̃y(∇̃ · f1)]i,j

}
.

Here, f̃1 is computed from Eq.(3.10 ) for the interior cells and uses Eq.(3.11 ) for the boundary

cells. ∂̃q is a numerical operator approximating the partial derivative with respect to the q

axis. For the interior cells, it is the central difference (∂̃q,CD), and for the boundary cells, it

can be the forward (∂̃q,F D) or backward difference (∂̃q,BD) depending on the location of the

boundary relative to the cell center.
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Proof. Consider the x component and the interior cell first. Combining Eq.(3.9 ) and Eq.(3.10 ),

one obtains

[∇̃ · (f̃2(∇̃f̃1)T )]xi,j = 1
2

1
∆xf2

(fx
1,i+3/2,j − fx

1,i+1/2,j

∆x +
f y

1,i+1,j+1/2 − f y
1,i+1,j−1/2

∆y

−
fx

1,i−1/2,j − fx
1,i−3/2,j

∆x −
f y

1,i−1,j+1/2 − f y
1,i−1,j−1/2

∆y
)

= f2
[∇̃ · f1]i+1,j − [∇̃ · f1]i−1,j

2∆x
= f2[∂̃x,CD(∇̃ · f1)]i,j.

This works for all the interior cells. Then, the boundary cell next to the left boundary is

considered. The ghost point values are from Eq.(3.11 ) and the rest of f̃1 is computed from

Eq.(3.10 ). After doing that, one obtains

[∇̃ · (f̃2(∇̃f̃1)T )]xi,j = f2
1

∆x
(
[∇̃ · f1]i+1,j − [∇̃ · f1]i,j

)
= f2[∂̃x,F D(∇̃ · f1)]i,j,

The same result can be obtained at the other side of the boundary except that ∂̃x,F D is

replaced by ∂̃x,BD. The proof along the other axes is the same and not repeated here.

Discrete conservation: The present study calls a discrete operator conservative in

the sense that its summation over all the grid points is zero when the domain considered is

periodic.

Lemma 3.1.2. Provided f2 a constant, the gradient operators defined in Eq.(3.6 ) and

Eq.(3.7 ) are conservative.

Proof. Consider ∇̃xf in Eq.(3.6 ) first (f1 is replaced with f for simplicity), and its summation

over all the grid points is

∑
i,j

[∇̃xf ]i+1/2,j =
∑

j

∑
i fi+1,j −∑

i fi,j

∆x =
∑

j

∑
i fi,j −∑

i fi,j

∆x =
∑

j
0 = 0.

By replacing the summation order, ∑i,j [∇̃yf ]i,j+1/2 = 0 is shown. Since the order of summa-

tion and linear interpolation is interchangeable, ∑i,j [∇̃f ]i,j = 0 is shown.
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Lemma 3.1.3. The divergence operator defined in Eq.(3.5 ) (or Eq.(3.8 ) or Eq.(3.9 )) is

conservative.

Proof.

∑
i,j

[∇̃ · f ]i,j =
∑

j

∑
i f

x
i+1/2,j −∑

i f
x
i−1/2,j

∆x +
∑

i

∑
j f

y
i,j+1/2 −∑

j f
y
i,j−1/2

∆y

=
∑

j

∑
i f

x
i+1/2,j −∑

i f
x
i+1/2,j

∆x +
∑

i

∑
j f

y
i,j+1/2 −∑

j f
y
i,j+1/2

∆y =
∑

j
0 +

∑
i

0 = 0.

Here, f is (f1f̃2) in Eq.(3.5 ), (f̃2∇̃f1) in Eq.(3.8 ), and (f̃2(∇̃f̃1)T ) in Eq.(3.9 ).

Remark: Lemma 3.1.2 is true with the zero-gradient boundary condition, and Lemma 3.1.3 

is true with the zero-flux boundary condition.

3.2 Consistency analysis on the discrete level

The consistency of reduction of the Phase-Field equation requires the constraints in

Eq.(2.10 ) satisfied after discretization, which strongly depends on the specific form of the

Phase-Field equation and the scheme to solve it. This will be considered in detail in Sections

3.3.3 and 3.3.4 . This section analyzes the effects of the consistency conditions on the discrete

level, provided that that the consistency of reduction is satisfied discretely by the Phase-

Field equation. General theorems are proposed to ensure those consistency conditions after

discretization, which are unrelated to the specific form or scheme of the Phase-Field equation.

In order to illustrate the effects of the consistency conditions on the discrete level, a

simple one-dimensional two-phase advection problem is first analyzed, and the two-phase

Cahn-Hilliard equation Eq.(2.22 ) is used as an example. As one shall see, the following

analyses are not restricted to this specific example. In this problem, the physical and the

only admissible solution that satisfies the divergence-free condition is u ≡ u0, where u0 is

a constant. This implies that the interface is moving along the x direction with a constant

velocity u0, and that the mechanical equilibrium is reached, i.e., the right-hand side of the

momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) is zero. As will be shown in the following, without delicate
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consideration of the consistency conditions on the discrete level, the numerical solution fails

to reproduce the physical one even in such a simple problem.

Assuming that all the cell-center and cell-face velocities are equal to the exact value u0

and the mechanical equilibrium is reached up to tn, the solution of un+1 is investigated. As

a result, the fully discretized Phase-Field and momentum equations at cell (xi) are

γ
(1)
t φn+1

i − φ̂
(1)
i

∆t + u0
φ̃

(1)
i+1/2 − φ̃

(1)
i−1/2

∆x = (M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i+1/2 − (M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i−1/2

∆x , (3.12)

γ
(2)
t ρn+1

i un+1
i − u0ρ̂

(2)
i

∆t + u0
m̃x

i+1/2 − m̃x
i−1/2

∆x = 0.

Here, the discrete differential and interpolation operators can be arbitrary, different from

those in Section 3.1 . To distinguish different schemes for the same differential or interpolation

operators, a superscript is added, like γ(l)
t and ∇̃(l) etc. ξ∗ is the numerical chemical potential,

whose definition depends on the specific scheme to solve the Phase-Field equation, possibly

different from the one in Eq.(2.22 ). The right-hand side of discrete momentum equation is

zero because of the mechanical equilibrium (or force-free condition). Then, the solutions of

the order parameter and cell-center velocity at tn+1 are:

φn+1
i = φ̂

(1)
i

γ
(1)
t

− ∆t
γ

(1)
t

[
u0
φ̃

(1)
i+1/2 − φ̃

(1)
i−1/2

∆x −
(M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i+1/2 − (M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i−1/2

∆x
]
, (3.13)

ρn+1
i = ρ1 + ρ2

2 + ρ1 − ρ2

2 φn+1
i ,

ρ∗
i = ρ1 + ρ2

2 + ρ1 − ρ2

2
φ̂

(2)
i

γ
(2)
t

− ∆t
γ

(2)
t

m̃x
i+1/2 − m̃x

i−1/2

∆x ,

un+1
i = ρ∗

i

ρn+1
i

u0.

Obviously, if ρ∗
i = ρn+1

i , the exact solution un+1
i = u0 is obtained. However, ρ∗

i depends on

the discrete mass flux m̃x, and three discrete mass fluxes are going to be discussed:

m̃IC,x = ρ̃(2)u0, (3.14)

m̃CC,x = ρ1 + ρ2

2 u0 + ρ1 − ρ2

2 (u0φ̃
(3) −M∇̃x,(3)ξ),

m̃DC,x = ρ1 + ρ2

2 u0 + ρ1 − ρ2

2 (u0φ̃
(1) −M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗).
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The first one in Eq.(3.14 ) is the discrete inconsistent mass flux, which violates the consis-

tency of mass conservation even on the continuous level, see Section 2.3 . The second one

is the direct discretization of the consistent mass flux in Section 2.3 . The last one is the

discrete consistent mass flux, which achieves the consistency of mass conservation on the

discrete level. Notice that the discrete differential and interpolation operators and the nu-

merical chemical potential in m̃DC,x are identical to those in the fully-discretized Phase-Field

equation in Eq.(3.12 ), but this is not necessary the case in m̃IC,x or m̃CC,x. The difference

between the corresponding ρ∗
i and ρn+1

i from the discrete mass flux defined in Eq.(3.14 ) are:

ρ∗,IC
i − ρn+1

i = ρ1 − ρ2

2
( φ̂(2)

i

γ
(2)
t

− φ̂
(1)
i

γ
(1)
t

)
(3.15)

−u0∆t
∆x

( ρ̃(2)
i+1/2 − ρ̃

(2)
i−1/2

γ
(2)
t

−
ρ(φ̃(1)

i+1/2) − ρ(φ̃(1)
i−1/2)

γ
(1)
t

)

−ρ1 − ρ2

2
∆t
γ

(1)
t

(M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i+1/2 − (M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i−1/2

∆x ,

ρ∗,CC
i − ρn+1

i = ρ1 − ρ2

2
( φ̂(2)

i

γ
(2)
t

− φ̂
(1)
i

γ
(1)
t

)

−ρ1 − ρ2

2
u0∆t
∆x

( φ̃(3)
i+1/2 − φ̃

(3)
i−1/2

γ
(2)
t

−
φ̃

(1)
i+1/2 − φ̃

(1)
i−1/2

γ
(1)
t

)

+ρ1 − ρ2

2
∆t
∆x

((M∇̃x,(3)ξ)i+1/2 − (M∇̃x,(3)ξ)i−1/2

γ
(2)
t

−
(M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i+1/2 − (M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i−1/2

γ
(1)
t

)
,

ρ∗,DC
i − ρn+1

i = ρ1 − ρ2

2
( φ̂(2)

i

γ
(2)
t

− φ̂
(1)
i

γ
(1)
t

)

−ρ1 − ρ2

2 ∆t
( 1
γ

(2)
t

− 1
γ

(1)
t

)(
u0
φ̃

(1)
i+1/2 − φ̃

(1)
i−1/2

∆x

−
(M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i+1/2 − (M∇̃x,(1)ξ∗)i−1/2

∆x
)
.

From Eq.(3.15 ), none of the discrete mass fluxes reproduce the physical solution (un+1 =

u0 or equivalently ρ∗ = ρn+1) unconditionally. The error can be categorized into four parts.

The first part comes from using different time discretization schemes in the Phase-Field and
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momentum equations. This is the first term in all (ρ∗ − ρn+1) in Eq.(3.15 ). If the same time

discretization schemes are used, i.e., γ(1)
t = γ

(2)
t and φ̂(1) = φ̂(2), this part of error is removed.

Under this circumstance, the second term on the right-hand side of (ρ∗,DC − ρn+1) also

becomes zero due to
(

1
γ

(1)
t

− 1
γ

(2)
t

)
= 0. The second part is introduced by the mismatch of the

discrete differential and interpolation operators in the fully discretized Phase-Field equation

and in computing the discrete mass flux. The second terms of (ρ∗,IC −ρn+1) and (ρ∗,CC −ρn+1)

belong to this category. It is easy to resolve this inconsistency in (ρ∗,CC − ρn+1) by requiring

φ̃(3) = φ̃(1) and ∇̃(3) = ∇̃(1). However, it becomes more complicated in (ρ∗,IC − ρn+1) when a

nonlinear interpolation scheme is used, since ρ̃(2) is not necessarily equal to ρ(φ̃(2)) in general.

In other words, φ̃(2) = φ̃(1) doesn’t guarantee to resolve the inconsistency in (ρ∗,IC − ρn+1).

The only guaranteed way is to compute ρ̃ by ρ(φ̃(1)). The third part results from using the

chemical potential in Eq.(2.22 ) instead of the numerical one appearing in the fully discretized

Phase-Field equation. The third term of (ρ∗,CC − ρn+1) is this case. Even if the first and the

second sources of inconsistency are removed, this term remains because (ξ− ξ∗) is in general

of the order of the truncation error which is non-zero. The last part is the “model” error

due to violating the consistency of mass conservation on the contiuous level, which is the

last term in (ρ∗,IC − ρn+1).

The analysis shows that the physical solution of such a simple problem is only obtained

when using the discrete consistent mass flux m̃DC and using the same time discretization

schemes for both the Phase-Field and momentum equations. Another observation is that

all the inconsistent errors are proportional to the density difference between the two fluids,

i.e., (ρ1 −ρ2), implying that these errors could be more significant as the density ratio of the

fluids increases. The consistency on the discrete level is more involved because, unlike on the

continuous level, there are multiple ways to approximate a particular differential operator.

This requires additional careful consideration. Otherwise, inconsistent errors are produced,

and can become dominant in problems having large density ratios.

In the following, several general theorems that are independent of the form of the Phase-

Field equation and the details of its discretization are newly proposed to help to satisfy the

consistency conditions on the discrete level, so that the physical connection between the

Phase-Field and momentum equations is still true after discretization.
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Consistency of mass conservation on the discrete level is achieved by following

Theorem 3.2.1 :

Theorem 3.2.1. Given the discrete Phase-Field fluxes {m̃φp}N
p=1 that satisfy the fully dis-

cretized Phase-Field equation:

γtφ
n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃φp = 0, 1 6 p 6 N,

and a cell-face velocity u that is discretely divergence-free:

∇̃ · u = 0,

the corresponding discrete consistent mass flux is

m̃ =
N∑

p=1

ρp

2 (u + m̃φp),

and it satisfies the consistency of mass conservation on the discrete level:

γtρ
n+1 − ρ̂

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃ = 0,

where γt, (̂·), and ∇̃ · (·) are identical to those in the fully discretized Phase-Field equation.

Proof.

γtρ
n+1 − ρ̂

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃ =
N∑

p=1

ρp

2
γt(1 + φn+1

p ) − ̂(1 + φp)
∆t + ∇̃ ·

N∑
p=1

ρp

2 (u + m̃φp)

=
N∑

p=1

ρp

2

γt −

γt︷︸︸︷
1̂

∆t + ∇̃ · u︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+
N∑

p=1

ρp

2

γtφ
n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃φp


︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

= 0.

It should be noted that the same time discretization scheme and discrete divergence operator

as those in the fully discretized Phase-Field equation need to be used so that the fully dis-
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cretized Phase-Field equation is recovered. Therefore, the consistency of mass conservation

on the discrete level is satisfied .

Consistency of mass and momentum transport on the discrete level is achieved

by following Theorem 3.2.2 :

Theorem 3.2.2. Given the fully discretized Phase-Field equation, i.e.,

γtφ
n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃φp = 0, 1 6 p 6 N,

the consistency of mass and momentum transport on the discrete level is satisfied by dis-

cretizing the left-hand side of the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) as

γtρ
n+1un+1 − ρ̂u

∆t + ∇̃ · (m̃ ⊗ ũ),

where γt, (̂·), and ∇̃ · (·) are the same as those in the fully discretized Phase-Field equation,

and the discrete consistent mass flux m̃ is determined from Theorem 3.2.1 .

Theorem 3.2.2 follows the definition of the consistency of mass and momentum conserva-

tion in Section 2.4 but additionally highlights the correspondences of the numerical operators

in the fully discretized Phase-Field and momentum equations.

Consistency of reduction on the discrete level of the discrete consistent mass flux

in Theorem 3.2.1 is achieved by following Theorem 3.2.3 :

Theorem 3.2.3. If the Phase-Field equation satisfies the consistency of reduction on the

discrete level, then the discrete consistent mass flux from Theorem 3.2.1 is also reduction

consistent, only when the cell-face velocity in Theorem 3.2.1 is evaluated in the same manner

as the one in the convection fluxes of the discrete Phase-Field fluxes.

Proof. The discrete Phase-Field flux m̃φp includes both the convection (u(2)φ̃p) and numerical

diffusion J∗
p fluxes, i.e., m̃φp = u(2)φ̃p − J∗

p. The discrete divergence-free cell-face velocity

is u(1). From Theorem 3.2.1 , the discrete consistent mass flux is m̃ = ∑N
p=1

ρp

2 (u(1) + m̃φp).

Following the proof for Theorem 2.3.2 , the contribution from absent Phase N to the discrete
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consistent mass flux becomes ρN

2 (u(1) − u(2)). Only when u(1) and u(2) are the same, i.e.,

u(1) = u(2), does the contribution from absent Phase N to the discrete consistent mass flux

disappear, and therefore the consistency of reduction is achieved by the discrete consistent

mass flux in Theorem 3.2.1 .

Remark: Theorem 3.2.1 , Theorem 3.2.2 , and Theorem 3.2.3 are general. First, they

do not rely on the details of the Phase-Field equation. Second, they do not rely on the

details of discretizing the Phase-Field equation. They illustrate the correspondences of the

numerical operations in the schemes for the Phase-Field and momentum equations. These

correspondences discretely reproduce the physical connection of the Phase-Field equation, the

mass conservation, and the momentum transport.

3.3 Reduction-consistent and mass-conservative schemes

In this section, the schemes solving the Cahn-Hilliard Eq.(2.17 ) and conservative Allen-

Cahn Eq.(2.19 ) equations, as well as their two-phase correspondences in Eq.(2.22 ) and

Eq.(2.23 ), are introduced. Before that, several novel techniques are developed to help to

ensure the order parameters in their physical interval, the summation of the order parame-

ters, mass conservation, and the consistency of reduction.

3.3.1 Gradient-based phase selection procedure

The gradient-based phase selection procedure is developed for computing the convection

term in the Phase-Field equation, i.e., {∇̃ · (uφ̃p)}N
p=1, where ∇̃ · (·) is the discrete divergence

operator in Eq.(3.5 ) and (̃·) represents a certain interpolation from cell-center values to cell-

face ones. Written the convection term in its conservative form helps to conserve the mass

due to∑i,j [∇̃·(uφ̃p)]i,j = 0 in a periodic domain from Lemma 3.1.3 . The critical requirements

of computing {∇̃ · (uφ̃p)}N
p=1 is to ensure its summation over p, i.e., ∑N

p=1 ∇̃ · (uφ̃p), to be

∇̃ · (u(2 −N)) from Eq.(2.2 ), and the consistency of reduction, i.e., [∇̃ · (uφ̃p)]i,j = [− ∇̃ · u]i,j
provided φp = −1 around (xi, yj). However, these two requirements are not automatically

true on the discrete level, although it is on the continuous level, since, in practice, the

interpolation operator (̃·) is usually non-linear and performed on each phase independently.
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Even though one has ∑N
p=1 φp = (2 −N), there is nothing to guarantee ∑N

p=1 φ̃p = (2 −N).

The gradient-based phase selection procedure is proposed to address the issue and it works

for any interpolation operator.

The gradient-based phase selection procedure consists of the following steps at

each cell face:

• Step 1: Compute the convection flux {uφ̃p}N
p=1 with any interpolation operator (̃·).

• Step 2: Compute the normal gradient of the order parameters, i.e., {∇̃nφp}N
p=1.

• Step 3: Specify Phase q such that |∇̃nφq| is maximum among all the phases.

• Step 4: Correct the convection flux of Phase q using

uφ̃q = (2 −N)u −
N∑

p=1,p 6=q

uφ̃p.

It is obvious that the summation of the convection flux over p, i.e., ∑N
p=1 uφ̃p, is always

(2 −N)u at each cell face after implementing the gradient-based phase selection procedure.

Therefore, one automatically obtains ∑N
p=1 ∇̃ · (uφ̃p) = ∇̃ · (u(2 − N)), and the summation

requirement is achieved. Provided φp = −1 around (xi, yj), its normal gradient there is

|∇̃nφp| = 0. Therefore, Phase p won’t be selected to correct its convection flux, and this

guarantees ∇̃ · (uφ̃p) = −∇̃ · u. As a result, the requirement of consistency of reduction is

satisfied.

It should be noted that the gradient-based phase selection procedure plays an essential

role in the numerical solution of the order parameters satisfying their summation and the

consistency of reduction. Failure of the convection term satisfying the aforementioned re-

quirements results in the same failure of the final solution, see the analyses in Section 3.3.1 ,

and the numerical studies in Section 4.9 .

3.3.2 Boundedness mapping

The consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm described in Section 2.2.2 

is used to develop a numerical procedure, called the boundedness mapping, to tackle out-
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of-bound order parameters that commonly appear in numerical practice, while the physical

properties of the order parameters remain intact.

Problem statement: Given a set of spatially discretized order parameters {φp}N
p=1 that

satisfies the summation constraint Eq.(2.2 ), i.e., ∑N
p=1 φp = (2 − N), and a set of scalars

{Sφp}N
p=1 that are the total amounts of individual order parameters in the domain, determine

a mapping from {φp}N
p=1 to {φb

p}N
p=1, such that

N∑
q=1

φb
q = 2−N,

∑
i,j

[φb
p∆Ω]i,j = Sφp , φb

p|φp6−1 = −1, φb
p ∈ [−1, 1], 1 6 p 6 N. (3.16)

The first two constraints in Eq.(3.16 ) corresponds to the summation and conservation con-

straints of the order parameters, i.e., Eq.(2.2 ) and Eq.(2.8 ), respectively. It should be noted

that admissible {Sφp}N
p=1 satisfy

∑N
p=1 Sφp = (2−N)|Ω|, where |Ω| = ∑

i,j [∆Ω]i,j is the volume

of the entire domain, so that the first two constraints in Eq.(3.16 ) are consistent. {φb
p}N

p=1

are reduction consistent with {φp}N
p=1 in the sense that locations labeled as Phase p absent

by φp are also labeled as Phase p absent by φb
p (1 6 p 6 N). This is formulated in the third

constraint in Eq.(3.16 ). In addition, the order parameters after the mapping stay in their

physical interval, which is the last constraint in Eq.(3.16 ).

The boundedness mapping includes the clipping step, the rescaling step, and the

conservation step, which are preformed sequentially.

The clipping step is

φb∗
p =


1, φp > 1,

−1, φp 6 −1,

φp, else,

1 6 p 6 N. (3.17)

The rescaling step is

Cb∗
p =

1 + φb∗
p

2 , Cb∗∗
p =

Cb∗
p∑N

q=1 C
b∗
q

, φb∗∗
p = 2Cb∗∗

p − 1, 1 6 p 6 N. (3.18)
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The conservation step is

φb
p = φb∗∗

p + Lb
p, 1 6 p 6 N, (3.19)

where, from Eq.(3.16 ), {Lb
p}N

p=1 have the following constraints

N∑
q=1

Lb
q = 0,

∑
i,j

[Lb
p∆Ω]i,j = Sφp −

∑
i,j

[φb∗∗
p ∆Ω]i,j = Sb

p, Lb
p|φb∗∗

p =−1 = 0. (3.20)

Notice that the constraints in Eq.(3.20 ) for {Lb
p}N

p=1 are the same kind as those in Eq.(2.11 )

for {Lp}N
p=1 in Section 2.2.2 . Therefore, {Lb

p}N
p=1 are determined from the consistent and con-

servative volume distribution algorithm in Section 2.2.2 with inputs {φb∗∗
p }N

p=1 and {Sb
p}N

p=1,

and the resulting {Lb
p}N

p=1 satisfies Eq.(3.20 ). It should be noted that the inputs {φb∗∗
p }N

p=1

and {Sb
p}N

p=1 are admissible because ∑N
p=1 φ

b∗∗
p = (2 − N) from the rescaling step Eq.(3.18 )

and ∑N
p=1 S

b
p = 0.

The clipping step Eq.(3.17 ) removes the out-of-bound error from the input order parame-

ters, and the rescaling step Eq.(3.18 ) enforces the summation constraint for the order param-

eters. The intermediate results {φb∗∗
p }N

p=1 satisfy the first and last constraints in Eq.(3.16 ).

The conservation step Eq.(3.19 ) is supplemented so that the final results {φb
p}N

p=1 addition-

ally satisfy the second constraint in Eq.(3.20 ), i.e., the amounts of the order parameters in

the entire domain match the given values. After performing the boundedness mapping, i.e.,

the three steps above, it is obvious that the first two constraints for {φb
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.16 ) are

enforced. The third constraint in Eq.(3.16 ) is also true. Given φp 6 −1, from the clipping

step Eq.(3.17 ), one obtains φb∗
p = −1. Therefore, both Cb∗

p and Cb∗∗
p are zero and φb∗∗

p is

again −1 after the rescaling step Eq.(3.18 ). Thanks to Eq.(3.20 ), one finally has Lb
p = 0

and obtain φb
p = φb∗∗

p = −1 from the conservation step Eq.(3.19 ). Therefore, the third con-

straint for {φb
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.16 ) is satisfied. Although the last constraint in Eq.(3.16 ), i.e.,

{φb
p}N

p=1 ∈ [ − 1, 1], is not explicitly enforced in the conservation step Eq.(3.19 ), it should

be noted that out-of-bound φb
p (1 6 p 6 N), if there are any, most probably appears where

|φb∗∗
p | is close to one, due to Lb

p|φb∗∗
p =±1 = 0 and φb∗∗

p ∈ [ − 1, 1]. On the other hand, Lb
p

is close to zero at those locations, see the formulations and analysis in Section 2.2.2 . In
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practice, the last constraint in Eq.(3.16 ), i.e., {φb
p}N

p=1 ∈ [ − 1, 1], is found after performing

the boundedness mapping. If the out-of-bound issue appears in {φb
p}N

p=1, one can iteratively

apply the boundedness mapping, letting {φb
p}N

p=1 as the new input, until the boundedness

constraint, i.e., {φb
p}N

p=1 ∈ [ − 1, 1], is achieved.

One can formally proof that the proposed boundedness mapping is reduction consistent.

Theorem 3.3.1. The boundedness mapping, including the clipping step Eq.(3.17 ), the rescal-

ing step Eq.(3.18 ), and the conservation step Eq.(3.19 ), satisfies the consistency of reduction.

Proof. Without loss of generality and for a clear presentation, the last phase of a N -phase

(N > 2) system is absent at the location where φN = −1. From the clipping step Eq.(3.17 ),

one has

φb∗
N = −1, φb∗

p =


1, φp > 1,

−1, φp 6 −1,

φp, else,

1 6 p 6 N − 1.

From the rescaling step Eq.(3.18 ), one has

Cb∗
N = 1 + φb∗

N

2 = 0, Cb∗
p =

1 + φb∗
p

2 , 1 6 p 6 N − 1,

Cb∗∗
N = Cb∗

N∑N
q=1 C

b∗
q

= 0, Cb∗∗
p =

Cb∗
p∑N

q=1 C
b∗
q

=
Cb∗

p∑N−1
q=1 Cb∗

q

, 1 6 p 6 N − 1,

φb∗∗
N = 2Cb∗∗

N − 1 = −1, φb∗∗
p = 2Cb∗∗

p − 1, 1 6 p 6 N − 1.

From the conservation step Eq.(3.19 ) along with the constraints in Eq.(3.20 ), one has

φb
N = φb∗∗

N = −1, φb
p = φb∗∗

p + Lb
p, 1 6 p 6 N − 1.

Noticing that {Lb
p}N

p=1 is determined by the consistent and conservative volume distribution

algorithm in Section 2.2.2 , which has been shown to be reduction consistent, see Theo-

rem 2.2.1 .

Therefore, the absent phase remains absent while the N -phase formulations for the other

phases reduce to the corresponding (N − 1)-phase ones. Iterating the above three steps

by letting the output {φb
p}N

p=1 become the new input does not change the conclusion. By
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induction, it concludes that the boundedness mapping satisfies the consistency of reduction.

Following the analysis in Section 2.2.2 and Eq.(2.16 ), the two-phase correspondence of

the proposed boundedness mapping is:

φb∗ =


1, φ > 1,

−1, φ 6 −1,

φ, else,

(3.21)

φb∗∗ = φb∗, W (φ) = 1 − φ2,

φb = φb∗∗ + W (φb∗∗)∑
i,j [W (φb∗∗)∆Ω]i,j

Sφ −
∑
i,j

[φb∗∗∆Ω]i,j

 .
This is a phase-wise formulation and the rescaling step Eq.(3.18 ) is not needed because one

can directly obtain φb
2 from φb, i.e., φb

2 = −φb.

In summary, the boundedness mapping, which is a numerical procedure, is developed,

with the help of the consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm in Sec-

tion 2.2.2 . It includes the clipping step Eq.(3.17 ), the rescaling step Eq.(3.18 ), and the

conservation step Eq.(3.19 ), and is shown to be reduction consistent. Given a set of out-of-

bound order parameters, the output of the mapping, i.e., {φb
p}N

p=1, not only are bounded by

their physical interval, i.e., [− 1, 1] in the present work, but also satisfy the summation con-

straint for the order parameters Eq.(2.2 ), i.e., ∑N
p=1 φ

b
p = (2 −N), match the given amounts

of the order parameters in the entire domain {Sφp}N
p=1, and is reduction consistent with the

input order parameters {φp}N
p=1 in the sense that Phase p (1 6 p 6 N) won’t be mapped to

the location where Phase p is labeled absent by φp. This mapping is directly applicable to

numerical solutions of various multiphase models.

3.3.3 Scheme for the Cahn-Hilliard equation

This section introduces the schemes to solve the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation

Eq.(2.17 ) and its two-phase correspondence Eq.(2.22 ), and analyzes the physical properties

of the schemes.
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The solution of the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 ) is obtained by solving

the following two Helmholtz equations successively for each phase, i.e., 1 6 p 6 N .

Step 1: Solve for an auxiliary variable ψn+1
p from

∇̃ · (∇̃ψn+1
p ) − (α + S)ψn+1

p =
[
∇̃ · (∇̃ψ∗,n+1

p ) − (α + S)∇̃ · (∇̃φ∗,n+1
p )

]
(3.22)

+ 1
γ0

 φ̂p

∆t − ∇̃ ·
(
u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1

p

)
+

N∑
q=1

∇̃ ·
(
M∗,n+1

p,q ∇̃ξ∗,n+1
q

)
+ Sn+1

φp

 ,
where α satisfies

α2 + Sα + γt

γ0∆t
= 0, (3.23)

or explicitly, α = 1
2

[
−S +

√
S2 − 4γt

γ0∆t

]
with S >

√
4γt

γ0∆t
, and γ0 = NM0

∑N
p,q=1 λp,q. The

source term Sn+1
φp

is only non-zero in the manufactured solution problem, i.e., in Section 4.1 .

Step 2: Solve for the order parameter at n+ 1 time level, φn+1
p , from

∇̃ · (∇̃φn+1
p ) + αφn+1

p = ψn+1
p . (3.24)

The boundary conditions, unless otherwise specified, for φn+1
p and ψn+1

p are

n · ∇̃φn+1
p =

N∑
q=1

ζp,q

1 + φ∗,n+1
p

2
1 + φ∗,n+1

q

2 , (3.25)

n · ∇̃ψn+1
p = n · ∇̃

[
ψ∗,n+1

p + (α + S)(φn+1
p − φ∗,n+1

p )
]

+ 1
γ0

N∑
q=1

n ·
(
M∗,n+1

p,q ∇̃ξ∗,n+1
q

)
,

where ζp,q is computed from Eq.(2.21 ) with {θW
p,q}N

p,q=1 = π

2 , unless otherwise specified.

The scheme is originated in [75 ] while several modifications are proposed in the present

work to fix the issues of the original one. First, to achieve the mass conservation discretely,

the convection term is computed from its conservative form, i.e., ∇· (uφp), while in [75 ], it is

computed from its non-conservative form, i.e., u · ∇φp. Second, to honor the consistency of

reduction, all the order parameters are computed from Eq.(3.22 ) and Eq.(3.24 ). However, in

[75 ], only the first (N−1) order parameters are solved from Eq.(3.22 ) and Eq.(3.24 ), and the

last one is obtained algebraically from their summation Eq.(2.2 ). Such an implementation in
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[75 ] can easily violate the consistency of reduction and produce fictitious phases numerically,

see Theorem 3.3.4 and the numerical studies in Section 4.9 . Third, to avoid generating

local voids or overfilling, the gradient-based phase selection procedure in Section 3.3.1 is

implemented so that the summation of the order parameters, i.e., Eq.(2.2 ), is satisfied, and

the consistency of reduction remains intact.

The fully discretized Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation is

γtφ
n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ ·
(
u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1

p

)
=

N∑
q=1

∇̃ ·M∗,n+1
p,q ∇̃ξ∗,n+1

q + Sn+1
φp

(3.26)

−γ0∇̃ · ∇̃
[
(ψn+1

p − ψ∗,n+1
p ) − (α + S)(φn+1

p − φ∗,n+1
p )

]
.

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq.(3.26 ) is newly introduced. It comes from decou-

pling the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation in Eq.(2.17 ) and is zero on the continuous level.

To consider the formal order of accuracy, one has assumed that the solution of Eq.(3.26 ) is

smooth enough in both time and space such that their Taylor expansions exist. As men-

tioned in Section 3.1 , all the discrete operators are 2nd-order accurate and the 2nd-order

backward difference is used for time discretization. If all the terms in Eq.(3.26 ) are evaluated

at the time level n + 1, the proposed scheme is 2nd-order accurate in time. However, this

leads to a fully-coupled and non-linear system, which is difficult and cost to solve. Instead,

some of the terms, denoted with a superscript “∗, n + 1”, are evaluated explicitly and the

difference between f ∗,n+1 and fn+1 is O(∆t2), where f is a smooth function. As a result,

the 2nd-order accuracy in time is maintained in Eq.(3.26 ). Thus, the proposed scheme is

formally 2nd-order accurate in both time and space. Additionally, the scheme including the

newly proposed gradient-based phase selection procedure in Section 3.3.1 has the following

physical properties on the discrete level:

• It satisfies the mass conservation, see Theorem 3.3.2 and its corollary.

• It satisfies the summation of the order parameters at every discrete cell, see Theo-

rem 3.3.3 .

• It satisfies the consistency of reduction, see Theorem 3.3.4 .
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Theorem 3.3.2. The scheme for the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 ) satisfies

the mass conservation of each phase,i.e.,

[Mass]np = [Mass]0p, 1 6 p 6 N,

where [Mass]np = ∑
i,j

[
ρp

1+φn
p

2

]
i,j

∆x∆y.

Proof. Given ∑i,j [φp]ni,j = ∑
i,j [φp]n−1

i,j = ... = ∑
i,j [φp]0i,j, one immediately obtains ∑i,j [φ̂p]i,j =

̂∑
i,j [φp]i,j = γt

∑
i,j [φp]0i,j. Summing the fully-discretized Phase-Field equation Eq.(3.26 ) over

all the cells and applying Lemma 3.1.3 , one reaches

∑
i,j

[φn+1
p ]i,j = 1

γt

∑
i,j

[φ̂p]i,j =
∑
i,j

[φp]0i,j, 1 6 p 6 N.

Therefore the total masses of individual phases, i.e., [Mass]p = ∑
i,j

[
ρp

1+φp

2

]
i,j

∆x∆y, 1 6

p 6 N , are time-independent.

Corollary 3.3.2.1. The scheme for the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 ) con-

serves the total mass of the fluid mixture,i.e.,

[Mass]n = [Mass]0

where, [Mass]n = ∑
i,j [ρn]i,j∆x∆y.

Proof. From Eq.(2.3 ),

[Mass]n =
∑
i,j

[ρn]i,j∆x∆y =
∑
i,j

N∑
p=1

[
ρp

1 + φn
p

2

]
i,j

∆x∆y

=
N∑

p=1
[Mass]np =

N∑
p=1

[Mass]0p = [Mass]0.

Another way to proof is to consider the fully-discretized mass conservation equation in

Theorem 3.2.1 and apply Lemma 3.1.3 .
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Theorem 3.3.3. The scheme for the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 ) guaran-

tees Eq.(2.2 ), i.e.,
N∑

p=1
φp = 2 −N or

N∑
p=1

φp + 1
2 = 1,

and therefore no local void or overfilling is produced numerically.

Proof. For a clear presentation, ∑N
p=1 [φp]i,j and ∑N

p=1 [ψp]i,j are denoted as Φi,j and Ψi,j,

respectively, and all the subscripts are dropped in the following analysis since it works for

every (xi, yj). Given Φn = Φn−1 = ... = Φ0 = 2−N , one immediately obtains Φ∗,n+1 = 2−N ,

Φ̂ = γt(2 − N), Ψ∗,n+1 = α(2 − N) from Eq.(3.24 ), ∑N
p=1 M

∗,n+1
p,q = ∑N

p=1 M
∗,n+1
p,q = 0 from

Eq.(2.17 ). With the help of the proposed gradient-based phase selection procedure and the

discretely divergence-free cell-face velocity, the summation of the convective term over p is∑N
p=1 ∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1

p ) = (2 − N)∇̃ · u∗,n+1 = 0. Summing Eq.(3.22 ) over p and combining

everything together, one reaches the equation for Ψn+1, i.e.,

∇̃ · (∇̃Ψn+1) − (α + S)Ψn+1 = γt(2 −N)
γ0∆t

,

and Ψn+1 = α(2 − N) is the solution after noting that α satisfies Eq.(3.23 ). The equation

for Φ is obtained by summing Eq.(3.24 ) over p, i.e.,

∇̃ · (∇̃Φn+1) + αΦn+1 = Ψn+1,

and the solution of Φn+1 is (2 − N) after plugging in Ψn+1 = α(2 − N). Finally one has

Φn+1 = ∑N
p=1 φp = 2 −N , as well as ∑N

p=1
1+φn+1

p

2 = 1, at every (i, j).

Remark: The proposed gradient-based phase selection procedure is essential in the proof.

Without performing this procedure, the summation of the convection term in Eq.(3.22 ) over

p is not zero, and the proof of Theorem 3.3.3 fails. The numerical test in Section 4.9 shows

that although the difference between Φn+1 and Φn is tiny when the WENO scheme is used

to compute all {φ̃p}N
p=1 but without performing the gradient-based phase selection procedure

to correct the convection flux, its accumulation makes the difference between Φn+1 and Φ0

noticeable in long-time simulations. Physically speaking, this corresponds to generating local
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voids or overfilling. One may notice that the proof requires the discretely divergence-free

cell-face velocity. This is true in the present study, see Section 3.5 

Theorem 3.3.4. The scheme for the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 ) satisfies

the consistency of reduction on the discrete level.

Proof. Given Phase N absent up time level n, i.e., φn
N , φ

n−1
N , ..., φ0

N ≡ −1, one immediately

has φ∗,n+1
N ≡ −1, M∗,n+1

N,q = M∗,n+1
q,N = 0 from Eq.(2.17 ), φ̂N = −γt from Section 3.1 , and

ψ∗,n+1
N = −α from Eq.(3.24 ).

In the first part, the scheme for p = N is considered. Since the gradient of φ∗,n+1
N ≡ −1

is zero, the proposed gradient-based phase selection procedure does not choose Phase N

to correct its convection flux. Then, any admissible interpolation operator should return

φ̃∗,n+1
N = −1 and the convection term ∇̃ ·

(
u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1

N

)
is zero, thanks to satisfying the

divergence-free condition discretely at all the previous time levels. Combining everything

together, Eq.(3.22 ) for p = N becomes

∇̃ · (∇̃ψn+1
N ) − (α + S)ψn+1

N = − γt

γ0∆t
,

and its solution is ψn+1
N = −α after noting that α satisfies Eq.(3.23 ). Plugging this into

Eq.(3.24 ), it is obvious that φn+1
N = −1 is the solution. Therefore, Phase N , which is absent

initially, won’t be generated numerically by the scheme, and the first part of the analysis is

completed.

In the second part, the scheme for Phase p (p 6= N) is considered and it reduces to the

corresponding (N − 1)-phase one. From Eq.(3.22 ) and Eq.(3.24 ), the only coupling term

between different phases is ∑N
q=1 ∇̃ ·

(
M∗,n+1

p,q ∇̃ξ∗,n+1
q

)
. As M∗,n+1

p,N = 0 from Eq.(2.17 ), the

coupling term reduces to∑N−1
q=1 ∇̃·

(
M∗,n+1

p,q ∇̃ξ∗,n+1
q

)
. As g2(φ−1) = g1(φ) and ∇̃·(∇̃φ∗,n+1

N ) =

0 are still true on the discrete level, the chemical potentials recover the corresponding (N−1)-

phase formulation, which has been shown in Corollary 2.4.5.1 . Therefore, the scheme for p

(p 6= N) reduces to the one excluding Phase N .

In conclusion, the consistency of reduction is satisfied by the scheme for the Cahn-Hilliard

Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.17 ).
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Remark: Solving all the order parameters from their Phase-Field equation and applying

the proposed gradient-based phase selection procedure are essential to achieve the consistency

of reduction on the discrete level. In many previous studies, e.g., in [65 ], [66 ], [68 ], [72 ]–[75 ],

only the first (N − 1) phases are solved from their Phase-Field equation, and the last phase

is obtained from their summation, i.e., Eq.(2.2 ). This is equivalent to always correcting the

convection flux of Phase N . Such a strategy can violate the consistency of reduction and, as a

result, generate fictitious phases. Continuing the example where Phase N is absent, {φ̃p}N−1
p=1

in the convection flux are computed independently with probably a non-linear interpolation.

Therefore, ∑N−1
p=1 φ̃p is not necessary to be 3 −N . Since ∑N

p=1 φ̃p = 2 −N is always enforced

by adjusting the convection flux of Phase N , one finally has φ̃N 6= −1. As a result, the

convection term becomes a numerical source to produce the absent phase. The behavior of

producing fictitious phases is demonstrated in the numerical test in Section 4.9 .

The scheme to solve the two-phase Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.22 ) (with

a constant mobility) is the same as the convex splitting scheme in [79 ], [112 ]:

Step 1: Solve for an auxiliary variable ψ from

∇̃ · (∇̃ψ) −
(
α + S

η2

)
ψ = 1

λM

[ φ̂
∆t − ∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1) + Sn+1

φ

]
(3.27)

+ 1
η2

[
∇̃ · (∇̃g′

1(φ∗,n+1)) − S∇̃ · (∇̃φ∗,n+1)
]
,

where α and S are

α = − S

2η2

[
1 +

√
1 − 4γt

λM∆t
η4

S2

]
,

S

η2 ≥
√

4γt

λM∆t .

Step 2: Solve for φn+1 from

∇̃ · (∇̃φn+1) + αφn+1 = ψ. (3.28)
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The boundary conditions, unless otherwise specified, for φn+1 and ψ are

n · ∇̃φn+1 =
√

2
3η cos(θW )g′

w(φ∗,n+1), (3.29)

n · ∇̃ψ = n · ∇̃
[

1
η2 g

′
1(φ∗,n+1) − S

η2φ
∗,n+1

]
+ (α + S

η2 )(n · ∇̃φn+1),

where θW is 900 unless otherwise specified.

This scheme leads to the following fully discretized Phase-Field equation:

γtφ
n+1 − φ̂

∆t + ∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1) = M∇̃ · (∇̃ξ∗) + Sn+1
φ , (3.30)

ξ∗ = λ
( 1
η2 g

′
1(φ∗,n+1) − ∇̃ · (∇̃φn+1)

)
+ λS

η2 (φn+1 − φ∗,n+1).

The scheme for the two-phase Cahn-Hilliar Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.22 ) is formally 2nd-

order accurate and mass conservative, and the analyses are similar to those of the scheme

for Eq.(2.17 ). The consistency of reduction is obvious because ξ∗ is zero when φ ≡ ±1.

3.3.4 Scheme for the conservative Allen-Cahn equaiton

This section introduces the schemes to solve the conservative Allen-Cahn Phase-Field

equation Eq.(2.19 ) and its two-phase correspondence Eq.(2.23 ), and analyzes the physical

properties of the schemes.

The scheme to solve the conservative Allen-Cahn Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.19 ) is:

Step 1: Solve the Allen-Cahn equation, i.e., Eq.(2.19 ) excluding all the Lagrange mul-

tiplies Ls and Lc
p, from

γtφ
∗
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1
p ) = M0λ0∇̃ · ∇̃φ∗

p − M0λ0

η2 g̃′
1(φ∗

p), 1 6 p 6 N, (3.31)

where g̃1(φ∗
p) is the linear approximation of g1(φ∗

p) from its Taylor expansion at φn
p , i.e.,

g̃′
1(φ∗

p) = g′
1(φn

p ) + g′′
1(φn

p )(φ∗
p − φn

p ), 1 6 p 6 N. (3.32)
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Notice that the gradient-based phase selection procedure in Section 3.3.1 is implemented

when computing the convection term.

Step 2: Compute the discrete Lagrange multiplier L̃s from

L̃s =
N∑

p=1

(
g̃′

1(φ∗
p) − η2∇̃ · ∇̃φ∗

p

)
. (3.33)

Compared to Eq.(2.19 ), the appearance of ∇̃ · ∇̃φ∗
p in Eq.(3.33 ) is due to ∑N

p=1 φ
∗
p 6= (2 −N).

Step 3: Compute the discrete Lagrange multipliers {L̃c
p}N

p=1 from the consistent and

conservative volume distribution algorithm in Section 2.2.2 , and the inputs are {φn
p}N

p=1 and

{S̃c
p}N

p=1. Here

S̃c
p =

∑
i,j

[
M0λ0

η2

(
g̃′

1(φ∗
p) −

1 + φn
p

2 L̃s

)
∆Ω −M0λ0(∇̃ · ∇̃φ∗

p)∆Ω
]

i,j
, 1 6 p 6 N. (3.34)

The resulting {L̃c
p}N

p=1 not only are reduction consistent, see Theorem 2.2.1 , but also satisfy

Eq.(2.11 ) on the discrete level, i.e.,

N∑
q=1

L̃c
q = 0,

∑
i,j

[L̃c
p∆Ω]i,j = S̃c

p, L̃c
p|φn

p =−1 = 0, 1 6 p 6 N. (3.35)

Notice that the Laplacian in Eq.(3.34 ) can be excluded when the contact angles are 900.

Step 4: Obtain the solution at time level n+ 1 from

γtφ
n+1
p − γtφ

∗
p

∆t = M0λ0

η2
1 + φn

p

2 L̃s + L̃c
p, 1 6 p 6 N. (3.36)

The boundary condition for φ is identical to the one in Eq.(3.25 ) unless otherwise specified.

The fully discretized equation of the conservative Allen-Cahn Phase-Field equation Eq.(2.19 )

from the proposed scheme is

γtφ
n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1
p ) = M0λ0∇̃ · ∇̃φ∗

p − M0λ0

η2

(
g̃1(φ∗

p) −
1 + φn

p

2 L̃s

)
+ L̃c

p. (3.37)
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Outside the interfacial region, there is no contribution from the Lagrange multipliers, and one

has φn+1
p = φ∗

p. In Eq.(3.31 ), (φn+1 −φ∗,n+1) ∼ O(∆t2) and from Eq.(3.32 ) (g̃′(φ∗)−g′(φ∗)) ∼

O(φ∗ − φn)2 ∼ O(∆t2). The correction introduced by the Lagrange multipliers is effective

only in the interfacial region, which occupies a small portion of the domain, and is expected

to be small in one time step. As a result, the scheme for the conservative Allen-Cahn

equation Eq.(2.19 ) is expected to be 2nd-order accurate, which will be examined numerically

in Section 4.1 . Additionally, the scheme including the newly proposed gradient-based phase

selection procedure in Section 3.3.1 has the following physical properties on the discrete level:

• It satisfies the mass conservation, see Theorem 3.3.5 .

• It satisfies the summation of the order parameters at every discrete cell, see Theo-

rem 3.3.6 .

• It satisfies the consistency of reduction, see Theorem 3.3.7 .

Theorem 3.3.5. The scheme for the conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) satisfies

the mass conservation of each phase:

∑
i,j

[ρp

1 + φn
p

2 ∆Ω]i,j =
∑
i,j

[ρp

1 + φ0
p

2 ∆Ω]i,j, 1 6 p 6 N.

Proof. Given ∑i,j [φn
p∆Ω]i,j = ∑

i,j [φn−1
p ∆Ω]i,j = · · · = ∑

i,j [φ0
p∆Ω]i,j, and summing Eq.(3.37 )

over all the cells after multiplying it to ∆Ω, one has ∑i,j [φ̂p∆Ω]i,j = ̂∑
nC

[φp∆Ω]i,j =

γt
∑

i,j [φ0
p∆Ω]i,j. All the terms having the discrete divergence operator in Eq.(3.37 ) van-

ish after the summation, as proofed in Section 3.1 . From Eq.(3.34 ) and the second property

of {L̃c
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.35 ), the right-hand side of the summed Eq.(3.37 ) over i, j becomes zero.

At the end, one reaches

∑
i,j

[φn+1
p ∆Ω]i,j = 1

γt

∑
i,j

[φ̂p∆Ω]i,j =
∑
i,j

[φ0
p∆Ω]i,j, 1 6 p 6 N.

Therefore, the mass conservation of each phase is true.

Remark: From Theorem 3.3.5 , Corollary 3.3.2.1 is again true.
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Theorem 3.3.6. The scheme for the conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) satisfies

the summation of the order parameters Eq.(2.2 ), i.e.,

N∑
p=1

φp = (2 −N),

at every discrete location and time level.

Proof. Given ∑N
p=1 φ

n
p = ∑N

p=1 φ
n−1
p = · · · = ∑N

p=1 φ
0
p = (2 − N) at every discrete cell in

the domain, and summing Eq.(3.37 ) over all p, one has ∑N
p=1 φ̂p = ∑̂N

p=1 φp = γt(2 − N),∑N
p=1 ∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1

p ) = 0, and ∑N
p=1

1+φn
p

2 = 1. From Eq.(3.33 ) and the first property of

{L̃c
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.35 ), the right-hand side of the summed Eq.(3.37 ) over p becomes zero. At

the end, one reaches
N∑

p=1
φn+1

p = 1
γt

N∑
p=1

φ̂p = (2 −N),

at every discrete location. By induction, ∑N
p=1 φp = (2 −N) is true at every time level.

Theorem 3.3.7. The scheme for the conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) satisfies

the consistency of reduction on the discrete level.

Proof. Without loss of generality and for a clear presentation, the last phase of a N -phase

(N > 2) system is absent globally, i.e., φN = −1 in the entire domain.

Consider the absent phase, i.e., Phase N , first, and one has φn
N = φ∗,n+1

N = −1, φ̂N = −γt,

∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1
N ) = −∇̃ · u∗,n+1 = 0, and g̃′

1(φ∗
N) = 2(φ∗

N + 1). Then φ∗
N = −1 is the solution

of Step 1 Eq.(3.31 ). One does not need to consider Step 2 at this moment. From Step

3, i.e., the last property of {L̃c
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.35 ), one has L̃c
N = 0, and finally from Step 4

Eq.(3.36 ) one obtains φn+1
N = φ∗

N = −1.

For the rest of the phases, Step 1 Eq.(3.31 ) does not include any coupling among the

phases so it automatically satisfies the consistency of reduction. The contribution of Phase

N to L̃s in Step 2 disappears due to ∇̃ · ∇̃φ∗
N = g̃′

1(φ∗
N) = 0, and, as a result, the summation

in Eq.(3.33 ) is only from p = 1 to p = N − 1. {L̃c
p}N

p=1 in Step 3 is determined by the

consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm in Section 2.2.2 , and therefore it
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is reduction consistent, see Theorem 2.2.1 . Consequently, all the terms in Step 4 Eq.(3.36 )

for the rest of the phases reduce to the corresponding (N − 1)-phase ones.

In summary, the absent phase, i.e., Phase N , remains absent, and the rest of the phases

are updated from the formulations that reduce to the corresponding (N − 1)-phase ones,

without any influences from the absent phase. By induction, the consistency of reduction is

satisfied by the proposed scheme on the discrete level.

Remark:

• When discussing the consistency of reduction on the discrete level, Phase N is absent

globally for convenience. It becomes more involved when considering the local absence

because there is a matrix inversion, which couples all the information in the domain,

in Step 1 Eq.(3.31 ). If a fully explicit scheme is used in Step 1 Eq.(3.31 ), then at

the location where φn
N = φ∗,n+1

N = −1 and |∇̃φ̃∗,n+1
N | = ∇̃ · ∇̃φn

N = 0, the consistency

of reduction can be proof in the same manner. The difference of the solutions from

the present scheme in Step 1 Eq.(3.31 ) and the fully explicit scheme is of the order

of ∂φ∗
N

∂t
∆t, where ∂φ∗

N

∂t
is the time derivative of the Allen-Cahn equation. As a result,

the highest spatial derivative in the difference of the schemes is ∇̃ · ∇̃(∇̃ · ∇̃φn
N). It

is reasonable to expect that Theorem 3.3.7 is still valid at the location where φn
N =

φ∗,n+1
N = −1 and |∇̃φ̃∗,n+1

N | = ∇̃ · ∇̃φn
N = |∇̃ · ∇̃(∇̃φ̃∗,n+1

N )| = ∇̃ · ∇̃(∇̃ · ∇̃φn
N) = 0. A

similar argument can be made for Theorem 3.3.4 . The numerical implementation in

Section 4.2 demonstrates that the consistency of reduction on the discrete level holds

locally and the results are shown in Fig.4.12 .

• It is suggested in [66 ] that the prefactor 1+φp

2 of Ls in Eq.(2.19 ) is replaced by
(

1+φp

2

)γs,

where γs is larger than 1, in order to reduce the amount of fictitious phases. The

numerical results in [66 ] indicate that by increasing γs by 1, the peak of the fictitious

phase is about two orders of magnitude smaller. However, as shown in Theorem 2.2.4 

and Theorem 3.3.7 , both the proposed conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) using
1+φp

2 ahead of Ls and its numerical scheme developed in this section are reduction

consistent. Therefore, the production of any fictitious phases is eliminated, since the

absent phases remain absent in the proofs. This property is demonstrated in Chapter 4 .
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With the same procedure of the proofs of Theorem 2.2.4 and Theorem 3.3.7 , choosing(
1+φp

2

)γs (γs > 1) ahead of Ls in Eq.(2.19 ) does not change the consistency of reduction

of the proposed conservative Allen-Cahn equation and its numerical scheme. The reason

for generating fictitious phases in [66 ] is that the scheme in [66 ] does not satisfy the

consistency of reduction.

The scheme to solve the two-phase conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.23 ) is identical

to the one for Eq.(2.19 ) except that Step 2 or Eq.(3.33 ) is missed since L̃s is zero, and that

the computation of L̃c is simplified using Eq.(2.16 ). Thus, Theorem 3.3.5 , Theorem 3.3.6 ,

and Theorem 3.3.7 are still valid in the two-phase cases. An alternative scheme developed

to solve the two-phase conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.23 ) honors the maximum

principle of the equation [211 ]. This scheme is modified from [110 ] where a maximum-

principle-preserving finite difference scheme for the Allen-Cahn equation with convection

and variable mobility is proposed but does not include the Lagrange multiplier to enforce

mass conservation.

The maximum-principle-preserving and conservative scheme for the two-phase

conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.23 ):

φn+1 − ∆t
(
M0λ0∇̃ · ∇̃φn+1 − ∇̃ · (unφ̃n+1)

)
(3.38)

= φn − M0λ0∆t
η2 g′

1(φn) + M0λ0∆t
η2

W (φn)∑
i,j [W (φn)∆Ω]i,j

∑
i,j

[g′
1(φn)∆Ω]i,j,

where φ̃ represents the 1st-order upwind scheme.

Theorem 3.3.8. The scheme in Eq.(3.38 ) for the two-phase conservative Allen-Cahn equa-

tion Eq.(2.23 ) satisfies the maximum principle on the discrete level:

‖φ‖∞ 6 1

at every discrete location and time level if ‖φ‖∞ 6 1 at t = 0 and M0λ0∆t
η2 6 1

4 . Here, ‖ · ‖∞

denotes the standard infinity norm of a function, a matrix, or a vector.
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Proof. The left-hand side (LHS) of Eq.(3.38 ) can be represented as Aφn+1 = (I − B)φn+1,

where B is the discrete Laplace operator minus the 1st-order upwind operator and is a

NDD matrix, see Lemma 3.3.10 . The right-hand side (RHS) of Eq.(3.38 ) is f(φn), where

f(φ) is defined in Lemma 3.3.11 . Given ‖φ‖∞ 6 1 up to time level n and M0λ0∆t
η2 6 1

4 ,

‖φn+1‖∞ = ‖A−1f(φn)‖∞ 6 ‖A−1‖∞‖f(φn)‖∞ 6 1 with the help of Lemma 3.3.10 and

Lemma 3.3.11 . Thus, the maximum principle is preserved in the discrete level.

Theorem 3.3.9. The scheme in Eq.(3.38 ) for the two-phase conservative Allen-Cahn equa-

tion Eq.(2.23 ) satisfies the mass conservation on the discrete level:

∑
i,j

[φn∆Ω]i,j =
∑
i,j

[φ0∆Ω]i,j.

Proof. After summing Eq.(3.38 ) over all the cells, the remaining term on the left-hand

side (LHS) is ∑i,j [φn+1∆Ω]i,j and the remaining term on the right-hand side (RHS) is∑
i,j [φn∆Ω]i,j. Consequently,

∑
i,j [φn+1∆Ω]i,j = ∑

i,j [φn∆Ω]i,j. If the mass is conserved up to

time level n, i.e., ∑i,j [φn∆Ω]i,j = ∑
i,j [φ0∆Ω]i,j, then one has ∑i,j [φn+1∆Ω]i,j = ∑

i,j [φ0∆Ω]i,j,

which implies the mass conservation on the discrete level.

Lemma 3.3.10. Let B = (brs) ∈ RN×N and A = aI −B, where a is a positive constant and

I is the identity matrix. If B is a negative diagonally dominant (NDD) matrix, i.e.,

brr 6 0, brr +
∑
s 6=r

|brs| 6 0,∀r,

then A is invertible and its inverse satisfies

‖A−1‖∞ 6
1
a
.

The proof of Lemma 3.3.10 is available in [110 ].

Lemma 3.3.11. Let f(φ) to be

f(φ) = φ− M0λ0∆t
η2 g′

1(φ) + M0λ0∆t
η2

W (φ)∑
i,j [W (φ)∆Ω]i,j

∑
i,j

[g′
1(φ)∆Ω]i,j.
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If φ ∈ [ − 1, 1] and M0λ0∆t
η2 6 1

4 , then

‖f(φ)‖∞ 6 1.

Proof. The summation term
∑

i,j [g′
1(φ)∆Ω]i,j∑

i,j [W (φ)∆Ω]i,j
is bounded.

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i,j [g′
1(φ)∆Ω]i,j∑

i,j [W (φ)∆Ω]i,j

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i,j [φ(φ2 − 1)∆Ω]i,j∑
i,j [(1 − φ2)∆Ω]i,j

∣∣∣∣∣
6

∑
i,j [|φ|(1 − φ2)∆Ω]i,j∑

i,j [(1 − φ2)∆Ω]i,j
6

∑
i,j [(1 − φ2)∆Ω]i,j∑
i,j [(1 − φ2)∆Ω]i,j

= 1.

As a result, f(φ) is bounded by f+(φ) and f−(φ), i.e., f−(φ) 6 f(φ) 6 f+(φ), where

f±(φ) = φ− M0λ0∆t
η2 g′

1(φ) ± M0λ0∆t
η2 W (φ) = φ+ M0λ0∆t

η2 (1 − φ2)(φ± 1).

Notice that f±(±1) = ±1, so if f± are monotonically increasing functions for φ ∈ [ − 1, 1],

then −1 6 f−(φ) 6 f(φ) 6 f+(φ) 6 1, or equivalently ‖f(φ)‖∞ 6 1. The derivative of f+(φ)

is

f ′
+(φ) = 1 − 3M0λ0∆t

η2

(
(φ+ 1

3)2 − 4
9

)
,

and its minimum for φ ∈ [ − 1, 1] is
(
1 − 4M0λ0∆t

η2

)
at φ = 1. With a similar procedure, the

minimum of f ′
−(φ) for φ ∈ [ − 1, 1] is

(
1 − 4M0λ0∆t

η2

)
at φ = −1. Thus f±(φ) are monotonic

increasing when M0λ0∆t
η2 6 1

4 . As a result, ‖f(φ)‖∞ 6 1.

Although the scheme in Eq.(3.38 ) preserves the maximum principle and mass conserva-

tion, it is only 1st-order accurate. Weng and Zhuang [212 ] proposed an operator splitting

scheme along with the Fourier spectral method to solve the two-phase conservative Allen-

Cahn equation without convection. They show that their scheme satisfies the maximum

principle, while it does not conserve mass exactly. Joshi and Jaiman [102 ], [103 ] introduced

the positivity preserving stabilization term to the variational form of the two-phase conserva-

tive Allen-Cahn equation in order to enforce the maximum principle with the finite element

method (FEM). Designing a higher-order scheme that preserves the maximum principle is

non-trivial and could be a future direction of study.
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3.3.5 Implementation of the boundedness mapping

It should be noted that {φn+1
p }N

p=1, obtained from the schemes in Section 3.3.3 and Sec-

tion 3.3.4 , are possibly outside their physical interval, i.e., [ − 1, 1] in the present study.

The boundedness mapping in Section 3.3.2 is implemented to finalize the order parameters

at the new time level. Specifically, input {φn+1
p }N

p=1 and {Sφn+1
p

}N
p=1 into the mapping and

obtain {φb
p}N

p=1 that satisfy Eq.(3.16 ). Here, {φn+1
p }N

p=1 are the solution of the schemes in

Section 3.3.3 and Section 3.3.4 , and {Sφn+1
p

}N
p=1 are

Sφn+1
p

=
∑
i,j

[φn+1
p ∆Ω]i,j, 1 6 p 6 N, (3.39)

because the schemes in Section 3.3.3 and Section 3.3.4 satisfy the mass conservation, see

Theorem 3.3.2 and Theorem 3.3.5 . Both {φn+1
p }N

p=1 and {Sφn+1
p

}N
p=1 are the admissible inputs

of the boundedness mapping algorithm in Section 3.3.2 due to ∑N
p=1 φ

n+1
p = (2 − N), see

Theorem 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.3.6 .

In summary, the order parameters at the new time level {φb
p}N

p=1, which is mapped from

{φn+1
p }N

p=1, have the following properties:

• They satisfy the mass conservation, see Theorem 3.3.2 (Theorem 3.3.5 ) and the second

constraint for {φb
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.16 ).

• They satisfy the summation of the order parameters, see Theorem 3.3.3 (Theorem 3.3.6 )

and the first constraint for {φb
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.16 ).

• They satisfy the consistency of reduction, see Theorem 3.3.4 (Theorem 3.3.7 ) and

Theorem 3.3.1 .

• They satisfy the boundedness constraint, i.e., {φb
p}N

p=1 ∈ [−1, 1], see the last constraint

for {φb
p}N

p=1 in Eq.(3.16 ).

Remark:

• From Theorem 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.3.4 (or Theorem 3.3.6 and Theorem 3.3.7 ), one

can deduce that {φn+1
p }N

p=1 are either 1 or −1 inside bulk-phase regions. As a result,
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the out-of-bound error only possibly appears at interfacial regions. Therefore, the

clipping step Eq.(3.17 ) of the boundedness mapping in Section 3.3.2 is only effective

in interfacial regions but does not modify any existing bulk-phase regions labeled by

{φn+1
p }N

p=1.

• The out-of-bound error in {φn+1
p }N

p=1 is normally small. The largest out-of-bound error

observed in the present study is usually of O(10−5) in one time step even in problems

including strong interactions among the phases. In all the results reported in the present

study, one only needs to perform the boundedness mapping in Section 3.3.2 once in each

time step, and the resulting {φb
p}N

p=1 already satisfy all the constraints in Eq.(3.16 ).

The effect of the boundedness mapping is quantified as Lagrange multipliers:

L̃b
p =

γtφ
b
p − γtφ

n+1
p

∆t , 1 6 p 6 N. (3.40)

Notice that ∑i,j [L̃b
p∆Ω]i,j (1 6 p 6 N) is zero due to ∑i,j [φb

p∆Ω]i,j = ∑
i,j [φn+1

p ∆Ω]i,j. As a

result, the final fully discretized Phase-Field equation, including the effect of the boundedness

mapping, is

γtφ
n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · (u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1
p ) = ∇̃ · J∗

p + L̃R
p + L̃c

p + L̃b
p, 1 6 p 6 N. (3.41)

Here, {φb
p}N

p=1 are renamed as {φn+1
p }N

p=1 in the rest of the study for convenience, and the

numerical diffusion fluxes {J∗
p}N

p=1 and reaction terms {L̃R
p }N

p=1 depend on the specific scheme

to solve the Phase-Field equation, like those in Section 3.3.3 and Section 3.3.4 .

3.4 Discrete consistent mass flux

After solving the Phase-Field equation, the next critical step is to determine the discrete

consistent mass flux, which reproduces the physical coupling between the Phase-Field and

momentum equations from the consistency conditions in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 . As

analyzed in Section 3.2 , discretizing the consistent mass flux needs special care, so that

the consistency conditions are preserved on the discrete level, while directly following the
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formulations on the continuous level usually fails to achieve the goal. The correct way should

follow Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.3 .

The first step from Theorem 3.2.1 is to determine the discrete Phase-Filed fluxes {m̃φp}N
p=1

such that the fully-discretized Phase-Field equation is

γtφ
n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃φp = 0, 1 6 p 6 N, (3.42)

which is the discrete counter part of Eq.(2.30 ). In other words, one needs to turn the

fully discretized Phase-Field equation in Eq.(3.41 ) into Eq.(3.42 ). This is accomplished by

performing the consistent formulation in Section 2.3.1 discretely. Specifically, {Qp}N
p=1 are

solved from

∇̃ ·
(
W n+1

Qp
∇̃Qp

)
= L̃Q

p in Ω, n · ∇̃Qp = 0 at ∂Ω, (3.43)

W n+1
Qp

= WQ(φn+1
p ) = 1 − (φn+1

p )2, L̃Q
p = ∇̃ · J∗

p + L̃R
p + L̃c

p + L̃b
p, 1 6 p 6 N,

which is the discrete counterpart of Eq.(2.32 ) and Eq.(2.33 ). It should be noted that L̃Q
p

contains all the terms on the right-hand side of Eq.(3.41 ), including {L̃b
p}N

p=1, representing the

effect of the boundedness mapping. This term does not appear in Eq.(2.33 ). Notice that ∇̃·J∗
p

can be excluded from L̃Q
p when using the Cahn-Hilliard equation or the conservative Allen-

Cahn equation with 900 contact angles. In order to successfully implement the consistent

formulation, as discussed in Section 2.3.1 , ∑i,j [L̃Q
p ∆Ω]i,j (1 6 p 6 N) needs to be zero. This

condition is true, see Theorem 3.3.2 (Theorem 3.3.5 ) and the analysis below Eq.(3.40 ). After

solving {Qp}N
p=1 from Eq.(3.43 ), the discrete Phase-Field fluxes in Eq.(3.42 ) are obtained.

It should be noted that both sides of Eq.(3.43 ) are zero away from the interface, which

leads to all-zero rows in the coefficient matrix of the discretized linear system of Eq.(3.43 ).

In practice, to avoid getting all-zero rows,WQ in Eq.(3.43 ) is set to be a small value δQ where

|φn+1| is larger than (1−δQ), due toWQ(φ = 1−δQ) ∼ δQ. Consequently, Eq.(3.43 ) reduces to

the Laplace equation, i.e., ∇̃·∇̃Q = 0, away from the interface, and the gradient ofQ becomes

zero there. It should be noted that such a modification of WQ is effective only far away from

the interface and it does not change the behavior of Eq.(3.43 ) there since WQ∇̃Q is still
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zero away from the interface. Although Eq.(3.43 ) is a variable-coefficient elliptic equation,

after the modification of WQ, most of the rows in the coefficient matrix is representing the

discretized Laplace equation, which has constant coefficients and is diagonally dominant,

since the domain is majorly occupied by the bulk-phase regions away from the interface. δQ

is chosen to be 10−6 since the locations where |φn+1| is larger than (1 − 10−6) are about 10η

away from the interface. This is adequately far away from the interface, considering that the

length scale of the computational domain is about 100η normally.

The second step is to use Theorem 3.2.3 . Since u∗,n+1 is used in all the convection terms

(∇̃·(u∗,n+1φ̃∗,n+1
p )) in the present study when solving the Phase-Field equation, see Eq.(3.41 ),

the discrete consistent mass flux finally is

m̃ =
N∑

p=1

ρp

2 (u∗,n+1 + m̃φp). (3.44)

Remark:

• The discrete consistent mass flux in Eq.(3.44 ) satisfies the consistency of mass con-

servation on the discrete level, see Theorem 3.2.1 .

• The discrete consistent mass flux in Eq.(3.44 ) satisfies the consistency of reduction on

the discrete level, see Theorem 3.2.3 .

3.5 Momentum-conservative projection scheme

In this section, the scheme to solve the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) is introduced. The

hydrostatic (u ≡ 0) is first considered and the balanced-force algorithm [43 ] is extended to

the surface force from the Phase-Field method. Then, two methods are developed to compute

the surface force in Eq.(2.35 ), one of which contributes to the momentum conservation on

the discrete level. At the end, the momentum-conservative projection scheme is constructed

and its properties are analyzed.
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3.5.1 Balanced-Force algorithm

When the flow is stationary, i.e., u = 0, the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) reduces to

G = −1
ρ

∇p+ g + 1
ρ

fs + 1
ρ

Su = 0, (3.45)

which represents the force balance (or mechanical equilibrium) between the pressure gradi-

ent, gravity, surface tension, and other external forces Su. The residual of Eq.(3.45 ) after

discretization unphysically drives the flow to move, and generates the so-called spurious cur-

rent. The balanced-force algorithm is developed by [43 ] for both the continuous surface force

[39 ] and the ghost fluid method (GFM) [40 ]. Here, this idea is followed and applied to the

surface force from the Phase-Field method.

The x-component of Eq.(3.45 ) is first discretized at (xi+1/2, yj) as

Gx
s,i+1/2,j = gx + 1

ρ̃i+1/2,j
[fx

s ]i+1/2,j + 1
ρ̃i+1/2,j

Sx
u,i+1/2,j, (3.46)

Gx
i+1/2,j = − 1

ρ̃i+1/2,j
[∇̃xp]i+1/2,j +Gx

s,i+1/2,j,

where, unless otherwise specified, ρ̃ is evaluated by the linear interpolation from its cell-

center values. Here, G denotes the discretized net force per unit mass and Gs is the net

force per unit mass excluding the pressure gradient. The y-component is similarly discretized

at (xi, yj+1/2). The cell-center G at (xi, yj) is linearly interpolated from Gx
i+1/2,j and G

y
i,j+1/2:

[G]i,j =
{
[Gx]xi,j, [Gy]yi,j

}
. (3.47)

3.5.2 Discretization methods for the surface force

In this section, two methods to discretize the surface force fs defined in Eq.(2.35 ) are

introduced and analyzed. As shown in Section 3.5.1 , one only needs to determine the surface

force at the cell faces. To avoid repeated algebra, only the x-component of the surface force

is presented, and the other components are computed following the same manner.
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The balanced-force method: The first method proposed is called the balanced-force

method, which was developed in [43 ] for the sharp interface surface tension models. Since

the surface force in Eq.(2.35 ) share a similar form as the continuous surface force [39 ], the

same strategy is used and the discretization of the surface force reads

[fx
s ]i+1/2,j = 1

2

N∑
p=1

[ξp]xi+1/2,j[∇̃xφp]i+1/2,j. (3.48)

This formulation is applied in [196 ] to the two-phase steady drop problem and the results

show that the spurious current is reduced by more than an order of magnitude and with a

better convergence rate than those using the continuum surface force [39 ]. In the present

study, its property of numerical force balance in multiphase flows will be further examined.

The conservative method: The surface force fs in Eq.(2.35 ) is first rewritten into an

equivalent form:

fs = 1
2

N∑
p=1

ξp∇φp = 1
2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q

[
1
η2 (g1(φp) − g2(φp + φq)) + ∇2φq

]
∇φp

= 1
2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q

[
1
η2

(
∇g1(φp) − 1

2∇g2(φp + φq)
)

+ ∇2φq∇φp

]
.

The x-component of the surface force is discretized as:

[fx
s ]i+1/2,j = 1

2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q

[
1
η2

(
[∇̃xg1(φp)]i+1/2,j − 1

2 [∇̃
xg2(φp + φq)]i+1/2,j

)
(3.49)

+[∇̃ · (∇̃φq)]xi+1/2,j[∇̃xφp]i+1/2,j
]
.

The only difference between the balanced-force method Eq.(3.48 ) and the conservative

method Eq.(3.49 ) is in the discretizations of ∇g1 and ∇g2. In the conservative method

Eq.(3.49 ), these two terms are discretized directly using the gradient operator defined in

Eq.(3.6 ), while in the balanced-force method Eq.(3.48 ), the chain rule was applied first and

then the gradient operator is applied on φp instead. On the continuous level, both of them are

equivalent while on the discrete level, their difference is of the order of the truncation error.

However, such a difference has influences on the discrete conservation and force balance.
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Remark:

• The conservative method is a general momentum-conservative numerical model for

interfaceial tensions that can include an arbitrary number of phases, see Theorem 3.5.1 .

• The balanced-force method Eq.(3.48 ) is not proofed conservative. However, the surface

force is a local force, which is zero everywhere except close to interfaces, and the

difference of the balanced-force method from the conservative method is of the order of

the truncation error. As a result, the summation of the balanced-force method over all

the cells is excepted to be small and reduce after grid refinement.

• Both the balanced-forece method and the conservative method are reduction consistent

on the discrete level, see Theorem 3.5.2 .

Theorem 3.5.1. The surface force Eq.(2.35 ) computed with the conservative method Eq.(3.49 )

is conservative: ∑
i,j

[fx
s ]i+1/2,j = 0,

∑
i,j

[f y
s ]i,j+1/2 = 0,

in a periodic domain.

Proof. Following the definition of the gradient operator Eq.(3.6 ), the mixed derivative eval-

uated at cell corners (i + 1/2, j + 1/2) is commutable, i.e.,

[
∇̃y(∇̃xφ)

]
i+1/2,j+1/2

=
[
∇̃x(∇̃yφ)

]
i+1/2,j+1/2

.

After defining

[
˜(∇xφp)(∇xφq)

]
i,j

= [∇̃xφp]xi,j[∇̃xφq]xi,j,

[
˜(∇yφp)(∇xφq)

]
i+1/2,j+1/2

= [∇̃yφp]xi+1/2,j+1/2[∇̃xφq]yi+1/2,j+1/2,
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[ ˜∇φp · ∇φq]i,j = [(∇̃xφp)(∇̃xφq)]xi,j + [(∇̃yφp)(∇̃yφq)]yi,j,

[ ˜(∇xφp)∇x(∇xφq)]i,j = [∇̃xφp]xi,j[∇̃x(∇̃xφq)]i,j,

[ ˜(∇yφp)∇x(∇yφq)]i+1/2,j+1/2 = [∇̃yφp]xi+1/2,j+1/2[∇̃x(∇̃yφq)]i+1/2,j+1/2,

one obtains the following two identities

[∇̃ · (∇̃φp)]xi+1/2,j[∇̃xφq]i+1/2,j =
[
∇̃x

(
˜(∇xφp)(∇xφq)

)]
i+1/2,j

+
[
∇̃y

(
˜(∇yφp)(∇xφq)

)]
i+1/2,j

−[ ˜(∇xφp)∇x(∇xφq)]xi+1/2,j − [ ˜(∇yφp)∇x(∇yφq)]yi+1/2,j,

[∇̃x( ˜∇φp · ∇φq)]i+1/2,j = [ ˜(∇xφp)∇x(∇xφq)]xi+1/2,j + [ ˜(∇yφp)∇x(∇yφq)]yi+1/2,j

+[ ˜(∇xφq)∇x(∇xφp)]xi+1/2,j + [ ˜(∇yφq)∇x(∇yφp)]yi+1/2,j.

Multiplying them with λp,q and summing over p and q, one obtains

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q[∇̃ · (∇̃φq)]xi+1/2,j[∇̃xφp]i+1/2,j =
N∑

p,q=1
λp,q

[
∇̃x

(
˜(∇xφp)(∇xφq)

)]
i+1/2,j

+
N∑

p,q=1
λp,q

[
∇̃y

(
˜(∇yφp)(∇xφq)

)]
i+1/2,j

− 1
2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q[∇̃x( ˜∇φp · ∇φq)]i+1/2,j.

Finally, summing the conservative method Eq.(3.49 ) over all the cells and applying Lemma 3.1.2 ,

one has ∑
i,j

[fx
s ]i+1/2,j = 0.
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Performing a similar analysis, one has ∑i,j [f y
s ]i,j+1/2 = 0.

Theorem 3.5.2. Both the balanced-force method Eq.(3.48 ) and the conservative method

Eq.(3.49 ) for discretizing the surface force in Eq.(2.35 ) are reduction consistent.

Proof. Consider the last phase of the N -phase system is absent. Since ∇φN = 0, ∇2φN = 0,

and g′
2(φ − 1) = g′

1(φ) are true after discretization, the proof of the balanced-force method

Eq.(3.48 ) is identical to the one for Theorem 2.4.5 and Corollary 2.4.5.1 .

The conservative method Eq.(3.49 ) becomes

fs = 1
2

N∑
p,q=1

λp,q

[
1
η2

(
∇̃xg1(φp) − 1

2∇̃xg2(φp + φq)
)

+ ∇̃ · (∇̃φq)∇̃φp

]

= 1
2

N−1∑
p,q=1

λp,q

[
1
η2

(
∇̃g1(φp) − 1

2∇̃g2(φp + φq)
)

+ ∇̃ · (∇̃φq)∇̃φp

]
,

by noticing that g1(φ) = g2(φ − 1), g1(−1) = 0, ∇̃φN = 0, and ∇̃ · (∇̃φN) = 0. Recall

that g1(φ) and g2(φ) are the potential functions defined in Eq.(2.17 ). Therefore both the

balanced-force method Eq.(3.48 ) and the conservative method Eq.(3.49 ) for discretizing the

surface force Eq.(2.35 ) are reduction consistent.

3.5.3 Scheme for the momentum equation

The projection scheme to decouple the pressure and velocity of the momentum equation

Eq.(2.34 ) is constructed. Both the cell-center and cell-face velocities and the pressure are

updated in the following 7 steps.

Step 1: Solve for the provisional velocity u∗ at the cell centers from

γtρ
n+1u∗ − ρ̂u

∆t + ∇̃ · (m̃⊗ ũ∗,n+1) = ρn+1Gn + ∇̃ · (µ̃n+1∇̃u∗)+ ∇̃ · (µ̃n+1(∇̃ũ∗,n+1)T ). (3.50)

Step 2: Solve for another provisional velocity u∗∗ at the cell centers from

γtu∗∗ − γtu∗

∆t = −Gn. (3.51)
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Step 3: Solve the provisional velocity u∗ at the cell faces from

γtu∗ − γtu∗∗

∆t = − 1
ρn+1

∇̃P n + Gn+1
s . (3.52)

Here, u∗∗ is linearly interpolated from the cell centers to the cell faces, and the “Rhie-Chow”

interpolation [43 ], [213 ]–[215 ] is applied to address the odd-even decoupling of the pressure

in the collocated grid arrangement.

Step 4: Solve for the pressure correction P ′ at the cell centers from

γt

∆t(∇̃ · un+1 − ∇̃ · u∗) = −∇̃ ·
(

1
ρn+1

∇̃P ′
)
. (3.53)

Step 5: Solve for P n+1 at the cell centers from

P n+1 = P n + P ′. (3.54)

Step 6: Solve for un+1 at the cell faces from

γtun+1 − γtu∗

∆t = − 1
ρn+1

∇̃P ′, (3.55)

Step 7: Solve for un+1 at the cell centers from

γtun+1 − γtu∗∗

∆t = Gn+1. (3.56)

Recall that G and Gs are defined in Eq.(3.46 ). The density ρn+1 and viscosity µn+1 of the

fluid mixture are obtained from Eq.(2.3 ) and Eq.(2.4 ), respectively, the discrete consistent

mass flux m̃ is computed from Section 3.4 , and the surface force fs in Gs is computed from

either the balanced-force or conservative methods in Section 3.5.2 , after solving for φn+1 in

Section 3.3 . The cell-face velocity at the new time level n+ 1 is divergence-free discretely:

∇̃ · un+1 = 0, (3.57)
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and this is used in Step 4. The boundary conditions for the velocity and pressure are

problem-dependent and will be specified in individual cases in Chapters 4 and 5 .

The fully discretized momentum equation is from the above projection scheme is:

γtρ
n+1un+1 − ρ̂u

∆t + ∇̃ · (m̃ ⊗ ũ∗,n+1) = ρn+1Gn+1 (3.58)

+∇̃ · (µ̃n+1∇̃u∗) + ∇̃ · (µ̃n+1(∇̃ũ∗,n+1)T ),

In order to satisfy the consistency of mass and momentum transport on the discrete level,

the 2nd-order backward difference is used for time discretization, and the discrete divergence

operator is from Eq.(3.5 ), the same as those for the Phase-Field equation, see Theorem 3.2.2 .

In terms of the formal order of accuracy, (u∗,n+1 − un+1) ∼ O(∆t2) is true. From Step 5,

one has P ′ ∼ O(∆t), resulting in, at the cell faces, (u∗ − un+1) ∼ O(∆t2) from Step 6.

By combining Step 2, Step 7, and P ′ ∼ O(∆t), one has (u∗ − un+1) ∼ O(∆t2) at the cell

centers. Finally, all the terms in Eq.(3.58 ) that are not evaluated at (n + 1) time level are

different from their corresponding ones evaluating at (n+1) time level in O(∆t2). Combined

with the 2nd-order backward difference for time discretization, the overall temporal accuracy

is 2nd-order. Additionally, the scheme for the momentum equation has the following provable

properties on the discrete level:

• It satisfies the momentum conservation, see Theorem 3.5.3 and its corollaries.

• It satisfies the consistency of mass and momentum transport, see Theorem 3.2.2 .

• It produces the exact solution of advection (or translation) problems, independent of

the material properties of the fluid phases or the initial shapes of the interfaces, see

Theorem 3.5.4 .

• It satisfies the consistency of reduction and the single-phase dynamics is recovered, see

Theorem 3.5.6 and its corollaries.

• It satisfies the kinetic energy conservation on the semi-discrete level when all the forces

are neglected, see Theorem 3.5.7 .
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Theorem 3.5.3. If the discrete surface force is conservative, the scheme for the momentum

equation Eq.(2.34 ) conserves the momentum of the multiphase mixture:

[Momentum]n = [Momentum]0,

where [Momentum]n = ∑
i,j [ρnun]i,j∆x∆y.

Proof. Given ∑
i,j [ρnun]i,j = ∑

i,j [ρn−1un−1]i,j = ... = ∑
i,j [ρ0u0]i,j, one immediately has∑

i,j [ρ̂u]i,j = ̂∑
i,j [ρu]i,j = γt

∑
i,j [ρ0u0]i,j. Note that the summation of ρn+1Gn+1 in Eq.(3.58 )

over all the cells is zero if the discrete surface force is conservative. As an example, consider

the x component, and one has

∑
i,j

[ρn+1Gx,n+1x]i,j =
∑
i,j

ρn+1
i,j

2 (Gx,n+1
i+1/2,j +Gx,n+1

i−1/2,j) =
∑
i,j

ρn+1
i,j + ρn+1

i+1,j

2 Gx,n+1
i+1/2,j

=
∑
i,j
ρn+1

i+1/2,j
x
Gx,n+1

i+1/2,j =
∑
i,j

[ − ∇̃xP + fx
s ]n+1

i+1/2,j =
∑
i,j

[fx
s ]n+1

i+1/2,j = 0,

after applying Eq.(3.46 ) and Lemma 3.1.2 . The same is true for the y component. Sum-

ming the fully discretized momentum equation Eq.(3.58 ) over all the cells and applying

Lemma 3.1.3 and ∑i,j [ρn+1Gn+1]i,j = 0, one has

∑
i,j

[ρn+1un+1]i,j = 1
γt

∑
i,j

[ρ̂u]i,j =
∑
i,j

[ρ0u0]i,j.

Therefore, the momentum of the multiphase mixture, i.e., [Momentum] = ∑
i,j [ρu]i,j∆x∆y,

is conserved.

Corollary 3.5.3.1. If the surface force Eq.(2.35 ) is computed by the conservative method

Eq.(3.49 ), the scheme for the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) conserves the momentum of the

multiphase mixture:

[Momentum]n = [Momentum]0,

where [Momentum]n = ∑
i,j [ρnun]i,j∆x∆y.
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Corollary 3.5.3.2. Without considering the surface force, the scheme for the momentum

equation Eq.(2.34 ) conserves the momentum of the multiphase mixture:

[Momentum]n = [Momentum]0,

where [Momentum]n = ∑
i,j [ρnun]i,j∆x∆y.

Theorem 3.5.4. If the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of

mass and momentum transport are satisfied on the discrete level, the gravity, vis-

cosity, surface force, and any other external momentum sources are neglected, and the initial

velocity and pressure are homogeneous, then the same homogeneous velocity and pressure are

the solution of the momentum equation solved from the scheme.

Proof. Given initial homogeneous velocity u0 and pressure P0, and suppose they are still

true up to time level n, the scheme for the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) is followed.

From Step 1, its right-hand side (RHS) is zero, and as a result, one has

u∗ = 1
γtρn+1

(
ρ̂− ∆t∇̃ · m̃

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρn+1

u0 = u0.

The terms inside the parentheses becomes ρn+1 due to the consistency of mass conservation,

see Theorem 3.2.1 . Since Gn = 0, from Step 2, one obtains u∗∗ = u∗ = u0 and further

u∗∗ = u0. From Step 3, one has u∗ at the cell faces is again u0, by noticing that both ∇̃P n

and Gn+1
s are zero. From Step 4, one has ∇̃ · u∗ = ∇̃ · u0 = 0, and further P ′ is a constant.

Without loss of generality, P ′ = 0 is set. After that, one has P n+1 = P0 from Step 5, and

un+1 at the cell faces is u0 from Step 6. Finally, Gn+1 is zero and from Step 7, un+1 at

the cell centers is u0.

Remark:

• Theorem 3.5.4 corresponds to the pure translation problem, and it holds no matter how

many phases appear, what material properties of the fluid phases and initial shapes of

the interfaces could be. This is consistent with the physical configuration.
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• If the consistency conditions are violated, the terms inside the parentheses from Step

1 is not ρn+1 anymore, resulting in u∗ 6= u0. This error will be transferred into the up-

coming steps of the scheme for the momentum equation, leading to a non-homogeneous

P ′. As a result, un+1 is not equal to u0. Such unphysical velocity and pressure fluctua-

tions depend on the densities of the phases and probably become a source of numerical

instability. Thanks to Theorem 3.5.4 , these unphysical behaviors will not appear, and a

comparison study is performed in Section 4.8 to numerically illustrate the effect of the

consistency conditions. A simplified two-phase 1D analysis considering Step 1 only

are available in Section 3.2 . Theorem 3.5.4 considers a more general problem, and its

proof is in a more formal way and more complete.

• One can again show that the initial homogeneous velocity is preserved if the hydrostatic

mechanical equilibrium is always satisfied numerically, i.e., G ≡ 0. Recall that G is

defined in Eq.(3.46 ). The proof is similar and the only difference is that P ′ can be

non-homogeneous. However, by combining Step 3 and Step 6, the right-hand side

recovers Gn+1, which is zero, and one still has un+1 = u∗∗ = u0 at the cell faces. It

should be noted that G ≡ 0 is seldom achievable in numerical practice.

Theorem 3.5.5. If the density and viscosity of the fluid mixture, the discrete consistent mass

flux, and the discrete surface force are reduction consistent, then the momentum equation

is essentially reduction consistent on the discrete level such that the N-phase discretized

equation recovers the corresponding M-phase one (2 6 M 6 N − 1) when (N − M) phases

are absent.

Theorem 3.5.6. If the density and viscosity of the fluid mixture, the discrete consistent mass

flux, and the discrete surface force are reduction consistent, and the discretized ∇ · (µ∇uT )

is exactly zero when µ is a constant, then the momentum equation is reduction consistent on

the discrete level.

Corollary 3.5.6.1. the scheme for the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) satisfies the consis-

tency of reduction on the discrete level.
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Corollary 3.5.6.2. the scheme for the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) recovers inside each

bulk-phase region the fully discretized single-phase Navier-Stokes equation with the corre-

sponding density and viscosity of that phase. For example, in the bulk-phase region of Phase

p, the fully discretized momentum equation becomes

γtρpun+1 − ρpû
∆t + ∇̃ · (ρpu∗,n+1 ⊗ ũ∗,n+1) = (−∇̃P n+1 + ρpg + Su) + µp∇̃ · (∇̃u∗).

Remark: Although only the density and viscosity of the fluid mixture, the discrete

consistent mass flux, and the discrete surface force in the fully discretized momentum equation

Eq.(3.58 ) are related to the number of phases, there is one more issue from the viscous term

∇·(µ(∇u)T ), which should be zero inside the bulk-phase regions because of the divergence-free

velocity there, as discussed in Section 2.4 . This is not an issue on the continuous level but

things change after discretization. That’s why one more constraint about the viscous term is

added in Theorem 3.5.6 , compared to Theorem 2.4.1 and Theorem 3.5.5 . In some studies,

e.g., [216 ], the viscous term ∇ · (µ∇uT ) is first transformed to ∇µ · ∇uT (∇ · (µ(∇u)T ) =

∇µ · (∇u)T + µ∇(∇ · u) = ∇µ · (∇u)T ), and then discretization is performed. Although

this helps the consistency of reduction discretely, it unfortunately destroys the momentum

conservation. As introduced in Section 3.1 , a special method is developed for this viscous term

and it has the property that ∇̃ · (∇̃ũT ) = ∇̃(∇̃ · u), see Lemma 3.1.1 . Therefore, ∇̃ · (∇̃ũT )

will be exactly zero if the cell-face velocity is discretely divergence-free. This is exactly the

case in the present scheme, and the momentum conservation is honored on the discrete level

as well, see Theorem 3.5.3 . Thanks to this method, the scheme for the momentum equation

Eq.(2.34 ) enjoys Corollary 3.5.6.1 and Corollary 3.5.6.2 .

Theorem 3.5.7. If the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of

mass and momentum transport are satisfied, all the forces are neglected, and the central

difference and linear interpolation are applied, then the semi-discrete momentum equation:

∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇̃ · (m̃ ⊗ ū) = 0,
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implies the kinetic energy conservation:

d

dt

∑
i,j

[eK ]i,j∆x∆y
 = 0.

Proof. Performing the dot product between u and the semi-discrete momentum equation,

one obtains
∂eK

∂t
+ ∇̃ ·

(
m̃

ũ · u
2

)
+ u · u

2

(
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · m̃

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

= 0,

where [ ũ·u
2 ]i+1/2,j = 1

2(ui+1,j · ui,j) and [ ũ·u
2 ]i,j+1/2 = 1

2(ui,j+1 · ui,j). The underbraced term is

zero thanks to satisfying the consistency conditions. Summing the above equation over all

the cells and applying Lemma 3.1.3 , one obtains

d

dt

∑
i,j

[eK ]i,j∆x∆y
 = 0.

Remark:

• Since the WENO scheme is applied in the present study, numerical dissipation is

added to the system and the kinetic energy will decay even satisfying the condition in

Theorem 3.5.7 .

• Including the pressure gradient is expected to dissipate the kinetic energy. It is unable

to show −ρu · [1
ρ
∇̃P ] = −∇̃ · (ũP ), where (ũP ) denotes a certain numerical operator

applied to u and P . Numerical experiments have been performed in [209 ], where a

single-phase collocated scheme was analyzed and tested, and it was discovered that

−u · [∇̃P ] dissipates the kinetic energy. In multiphase problems, ρ, the prefactor, is

not a constant any more, which makes the analysis more involved. However, since ρ is

always positive, it should not change the dissipative property of −u · [∇̃p]. This point

is confirmed by the numerical experiments in Section 4.9 .
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• It is challenging to achieve the secondary conservation, i.e., the kinetic energy con-

servation, on the (fully) discrete level, especially in multiphase problems. First, all

the schemes should be central type so that no numerical dissipation is added. Both

the WENO scheme and the 2nd-order backward difference in time used in the present

study introduce numerical dissipation. Second, the time discretization scheme should

follow u · ∂(ρu)
∂t

= ∂(ρ 1
2 u·u)
∂t

+ 1
2u · u∂ρ

∂t
for variable density, which is non-trivial. Third,

the inertia term ∇̃ · (m̃ ⊗ ũ) may have to be evaluated implicitly, which increases the

computational cost.

• When the surface forces are present, one needs to additionally consider the free en-

ergy related to the Phase-Field equation. The analysis of the total energy dissipation,

e.g., Corollary 2.4.4.1 , on the discrete level is very complicated and this point will be

examined and discussed using numerical experiments in Section 4.9 .

3.6 Scheme for the component equation

After solving the Phase-Field equation, the volume fractions as well as the volumetric

fluxes are algebraically obtained based on the definitions from Eq.(3.42 ):

γtχ
n+1
p − χ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃χp = 1
2

γt −

γt︷︸︸︷
1̂

∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+ ∇̃ · u︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+
γtφ

n+1
p − φ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃φp︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

 = 0, (3.59)

χp = 1 + φp

2 , m̃χp = u∗,n+1 + m̃φp

2 , 1 6 p 6 N,

which is the discrete counterpart of Eq.(2.44 ).

The scheme for solving the consistent component equation Eq.(2.48 ) is

γtχ
M,n+1
p Cn+1

p − χ̂M
p Cp

∆t + ∇̃ · (m̃χM
p
C̃∗,n+1

p ) = ∇̃ · (Dp∇̃Cn+1
p ), 1 6 p 6M, (3.60)

where {χM
p }M

p=1, {m̃χM
p

}M
p=1, and {Dp}M

p=1 are computed from Eq.(2.49 ), Eq.(2.50 ), and

Eq.(2.51 ), respectively, using {χn+1
p }N

p=1 and {m̃χp}N
p=1 in Eq.(3.59 ). As a result, the con-
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sistency of volume fraction conservation is satisfied on the discrete level by noticing that

Eq.(3.59 ) can be derived from Eq.(3.60 ) provided homogeneous Cp.

The 2nd-order backward difference scheme is applied in Eq.(3.60 ) for the temporal dis-

cretization but Cn+1 is replaced by C∗,n+1 in the convection term. Note that the difference

between Cn+1 and C∗,n+1 is O(∆t2), so the scheme is still formally 2nd-order accurate in time.

The application of the 2nd-order spatial discretization results in formally 2nd-order accuracy

of the scheme in space. The scheme Eq.(3.60 ) additionally has the following properties.

Theorem 3.6.1. The scheme Eq.(3.60 ) conserves the total amount of Component p in its

dissolvable region:

∑
i,j

[(χM
p Cp)n+1∆Ω]i,j =

∑
i,j

[(χM
p Cp)0∆Ω]i,j, 1 6 p 6M,

if there is no source of the components at the boundary of the domain.

Proof. After multiplying ∆Ω to Eq.(3.60 ) and then summing it over all the cells, both

the convection and diffusion terms vanish due to the property of the discrete divergence

operator, see Lemma 3.1.3 in Section 3.1 . As a result, ∑i,j [(χM
p Cp)∆Ω]i,j doesn’t change as

time advances.

Theorem 3.6.2. The consistency of reduction on the discrete level is satisfied by the scheme

Eq.(3.60 ).

Proof. Suppose Cp is zero up to time level n and there is no source of the component at the

boundary of the domain, then the convection term and χ̂M
p Cp vanish. The resulting equation

is a discretized homogeneous Helmholtz equation. Thus, Cp remains to be zero at time level

n + 1. In other words, if Component p is absent at t = 0 and it doesn’t have any sources

at the boundary of the domain, it won’t appear at ∀t > 0. Therefore the consistency of

reduction is satisfied.

The discrete component fluxes are

m̃Cp = m̃χM
p
C̃∗,n+1

p −Dp∇̃Cn+1
p , 1 6 p 6M, (3.61)
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and it also satisfies the consistency of reduction since it becomes zero if Cp is zero up to time

level n + 1. Once {χM,n+1
p Cn+1

p }M
p=1 and {m̃Cp}M

p=1 are available, the density, viscosity and

mass flux are computed from Eq.(2.55 ), Eq.(2.56 ) and Eq.(2.57 ), respectively, and one can

proceed to solve the momentum equation.

Thanks to Eq.(3.59 ), Eq.(3.60 ), and Eq.(3.61 ), one obtains

γtρ
n+1 − ρ̂

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃ =
N∑

p=1
ρφ

p

(
γtχ

n+1
p − χ̂p

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃χp

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

(3.62)

+
M∑

p=1
ρC

p

γtχ
M,n+1
p Cn+1

p − χ̂M
p Cp

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃Cp


︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

= 0,

which is the discrete counterpart of the mass conservation equation Eq.(2.27 ). Therefore,

the consistency of mass conservation is satisfied by the discrete mass flux m̃, and thus, the

consistency of mass and momentum transport is satisfied in the momentum equation as well.

3.7 Scheme for the phase change problems

The numerical procedure to solve the proposed thermo-gas-liquid-solid model including

solidification/melting in Section 2.6.2 is introduced in this section.

First, the two-phase Cahn-Hilliard equation Eq.(2.22 ) is solved along with the bounded-

ness mapping. As a result, one obtains ϕn+1 and the discrete Phase-Field flux m̃ϕ with the

help of the consistent formulation, and they satisfy

γtϕ
n+1 − ϕ̂

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃ϕ = ϕ∗,n+1∇̃ · u∗,n+1. (3.63)

Second, the phase change equation Eq.(2.59 ) is solved. To preserve the consistency of

volume fraction conservation on the discrete level, it should be noted that ϕn+1 and m̃ϕ in
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Eq.(3.63 ) are inputs to solve the phase change equation. The fully-discretized phase change

equation is

γt(ϕn+1φn+1) − ̂(ϕφ)
∆t + ∇̃ · (m̃ϕφ̃

∗,n+1) = −Mφξ̃φ + ϕ∗,n+1φ∗,n+1∇̃ · u∗,n+1, (3.64)

ξ̃φ = −λφ∇̃ · (ϕn+1∇̃φn+1) + λφ

η2
φ

ϕn+1g̃′(φn+1) + ρL
ML

TM

ϕn+1p̃′(φ∗,n+1)(TM − T ∗,n+1),

m̃ϕφ = m̃ϕφ̃
∗,n+1,

where g̃′(φn+1) is linearized g′(φn+1) around φ∗,n+1 from Taylor expansion. As a result, one

obtains (ϕφ)n+1 and m̃ϕφ.

The next step is to obtain (ρCp), m̃(ρCp), and κ from Eq.(2.60 ), noticing that u∗,n+1

is applied to Eq.(2.60 ) due to the consistency of reduction, see Theorem 3.2.3 . Then, the

temperature is updated from the following fully-discretized energy equation:

γt(ρCp)n+1T n+1 − ̂(ρCp)T
∆t + ∇̃ · (m̃(ρCp)T̃

∗,n+1) (3.65)

+ρL
ML

γt(ϕn+1φn+1) − ̂(ϕφ)
∆t + ∇̃ · m̃ϕφ

 = ∇̃ · (κn+1∇̃T n+1) +Qn+1
T .

It should be noted that the terms in the bracket in Eq.(3.65 ) are identical to the left-hand side

of the fully-discretized phase change equation in Eq.(3.64 ). This numerical correspondence

is consistent with the derivation in Section 2.6.2 .

Finally, the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ) is solved, majorly based on the 2nd-order

projection scheme on a collocated grid in Section 3.5.3 . Again, ρ, m̃ρ, and µ in the momentum

equation are directly computed from Eq.(2.60 ) and the surface tension force fn+1
s is computed

from its definition in Eq.(2.65 ) with the balanced-force method in Section 3.5.2 , while the

drag force fd in Eq.(2.66 ) is treated implicitly. As mentioned in Section 2.6.2 , fd should be

predominant over either the inertial or viscous effect inside the solid phase. In other words,

from Eq.(2.34 ), Ad|αS=1 = Cd/ed should be much larger than ρ/∆t (inertia) or µ/h2 (viscous).

Here h denotes the grid size. To achieve this goal, Cd is set to be (ρn+1/∆t+µn+1/h2), and ed

is fixed to be 10−3. Therefore, fd will always be thousand times larger than both the inertial

and viscous effects inside the solid phase, regardless of the numerical setup or material
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properties. The divergence of the velocity at the new time level, which appears in Step 4

of the projection scheme in Section 3.5.3 , is determined from Eq.(2.63 ), i.e.,

∇̃ · un+1 = Mφ(ρL
M − ρS

M)
ρn+1 ξn+1

φ , (3.66)

where ξn+1
φ is obtained from its definition in Eq.(2.59 ). On the continuous level, as discussed

in Section 2.6.2 , with ρ and mρ from Eq.(2.60 ) and ∇ · u in Eq.(2.63 ), Eq.(2.27 ) is implied.

However, this is not necessarily true after discretization when the phase change happens and

the densities of the liquid and solid phases are not the same. As a result, the consistency of

mass conservation and consistency of mass and momentum transport are violated. In order

to remedy this issue, a momentum source Smu∗,n+1 is added to the momentum equation,

where Sm is the residual of the fully-discretized mass conservation equation, i.e.,

Sm = γtρ
n+1 − ρ̂

∆t + ∇̃ · m̃ρ. (3.67)

It should be noted that Sm only appears on the discrete level due to discretization errors,

and it is exactly zero away from the liquid-solid interface.

Following the above steps, the physical connections among different parts of the proposed

model are correctly captured at the discrete level. With similar analyses to those in the proofs

of Theorem 2.6.3 , Theorem 2.6.4 , and Theorem 2.6.5 in Section 2.6.2 , one can easily show

that those theorems remain intact on the discrete level. This will be numerically validated

in Chapter 4 .

3.8 Stability of the schemes

The proposed scheme is decoupled, semi-implicit, and formally 2nd-order accurate in

both time and space. It conserves the mass of individual pure phases, the total amount

of the components inside their corresponding dissolvable regions, and, as a result, the total

mass of the fluid mixture. The momentum is conserved if the conservative method for the

interfacial forces is applied. All the consistency conditions, i.e., the consistency of reduction,

the consistency of volume fraction conservation, the consistency of mass conservation, and
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the consistency of mass and momentum transport, are satisfied on the discrete level. The

scheme also eliminates any generation of local void or overfilling. Therefore, the scheme is

consistent and conservative.

One of the advantages of the decoupled semi-implicit scheme is that one solves the com-

plicated system part by part and only needs to solve linear systems in every part. This avoids

solving a huge non-linear coupled system from a fully implicit scheme and is probably more

efficient in a single time step. However, the scheme is only conditionally stable and the time

step size ∆t is restricted. Rigorous proofs of the stability of the schemes are non-trivial but

some empirical criteria are used here. Since all the convection terms are treated explicitly,

the CFL condition needs to be considered, i.e., ∆t 6 ∆tCFL ∼ h
Um

where h is the grid size

and Um is the scale of the maximum velocity. Another restriction comes from the surface

tension [39 ], [43 ], i.e., ∆t 6 ∆tσ ∼
√

h3

4π
min(ρp+ρq

σp,q
)p 6=q. The dominant part of the viscous

term, i.e., ∇ · (µ∇u), has been treated implicitly, which greatly removes the dependency of

stability on the Reynolds number. As stated in [214 ], explicitly treating the remaining part

of the viscous term is reasonable because it contributes in only a minor way to the viscous

force, and a more careful analysis is available in [217 ]. The aforementioned criteria have

been commonly used in computational fluid dynamics, and interested readers can refer to

[16 ], [39 ], [43 ], [75 ], [79 ], [214 ], [217 ], [218 ]. The effect of M0 in the Cahn-Hilliard equation

Eq.(2.17 ) on the stability of the scheme in Section 3.3.3 has been discussed in [75 ], and it

is observed that a large M0 could lead to instability. On the other hand, the scheme in

Section 3.3.4 for the conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) allows a much larger M0.

The choice of M0 in the present study is based on the practices in [75 ], so that it won’t be

the dominant factor of numerical instability but provides reasonably good results.

In addition to stability, accuracy is another important aspect when determining the time

step size, since most interests are in the dynamical behavior of the multiphase and multi-

component problems. Therefore, a smaller time step size is necessary to produce accurate

dynamical data. The efficiency of the scheme is not a major concern at the moment. Most

attention is paid on developing a scheme that honors the physical properties of the proposed

model.
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4. VALIDATION1
 

This chapter performs various numerical benchmark tests to validate the basic properties of

the models in Chapter 2 and the schemes in Chapter 3 . For brevity, CH and CAC denote the

models using the Cahn-Hilliard Eq.(2.17 ) and conservative Allen-Cahn Eq.(2.19 ) equations,

respectively. If the boundedness mapping is supplemented, those models are denoted by

CHB and CACB. The L2 error of f , or L2 norm of (f − fE), is the root mean square of

(f − fE). The L∞ error of f , or the L∞ norm of (f − fE), is max|f − fE|. Here, f is the

variable of interest and fE is its exact (or reference) value. Moreover, h denotes the grid/cell

size. All the results are reported in their dimensionless forms.

4.1 Manufactured solutions

The formal order of accuracy of the schemes described in Chapter 3 is examined using the

manufactured solution problem. The idea is to first assume the exact solution and then plug

it into the governing equations. The residuals of the the governing equations become the

known source terms added to the discretized governing equations. Therefore, the numerical

solution should approximate the “assumed” exact solution. Specifically, the source terms
1This chapter was partly published in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 387, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A mixed upwind/central WENO scheme for incompressible two-phase flows, Page
455-480, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 406, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent, essentially conservative and balanced-force Phase-Field method to
model incompressible two-phase flows, Page 109192, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational
Physics, Vol 420, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent and conservative scheme for
incompressible two-phase flows using the conservative Allen-Cahn model, Page 109718, Copyright Elsevier
(2020); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 434, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani,
A consistent and conservative model and its scheme for N-phase-M-component incompressible flows, Page
110229, Copyright Elsevier (2021); and in International Journal of Multiphase Flow, Vol 142, Ziyang Huang,
Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm and its ap-
plications to multiphase flows using Phase-Field models, Page 103727, Copyright Elsevier (2021).
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added to the right-hand side of the Phase-Field equation, the consistent formulation, and

the momentum equation, respectively, are.

Sφp =
∂φE

p

∂t
+ ∇ · (uEφE

p ) − ∇ · JE
p − LR,E

p − Lc,E
p , 1 6 p 6 N,

SQp = ∇ · (WE∇QE
p ) − LQ,E

p , 1 6 p 6 N,

Su = ∂(ρEuE)
∂t

+ ∇ · (mE ⊗ uE) + ∇PE − ∇ ·
[
µE(∇uE + (∇uE)T )

]
− ρEg − fE

s

Here, the superscript “E” represents the exact values of the equations in Chapter 2 , resulting

from the “assumed” exact solution.

The domain considered is [−π, π]× [−π, π] with the free-slip boundary that is consistent

with the “assumed” exact solution or simply the exact solution in the following. The initial

condition is from the exact solution by setting t = 0, and all the tests are stopped at t = 1.

The cell size h is ranging from 2π

8 to 2π

128 along each axis.

4.1.1 Two-phase results

For the two-phase flow models using two-phase CH and two-phase CAC, the assumed

exact solution is

φE = QE = PE = cos(x) cos(y) sin(t),

uE = sin(x) cos(y) cos(t), vE = − cos(x) sin(y) cos(t).

This exact solution is infinitely differentiable with respect to space and time, so it is suitable

to valid the formal order of accuracy. Notice that uE and vE satisfy the divergence-free

condition, and the integral of φE over the domain is independent of time. The material

properties and parameters are ρ1 = 3, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0.02, µ2 = 0.01, g = {1,−2}, η = 0.1,

λ = 0.001 and M0 = 0.001.

Using two-phase CH-B, the formal order of accuracy in space is first studied by fixing

the time step size to be ∆t = 10−3. The L2 and L∞ errors of φ, u, v, and P are plotted

in Fig.4.1 . The 2nd-order convergence is clearly observed in both the L2 and L∞ errors
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Figure 4.1. Results of the manufactured solution with two-phase CH-B and
fixed ∆t. a) L2 errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size. b) L∞
errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

as expected. One can conclude that the proposed scheme for two-phase CH-B is formally

2nd-order accurate in space.

In addition, the discrete divergence ∇̃·u and the discrete Divergence-Gradient-Transpose

∇̃ · (∇̃ũ)T of the velocity are plotted in Fig.4.2 . The discrete divergence-free condition is

satisfied to machine precision, and because of this, ∇̃ · (∇̃ũ)T reaches the machine zero, as

expected in Lemma 3.1.1 . This ensures the consistency of reduction of the viscous term on

the discrete level, see Remark below Corollary 3.5.6.2 .

Next the temporal convergence is tested by reducing the time step size as fast as the

cell size, i.e., ∆t = h/(2π). The results are plotted in Fig.4.3 . Since it has been validated

that the scheme is 2nd-order accurate in space, and ∆t is set proportional to h, the overall

2nd-order convergence observed in Fig.4.3 implies 2nd-order convergence of the temporal

error, which matches the analysis in Chapter 3 .

The same procedures are repeated using two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C, and the results

are shown in Fig.4.4 , Fig.4.5 , Fig.4.6 , and Fig.4.7 . All the results suggest the 2nd-order

accuracy.
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Figure 4.2. Results of the manufactured solution with two-phase CH-B and
fixed ∆t. a) L2 errors of ∇̃ · u and ∇̃ · (∇̃ũ)T with respect to the cell size. b)
L∞ errors of ∇̃ · u and ∇̃ · (∇̃ũ)T with respect to the cell size.

Figure 4.3. Results of the manufactured solution with two-phase CH-B and
∆t proportional to the cell size. a) L2 errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to
the cell size. b) L∞ errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.
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Figure 4.4. Results of the manufactured solution with two-phase CAC-B and
fixed ∆t. a) L2 errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size. b) L∞
errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

Figure 4.5. Results of the manufactured solution with two-phase CAC-C and
fixed ∆t. a) L2 errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size. b) L∞
errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

4.1.2 Multiphase results

Here, CH-B and CH-C are considered, and the assumed exact solution is

φE
1 = 1

3 cos(x) cos(y) sin(t) − 2
3 , φE

2 = 1
3 cos(x) cos(y) sin(2t) − 2

3 ,

φE
3 = 1

3 cos(x) cos(y) sin
(1

2t
)

− 2
3 , φE

4 = −1
3 cos(x) cos(y)

[
sin(t) + sin(2t) + sin

(1
2t
)]
,

uE = sin(x) cos(y) cos(t), vE = − cos(x) sin(y) cos(t), PE = cos(x) cos(y) sin(t).
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Figure 4.6. Results of the manufactured solution with two-phase CAC-B and
∆t proportional to the cell size. a) L2 errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to
the cell size. b) L∞ errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

Figure 4.7. Results of the manufactured solution with two-phase CAC-C and
∆t proportional to the cell size. a) L2 errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to
the cell size. b) L∞ errors of φ, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

Notice that ∇ · uE = 0 and ∑N
p=1 φ

E
p = 2 − N are satisfied. The material properties and

parameters are ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 5, ρ3 = 10, ρ4 = 15, µ1 = 0.01, µ2 = 0.02, µ3 = 0.05, µ4 = 0.10,

σ1,2 = 0.01, σ1,3 = 0.02, σ1,4 = 0.03, σ2,3 = 0.04, σ2,4 = 0.05, σ3,4 = 0.06, g = {1,−2},

η = 0.1, and M0 = 0.001.
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Figure 4.8. Results of the manufactured solution with CH-B and fixed ∆t.
a) L2 errors of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size. b) L∞ errors
of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

The 2nd-order convergences of both the L2 and L∞ errors are observed in all the un-

knowns in Fig.4.8 . Thus, the formal order of accuracy in space of the proposed scheme is

2nd-order accurate. Since the scheme for the momentum equation does not change in the

multiphase problems, both ∇̃ ·u and ∇̃ · (∇̃ũ)T are machine zero, like in the two-phase cases.

Next, the time step is set proportional to the cell size, i.e., ∆t = h
2π
, and run the simulations

again. The results obtained from CH-B are plotted in Fig.4.9 . Again 2nd-order convergences

of both the L2 and L∞ errors are observed. This implies that the formal order of accuracy

of the proposed scheme in time is 2nd-order as well. Fig.4.10 and Fig.4.11 plots the results

from CH-C and the same conclusions are drawn.

In summary, the proposed scheme in Chapter 3 is formally 2nd-order accurate in both

time and space, and it satisfies ∇̃ · u = 0 and ∇̃ · (∇̃ũT ) = ∇̃(∇̃ · u) = 0 on the discrete

level. CAC (Eq.(2.19 )) is not considered because it seems impossible to obtain Lc,E
p in the

equation. Since the schemes for CAC and for its two-phase correspondence (two-phase CAC)

are almost the same, it is reasonable to infer that the same properties of two-phase CAC are

followed.
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Figure 4.9. Results of the manufactured solution with CH-B and ∆t propor-
tional to the cell size. a) L2 errors of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to the
cell size. b) L∞ errors of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

Figure 4.10. Results of the manufactured solution with CH-C and fixed ∆t.
a) L2 errors of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size. b) L∞ errors
of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

4.2 Fictitious phases

To illustrate the importance of satisfying the consistency of reduction, the numerical

equilibrium state of the Phase-Field equations without coupling to the flow, i.e., u ≡ 0,

are compared. In addition to CH, CHB, CAC, and CACB, the multiphase conservative
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Figure 4.11. Results of the manufactured solution with CH-C and ∆t pro-
portional to the cell size. a) L2 errors of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to
the cell size. b) L∞ errors of {φp}4

p=1, u, v, and P with respect to the cell size.

Allen-Cahn equation, proposed in [68 ], is supplemented, and it is called CACN in this case.

CACN is solved by the same scheme in Section 3.3.4 for CAC except that {Lc
p}N

p=1 follow

the definition in Eq.(2.20 ) from [68 ]. Therefore, all the differences shown here between CAC

and CACN are rooted in the different definitions of {Lc
p}N

p=1. As analyzed in Section 2.2.3 ,

CACN is not reduction consistent and can generate fictitious phases.

The domain considered is [1 × 1] with homogeneous Neumann boundaries. The domain

is discretized by [128 × 128] cells and the time step is ∆t = 10h. η = 0.015 are set and the

off-diagonal elements of λp,q are 3
2
√

2η. M0 is (η2/λ0) for CAC, CACB, and CACN, and is

10−3η2 for CH and CHB due to numerical stability. The circle of Phase 1 is at (0.25, 0.25)

with a radius 0.1. The circle of Phase 2 is at (0.5, 0.75) with a radius 0.1. The circle of

Phase 3 is at (0.75, 0.25) with a radius 0.1. Phase 4 occupies the rest of the domain. The

circles of Phases 1, 2, and 3 are separated far enough, so there are no intersections among

them. Therefore, η3|∇φ1||∇φ2||∇φ3| should be zero.

Fig.4.12 shows the equilibrium profiles from different Phase-Field equations, along with

η3|∇φ1||∇φ2||∇φ3|. It can be observed from Fig.4.12 a) that some amounts of Phase 1 from

CACN are generated at the interfacial regions of Phases 2 and 4, and of Phases 3 and 4.
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Phases 2 and 3 from CACN behave similarly to Phase 1. More clearly, η3|∇φ1||∇φ2||∇φ3|

is non-zero at all the interfacial regions. Unphysically generating fictitious phases is because

CACN violates the consistency of reduction, as analyzed in Section 2.2.3 . On the other hand,

the results from CH, CHB, CAC, and CACB do not generate any fictitious phases, and

η3|∇φ1||∇φ2||∇φ3| from those equations is machine zero, since the consistency of reduction

is satisfied by those equations and their schemes. In addition, there is little difference in the

profiles from CH, CHB, CAC, and CACB.

4.3 Under-resolved structures

The comparison study in [99 ] shows that the two-phase CAC has a better ability to

preserve under-resolved structures than CH. Here, the multiphase version of that study is

performed and CH, CHB, CAC, and CACB are considered. Again, the velocity is set to be

zero, i.e., u ≡ 0.

The domain considered is [1 × 1] with homogeneous Neumann boundaries. The number

of cells to discretize the domain is [128 × 128] and the time step is ∆t = 10h. η = h and

M0 = 10−3η2 are set, and the off-diagonal elements of λp,q are 3
2
√

2η. Phase 1 is enclosed by

a circle at (0.5, 0.5) with a diameter 0.2. Phase 2 is enclosed by a circle at (0.2, 0.2) with

a diameter 0.1. Phase 3 is enclosed by a circle at (0.8, 0.8) with a diameter 0.05. Phase 4

occupies the rest of the domain.

The number of grid points across the circles, i.e., D/h, is 25.6 for Phase 1, 12.8 for

Phase 2, and 6.4 for Phase 3. If the interfacial region is defined as −0.995 < φ < 0.995,

the number of grid points across the interfacial region is nI = 2
√

2 tanh−1(0.995)η/h ≈ 8.5.

Therefore, about 17 gird points across the circle of Phase 1 are inside the bulk-phase region

of Phase 1. Inside the bulk-phase region of Phase 2, there are 5 grid points across the circle of

Phase 2, while there is none inside the bulk-phase region of Phase 3. Evolutions of individual

circles are quantified by measuring their diameters for a long period of time, and the results

are shown in Fig.4.13 . It is clear that the diameter of the smallest circle (Phase 3) decreases

and it finally disappears at about t = 750 for CH and CHB. The shrinkage of the other two

circles is negligible, considering the long period of simulation time. On the other hand, all
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Figure 4.12. Results of the fictitious phases from a) CACN, b) CH, c) CHB,
d) CAC, and e) CACB. The first column: Profile of phase 1. The second
column: Profile of phase 2. The third column: Profile of phase 3. The fourth
column: η3|∇φ1||∇φ2||∇φ3|.

the circles are preserved and their diameters do not change with time for CAC and CACB.

The maximum φ3 less than 1 at t = 0, see the second column of Fig.4.13 c) or d), represents

the poor resolution of the smallest circle in the sense that there is no bulk-phase region of

Phase 3 at the beginning. Nevertheless, unlike CH and CHB, both CAC and CACB preserve

this under-resolved structure very well.
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Figure 4.13. Results of the under-resolved structures from a) CH, b) CHB,
c) CAC, and d) CACB. The first column: Diameter of the circles. The second
column: Maximum of the order parameters. The third column: Minimum of
the order parameters. The fourth column: Error of the summation constraint
for the order parameters.

Without the boundedness mapping, the result using CH becomes unstable after the

smallest circle disappears. One can observe that the maximum of φ2 is larger than 1 and

increases with a dramatic rate, see the second column of Fig.4.13 a). Due to the summation

constraint for the order parameters, the minimum of φ4 decreases beyond −1 with a similar

behavior, see the third column of Fig.4.13 a). One can infer that the out-of-bound error

appears at the interfacial region between Phases 2 and 4. Fig.4.14 a) shows the profiles of
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Figure 4.14. Profiles of φ2 at selected moments of the under-resolved struc-
tures from a) CH and b) CHB. The first column: t = 781.2500. The second
column: t = 820.3125. The third column: t = 832.0313.

φ2 at selected moments from CH. At the interfacial region of Phases 2 and 4, an out-of-

bound error initializes, which is consistent with the remark in Section 3.3.5 . As time goes

on, the out-of-bound error keeps growing and becomes a spike. As a result, the profile of φ2

is significantly contaminated and becomes unphysical. Eventually, numerical instability is

triggered due to the large out-of-bound error. Profiles of φ2 using CHB at the same moments

are supplemented in Fig.4.14 b). Thanks to the boundedness mapping, the out-of-bound

error is eliminated. Consequently, the physical profile of φ2 is preserved and the computation

is stable. The out-of-bound error from CAC is of the order of the round-off error. Thus, the

difference between CAC and CACB is negligible. Although the summation constraint for

the order parameters is satisfied, as shown in the last column of Fig.4.13 , it is enforced more

accurately when the boundedness mapping is included, i.e., in the last column of Fig.4.13 b)

and d).

In summary, CAC has a better ability to preserve under-resolved structures than CH.

The boundedness mapping is beneficial to improve the robustness of the scheme and to

provide a physical solution.
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4.4 Reversed single vortex

This case evaluates the performance of the Phase-Field equations as an interface-capturing

method with a given velocity. Following the case setup in [219 ], the domain is [1 × 1] and a

circle with a radius r = 0.15 is initially at (xr, yr) = (0.5, 0.75). The velocity is defined from

the stream function

ψs = 1
π

sin2(πx) sin2(πy) cos(πt

T
),

where T = 2 as that in [219 ]. The circle is stretched by the flow and reaches its maximum

deformation at t = T
2 . After that, the flow begins to reverse and the circle should return to its

initial location and shape at t = T . The cell size of each direction is successively decreased

from h = 1/25 to h = 1/200, and the time step is determined by the CFL constraint,

i.e., CFL = |u|max∆t/h = 0.1. η and M0 are η = η0(h/h0) and M0 = M00(η/η0), with

η0 = h0 = 1/32 and M00 = 10−7. The error of the solution is defined as

Er = r −
√

(xs − xr)2 + (ys − yr)2,

where (xs, ys) are the points at the zero contour of the order parameter at t = T , i.e.,

φ(xs, ys, T ) = 0. The L2 error is defined as the root mean square of Er.

Fig.4.15 and Fig.4.16 show the results of the reversed single vortex problem using two-

phase CH and CAC equations, respectively, at t = 0, t = T
2 and t = T . It can be clearly

observed that the quality of the numerical solution is improved and the solution converges

to the exact one as the cell size is reduced. Fig.4.17 a) shows the L2 norm of Er and the

convergence rate is around 1.5 from both equations.

4.5 Zalesak’s disk

This case evaluates the performance of the Phase-Field equations as an interface-capturing

method with a given velocity. Following the case setup in [220 ], the domain is [1 × 1] and

there is a notched circle initially at (xr, yr) = (0.5, 0.75) with a radius r = 0.15. The width
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Figure 4.15. Results of the reversed single vortex problem using two-phase
CH at t = 0 (black solid line), t = T/2 (blue dashed line), t = T (red dashed
line). a) h = 1/25, b) h = 1/50, c) h = 1/100 and d) h = 1/200.

of the notch and the distance from the top of the notch to the center of the circle are both

0.05. The velocity of rigid body rotation is defined from the stream function

ψs = 1
2Ω0[(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2],
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Figure 4.16. Results of the reversed single vortex problem using two-phase
CAC at t = 0 (black solid line), t = T/2 (blue dashed line), t = T (red dashed
line). a) h = 1/25, b) h = 1/50, c) h = 1/100 and d) h = 1/200.

where Ω0 = 1, and x0 = y0 = 0.5 as those in [219 ]. The notched circle is going to rotate

around (x0, y0) without changing its shape. At t = 2π, the notched circle should return

to its initial location without any deformation. The cell size h is successively decreased

from h = 1/25 to h = 1/200, and the time step is determined from the CFL constraint, i.e.,

CFL = Ω0∆t/h = 0.1. η andM0 are η = η0(h/h0) andM0 = M00(η/η0) with η0 = h0 = 1/32

and M00 = 10−7. The error of the solution is defined as

Er =
√

[xI(s; t = 2π) − xI(s; t = 0)]2 + [yI(s; t = 2π) − yI(s; t = 0)]2,
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Figure 4.17. Convergence in the interface capturing problems using two-
phase CH and CAC. a) The reverse single vortex problem. b) The Zalesak’s
disk problem.

where xI(s; t) and yI(s; t) are the cubic spline interpolants using the points (xs, ys) at time

t satisfying φ(xs, ys, t) = 0, and s is the parameter of the cubic splines ranging from 0 to 1.

When evaluating Er, s is discretized by 1000 points equally.

Fig.4.18 and Fig.4.19 show the results of the Zalesak’s disk problem using two-phase CH

and CAC, respectively, at t = 0, t = 2, t = 4 and t = 2π. The convergence of the numerical

solution to the exact solution can be obviously observed. Fig.4.17 b) shows the L2 norm of

Er and the convergence rate is fast. This can be attributed to the rigid body motion of the

notched circle that is lack of deformation.

4.6 Two diffusion problems

Two diffusion problems are performed to demonstrate that the proposed N -phase-M -

component model is capable of modeling different circumstances of cross-interface transports

of a component that is dissolvable in both sides of the interface. The domain considered is

[1 × 1] with periodic boundaries along the x axis and free-slip boundaries along the y axis.

The domain is discretized by 128 × 128 cells and the time step size is ∆t = 10−3. Phase 1,

whose pure phase density is 1000 and viscosity is 10−3, is at the bottom below y = 0.3, while

the rest of the domain is filled by Phase 2, whose pure phase density and viscosity are 1 and
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Figure 4.18. Results of the Zalesak’s disk problem using two-phase CH at
t = 0 (black solid line), t = 2 (blue dashed line), t = 4 (red dashed line), and
t = 2π (yellow dashed line). a) h = 1/25, b) h = 1/50, c) h = 1/100 and d)
h = 1/200.

2 × 10−5, respectively. The surface tension between the phases is 0.0728 and no gravity is

considered. Component 01 with density 50 and viscosity 10−4 is dissolvable in both of the

phases with diffusivity 0.02 inside Phase 1 and 0.08 inside Phase 2. Initially, there is no
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Figure 4.19. Results of the Zalesak’s disk problem using two-phase CAC at
t = 0 (black solid line), t = 2 (blue dashed line), t = 4 (red dashed line), and
t = 2π (yellow dashed line). a) h = 1/25, b) h = 1/50, c) h = 1/100 and d)
h = 1/200.

Component 01 inside the domain, while its concentrations are 1 at the bottom wall and 0.1

at the top wall.

In the first case, Component 01 is unable to cross the phase interface between Phases 1

and 2. As discussed in Section 2.6.1 , one needs to define Component 1 and Component 2

such that Component 1 is dissolvable only in Phase 1 and Component 2 is dissolvable only

in Phase 2. Consequently, the concentration of Component 01 is represented by χM
01C01 =

χM
1 C1 +χM

2 C2. The sharp-interface steady solution is a step function jumping from 1 to 0.1

at y = 0.3. In the second case, Component 01 is able to cross the phase interface between
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Figure 4.20. Profiles of the concentrations, blue solid line: the sharp-interface
steady solution, red dashed lines: the numerical solution at t = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 8, 10, black solid line: interface. a) results of the first case of the two
diffusion problems. b) results of the second case of the two diffusion problems.

Phases 1 and 2. Then one only needs to define a single component, i.e., Component 1, sharing

the same material properties with Component 01 and dissolving in both Phases 1 and 2. As

a result, the concentration of Component 01 is χM
01C01 = χM

1 C1. The sharp-interface steady

solution is two straight segments with different slopes connecting at y = 0.3, i.e.,

CS(y) =

 −36
19y + 1, y 6 0.3

− 9
19(y − 1) + 0.1, y ≥ 0.3

The profiles of χM
01C01 at selected moments in the two cases are shown in Fig.4.20 , along

with the corresponding sharp-interface steady solutions. As time goes on, the numerical solu-

tions successfully approach the corresponding sharp-interface steady solutions, even though

the background phases have a density ratio of 1000 and a viscosity ratio of 50. Due to the

diffuse domain approach, one can observe that the profiles change smoothly across the inter-

face instead of a sharp transition. The results in this section demonstrate that the proposed

model is capable of modeling whether a component is allowed to cross a phase interface when

it is dissolvable in both sides of the interface.
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4.7 Steady drops

The steady drop problem is performed to quantify the numerical force balance between

the pressure gradient and the surface force which is discretized by either the balanced-

force method or the conservative method. With a circular interface surrounded by quiescent

fluids, on the continuous level, the surface tension should be exactly balanced by the pressure

jump, and thus the fluid remains stationary. However, such an exact force balance is seldom

achievable on the discrete level, and the force imbalance introduced by the discretization

drives the fluid to move, generating the so-called spurious current. Ample studies of the

two-phase spurious current have been performed in, e.g., [39 ], [43 ], [44 ], [113 ], [118 ], [196 ],

[206 ], [221 ]–[224 ], based on the continuous surface [39 ] and/or the ghost fluid method (GFM)

[40 ]. This section investigates the performance of the surface force from the Phase-Field

method.

The domain size is [1 × 1] with the free-slip boundary. The cell size is ranging from 1
16

to 1
128 along each axis, and the time step size is ∆t = 10−3. The Phase-Field parameters are

set up as those in [221 ], i.e., η = η0(h/h0)2/3 and M0 = M00(η/η0)3/2, where η0 = h0 = 1/32

and M00 = 10−7. The strength of the spurious current is evaluated at t = 10, by measuring

the L2 and L∞ norms of the total velocity, i.e., V =
√
u2 + v2.

4.7.1 Two-phase results

The fluid inside the drop is referred to as Phase 1 with density ρ1 and viscosity µ1, while

the one outside the drop is named Phase 2 with density ρ2 and viscosity µ2. A circular drop

with a radius D = 0.4 is placed at the center of the domain and the velocity and pressure

are initially zero.

First, the effects of the density ratio, viscosity ratio, and surface tension on the conver-

gence behaviors of the spurious current under grid refinement are investigated using two-

phase CH-B. Six cases are considered, whose material properties are

• Case 0: ρ1 = 1000, ρ2 = 1000, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, σ = 10−12

• Case 1: ρ1 = 1000, ρ2 = 1000, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, σ = 1
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• Case 2: ρ1 = 1000, ρ2 = 1000, µ1 = 0.1, µ2 = 0.1, σ = 1

• Case 3: ρ1 = 1000, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0.1, µ2 = 0.1, σ = 1

• Case 4: ρ1 = 1000, ρ2 = 1000, µ1 = 0.1, µ2 = 0.0001, σ = 1

• Case 5: ρ1 = 1000, ρ2 = 1000, µ1 = 0.1, µ2 = 0.1, σ = 10

Case 0 is a numerical check, such that the output is zero when the input is zero. For a clear

presentation, the results of case 0 are not shown. Both the L2 and L∞ norms of V in case 0

are in the order of 10−14 for all the cell sizes considered.

The results of cases 1 to 5 are shown in Fig.4.21 . One can see that the spurious current

decreases in all the cases as a result of grid refinement, with the convergent rate in between

1st and 2nd order. Case 5, which has the largest surface tension, produces the largest

spurious current, while converges slower at the rate very close to 1st order. Case 1, which is

the inviscid case, has the second largest spurious current, while converges faster at the rate

close to 2nd order. This implies that the physical viscosity helps to suppress the spurious

current. The large viscosity ratio (Case 4) slightly increases the strength of the spurious

current, while the effect of large density ratio (Case 3) is very small. Interestingly, one

obtains the smallest spurious current in Case 3, which includes a large density ratio. In

general, the tests show that the strengths of the spurious current in cases 1 to 5 are in the

same order of magnitude.

Next, the performances of the balanced method and the conservative method are inves-

tigated using two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C. The material properties are ρ1 = ρ2 = 1000,

µ1 = µ2 = 0.1, and σ = 1. Fig.4.22 shows the convergence behavior of the total velocity in

L2 and L∞ norms. One can observe that the spurious current is small and converges to zero

as the cell is refined, no matter which method is used. The balanced-force method has a

better performance in achieving the numerical force balance. The spurious current is smaller

than the one from the conservative method. In addition, the spurious current converges to

zero with a rate that is close to 2nd-order when using the balanced-force method, while it is

closer to 1st-order when the conservative method is applied.
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Figure 4.21. Results of the steady drop using two-phase CH-B. a) The L2
error. b) The L∞ error.

Figure 4.22. Results of the steady drop using two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C.
a) The L2 error. b) The L∞ error.

4.7.2 Multiphase results

Here, the three-phase steady drops is investigated using CH-B and CH-C, which is unable

to be easily modeled by previous two-phase methods. Initially, the drop (Phase 1) at (0.5, 0.5)

with a radius 0.15 is surrounded by a circular ring (Phase 2) whose outer radius is 0.3. The

material properties are ρ1 = 1000, ρ2 = 100, ρ3 = 1, σ1,2 = 0.5, σ1,3 = 0.1, σ2,3 = 1. Both the

inviscid and viscous cases are considered and the performances of the balanced-force method
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Figure 4.23. Results of the three-phase steady drops using CH-B and CH-C.
a) The L2 error. b) The L∞ error. a) and b) share the same legend. (D/h)
represents the spatial resolution where D is the diameter of the Phase 1 drop
and h denotes the grid size.

to that of the conservative method are compared. In the viscous case, µ1 = 0.1, µ2 = 0.005,

and µ3 = 0.0001. The results are shown in Fig.4.23 .

It can be observed that the balanced-force method performs better than the conservative

method. It generates smaller spurious current and the norms of the spurious current reduce

faster during the grid refinement. Its L2 norm reduces with a rate close to 2nd order, while

the convergence rate of its L∞ norm is about 1st order. In the cases using the conservative

method, both the L2 and L∞ norms converge at a rate close to 1st order. In addition, the

spurious currents in the viscous cases are smaller than those in the inviscid cases. However,

the appearance of viscosity doesn’t change the convergence rate.

In summary, the spurious currents generated by the balanced-force method and by

the conservative method are in an acceptable range. However, the balanced-force method

achieves better numerical force balance than the conservative method.

4.8 Large-Density-Ratio advection

The appropriate coupling between the Phase-Field equation and the momentum equa-

tion should satisfy the consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of mass and
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momentum transport. The large-density-ratio advection is performed to demonstrate that

the consistency conditions are achieved on the discrete level, and to validate Theorem 3.5.4 .

Only the discrete consistent mass flux and the discrete inconsistent mass flux (computed as

ρu) are considered in the following discussions.

Unless otherwise specified, in this section, the domain considered is [1 × 1] with the

periodic boundary condition. Initially, a homogeneous velocity is given, i.e., u = u0 and

v = v0. The domain is discretized by 128 × 128 cells, and the time step is ∆t = 0.1h. The

parameters are η = 3h, M0 = 10−7, u0 = 1, and v0 = 1. All the computations are stopped at

t = 1 or before the computation becomes unstable. Based on Theorem 3.5.4 , the interface

should return to its original location at t = 1 without any deformation, and the velocity

should not be changed, thanks to satisfying the consistency of mass conservation and the

consistency of mass and momentum transport on the discrete level.

4.8.1 One-dimensional results

First, the analysis in Section 3.2 of the one-dimensional advection under the force-free

condition is numerically reproduced using two-phase CH. The governing equations to be

solved are simplified, such that the right-hand side of the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 )

is set to zero. The physical solution is that the velocity maintains its initial value u0 all

the time. However, the analysis shows that, numerically, only satisfying the consistency

conditions on the discrete level leads to the physical solution.

The computational domain is [0, 1] with the periodic boundary condition. A one-dimensional

drop is initially located at the center of the domain with a diameter D = 0.5. Phase 1, which

is inside the drop, is denser than Phase 2, which is outside the drop. Both the cell-center

and cell-face velocities are initially equal to u0 = 1. The cell-face velocity is given to be u0 at

∀t > 0 instead of being computed in this case, and only the error of the cell-center velocity,

i.e., (u−u0), is analyzed. By doing so, the actual equations needed to be solved numerically

are Eq.(3.27 ) and Eq.(3.28 ) for φ, and Eq.(3.50 ) with zero right-hand side for u, and u∗ in

Eq.(3.50 ) becomes un+1 in this case. The other parameters are η = 1/32, M0 = 10−7 and

CFL = u0∆t/h = 0.2. The computations are stopped at t = 2, when the drop returns to its
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initial location for the second time. The number of cells is in the range of 64 to 512. The

L2 and L∞ norms of (un+1 − u0) are used to quantified the results.

The results obtained from the discrete consistent mass flux is labeled as “C”, and those

from the discrete inconsistent mass flux (ρu) are labeled as “I”, and they are shown in

Fig.4.24 . The number following “C” or “I” represents the density ratio. The cases of C-1

and I-1 are identical, and their errors are zero so they cannot be seen in the log-log plot.

As expected, the cases using the discrete consistent mass flux reproduce the physical results

accurately. Both the L2 and L∞ errors are below 10−6 no matter what the cell size and

density ratio are. The errors do not reach the machine zero because of the round-off error

of the computer, which will be further explained in the two-dimensional advection problem.

In spite of the simplicity of the problem and the idealized numerical implementation, a large

error is introduced by the inconsistency of mass and momentum transport when ρu is used

as the mass flux. In addition, the error increases as the density ratio increases. Although

the error is reduced as a result of the grid refinement, it is still larger than 10−2 for the finest

grid. It should be noted that there are about 256 cells across the drop in the finest grid,

which is seldom achievable in practical computations of bubbly flows. These numerical tests

not only match the analysis in Section 3.2 , but also emphasis the significance of achieving

consistency on the discrete level to obtain physical solutions in practical computations.

4.8.2 Two-phase results

Since only the simplified equations are solved and the cell-face velocity is given its ex-

act value in the one-dimensional advection case, the error of the cell-center velocity has no

chance to contaminate the cell-face velocity to consequently create unphysical interface dis-

tortion and pressure fluctuations. To validate this statement, the two-dimensional advection

problem is performed, where the governing equations without any simplifications are solved

numerically, following the scheme in Chapter 3 . This also corresponds to Theorem 3.5.4 and

its corollary.

A circular drop with a radius D = 0.2 is initially located at the center of the domain.

The density ratios considered are 1, 103, 106, and 109, and the fluid inside the drop (Phase
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Figure 4.24. Results of the one-dimensional advection of a drop using two-
phase CH and the simplified momentum equation. a) The L2 error of the
cell-center velocity. b) The L∞ error of the cell-center velocity.

1) is denser than the surrounded fluid (Phase 2). Fig.4.25 shows the initial drop shape and

the streamline. The solution at t = 1 should be identical to the initial configuration. Results

from two-phase CH are reported. Fig.4.26 shows the cases without the surface tension

(σ = 10−12) at t = 1 by using either the discrete consistent or inconsistent mass fluxes. One

can obtain a stable solution for a density ratio of 109 when using the discrete consistent mass

flux, and the physical solution is well reproduced. The streamlines are parallel to each other

along the 450 line. The shape of the interface remains a circle and the its location lays on

the initial one. However, 103 is the highest density ratio to have stable results when using

the discrete inconsistent mass flux. Even in that case, although the solution is stable, it is

incorrect. The streamlines are oscillatory and the shape of the interface is highly deformed by

the perturbed velocity, which is unphysical. Fig.4.27 shows the results including the surface

tension (σ = 1). Again, one obtains the physical results for density ratio 109 by using the

discrete consistent mass flux. Unphysical velocity perturbation and interface deformation is

again observed in the case of a density ratio of 103 using the discrete inconsistent mass flux.

Because of the surface tension, the interface deformation is restricted and it looks like an

ellipse.
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Figure 4.25. Initial configuration of the two-dimensional advection of a cir-
cular drop. Solid black line: Interface at t = 0; Blue arrow line: Streamlines
at t = 0.

The L2 and L∞ errors of u and v are measured to quantify the importance of achieving the

consistency on the discrete level. In addition, for the cases without surface tension, the L2 and

L∞ errors of P are measured, whose reference value is zero. (∆p)avg = |
∫

Ω pdΩ|/
∫

Ω 0.5(1 +

φ)dΩ and (∆p)max = pmax − pmin are defined to quantify the pressure jump when there is a

surface tension. Label “*” represents the results before the computation becomes unstable.

Fig.4.28 plots the results without the surface tension. It is observed that the errors from the

cases using the discrete consistent mass flux are very small, while it seems proportional to

the density ratio. This can be understood by considering that the round-off error introduces

an additional inconsistent error. Following the analysis in Section 3.2 , one can estimate that

its magnitude is in the order of (ρ1 − ρ2)/2 times the round-off error. When the density

ratio is large, the factor (ρ1 − ρ2)/2 is close to be proportional to the density ratio. One

can see that the errors obtained in Fig.4.28 behave similarly to the estimation. The errors

from the cases using the discrete inconsistent mass flux are very large, compared to those

obtained from the consistent one. The pressure error grows dramatically as the density
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Figure 4.26. Results of the two-dimensional advection of a circular drop
without surface tension using two-phase CH. Solid black line: Interface at
t = 0; Red dash line: Interface at t = 1; Blue arrow line: Streamlines at t = 1.
a) Using the discrete consistent mass flux. b) Using the discrete inconsistent
mass flux.

ratio increases and finally triggers numerical instability. The largest pressure is in front

of the interface, where the inconsistent error is most significant. This large pressure value

hinders the movement of the interface and results in unphysical interface deformation such

that the interface is compressed along its advection direction. Fig 4.29 plots the results

including the surface tension. The errors of different density ratios for the cases using the

discrete consistent mass flux slightly change, while they are larger than their correspondences

without the surface tension. These errors are majorly introduced by the numerical imbalance

of the surface tension and the pressure, i.e., the spurious current, instead of the round-off

error. Both (∆p)avg and (∆p)max have the values close to the pressure jump from the Young-

Laplace equation, i.e., 2σ/D = 10 in this case. The errors for the cases using the discrete

inconsistent mass flux, on the other hand, is majorly introduced by inconsistency instead of

numerical imbalance, and they behave similarly to their corresponding ones without surface

tension.

The inviscid and surface-tension-free case is repeated using the two-phase CAC, where the

consistent formulation is implemented to obtain the discrete consistent mass flux. Fig.4.30 
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Figure 4.27. Results of the two-dimensional advection of a circular drop with
surface tension using two-phase CH. Solid black line: Interface at t = 0; Red
dash line: Interface at t = 1; Blue arrow line: Streamlines at t = 1. a) Using
the discrete consistent mass flux. b) Using the discrete inconsistent mass flux.

Figure 4.28. Results of the two-dimensional advection of a circular drop with-
out surface tension using two-phase CH. “*” represents data before numerical
instability.
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Figure 4.29. Results of the two-dimensional advection of a circular drop with
surface tension using two-phase CH-B. “*” represents data before numerical
instability.

a) shows the result of the density ratio 109 from the proposed consistent scheme at t = 1.

The physical solution is well reproduced. The interface at t = 1 is on top of the one at

t = 0, and the velocity vectors are all pointing towards 450 from the x axis. For comparison,

the result of the density ratio 103 from the discrete inconsistent mass flux is depicted in

Fig.4.30 b). One can observe strong compression of the interface along the flow direction

and the streamlines are distorted. This case demonstrate the effectiveness of the consistent

formulation.

4.8.3 Multiphase results

The two-phase advection problem is extended to the multiphase one, and CH is first

considered. The material properties are ρ1 = 109, ρ2 = 106, and ρ1 = 1, and there is neither

viscosity nor interfacial tension. Initially, a circular drop (Phase 1) with a radius 0.1 is at

(0.5, 0.5), surrounded by Phase 2, whose outer interface is an ellipse with its semi-major

axis 0.3 along the y axis and with its semi-minor axis 0.25 along the x axis. Fig.4.31 a)

and c) shows the result from the discrete consistent mass flux. It can be observed that the

interfaces, as expected, return to their initial location without any deformation, and all the
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Figure 4.30. Results of the two-dimensional advection problem using two-
phase CAC. a) Result from the discrete consistent mass flux with a density
ratio 109. b) Result from the discrete inconsistent mass flux with a density
ratio 103. Black solid line: interface at t = 0, blue arrow lines: streamlines at
t = 1, red dashed line: interface at t = 1.

streamlines are pointing towards 450. Fig.4.31 b) and d) shows the result from the discrete

inconsistent mass flux, i.e., ρu. Due to violating the consistency conditions, the interfaces

experienced significant unphysical deformation and the streamlines are fluctuating. It should

be noted that the densities are 1000, 10, and 1 in the case using the discrete inconsistent

mass flux, in order to have a stable solution.

Next, CHB and CACB are considered to demonstrate that including the boundedness

mapping will not affect the consistency of the scheme after implementing the consistent

formulation. The densities of Phases 1, 2, and 3 are 106, 103, and 1, respectively. The

off-diagonal elements of λp,q are 0.03
2
√

2η. Phase 1 is enclosed by a circle at (0.65, 0.65) with a

radius 0.15. Phase 2 is enclosed by a circle at (0.3, 0.4) with a radius 0.1. Phase 3 occupies

the rest of the domain. As shown in Fig.4.32 , at t = 1, the interfaces return to their original

locations without any deformation and the velocity preserves its initial value, even though

the maximum density ratio is 106.

The critical factor in the problem is to satisfy the consistency of mass conservation and

the consistency of mass and momentum transport. Thanks to the consistent formulation in

Section 2.3.1 , the fully discretized Phase-Field equation including the boundedness mapping
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Figure 4.31. Results of two-dimensional advection using CH. a) and c) Re-
sults from the discrete consistent mass flux with densities ρ1 = 109, ρ2 = 106,
and ρ1 = 1. b) and d) Results of using the discrete inconsistent mass flux with
densities ρ1 = 103, ρ2 = 10, and ρ1 = 1. Blue arrow lines: Streamlines at t = 1,
Black dash-dotted lines: Interfaces at t = 0, Red dashed lines: Interfaces at
t = 1, Blue: Phase 1, Yellow: Phase 2, Background: Phase 3.

is able to be written in a conservative form, see Section 3.4 . As a result, the discrete mass

conservation equation in Theorem 3.2.1 is satisfied as well after using the discrete consistent

mass flux which is applied in the momentum equation. Fig.4.33 shows the residues of the

fully discretized Phase-Field equation Eq.(3.41 ) and the discrete mass conservation equation
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Figure 4.32. Results of the two dimensional advection from a) CHB and b)
CACB. Blue solid line: Interface of phase 1 at t = 0. Red solid line: Interface
of phase 2 at t = 0. Yellow dashed line: Interface of phase 1 at t = 1. Green
dashed line: Interface of phase 2 at t = 1. Black arrow: Stream lines at t = 1.

in Theorem 3.2.1 from CHB and CACB. The residue of the fully discretized Phase-Field

equation from either CHB or CACB is in the order of the round-off error. The residue of

the discrete mass conservation equation is in the order of the maximum density ratio of the

problem times the residue of the fully discretized Phase-Field equation.

In summary, the proposed scheme satisfies the consistency of mass conservation and the

consistency of mass and momentum transport on the discrete level, even though the reaction

terms and Lagrange multipliers of the Phase-Field equation and the boundedness mapping

are included, and the analysis in Section 3.2 and Theorem 3.5.4 are validated.

4.9 Horizontal shear layer

The horizontal shear layer in [113 ], [225 ] and its variations of including multiple fluid

phases are performed to validate the physical properties of the schemes of the present study

in Chapter 3 . Different layers of fluids are moving horizontally at different speeds. A vertical

velocity perturbation is applied and the fluids begin to interact with each other. The domain
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Figure 4.33. Residues of the fully discretized Phase-Field equation Eq.(3.41 )
and the discrete mass conservation equation in Theorem 3.2.1 of the two-
dimensional advection from CHB and CACB. a) Residue of the fully discretized
Phase-Field equation from CHB. b) Residue of the fully discretized Phase-Field
equation from CACB. c) Residue of the discrete mass conservation equation
from CHB ant CACB.

considered is [1 × 1] and all its boundaries are periodic. The cell size h is 1
128 in default and

the time step is ∆t = CFLh, with CFL = 0.1.

4.9.1 Two-phase results

The two-phase cases is first investigated using two-phase CH-B. Initially, the horizontal

shear layer along with a vertical perturbation is

u|t=0 =

 tanh(y−y1
δ1

), y ≤ y0,

tanh(y2−y
δ1

), y > y0,
v|t=0 = δ2 sin(kx).

The parameters are y0 = 0.5, y1 = 0.25, y2 = 0.75, δ1 = 1/30, δ2 = 0.05, and k = 2π,

the same as those in [113 ], [225 ], and as a result, η = δ1/
√

2. The initial order parameter

φ|t=0 is the same as u|t=0, meaning that Phase 1 is initially at the center of the domain

with unperturbed velocity 1, while Phase 2 has −1 velocity next to Phase 1. Six cases are

presented:

• Case 1: ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, σ = 10−12

• Case 2: ρ1 = 10, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, σ = 10−12
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• Case 3: ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0.01, µ2 = 0.001, σ = 10−12

• Case 4: ρ1 = 10, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0.01, µ2 = 0.001, σ = 10−12

• Case 5: ρ1 = 1, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, σ = 0.1

• Case 6: ρ1 = 10, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, σ = 0.1

The first two cases are inviscid and without the surface force. The third and fourth cases

are viscous while without the surface force. The last two cases are inviscid but include the

surface force. The cases with odd IDs have matched densities while the other cases have

a density ratio 10. Whenever viscous effects are included, the viscosity ratio is 10. As

analyzed in Section 3.3 , the mass of the fluid mixture is conserved on the discrete level, i.e.,∑
i,j [ρ∆Ω]i,j = ∑

i,j [ρ|t=0∆Ω]i,j, no matter whether the viscous or surface forces are present.

With matched densities, while without the surface force, e.g., Cases 1 and 3, the momentum

of the fluid mixture is conserved as well, i.e., ∑i,j [ρu∆Ω]i,j = ∑
i,j [(ρu)|t=0∆Ω]i,j, as proofed

in Section 3.5.3 . The kinetic energy, on the continuous level, is conserved in Cases 1 and

2, see Section 2.4.2 . However, because of numerical dissipation, the kinetic energy on the

discrete level, EK = ∑
i,j

1
2 [ρu · u∆Ω]i,j, should be decreased, i.e., EK(t) ≤ EK(t = 0), as

discussed in the remarks below Theorem 3.5.7 . In the presence of the surface force, e.g.,

Cases 5 and 6, there is energy transfer between the kinetic energy and the free energy.

The total energy, which is the sum of the kinetic energy and the free energy, however,

does not increase on the continuous level even when the flow is inviscid, see Section 2.4.3 

or [56 ]. It is desired that the discrete forms of the energies reproduce this property, i.e.,

EK(t) +EF (t) ≤ EK(t = 0) +EF (t = 0), where EF (t) = ∑
i,j [λ

(
1
η2 g1(φ) + 1

2∇̃φ · ∇̃φ
)

∆Ω]i,j.

Fig.4.34 shows the results of cases 1-4, where the surface force is neglected and as a

result the free energy is zero. Fig.4.34 a) shows the change of the mass which is machine

zero. Therefore, cases 1-4 conserve the mass on the discrete level, no matter whether viscous

effects are included. Fig.4.34 c) and d) show the change of the momentum in the x and y

directions, respectively. The momentum is conserved on the discrete level no matter whether

the densities of the phases are the same or not. Fig.4.34 b) shows the time history of the

change of the kinetic energy. Cases 1 and 2 do not include physical viscosities, and as a result
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the kinetic energies in these two cases are almost unchanged, compared to those in cases 3

and 4, where physical viscosities are included. The inset plot shows that the kinetic energies

in cases 1 and 2 decay although these two cases are inviscid. To further confirm that the

decay of the kinetic energy is caused by numerical dissipation, finer-grid solutions of cases

2 and 4 are supplemented. Numerical dissipation should be reduced after grid refinement

while physical dissipation should not be changed. After reducing the grid size by half, the

change of the kinetic energy in case 2 (inviscid case) is reduced from 0.1166% to 0.0223%.

Opposite to that, there is no observable difference in case 4 (viscous case) after refining

the grid, indicating that the kinetic energy is dissipated dominantly by physical viscosity in

case 2.

Cases 1,2,5, and 6 are next considered, where cases 5 and 6 include the surface force

and cases 1 and 2 do not. The mass is again conserved on the discrete level, as shown in

Fig.4.35 , a), even when the surface force is included. Fig.4.35 c) and d) show the change

of the momentum. Case 6, where the densities are not matched and the surface force is

present, has the most noticeable momentum reduction in the x direction, due to using the

balanced-force method. However, when compared to its initial value 3.9, the reduction of the

momentum in the x direction is only 0.0058%, which is still insignificant. Since there is the

surface force in case 5, the free energy appears, and Fig.4.35 b) shows the time histories of the

kinetic energy, free energy and total energy of that case. It is observed that the decrease of

the kinetic energy corresponds to the increase of the free energy. However, the total energy,

which is the summation of them, decays, and this can be observed more clearly in the inset

plot. The same behavior is obtained in case 6 (not shown). It should be noted that, although

cases 5 and 6 are inviscid, the total energy decay doesn’t result from numerical dissipation

but is actually the property of the Phase-Field method. To confirm this, results for the finer

grid is included, which is almost on top of that of the default grid.

This case is repeated using two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C. The material properties be-

come ρ1 = 10, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = 0.01, µ2 = 0.001, σ = 0.1. The time histories of Φ = ∑
i,j [φ∆Ω]i,j,

Momentumx = ∑
i,j [ρu∆Ω]i,j and Momentumy = ∑

i,j [ρv∆Ω]i,j minus their initial values are

shown in Fig.4.36 . It is clear that the mass is conserved on the discrete level due to Φ

is conserved. Since the setup of the problem is symmetric with respect to the y axis, the
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Figure 4.34. Results of the horizontal shear layer in Cases 1-4 using two-
phase CH-B. a) Change of the mass, b) change of the kinetic energy, c) change
of the momentum-x, and d) change of the momentum-y with respect to time.
“256” in the legend represents the results from a finer grid h = 1/256.

Momentumy is also conserved no matter whether the balanced-force method or the conserva-

tive method is used. However, Momentumx is conserved only when the conservative method

is used, as expected. A finer grid resolution of the balanced-force method is performed,

and the momentum non-conservative error is greatly reduced. Considering the initial value

of Momentumx is 3.9, the maximum change of Momentumx is less than 0.05% from the

default-grid solution. As a result, the scheme using the balanced-force method leads to the

essential conservation of momentum. The results in Fig.4.36 are consistent with our analyses

in Chapter 3 .
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Figure 4.35. Results of the horizontal shear layer in Cases 1,2,5,6 using
two-phase CH-B. a) Change of the mass, b) the energies, c) change of the
momentum-x, and d) change of the momentum-y with respect to time. “256”
in the legend represents the results from a finer grid h = 1/256.

The time histories of the kinetic energy, EK = ∑
i,j [1

2ρu · u∆Ω]i,j, the free energy, EF =∑
i,j

[
λ
(

1
η2 g1(φ) + 1

2∇̃φ · ∇̃φ
)

∆Ω
]

i,j
, and the total energy, ET = EK + EF , are shown in

Fig.4.37 . Fig.4.37 a) considers the case without viscosity and surface tension. As a result,

the free energy is zero, and total energy (or the kinetic energy) should not change with time.

The decay of the total energy, as well as the kinetic energy, in Fig.4.37 a) is attributed

to the numerical dissipation introduced by the backward difference for time discretization,

the WENO scheme for the convection terms, and the linear interpolation of the pressure

gradient in the momentum equation, as discussed in the remarks below Theorem 3.5.7 . The
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Figure 4.36. Time histories of the changes of the mass and momentum in
the horizontal shear layer problem using two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C. a)
Change of Φ = ∑

i,j [φ∆Ω]i,j versus t, b) change of Momentumx versus t, c)
change of Momentumy versus t. “256” in the legend represents the results
from a finer grid size h = 1/256.

numerical dissipation should be reduced after the grid size is refined, and one can observe

that the decay of the energy happens latter and its amount is smaller in a fine-grid solution.

The second case is inviscid but includes the surface tension. The results are shown in Fig.4.37 

b). In this case, the total energy decays only due to deviating from the thermodynamical

equilibrium defined by the Phase-Field equation, see Theorem 2.4.4 . It can be observed

that the decrease of the kinetic energy is always larger than the increase of the free energy,

leading to the decay of the total energy. Fig.4.37 c) shows the results of the case including

both the viscosity and surface tension. The energy transfer from the kinetic energy to the

free energy and the decay of the total energy are again observed. The results from a finer

grid are also included in Fig.4.37 b) and c), and the difference between the fine-grid solution

and the default-grid solution is small. Thus, the contribution of the numerical dissipation

to the energy decay is negligible. The balanced-force method gives almost identical results

so only the results from the conservative method are presented. In summary, the energy law

in Section 2.4.3 is reproduced by the scheme on the discrete level.

The effectiveness of the boundedness mapping algorithm is illustrated using two-phase

CACB-C in Fig.4.38 , where the time history of max(|φ| − 1) is shown. From the maximum

principle of two-phase CAC, φ should be in the range of [− 1, 1]. Thus, max(|φ| − 1) should

always be negative. It can be observed that before t = 1.5, φ satisfies the maximum principle,
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Figure 4.37. Time histories of the kinetic energy, free energy, and total energy
in the horizontal shear layer problem using two-phase CAC-C. a) without
viscosity and surface tension, b) without viscosity but surface tension, c) with
viscosity and surface tension. “256” in the legend represents the results from
a finer grid size h = 1/256.

and the boundedness mapping is not activated. After t = 1.5, φ slightly goes beyond the

interval [ − 1, 1] without the boundedness mapping. When the grid is refined, φ stays in

[ − 1, 1] longer and the out-of-bound error becomes smaller. In Fig.4.38 b), which is the

zoom of Fig.4.38 a), it is observed that before t = 1.5, there is no difference between the

solutions with and without the boundedness mapping since the mapping is not activated.

After t = 1.5, φ remains to be in [ − 1, 1] with the help of the boundedness mapping while

it is outside [ − 1, 1] without the boundedness mapping. Two-phase CACB-B gives almost

identical results so only the results from the conservative method (two-phase CACB-C) are

presented. The changes of Φ (Φ = ∑
i,j [φ∆Ω]i,j) and momentum (∑i,j [ρu∆Ω]i,j) versus time

are shown in Fig.4.39 and the boundedness mapping is included. The boundedness mapping

doesn’t change the properties of the mass and momentum conservation of the scheme, which

is consistent with the analysis in Section 3.3.2 . The time histories of the kinetic energy,

free energy, and total energy using two-phase CACB-C are shown in Fig.4.40 , along with

the corresponding results (from two-phase CAC-C) without the boundedness mapping. The

energy law is preserved when the boundedness mapping is included, and there is no observable

difference between the results with and without the boundedness mapping. The balanced-

force method gives almost identical results so only the results from the conservative method

are presented.
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Figure 4.38. Effectiveness of the boundedness mapping using two-phase
CAC-C and CACB-C. a) Time histories of max(|φ| − 1), b) zoom of a). NB:
the boundedness mapping is not activated, B: the boundedness mapping is ac-
tivated. “128” in the legend represents the results from a grid size h = 1/128.
“256” in the legend represents the results from a grid size h = 1/256.

Figure 4.39. Time histories of the changes of the mass and momentum
in the horizontal shear layer problem using two-phase CACB-C (including
the boundedness mapping). a) Change of Φ = ∑

i,j [φ∆Ω]i,j versus t, b)
change of Momentumx = ∑

i,j [ρu∆Ω]i,j versus t, c) change of Momentumy =∑
i,j [ρv∆Ω]i,j versus t.

4.9.2 Multiphase results

The horizontal shear layer problem is further extended to including multiple phases, and

CH-B and CH-C are first investigated. The material properties, unless otherwise specified,

are ρ1 = 50, ρ2 = 10, ρ3 = 1, ρ4 = 0.5, µ1 = 0.01, µ2 = 0.1, µ3 = 0.05, µ4 = 0.08, σ1,2 = 0.05,

σ1,3 = 0.01, σ1,4 = 0.08, σ2,3 = 0.1, σ2,4 = 0.02, σ3,4 = 0.2. η and M0 are 1
128 and 10−7,
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Figure 4.40. Time histories of the kinetic energy, free energy, and total energy
in the horizontal shear layer problem using two-phase CAC-C and CACB-C.
B: the boundedness mapping is activated, NB: the boundedness mapping is
not activated.

respectively. Initially, Phase 1 is stationary in y0 < y < y2, Phase 2 is in y1 < y < y0, moving

from left to right at a unity speed, and Phase 3 moves in the opposite direction, filling the

rest of the domain. Phase 4 is absent, i.e., φ4|t=0 ≡ −1. y0 = 0.5, y1 = 0.25, and y2 = 0.75

are set. This configuration is perturbed by a vertical velocity the same as the two-phase

case.

The consistency of reduction on the discrete level is first validated. φ4, which is absent at

the beginning of the computation, should not appear during the computation, i.e., φ4 ≡ −1.

In addition, since Phase 4 is absent, the problem considered is actually a three-phase problem.

The result from setting N = 4 and φ4|t=0 = −1 should be the same as that from setting

N = 3. Fig.4.41 a) shows the time history of the maximum value of |φ4+1|. It is clear that φ4

equals to −1 up to round off error. Fig.4.41 b) shows the time histories of the kinetic energy

EK , the free energy EF , and the total energy ET (= EK + 1
2EF ) (see Corollary 2.4.4.1 ) from

the 4-phase and 3-phase solutions, and they are indistinguishable from each other. Fig.4.41 

c) and d) show the snapshots of the three phases at t = 2 from the 4-phase and 3-phase
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Figure 4.41. Validation of the consistency of reduction using CH-B. a) Time
history of max|φ4 +1|. b) Time histories of the kinetic, free, and total energies
from the 4-phase and 3-phase solutions. c) Snapshot of the phases at t = 2
from the 4-phase solution. d) Snapshot of the phases at t = 2 from the 3-phase
solution. Blue: Phase 1, Yellow: Phase 2, White: Phase 3.

solutions, respectively, and they are identical. The results validate that the consistency of

reduction is satisfied on the discrete level.

Instead of applying the proposed scheme, where all the order parameters are solved

from their Phase-Field equation, the 4-phase setup is repeated and the practice in [75 ] is

followed, where only φ1, φ2, and φ3 are solved from their Phase-Field equation numerically

and φ4 is obtained from their summation, i.e., φ4 = −2 − (φ1 + φ2 + φ3). The result is

shown in Fig.4.42 . It can be observed that Phase 4, which is absent at the beginning, is

being generated unphysically, and, therefore, the consistency of reduction is violated on
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Figure 4.42. Generation of fictitious phases from a reduction inconsistent
scheme: solving φ1, φ2, and φ3 from their Phase-Field equation (CH-B) nu-
merically and obtaining φ4 from φ4 = −2 − (φ1 + φ2 + φ3). a) Time history of
max|φ4 + 1|. b) Time history of max|Φ − (2 −N)| (Φ = ∑N

p=1 φp).

the discrete level, although the summation of the volume fraction contrasts, i.e., Eq.(2.2 ),

is exactly enforced. As discussed in Section 3.3 , {φ̃p}3
p=1 in the convection term of the

Phase-Field equation are computed independently from the WENO scheme. As a result,

there is nothing to guarantee ∑3
p=1 φ̃p = −1. This error contributes to ∑3

p=1 φp 6= −1.

Consequently, φ4 = −2−(φ1+φ2+φ3) can be larger than −1. In other words, φ4 is generated

numerically. Even though the Phase-Field equation satisfy the consistency of reduction, its

numerical scheme still needs to be carefully designed in order to preserve this property and,

consequently, to avoid generating fictitious phases numerically. Since it has been validated

that the proposed scheme satisfies the consistency of reduction, in the following, only the

3-phase setup is used unless otherwise specified.

Next, the mass conservation on the discrete level is considered. As shown in Section 3.3 ,

the total mass, i.e., Mass = ∑
i,j [ρ∆Ω]i,j, and the amounts of individual volume fraction

contrasts, i.e., Mp = ∑
i,j [φp∆Ω]i,j, are globally conserved. In addition, Φ (= ∑N

p=1 φp) is

(2 − N) at every discrete cell, which avoids generating local void or overfilling. Fig.4.43 a)

and b) show the changes of Mass and Mp, respectively, and their changes are machine zero.

These results confirm that the mass conservation is satisfied on the discrete level. Fig.4.43 
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c) and d) show the results including the gradient-based phase selection procedure (Present)

and using the WENO scheme only (WENO), respectively. Because of the non-linearity of

the WENO scheme, the summation and the interpolation are not commutable. As a result,∑N
p=1 ∇̃ · (uφ̃p) is not zero, which results in Φ 6= (2 − N). Besides, the difference between

Φ and (2 −N) increases with time, as shown in Fig.4.43 c). On the contrary, the proposed

scheme, which implements the gradient-based phase selection procedure, guarantees Φ to be

(2 − N) all the time. Fig.4.43 d) shows the spatial distribution of Φ − (2 − N) at t = 2.

The present scheme guarantees Φ = (2 −N) to be satisfied at every discrete cell, while only

using the WENO scheme generates local void or overfilling at about one third of the total

discrete cells.

Now, the momentum conservation on the discrete level is considered. As shown in Sec-

tion 3.5.3 , Momentumx (=∑i,j [ρu∆Ω]i,j) and Momentumy (=∑i,j [ρv∆Ω]i,j) are conserved if

the conservative method (CH-C) is used. However, this is not necessarily true when the

balanced-force method (CH-B) is implemented. The results in Fig.4.44 a) and b) confirm

the analysis. The momentum from the balanced-force method increases with time, although

it is not significant. Specifically, the change of Momentumx is less than 0.04% of its initial

value. However, the momentum from the conservative method doesn’t change with time.

Since the difference between the balanced-force method and the conservative method is in

the order of truncation error, the non-conservation of momentum from the balanced-force

method should be reduced under grid refinement, and this is also shown in Fig.4.44 a) and b).

Fig.4.44 c) and d) show the snapshots of the three phases from the balanced-force method

and the conservative method, respectively. The difference is very small. One can summarize

that, on the discrete level, the momentum is conserved if the conservative method is used,

while it is essentially conserved if the balanced-force method is used.

Finally, the energy dissipation on the discrete level is considered, which is discussed in

Theorem 3.5.7 and the remarks below. CH follows the energy law in Corollary 2.4.4.1 , which

states that the total energy of the multiphase system, without external energy input, should

not increase with time, and the following numerical experiments show that the proposed

scheme respects the energy law on the discrete level.
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Figure 4.43. Validation of the mass conservation and summation of the order
parameters using CH-B. a) Time history of the change of Mass(= ∑

i,j [ρ∆Ω]i,j).
b) Time histories of the change of Mp(=

∑
i,j [φp∆Ω]i,j). c) Time histories

of max|Φ − (2 − N)| (Φ = ∑N
p=1 φp) from the present scheme including

the gradient-based phase selection procedure (Present) and the scheme us-
ing WENO only (WENO). d) The spatial distributions of Φ − (2 − N) at
t = 2 from the present scheme (Present) and the scheme using WENO only
(WENO). c) and d) share the same legend.

In the first case, where there is neither viscosity nor interfacial tension, the free en-

ergy is zero so the total energy is the same as the kinetic energy. From the energy law in

Corollary 2.4.4.1 , the total energy, as well as the kinetic energy, does not change with time.

However, in practice, the total energy is decreased due to numerical dissipation. Fig.4.45 

shows the time histories of the kinetic, free, and total energies. The free energy is identi-

cally zero. The kinetic energy and the total energy are the same. When the cell is refined,
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Figure 4.44. Validation of the momentum conservation using CH-B and CH-
C. a) Time history of the change of Momentumx(=

∑
i,j [ρu∆Ω]i,j). b) Time

histories of the change of Momentumy(=
∑

i,j [ρv∆Ω]i,j). a) and b) share the
same legend, and “256” in the legend represents the results obtained from a
finer cell size h = 1/256. c) Snapshot of the phases at t = 2 from the balanced-
force method (CH-B). d) Snapshot of the phases at t = 2 from the conservative
method (CH-C). Blue: Phase 1, Yellow: Phase 2, White: Phase 3.

the change of the kinetic energy is reduced, implying that the numerical dissipation is the

source of changing the kinetic energy. The numerical dissipation comes from the backward

difference time discretization, the WENO scheme for the inertia term, and the linearly in-

terpolated pressure gradient term in Eq.(3.58 ), like the two-phase case, as discussed in the

remarks below Theorem 3.5.7 .
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Figure 4.45. Time histories of the kinetic (EK), free (EF ), and total (ET )
energies in the case without viscosity and interfacial tensions using CH-B.
“256” in the legend represents the results obtained from a finer cell size h =
1/256.

The second case has no viscosity but interfacial tension. From Corollary 2.4.4.1 , there

is energy transfer between the kinetic energy and the free energy in this case, while the

total energy should decrease. Fig.4.46 shows the results from the balanced-force method

(CH-B) and the conservative method (CH-C). Both methods respect the energy law on the

discrete level, i.e., the total energy decreases with time, as shown in Fig.4.46 a) and b).

one can also observe the energy transfer from the kinetic energy to the free energy due to

the deformation of the initially flat interfaces. In Fig.4.46 c), although the total energies

from the two methods are very close to each other, the kinetic energy from the conservative

method decreases more than the one from the balanced-force method at a later time. As a

result, the free energy from the conservative method increases faster than the one from the

balanced-force method. The difference between the two methods is much less after the cell

size is refined, as shown in Fig.4.46 d).

The last case considered includes both the viscosity and interfacial tension, correspond-

ing to the complete form of Corollary 2.4.4.1 . The results are shown in Fig.4.47 , and Corol-

lary 2.4.4.1 is satisfied on the discrete level by both the balanced-force method (CH-B) and

the conservative method (CH-C), as shown in Fig.4.47 a) and b). There is little difference

between the default and the fine grid solutions, implying that the decay of the total energy
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Figure 4.46. Time histories of the kinetic (EK), free (EF ), and total (ET )
energies in the case without viscosity but with interfacial tensions using CH-B
and CH-C. a) from the balanced-force method (CH-B). b) from the conser-
vative method (CH-C). c) from the cell size h = 1/128. d) from the cell
size h = 1/256. B: The balanced-force method (CH-B), C: The conservative
method (CH-C), “256” represents the results from a finer cell size h = 1/256.

results from the physical interaction in the Phase-Field method, instead of numerical dissi-

pation. In addition, the difference between the two methods is hardly observable in both the

default and the find grid solutions, as shown in Fig.4.47 c) and d).

At the end of this case, the boundedness mapping is included, and CH-B, CHB-B, CAC-

B, and CACB-B are considered together. The mass conservation of individual phases, the

maximum and minimum of the order parameters, and the summation of the order parameters

are first investigated, and the results are shown in Fig.4.48 . It is clear that all the results

satisfy the mass conservation and the summation of the order parameters, no matter whether
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Figure 4.47. Time histories of the kinetic (EK), free (EF ), and total (ET )
energies in the case with viscosity and interfacial tensions using CH-B and
CH-C. a) from the balanced-force method (CH-B). b) from the conservative
method (CH-C). c) from the cell size h = 1/128. d) from the cell size h =
1/256. B: The balanced-force method (CH-B), C: The conservative method
(CH-C), “256” represents the results from a finer cell size h = 1/256.

the boundedness mapping is included. However, without the boundedness mapping, i.e., from

CH-B and CAC-B, the order parameters do not stay in the physical interval [ − 1, 1]. The

out-of-bound error appears at about t = 0.4. It grows with time and finally reaches O(10−4).

On the other hand, with the help of the boundedness mapping, none of the order parameters

go beyond the physical interval [ − 1, 1].

Next, the problem is quantified by the time histories of the kinetic energy (EK), the

free energy (EF ), and the total energy (ET ), see Corollary 2.4.4.1 , and they are shown in

Fig.4.49 . The results with/without the boundedness mapping are on top of each other since
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Figure 4.48. Results of the three-phase horizontal shear layer from a) CH-B,
b) CHB-B, c) CAC-B, and d) CACB-B. The first column: Errors of the mass
conservation of individual phases. The second column: Maximum of the order
parameters. The third column: Minimum of the order parameters. The fourth
column: Error of the summation of the order parameters.

the out-of-bound error is small. In addition, the difference between CHB-B and CACB-B is

unobservable in this case. The decay of the total energy is consistent with the energy law in

Corollary 2.4.4.1 .
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Figure 4.49. Time histories of the energies from a) CH-B and CHB-B, b)
CAC-B and CACB-B, and c) CHB-B and CACB-B.

The consistency of reduction is revisited by adding the 4th phase, whose density is 0.5,

viscosity is 0.08, and surface tensions are σ1,4 = 0.08, σ2,4 = 0.02, and σ3,4 = 0.2. However,

Phase 4 is absent at the beginning, i.e., φ4|t=0 = −1. Therefore, it should not appear during

the computation. The results from CHB-B and CACB-B are shown in Fig.4.50 . The mass

conservation and the summation of the order parameters are again satisfied. φ4 from CHB-

B is exact −1 at every cell and every time step. However, the difference between φ4 from

CACB-B and −1 is the round-off error. Therefore, both the Phase-Field equations along

with the boundedness mapping do not generate any fictitious phases. Then the energies

from the three-phase case are compared to those from the 4-phase case in Fig.4.51 , and the

difference between them is unobservable. The three-phase dynamics is reproduced by the

four-phase setup with a phase absent. Therefore the consistency of reduction is satisfied.

The results shown here validate the analyses and discussions in Chapter 3 . In summary,

the proposed scheme satisfies the summation of the order parameters, the mass conservation

of each phase, the consistency of reduction, unconditionally. Additionally, the order parame-

ters are bounded in their physical interval if the boundedness mapping is supplemented. The

momentum is conserved unconditionally if the conservative method is used for the surface

force, while it becomes essentially conserved with the balanced-force method. The energy

transfer between the kinetic and free energies is well captured by the scheme and the total

energy is dissipated either by the intrinsic physical dissipation of the Phase-Field method,

or by numerical dissipation which is usually very small compared to the physical one.
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Figure 4.50. Results of the four-phase horizontal shear layer from a) CHB-
B and b) CACB-B. The first column: Errors of the mass conservation of
individual phases. The second column: Error of φ4. The third column: Error
of the summation constraint for the order parameters.

Figure 4.51. Time histories of the energies from a) CHB-B and b) CACB-B.
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4.9.3 Multiphase and multicomponent results

The mass conservation, momentum conservation, and energy law are discussed using the

N -phase-M -component model. Phase 1, whose pure phase density is 10 and viscosity is

10−2, is initially in 0.25 6 y 6 0.75. Phase 2, whose pure phase density is 1 and viscosity is

10−3, fills the rest of the domain. The surface tension between them is 0.1 and no gravity

is considered. η is 1
30

√
2 in this case, like the two-phase setup. Component 1, whose density

is 20 and viscosity is 10−3, is dissolvable in Phase 2 only, with diffusivity 10−3. It initially

occupies 0 6 y 6 0.125 and 0.875 6 y 6 1, with a homogeneous concentration 1. The

initial velocity is identical to the two-phase one as well. In this case, both the balanced-force

method (B) and the conservative method (C) is used to discretize the interfacial force.

Fig.4.52 shows the time histories of the total volumes of individual phases, the total

amount of Component 1 inside its dissolvable region, and the total mass of the fluid mixture.

It is clear that all the quantities shown in Fig.4.52 have little change as time goes on, and

they have been checked that the changes of them with respect to their initial values are below

10−12, which matches the analysis in Chapter 3 . The results demonstrate that the proposed

scheme conserves the mass of individual pure phases, i.e.,
{
ρφ

p

∑
i,j [χp∆Ω]i,j

}N

p=1
, conserves

the amount of each component in its dissolvable region, i.e.,
{∑

i,j [χM
p Cp∆Ω]i,j

}M

p=1
, and,

thus, conserves the mass of the fluid mixture, i.e., ∑i,j [ρ∆Ω]i,j = ∑N
p=1 ρ

φ
p

∑
i,j [χp∆Ω]i,j +∑M

p=1 ρ
C
p

∑
i,j [χM

p Cp∆Ω]i,j from Eq.(2.55 ), on the discrete level.

Fig.4.53 shows the time histories of the changes of the momentum. Using the conserva-

tive method, the momentum is conserved on the discrete level. On the other hand, using the

balanced-force method doesn’t conserve the momentum exactly. However, the change of the

momentum is small, which is less than 0.25% of its initial value in this case. Therefore, the

momentum is essentially conserved by the balanced-force method. The obtained results are

consistent with the results of the multiphase flows without components, and they demon-

strate that including components doesn’t change the property of momentum conservation of

the scheme.

Fig.4.54 shows the time histories of the kinetic energy EK , the free energy EF , the

component energy EC and the total energy ET = EK + 1
2EF +EC . Both the balanced-force
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Figure 4.52. Time histories of the quantities related to mass conservation
in the horizontal shear layer. a) Time histories of total volumes of individual
phases. b) Time histories of the total amount of Component 1 in its dissolvable
region. c) Time histories of the total mass of the fluid mixture.

Figure 4.53. Time histories of the momentum in the horizontal shear layer.
a) Time histories of the x component of the momentum. b) Time histories of
the y component of the momentum.

method and the conservative method give similar results. In this case, the contribution from

the component energy is negligibly small. One can observe from Fig.4.54 a) that the kinetic

energy is decaying due to both the viscous effect and the energy transfer to the free energy.

Therefore, the free energy is increased. The total energy is always decaying, demonstrating

that the energy law of the N -phaseM -component model in Corollary 2.6.1.2 is honored at the

discrete level by the scheme. Fig.4.54 b) shows that the component energy is also decaying

all the time.
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Figure 4.54. Time histories of the energies in the horizontal shear layer. a)
Time histories of the kinetic energy, free energy, component energy, and total
energy. b) Time histories of the component energy.

4.10 Rising bubble: convergence tests

The convergence behavior of the numerical solution of the Phase-Field method to the

sharp-interface solution is studied in a problem including large density ratio, large viscosity

ratio, surface tension, and gravity. There are two convergence behaviors when numerically

applying a Phase-Field method to mutliphase problems. The first one is the convergence of

the numerical solution to the exact solution of the Phase-Field method with fixed interface

thickness η by reducing the cell size, which has been studied in Section 4.1 . The second one

is the convergence of the exact solution of the Phase-Field method to the sharp-interface one

by reducing the interface thickness η. In numerical implementations, it is more common and

practical to consider those two together by decreasing both the cell size and the interface

thickness at the same time, and then to evaluate how fast the numerical solution converges

to the sharp-interface solution. Such a discussion in the Phase-Field community focuses only

on the matched density case, while careful and systematic discussions in the problem of large

density and viscosity ratios have not yet been seen, although it is a common situation in

two-phase flows. This section focuses on addressing this gap in the literature.

The rising bubble case is considered. The domain considered is [1 × 2] and it has no-slip

boundaries at the top and bottom but free-slip at the lateral. The cell size h is ranging from
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1
16 to 1

256 , and the time step size is ∆t = 0.128h. A circular bubble (Phase 1) of diameter 0.5

is initially released at (0.5, 0.5) inside a quiescent fluid (Phase 2). The density and viscosity

of Phase 1 inside the bubble are 1 and 0.1, respectively, while they are 1000 and 10 for Phase

2 outside the bubble. These lead to a density ratio 1000 and viscosity ratio 100. The surface

tension is 1.96 and gravitational acceleration is g = {0,−0.98}. All the computations are

stopped at t = 1. Three benchmark quantities are used: the circularity ψc, the center of

mass yc and the rising velocity vc to quantify the results, and their definitions are as follows:

ψc = Pa

Pb

=
2
√∫

φ>0 πdΩ
Pb

, yc =
∫

Ω y
1+φ

2 dΩ∫
Ω

1+φ
2 dΩ

, vc =
∫

Ω v
1+φ

2 dΩ∫
Ω

1+φ
2 dΩ

,

where Pa is the perimeter of the circle whose area is identical to the bubble, and Pb is the

perimeter of the bubble. The circularity ψc quantifies the shape of the bubble. It is 1 when

the bubble is a circle, and less than 1 when the bubble deforms. The center of mass yc and

rising velocity vc quantify the dynamics of the bubble. The sharp interface solution under the

same setup are available in [226 ], where the Level-Set and Arbitrary-Lagrange-Euler (ALE)

methods are used and excellent agreement is reached in the time zone considered. The same

benchmark quantities are defined in [226 ] and they are considered as the reference. If the

benchmark quantities at time t are not directly available, the cubic spline interpolation is

used to specify them.

4.10.1 Two-phase results

First, two-phase CH-B is first considered. η is related to the cell size h as η = η0(h/h0)χη

and the mobility M0 is related to η as M0 = M00(η/η0)χM , where η0 = h0 = 1/32 and

M00 = 10−7. The exponent χη should be less than or equal to 1 so that at least there are the

same number of grid points across the interface during grid refinement. The exponent χM

should be larger than or equal to 1 but smaller than 2, based on the analysis in [54 ]. The

effect of χη on the convergence rate is first considered by fixing χM = 1 and by choosing χη

to be 0, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, and 1. The results are shown in Fig.4.55 -Fig.4.59 . When χη = 0, the

interface thickness η doesn’t change during grid refinement, one can see that the numerical

solutions quickly converge to the exact solution of the Phase-Field method with parameters
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η = η0 andM0 = M00. Since the interface thickness η is not reduced, the numerical solutions

are unable to converge to the sharp interface solution. When χη is larger than zero, one can

see that all the numerical solutions converge to the sharp interface solution during grid

refinement. However, the convergence rate is different for different χη. For example, the

discrepancy between the numerical solution of χη = 1/3 and the sharp interface solution is

very obvious even with the finest grid (h = 1/256), while the numerical solution of χη = 1

with the grid size (h = 1/128) is almost on top of the sharp interface solution. To quantify

the convergence rate, the L2 errors of the benchmark quantities are measured and plotted in

Fig.4.61 . For the case where χη = 0, since the numerical solution does not converge to the

sharp interface solution, it does not make sense to use that as the reference to compute the

L2 error. As convergence can be observed, the finest-grid solution is used as the reference

instead for this case. For the other cases where χη > 0, the sharp interface solution in [226 ]

is used as the reference solution when computing the L2 error. However, it should be noted

that the reference solution is still a numerical approximation of the exact sharp interface

solution. The computed L2 error includes the errors of the present Phase-Field solution

and of the reference solution. The error of the reference solution is negligible, compared to

the error of the present Phase-Field solution, when the grid is coarse. However, it becomes

more significant as the present Phase-Field solution gets closer to the exact sharp interface

solution during grid refinement, and, as a result, interferes the evaluation of the convergence

rate. Consequently, the finest-grid results are skipped when evaluating the convergence rate.

It is observed that the convergence rate is better than 2nd-order when η is fixed and is close

to 0.6, 0.9, 1.2 and 1.5 when χη is 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, and 1, respectively. Next the case where

χη = 2/3 and χM = 3/2, which leads to M0 ∼ h, is considered. The results are given in

Fig.4.60 and the L2 errors of the benchmark quantities are plotted in Fig.4.61 , as well. The

convergence to the sharp interface solution is observed in Fig.4.60 and both the errors and

the convergence rates have little change, compared to the corresponding one with χM = 1.

This implies that the effect of χM on the numerical solution is small.

For all the cases that have been discussed, no matter how χη is chosen, the magnitude of

η is still on the same order of the grid size h, and our numerical practice shows this is a good

choice for η. However, the magnitude of the mobility depends on M0 while there is no clear
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Figure 4.55. Results of the rising bubble with χη = 0 and χM = 1 using
two-phase CH-B. a) The shape of the bubble at t = 1, b) the circularity ψc vs.
t, c) the center of mass yc vs. t, and d) the rising velocity vc vs. t.

guideline to specify that. To figure out the effect of M0, a series numerical experiments are

performed by fixing χη = 1, χM = 1, h = 1/128 and choosing M0 from 10−4 to 10−9. The

results are shown in Fig.4.62 . There is little difference between the cases with different M0,

and all the cases in Fig.4.62 are almost on top of the sharp interface solution. This implies

that the numerical solution is strongly tolerant to the magnitude of the mobility. This also

explain why the effect of χM on the numerical solution is small.

Next, two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C are investigated. Here, the interface thickness re-

duces as fast as the cell size, i.e., η = η0(h/h0), where η0 = h0 = 1/32, and the mobility is

M0 = M00(η/η0) with M00 = 10−7. Figs.4.63 and 4.64 show the results from the balanced-

force method (two-phase CAC-B) and the conservative method (two-phase CAC-C), respec-

tively. No matter which method is used, the convergence of the numerical Phase-Field solu-

tion to the sharp-interface solution (the Reference) can be clearly observed during successive

cell refinement. To quantify the convergence behavior, the L2 errors of the circularity ψc, the
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Figure 4.56. Results of the rising bubble with χη = 1/3 and χM = 1 using
two-phase CH-B. a) The shape of the bubble at t = 1, b) the circularity ψc vs.
t, c) the center of mass yc vs. t, and d) the rising velocity vc vs. t.

center of mass yc, and the rising velocity yc are computed, considering the sharp-interface

solutions as the reference values, and they are plotted in Fig.4.65 . The difference between

the two methods is tiny although the conservative method (two-phase CAC-C) slightly out-

performs the balanced-force method (two-phase CAC-B). The circularity, which quantifies

the shape of the bubble, has a convergence rate close to 2nd-order, while it is around 1.6th-

order for the center of mass and the rising velocity. In summary, the numerical Phase-Field

solution converges to the sharp-interface solution with a rate between 1.5th- and 2nd-order.

In Section 4.1 , it is demonstrated that the scheme is formally 2nd-order accurate although

W (φn) is used when computing L̃c in two-phase CAC. To further investigate its effect on the

accuracy of the scheme in a realistic two-phase flow problem, the convergence test is repeated

but fix both η and M0, i.e., η = η0 and M0 = M00, as the grid is refined. As a result, the

numerical solution converges to the exact solution of the Phase-Field method. L2 errors
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Figure 4.57. Results of the rising bubble with χη = 1/2 and χM = 1 using
two-phase CH-B. a) The shape of the bubble at t = 1, b) the circularity ψc vs.
t, c) the center of mass yc vs. t, and d) the rising velocity vc vs. t.

of the benchmark quantities are computed using the finest-grid solution as the reference

and are plotted in Fig.4.66 a). Again 2nd-order convergence is observed. Therefore, using

W (φn) has little effect on the accuracy of the scheme. The slowing down of the convergence

rate in Fig.4.65 is attributed to approximating a sharp-interface problem with a Phase-Field

method.

Then, the effect of the mobility in two-phase CAC is considered. the grid size is fixed to be

h = 1
128 but change M0 from 10−3 to 10−9. The results are shown in Fig.4.67 . Although the

mobility changes in a wide range, the difference among the solutions is negligible. Therefore,

the two-phase flow model shows good tolerance to the value of the mobility. Since the

asymptotic analysis of the two-phase flow model using CAC is not available, the analysis of

the one using two-phase CH [54 ], [77 ] is borrowed and the mobility is related to the interface

thickness as M0 = M00(η/η0), whose results are shown in Fig.4.63 , Fig.4.64 , and Fig.4.67 .

The convergence of the numerical solution to the sharp-interface solution has been observed
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Figure 4.58. Results of the rising bubble with χη = 2/3 and χM = 1 using
two-phase CH-B. a) The shape of the bubble at t = 1, b) the circularity ψc vs.
t, c) the center of mass yc vs. t, and d) the rising velocity vc vs. t.

and quantified. Another suggestion is to relate M0 to η as M0 = M00(η/η0)2 [94 ], [109 ].

Since the model is not sensitive to the mobility, one can infer that changing the correlation

of the mobility will not make a big difference in the convergence behavior to the sharp-

interface solution, and the results, obtained from M0 = M00(η/η0)2 with M00 = 10−3, in

Fig.4.66 b), confirm the statement. It should be noted that these observations are based

on a practical and numerically affordable setup and the interface thickness considered is

probably not small enough to reach the asymptotic regime. Therefore, they are useful for

numerical implementation but not necessarily representing the behavior of the method in

the asymptotic regime. Numerically reaching the asymptotic regime is challenging since

it normally requires a tremendous number of grid points to resolve the interface thickness

which can be a million times smaller than the length scale of the problem [92 ]. Therefore, the

asymptotic analysis is a more appropriate tool to study the behavior of the method inside

that regime, but it is outside the scope of the present study. Fortunately, it is demonstrated
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Figure 4.59. Results of the rising bubble with χη = 1 and χM = 1 using
two-phase CH-B. a) The shape of the bubble at t = 1, b) the circularity ψc vs.
t, c) the center of mass yc vs. t, and d) the rising velocity vc vs. t.

that satisfactory results can be obtained even outside the asymptotic regime, which makes

the two-phase CAC method practical and computationally affordable to study two-phase

flows numerically.

4.10.2 Multiphase results

The same case is repeated using the multiphase Phase-Field equations, i.e., CH-B and

CH-C. η = η0
h
h0
, where η0=h0 = 1

32 , and M0 = 10−7 η
η0

are set, so that both of them decrease

as the cell is refined. Fig.4.68 and Fig.4.69 show the results using the balanced-force method

(CH-B) and the conservative method (CH-C), respectively. It is clear that the Phase-Field

solution converges to the sharp interface solution (labeled as “Reference” in the figures) as

the cell size h, as well as the interface thickness η, reduces. To quantify the convergence rate,

the L2 errors, i.e, the root mean square of the difference between the Phase-Field and the

sharp-interface solutions, of the three benchmark quantities are computed. The results are
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Figure 4.60. Results of the rising bubble with χη = 2/3 and χM = 3/2 using
two-phase CH-B. a) The shape of the bubble at t = 1, b) the circularity ψc vs.
t, c) the center of mass yc vs. t, and d) the rising velocity vc vs. t.

plotted in Fig.4.70 . There is no significant difference between the two methods, although the

conservative method performs slightly better, giving smaller errors and faster convergence

rates. Overall, both the circularity ψc and the center of mass converge to their sharp-interface

solutions with a rate close to 2nd order, while the convergence rate of the rising velocity is

about 1.5th order, which is slightly slower.

Next, the boundedness mapping is included and CHB-B and CACB-B are considered. In

the first test, η andM0 are fixed in order to study the convergence of the numerical solutions

to the exact solutions of the Phase-Field methods. This test is related to the truncation error

and should be able to indicate the formal order of accuracy of the schemes. In the second

test, η and M0 are correlated to the grid/cell size h. The interface thickness η is reduced

when the cell is refined, and the convergence of the numerical solutions of the Phase-Field

methods to the sharp-interface solution can be studied.
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Figure 4.61. L2 errors of the benchmark quantities from two-phase CH-B. a)
χη = 0 and χM = 1 (or fixed η and M0). b) L2 errors of ψc with different χη

and χM . c) L2 errors of yc with different χη and χM . d) L2 errors of vc with
different χη and χM .

Fig.4.71 and Fig.4.72 show the results from CHB-B and CACB-B, respectively, using

fixed η = η0 = 1
32 and M0 = 10−7. As the cell size becomes smaller, the numerical solutions

gradually approach the exact solutions of the Phase-Field methods, which is different from

the sharp-interface solution, since the interface thickness is not reducing. To quantify the

convergence behavior, the L2 errors, i.e., the root-mean-square errors, of the three benchmark

quantities are computed. The solutions from the finest grid is used as the exact solutions
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Figure 4.62. Results of the rising bubble with different M0 using two-phase
CH-B. a) The shape of the bubble at t = 1, b) the circularity ψc vs. t, c) the
center of mass yc vs. t, and d) the rising velocity vc vs. t.

of the Phase-File methods. The errors are plotted in Fig.4.73 a), and the convergence rates

are 2nd-order. Therefore, the schemes for CHB and CACB are formally 2nd-order accurate.

This supplements the formal accuracy of CAC that is missed validated in Section 4.1 .

Fig.4.74 and Fig.4.75 show the results from CHB-B and CACB-B, respectively, using

η = h and M0 = 10−7(η/η0). The convergence of the numerical solutions from the Phase-

Field methods to the sharp-interface solution is observed, as the cell size, as well as the

interface thickness, is refined. The L2 errors of the three benchmark quantities are computed

using the sharp-interface solution. The errors are plotted in Fig.4.73 b), and both CHB-B

and CACB-B share a similar convergence behavior. The circularity ψc, which quantifies the

shape of the bubble, converges to the sharp-interface solution at a rate close to 2nd-order.

The convergence rate is around 1.5th-order for the dynamics of the bubble, quantified by
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Figure 4.63. Results of the convergence test from the balanced-force method
(two-phase CAC-B). a) The bubble shape at t = 1, b) ψc versus t, c) yc versus
t, and d) vc versus t.

both yc and vc. Therefore, the numerical solutions of the Phase-Field methods converge to

the sharp-interface solution.

Compared to the results from two-phase CH and CAC and multiphase CH, one can

conclude that the boundedness mapping has little effect on either the formal order of accuracy

or the convergence rate to the sharp-interface solution. In summary, the numerical solution

of the Phase-Field methods using either the balanced-force or the conservative method for

the surface force converges to the sharp-interface solution, even in a case including large

density and viscosity ratios. The convergence rate is between 1.5th- and 2nd-order.
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Figure 4.64. Results of the convergence test from the conservative method
(two-phase CAC-C). a) The bubble shape at t = 1, b) ψc versus t, c) yc versus
t, and d) vc versus t.

4.10.3 Multiphase and multicomponent results

This case is performed to demonstrate the capability of the proposedN -phase-M -component

model and scheme of producing sharp-interface solutions, to illustrate the effect of the pro-

posed consistency of volume fraction conservation, and to quantify the convergence of the

entire scheme. Additional two components are added. Component 1, having a density 0.5

and viscosity 0.05, is only dissolvable in Phase 1 with a diffusivity 0.01. Component 2 is

only dissolvable in Phase 2 with a diffusivity 0.05 and has a density 1600 and viscosity 14.
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Figure 4.65. L2 errors of the benchmark quantities using two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C.

Figure 4.66. L2 errors of the benchmark quantities using two-phase CAC-B.
a) Fixed η and M0. b) M0 ∼ η2.

First, the results from the proposed N -phase-M -component model and scheme are com-

pared with the sharp-interface ones in [226 ] using the following two setups.

• Setup 1: The bubble is represented by Phase 1, while the liquid is Phase 2. The

components are absent, by giving their concentrations to be zeros at t = 0. Therefore,

the densities, viscosities, and surface tension of the phases are the same as the given
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Figure 4.67. Results of the convergence test with fixed grid size h = 1/128
but different M0 using two-phase CAC-B. a) The bubble shape at t = 1, b) ψc

versus t, c) yc versus t, and d) vc versus t.

values for the bubble and liquid, and χb equals χ1. The domain is discretized by a grid

size of h = 1
128 . The time step size is ∆t = 0.128h and η is the same as h.

• Setup 2: The bubble is represented by Phase 1 with Component 1 having a homoge-

neous concentration 1 dissolved in it. On the other hand, the liquid is composed of

Phase 2 and Component 2 with a homogeneous concentration 0.5. Thus, the concen-

trations are initially 1 and 0.5 for Components 1 and 2, respectively. The material

properties of Phase 1 become 0.5 for the density and 0.05 for the viscosity, while they

are 200 for the density and 3 for the viscosity of Phase 2. The rest is the same as

Setup 1.
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Figure 4.68. Results of the convergence test using the balanced-force method
(CH-B). a) Bubble shape at t = 1. b) Circularity ψc vs. t. c) Center of mass
yc vs. t. d) Rising velocity vc vs. t. The legend shows the number of grid cells
per unit length, and “Reference” is the sharp-interface solution.

As pointed out in Section 2.6.1 , any pure phase can be modeled as another pure phase

dissolving components with homogeneous concentrations. For example, one can model a salt

water as a pure phase or as a solution of water, which is the pure phase (or the background

fluid), and salt, which is the component, with a homogeneous concentration. Therefore,

Setups 1 and 2 should produce the same results. Fig.4.76 shows the results from Setups

1 and 2, along with the sharp-interface results from [226 ]. The results from both setups

are indistinguishable from each other and agree well with the sharp-interface results. In

addition, under Setup 1, the concentrations of the components, which are zero initially, are
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Figure 4.69. Results of the convergence test using the conservative method
(CH-C). a) Bubble shape at t = 1. b) Circularity ψc vs. t. c) Center of mass
yc vs. t. d) Rising velocity vc vs. t. The legend shows the number of grid cells
per unit length, and “Reference” is the sharp-interface solution.

always zero during the computation. This confirms the consistency of reduction of the model

and scheme.

Next, the effect of the newly proposed consistency condition, i.e., the consistency of

volume fraction conservation is considered. The effects of the other consistency conditions

have been discussed in the previous cases. Setup 2 is repeated but the concentrations of the

components are solved from the original diffuse domain approach [143 ], without considering

the consistency of volume fraction conservation. Those Results are labeled as “IC” which

means inconsistent. Since Setups 1 and 2 are equivalent, the profile of χM
p Cp should be
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Figure 4.70. L2 errors of the benchmark quantities using CH-B and CH-C.

Figure 4.71. Results of the convergence test with η = η0 from CHB-B. a)
Shape of the bubble at t = 1. b) Circularity. c) Center of mass. d) Rising
velocity. 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 are the numbers of cells on a unite length of
the domain. Reference is the sharp-interface solution from [226 ].
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Figure 4.72. Results of the convergence test with η = η0 from CACB-B. a)
Shape of the bubble at t = 1. b) Circularity. c) Center of mass. d) Rising
velocity. 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 are the numbers of cells on a unite length of
the domain. Reference is the sharp-interface solution from [226 ].

Figure 4.73. L2 errors of the benchmark quantities using CHB-B and CACB-
B. a) η = η0. b) η = h.
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Figure 4.74. Results of the convergence test with η = h from CHB-B. a)
Shape of the bubble at t = 1. b) Circularity. c) Center of mass. d) Rising
velocity. 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 are the numbers of cells on a unite length of
the domain. Reference is the sharp-interface solution from [226 ].

the same as χM
p (Cp|t=0). Fig.4.77 shows the difference between χM

1 C1 and χM
1 at x = 0.5

at different moments. Due to violating the consistency of volume fraction conservation, it

is observed from the “IC” results that the concentration of Component 1 is suffering from

unphysical oscillations around the boundary of the bubble. Even worse, the oscillations

are growing with time, which probably becomes an origin of numerical instability in highly

dynamical problems. On the other hand, the difference is less than 10−11 at t = 1 from the

proposed consistent model and scheme. The concentration of Component 2 behaviors in a

similar manner, and therefore they are not shown here.

Finally, the convergence of the entire scheme is considered using Setups 3 and 4, modified

from Setup 2, such that the concentrations of the components are not homogeneous initially.

• Setup 3: The concentration of Component 1 is unity inside a circle at (0.5, 0.5) with a

radius 0.1 but zero elsewhere initially. The concentration of Component 2 is 0.5 above
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Figure 4.75. Results of the convergence test with η = h from CACB-B. a)
Shape of the bubble at t = 1. b) Circularity. c) Center of mass. d) Rising
velocity. 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 are the numbers of cells on a unite length of
the domain. Reference is the sharp-interface solution from [226 ].

Figure 4.76. Results of the rising bubble problem under Setups 1 and 2. a)
The trajectory of the bubble center versus time. b) The rising speed of the
bubble versus time. The sharp-interface results are from [226 ].
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Figure 4.77. Differences between χM
1 C1 and χM

1 under Setup 2 at x = 0.5.
IC: the concentrations are solved from the original diffuse domain approach
[143 ], without considering the consistency of volume fraction conservation.
Proposed: the concentrations are solved from the proposed Eq.(2.48 ) that
satisfies the consistency of volume fraction conservation.

y = 0.85 but zero elsewhere initially. The grid size is ranging from 1
16 to 1

256 , and η is

fixed to be 1
32 . The solution from the finest grid is considered as the reference solution.

• Setup 4: The same as Setup 3 but η is changing with the grid size, i.e., η = h.

The solutions from different grid sizes in Setup 3 are approximating the same exact solution

of the model with a fixed η. Therefore, its convergence behavior represents the formal order

of accuracy of the proposed scheme. On the other hand, the solutions in Setup 4 converge to

a series of solutions that approach the one with zero η, i.e., the sharp-interface solution. It

usually converges slower than the formal order of accuracy of the scheme but is more related

to practical applications. Fig.4.78 shows the results of Setups 3 and 4, and convergences of

the results are evident after successively refining the grid size under both setups. Fig.4.79 

shows the L2 norms, i.e., the root mean square, of yc and vc minus their corresponding

reference solutions from the finest grid. The convergence under Setup 3 is close to but better

than 2nd order, which validates the formally 2nd-order accuracy of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 4.78. Results of the rising bubble problem under Setups 3 and 4 using
different grid sizes. a) The trajectory of the bubble center versus time under
Setup 3. b) The rising speed of the bubble versus time under Setup 3. c) The
trajectory of the bubble center versus time under Setup 4. d) The rising speed
of the bubble versus time under Setup 4.

The convergence in Setup 4 is a little slower than that in Setup 3 but still close to 2nd order.

The present case demonstrates that the proposed N -phase-M -component model and

scheme are able to produce sharp-interface solutions. The proposed consistency of volume

fraction conservation is essential to eliminate unphysical fluctuations of components around

phase interfaces. The formal order of accuracy of the entire scheme is 2nd-order, and the

convergence behavior towards the sharp interface solution is reasonably satisfactory with a

rate close to 2nd order.
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Figure 4.79. The L2 norms of yc and vc minus their corresponding reference
solutions form the finest grid versus the grid sizes under Setups 3 and 4.

4.11 Couette flow

The Couette flow problem is solved to validate Theorem 2.6.4 of the thermo-gas-liquid-

solid model including solidification/melting, where the liquid phase is absent and the temper-

ature is below the melting temperature, and to demonstrate the drag force in Section 2.6.2 .

The unit domain considered is periodic along the x axis while is no-slip along the y axis.

Both the top and bottom boundaries are adiabatic but the top one is moving with a unit

horizontal velocity, i.e., utop = 1. The solid phase is at the bottom below y = 0.3, while the

gas phase fills the rest of the domain. The input parameters are ρ = 1, µ = 0.15, Cp = 103,

κ = 0, Γφ = 2.41 × 10−7, µφ = 2.6 × 10−5, TM = 2, L = 100, σ = 10−2, and g = 0. The

liquid phase is initially absent, i.e., αL = ϕφ = 0, and therefore one has φ = 0. The initial

temperature is T0 = 1 which is lower than the melting temperature TM = 2. The domain is

discretized by 128 × 128 grid cells, and the time step is determined by utop∆t/h = 0.1.

The above setup is equivalent to the following Couette flow:

∂u

∂t
= ν

∂2u

∂y2 , u = u0 at y = y0, u = u1 at y = y1, u|t=0 = 0, ν = 0.15,
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where u0 = 0, u1 = utop = 1, y0 = 0.3, and y1 = 1. The exact solution of the above equation

is

uE =



∑∞
α=1

2(u1 cos(απ)−u0)
απ

exp
[
−ν

(
απ

y1−y0

)2
t
]

sin
[

απ

y1−y0
(y − y0)

]
+u1−u0

y1−y0
(y − y0) + u0, y0 6 y 6 y1,

0, else,

derived from separation of variables. Theorem 2.6.4 implies that the liquid phase remains

absent, i.e., αL = ϕφ = 0 or φ = 0 at ∀t > 0, the temperature remains homogeneous, i.e.,

T = T0 at ∀t > 0, and the exact solution is produced (or approximated) by the FD/BP FSI

formulation, with the present setup. Expected results are obtained and shown in Fig.4.80 .

First in Fig.4.80 a), the profile of the solid fraction (αS = ϕ − ϕφ = ϕ) at t = 1 overlaps

the one at t = 0, representing that the solid phase is stationary. Moreover, the profiles of

the solution from the proposed model are indistinguishable from the exact solution, noticing

that the summation in the exact solution is from α = 1 to α = 106. Theorem 2.6.4 is true,

as shown in Fig.4.80 b) that φ = 0 and T = T0 at ∀t > 0. In addition, the unidirectional

condition, which is required to obtain the Couette flow, is also demonstrated, as shown in

Fig.4.80 b) that v = 0 at ∀t > 0.

4.12 Stefan problem

The Stefan problem is performed to validate Theorem 2.6.5 of the thermo-gas-liquid-

solid model including solidification/melting, where both the gas phase and the flow are

absent and the liquid and solid phases have matched material properties (except the thermal

conductivities). The setup in [205 ] is followed. The unit domain is periodic along the x

direction. Both the top and bottom boundaries are free-slip and adiabatic. The material

properties are: ρ = 1, µ = 1, Cp = 1, κL
M = 0.05, κS

M = 1, TM = 1, L = 0.53, and

g = 0. Other parameters are ηφ = √2aφζφ, Mφ = 1/(νφζ
2
φL), and λφ = 1/(νφMφ), where

aφ = 0.0625, νφ = 1, and ζφ = 0.002, the same as those in [205 ]. Initially, the liquid-solid

interface is at y = s0 = 0.2, above which there is the solid phase having a temperature

T S
0 = 1.1, while below which there is the liquid phase having a temperature TL

0 = 1.53. The

domain is discretized by 5 × 2000 grid cells, and the time step is ∆t = 5 × 10−6.
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Figure 4.80. Results of the Couette flow. a) Profile of ϕ at t = 0 and t = 1,
and profiles of uE and u at t = 0, t = 0.1, t = 0.3, t = 0.6, and t = 1. Here,
uE is the exact solution of the Couette flow, and the numerical predictions
and analytical solutions are overlapped. b) L∞ norms of φ, v, and (T − T0)
versus time. The liquid phase remains absent, the temperature equilibrium is
preserved, and the unidirectional flow condition is produced, which validate
Theorem 2.6.4 .

The above setup is to produce the following Stefan problem [205 ] (based on ∆T =

T − TM):

∂∆T
∂t

= ∂

∂y

(
κL

M

∂∆T
∂y

)
y ∈ (−∞, s(t)), ∂∆T

∂t
= ∂

∂y

(
κS

M

∂∆T
∂y

)
y ∈ (s(t),+∞),

∆T = TL
0 − TM at y → −∞, ∆T = T S

0 − TM at y → +∞,

∆T = 0, at y = s(t),

L
ds

dt
= κS

M

∂∆T
∂y

|y=s+ − κL
M

∂∆T
∂y

|y=s− ,
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where s(t) is the location of the liquid-solid interface. The above equation has an analytical

self-similar solution [205 ], [227 ]:

sE(t) = s0 + 2α
√
t,

TE − TM =



(TL
0 − TM)

 erfc
(

y−s0
2
√

κL
M

t

)
−erfc

(
α√
κL

M

)
2−erfc

(
α√
κL

M

)
 y < s(t),

(T S
0 − TM)

1 −
erfc
(

y−s0
2
√

κS
M

t

)
erfc
(

α√
κS

M

)
 y > s(t),

α =

√
κS

M√
πL

T S
M − TM

erfc(α/
√
κS

M)
exp

(
− α2

κS
M

)
+

√
κL

M√
πL

TL
M − TM

2 − erfc
(
α/
√
κL

M

) exp
(

− α2

κL
M

)
.

Numerical results are compared to the exact solution, and shown in Fig.4.81 . The interface

location is specified as the 0.5 contour of (ϕφ) from the numerical results. Both the temper-

ature and interface location agree with the exact solution very well. Minor discrepancy is

observed near the domain boundary at t = 0.1 in Fig.4.81 a) because in practice the domain

is not infinite. Moreover, the L∞ norms of (ϕ−1), u, and v are on the orders of 10−16, 10−33,

and 10−34, respectively, at the end of the simulation, which demonstrates Theorem 2.6.5 .

4.13 The mass conservation and volume change

Here, the effect of the mass conservation of the thermo-gas-liquid-solid model includ-

ing solidification/melting is discussed, which leads to the non-divergence-free velocity, i.e.,

Eq.(2.63 ), when the phase change happens and the liquid and solid phases have different

densities. Such an effect has been overlooked by many existing models. The unit domain

considered is periodic along the x axis. The bottom boundary is no-slip and has a fixed

temperature Tbottom = 5, while the top one is an outflow boundary having a fixed pressure

Ptop = 0 and zero heat flux. At the bottom of the domain below y = 0.3 is the liquid phase,

whose material properties are ρL
M = 1000, µL

M = 1 × 10−3, (Cp)L
M = 1, and κL

M = 200.

Floating on the liquid phase is the solid phase, whose material properties are ρS
M = 900,

µS
M = 1 × 10−3, (Cp)S

M = 1, and κS
M = 300. Above y = 0.6 is the gas phase, whose material
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Figure 4.81. Results of the Stefan problem. a) Profiles of the temperature
at different time. Here, TE is the exact solution of the Stefan problem . b)
Location of the liquid-solid interface versus time. The numerical prediction
agrees well with the analytical solution, which validates Theorem 2.6.5 .

properties are ρG = 1, µG = 2 × 10−5, (Cp)G = 0.1, and κG = 100. Other parameters are

TM = 1, L = 20, σ = 0.0728, ρL
MLΓφ/TM = 10, Mφ = 5 × 10−4, and g = (0,−9.8). The

initial temperature is T0 = 0.5. The domain is discretized by 128 × 128 grid cells, and the

time step is ∆t = 10−3.

The materials are heated by the bottom wall whose temperature is higher than the

melting temperature. As a result, the solid phase will melt and finally disappear. Since

the liquid density is 10% larger than the solid phase, the final volume of the phase change

material should be smaller than its initial value, in order to honor the mass conservation.

Results are shown in Fig.4.82 and match the expectation. From Fig.4.82 a), the liquid-

solid interface is moving upward while at the same time the gas-solid interface is moving

downward. At the beginning, the volume (area) of “M”, including its liquid and solid phases,

is 0.6. At the end of the simulation, there is only the liquid phase of “M” in the domain,

and the gas-liquid interface stays horizontally below y = 0.6, indicating that the volume of

“M” is smaller than its initial value.

Quantitative data are reported in Fig.4.82 b) where the displacements of the liquid-solid

and gas-solid interfaces versus time are plotted. The gas-solid interface is defined as the 0.5
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contour of ϕ, while the liquid-solid interface is the 0.5 contour of (ϕφ). One can observe that

the liquid-solid interface actually moves downward at the very beginning because the initial

temperature is below the melting temperature. As a result, solidification happens in that

period. As the materials are heated from the bottom wall, the solid melts, leading to the

rise of the liquid-solid interface but fall of the gas-solid interface, as expected. The melting

process ends before t = 4. The mass of the phase change material “M” is estimated simply

by [ρL
MsLS + ρS

M(sGS − sLS)], where sLS and sGS denote the locations of the liquid-solid and

gas-solid interfaces, respectively, illustrated in the first snapshot in Fig.4.82 a). As plotted

in Fig.4.82 b), the change of [sGS + (ρL
M/ρ

S
M − 1)sLS] is negligible, which implies that the

movements of the interfaces are constrained by the mass conservation. One can expect a

more obvious displacement of the gas-solid interface, induced by the phase change, to appear

if the density difference of the liquid and solid phases of the phase change material is larger

than the present setup.

Although the proposed model strictly satisfies the mass conservation, i.e., Eq.(2.27 ),

the present scheme does not always do, as discussed in Section 3.7 . Fig.4.82 c) shows the

relative changes of the total mass (
∫

Ω ρdΩ) and the mass of “M” (
∫

Ω ρMdΩ) versus time.

Here, ρM = ρL
M(ϕφ) + ρS

M(ϕ− ϕφ) and the integral is computed from the mid-point rule. It

should be noted that the total mass in this case is not conserved, and its change is related to

the volume change of “M” during the phase change. The initial decrease of the total mass

corresponds to the solidification process, where the volume of “M” expands and therefore

the gas is squeezed out. As melting occurs, the total mass increases because the volume of

“M” reduces, and the gas moves into the domain. When melting is completed, the total

mass stops changing as well. On the other hand, the mass of “M” should be conserved

even though the phase change happens, while it is not exactly true due to numerical errors.

Nonetheless, its relative change is very small, in the order of 10−5, which is satisfactory.

It should be noted that as long as the velocity is divergence-free, i.e., the phase change is

absent or the densities of the liquid and solid phases are the same, the present scheme exactly

conserves the mass of “M” as well as “G” on the discrete level.

In summary, the proposed model automatically and physically captures the volume

change induced by the phase change, and therefore the mass conservation, thanks to the
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Figure 4.82. Results of the mass conservation and volume change. a) Snap-
shots of the phases at t = 0.0, t = 2.5, and t = 5.0, and schematic of the
locations of the liquid-solid (sLS) and gas-solid (sGS) interfaces. White: the
gas phase, Orange: the liquid phase, Blue: the solid phase. b) Displace-
ments of the gas-solid and liquid-solid interfaces versus time. The displace-
ments of the interfaces are constrained by the mass conservation, quantified
by ∆[sGS + (ρL

M/ρ
S
M − 1)sLS] = 0. c) Relative changes of the total mass and

the mass of the phase change material “M” versus time. The total mass is
changing because the gas moves in and out of the domain following the volume
change of the phase change material. The mass of the phase change material
changes slightly (less than 0.004%) due to numerical errors.

consistency of mass conservation. This physical behavior is not correctly captured in many

existing models, where the velocity is assumed to be divergence-free.
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5. APPLICATION1
 

The proposed models in Chapter 2 and schemes in Chapter 3 are applied to various chal-

lenging realistic multiphase flow problems. All the results are reported in their dimensionless

forms.

5.1 Floating liquid lens

The floating liquid lens problem is performed. A liquid drop (Phase 2) is floating on the

interface between Phase 1 at the bottom and Phase 3 at the top. Because the forces are

imbalanced at the triple points of the three phases, the drop is stretched horizontally while

compressed vertically and finally reaches its equilibrium state.

If there is no gravity, one can derive an exact solution based on the force balance at

the triple points, the normal stress balance at the interfaces, and the volume conservation.

At the equilibrium state, the free energy of the floating lens is minimized. In other words,

the area (or the length in 2D) of the drop interface should be minimized under the volume

constraint (or the area constraint in 2D), the force balance at the triple points, and the

normal stress balance at the interfaces. As a result, in 2D, the equilibrium shape of the drop

is a combination of two circular segments, which satisfies the aforementioned constraints.

As illustrated in Fig.5.1 , the drop, called Phase 2, has an initial radius R0. The interfacial

tensions between Phases 1 and 2, Phases 1 and 3, and Phases 2 and 3 are σ1,2, σ1,3, and σ2,3,

respectively. When the drop reaches its equilibrium shape, the radius of the upper circular

segment is R2,3 and the angle between the circular segment and the horizontal line is θ2,3,

while they are denoted by R1,2 and θ1,2 for the lower circular segment. The force balance at
1This chapter was partly published in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 387, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A mixed upwind/central WENO scheme for incompressible two-phase flows, Page
455-480, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 406, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent, essentially conservative and balanced-force Phase-Field method to
model incompressible two-phase flows, Page 109192, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational
Physics, Vol 420, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent and conservative scheme for
incompressible two-phase flows using the conservative Allen-Cahn model, Page 109718, Copyright Elsevier
(2020); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 434, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani,
A consistent and conservative model and its scheme for N-phase-M-component incompressible flows, Page
110229, Copyright Elsevier (2021); and in International Journal of Multiphase Flow, Vol 142, Ziyang Huang,
Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm and its ap-
plications to multiphase flows using Phase-Field models, Page 103727, Copyright Elsevier (2021).
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of a floating liquid lens.

the triple points is

σ2,3 cos(θ2,3) + σ1,2 cos(θ1,2) = σ1,3

σ2,3 sin(θ2,3) = σ1,2 sin(θ1,2),

and its solutions for θ1,2 and θ2,3 are

θ1,2 = cos−1
(
σ2

1,3 + σ2
1,2 − σ2

2,3

2σ1,2σ1,3

)
,

θ2,3 = sin−1
(
σ1,2

σ2,3
sin(θ1,2)

)
.

Second, the areas of the two circular segments are

S1,2 = R2
1,2 (θ1,2 − sin(θ1,2) cos(θ1,2))

S2,3 = R2
2,3 (θ2,3 − sin(θ2,3) cos(θ2,3)) .

The area constraint requires that

S1,2 + S2,3 = πR2
0.
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Third, the normal stress balances at the upper and lower circular segments are considered.

By applying the Young-Laplace Law at the two circular segments, one has

σ1,2

R1,2
= p1,2 = pdrop = p2,3 = σ2,3

R2,3
,

where p1,2 is the pressure inside the drop and right beside the lower circular segment, p2,3

is the pressure inside the drop and right beside the upper circular segment, and pdrop is the

pressure inside the drop. By combining the area constraint and the normal stress balances,

R1,2 and R2,3 are obtained:

R2,3 = R0

√√√√ π

(θ2,3 − sin(θ2,3) cos(θ2,3)) + (σ1,2
σ2,3

)2(θ1,2 − sin(θ1,2) cos(θ1,2))

R1,2 = R2,3
σ1,2

σ2,3
.

Finally, it’s straightforward to obtain the equilibrium thickness of the drop when the gravity

is zero,

ed = R2,3 (1 − cos(θ2,3)) +R1,2 (1 − cos(θ1,2))

If the gravity is dominant, asymptotic analyses from Langmuir and de Gennes [228 ], [229 ]

give the final thickness of the drop as

ed =

√√√√2(σ2,3 + σ1,2 − σ1,3)ρ1

ρ2(ρ1 − ρ2)|g|
.

In the present case, the material properties are ρ1 = 998.207kg/m3, ρ2 = 557kg/m3,

ρ3 = 1.2041kg/m3, µ1 = 1.002 × 10−3Pa · s, µ2 = 9.15 × 10−2Pa · s, µ3 = 1.78 × 10−5Pa · s,

σ1,2 = 0.04N/m, σ1,3 = 0.0728N/m, σ2,3 = 0.055N/m. The density and viscosity ratios are

about 1000 and 5000. Three different magnitudes of the gravity are 0, 5, and 9.8 m/s2, and

their directions are pointing downward. The governing equations are non-dimensionalized

by a density scale 1.2041kg/m3, a length scale 0.04m, and a acceleration scale 1m/s2. The

rest of the setup and the results are reported in their dimensionless forms. The domain

considered is [ − 1, 1] × [0, 0.8] with the periodic boundaries at the lateral and the no-slip
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Figure 5.2. Final thickness of the drop vs. gravity in the floating liquid lens problem.

walls at the top and bottom. The domain is discretized by [201 × 81] cells and the time step

is ∆t = 10−5. η and M0 are set to be 0.01 and 10−7. Initially, a circular drop (Phase 2)

of a radius 0.2 is at (0, 0.4), floating on the horizontal interface between Phases 1 and 3 at

y = 0.4.

Fig.5.2 shows the final thickness of the drop (Phase 2) with respect to the magnitude

of gravity, along with the exact solution for zero gravity and with the asymptotic solution

for gravity dominant cases. The numerical results match both the exact and asymptotic

solutions in two limits very well. Fig.5.3 shows the initial and final shapes of the three

phases. When there is no gravity, the drop becomes a combination of two circular segments,

which agrees well with the exact solution. As gravity increases, the drop is horizontally

elongated and vertically compressed. Both the proposed model and scheme are able to

reproduce the equilibrium state of the N -phase flows even including interfacial tensions.
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Figure 5.3. Initial and final shapes of the three phases in the floating liquid
lens problem using CH-B. a) Initial configuration. b) Final shapes with |g| = 0.
c) Final shapes with |g| = 5. d) Final shapes with |g| = 9.8. Blue: Phase 1,
Yellow: Phase 2, White: Phase 3. Red dash-dotted lines in b): Exact solution
for |g| = 0.

5.2 Rayleigh-Taylor instability

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is considered as a benchmark problem for two-phase

flows, and it also is extended to including multiple phases here. A heavier fluid is initially

on the top of a lighter one. These two fluids are separated by a horizontal interface. The

interface is unconditionally unstable after it is perturbed. During the penetration of the

fluids, complex interface dynamics is observed due to the appearance of small-scale flow

patterns.

5.2.1 Two-phase results

The domain considered is [1 × 4] with the free-slip boundary condition at the top and

bottom of the domain while the periodic boundary condition is imposed at the two lateral

boundaries. The domain is discretized by 128 × 512 cells, and the time step size ∆t is

5 × 10−4/
√
At. The material properties are ρ1 = 3, ρ2 = 1, µ1 = µ2 = 0.001, σ = 10−12,

and λM = 10−15. As a result, the Atwood number in this case is At = ρ1−ρ2
ρ1+ρ2

= 0.5.

The gravity g points downwards and its magnitude is unity, i.e., g = {0,−1}. The initial
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Figure 5.4. Locations of the interface of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with
density ratio 3 using two-phase CH.

horizontal perturbation is modeled by a sinusoidal wave at y = 2, whose amplitude is 0.1

and wavelength is 2π, and the initial velocity is zero.

The present result using two-phase CH is compared to those by Ding et al. [119 ], Guer-

mond and Quartapelle [117 ], and Tryggvason [230 ] for verification. The viscosities of the

phases are identical to those in [117 ], [119 ], while the flow considered in [230 ] is inviscid.

Quantitative comparison can be achieved by measuring the transient locations of the inter-

face at the center and at the lateral edge of the domain, as shown in Fig.5.4 . The present

result is almost on top of the published one. The snapshots of the interface at different

times are compared against those in [119 ] in Fig.5.5 . Both the interface structure and its

temporal evolution agree very well with those in [119 ]. In addition, larger density ratios,

i.e., 30, 1000, and 3000, are explored, whose results are shown in Fig.5.6 . As the density ratio

increases, the interface moves faster while its evolution is simpler. In addition, the results of

the density ratio 1000 and 3000 are almost identical since the Atwood numbers in these two

cases are very close to unity. The long-time dynamics of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with

At = 0.5 (density ratio 3) is shown in Fig.5.7 , where very complicated interface evolution

can be observed. The mainstream in the middle of the domain is moving downward, trans-
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Figure 5.5. Snapshots of the interface of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with
density ratio 3 using two-phase CH. From left to right, t × sqrt(At) = 0, 1,
1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5. a) is from Ding et al. [119 ], and b) is from the
present scheme.

porting the heavier fluid from top to bottom. When the heavier fluid reaches the bottom

wall, it spreads towards the lateral walls and then moves upward along them. The flow in

the middle and in the side of the domain are in the opposite direction and it further triggers

instability, and the expansion and contraction of the middle fluid column can be observed.

As the instability grows, it interacts with other flow structures or generates small droplets

and filaments, resulting in a sophisticated interface pattern. Despite the complicated inter-

face evolution, the numerical solution maintains symmetry. Since the viscous effects, in this

case, is small, the problem reaches equilibrium after a very long time which is outside our

simulation time.

The same case is performed using two-phase CAC. The early dynamics of the problem is

quantified by measuring the locations of the interface at the center and at the lateral edge of

the domain versus time, which is presented in Fig.5.8 , along with the results from [117 ], [119 ],

[230 ] and two-phase CH. The present results agree very well with the previous studies. The
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Figure 5.6. Snapshots of the interface of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability using
two-phase CH with density ratio a) 3, b) 30, c) 1000, and d) 3000. From left
to right, t× sqrt(At) = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.
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Figure 5.7. Snapshots of the interface of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with
density ratio 3 using two-phase CH (continued from Fig.5.6 a)). From left to
right, top to bottom, t× sqrt(At) is from 2.25 to 8 with 0.25 increment.

evolution of the interface is shown in Fig.5.9 up to t
√
At = 10. The amplitude of the initial

perturbation keeps growing, and a secondary instability is triggered at the two sides of the

front of the heavier fluid after t
√
At = 1.25. As a result, the interface has a mushroom-like

shape. As the heavier fluid moves downward, some small structures are generated by the

instability. Further, there are new instabilities appearing on the small structures, resulting

in topological changes. Consequently, one can observe a complicated interface configuration

in the long-time dynamics of the problem.

5.2.2 Multiphase results

The three-phase Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem is considered using CH, where the

heaviest phase (Phase 1), stays on the top of Phase 2, whose density is in the middle. At the
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Figure 5.8. The locations of the interface at the center and the lateral edge of
the domain for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem using two-phase CAC.

bottom, there is the lightest phase (Phase 3). The Atwood number between Phases p and

q is defined as Atp,q = ρp−ρq

ρp+ρq
. The domain of interest is 1 × 6. Its left and right boundaries

are periodic while the top and bottom boundaries are free-slip. 128 × 768 cells are used

to discretize the domain and the time step is ∆t = 10−3. The densities of the fluids are

ρ1 = 4.5, ρ2 = 3, ρ3 = 1, and their dynamic viscosities are all 10−3. As a result, one has

At1,2 = 0.2 and At2,3 = 0.5. The pairwise interfacial tensions are σp,q = 10−12, p 6= q. The

gravity is pointing downward with unity magnitude, i.e., g = {0,−1}. Initially, the flow is

stationary, and the interface between Phases 1 and 2 is at y = 4 and that between 2 and 3

is at y = 2. A horizontal sinusoidal perturbation is applied to both of the interfaces, whose

amplitude is 0.1 and wavelength is 2π.

Since the interfaces are initially far away separated, there is no interaction between them

at the beginning of the simulation. As a result, one can compare the locations of the interface

between Phases 2 and 3 at the center and at the lateral edge of the domain to the two-phase

results, where the Atwood number At is 0.5, by Tryggvason [230 ], Guermond and Quartapelle
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Figure 5.9. The evolution of the interface of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
problem using two-phase CAC at t× sqrt(At) = 0, 0.5, 0.75, 1,..., 10 from left
to right and from top to bottom.
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Figure 5.10. Locations of the interface between Phases 2 and 3 in the three-
phase Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem using CH.

[117 ], Ding et al. [119 ], Huang et al. [113 ] and two-phase CH. The comparisons are shown

in Fig.5.10 , and the present results under a three-phase setup are almost indistinguishable

from the published ones under a two-phase setup. The evolution of the three phases is

presented in Fig.5.11 up to t = 10. Before t = 5, the three-phase dynamics is not observed,

and the interfaces between Phases 1 and 2 and between Phases 2 and 3 evolve like two

independent Rayleigh-Taylor instability problems with At = 0.2 at the top and with At = 0.5

at the bottom. The configurations of the individual interfaces are almost identical to those

reported in [113 ], [119 ] and two-phase CH where only two phases were present. Phase 2

moves downward faster than Phase 1 because the Atwood number between Phases 2 and 3

is larger than that between Phases 1 and 2. One can observe multiple drops and filaments

being generated from Phase 2 before it reaches the bottom of the domain. After t = 5,

the three-phase dynamics begins. Phase 2 accumulates at the bottom of the domain, and

then moves upward along the lateral edge of the domain. A channel of Phase 2 is built

up in the middle of the domain and Phase 1 tries to move downward along this channel.

As a result, the configuration of the interface between Phases 1 and 2 is shrunk compared

to the two-phase one in [113 ]. Phase 1 gradually fills up the middle channel, along with
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complex instability patterns resulting from its complex interactions with the other phases.

Since Phase 1 is the heaviest, it takes the place of Phase 2 at the bottom and the lateral

edge of the domain at the end of the simulation. As a result, Phase 2 is pushed to aggregate

between the middle and lateral columns of Phase 1. The long-time dynamics of this problem

is highly sophisticated because of the strong interactions between different phases.

5.3 Dam break

The dam break (or collapse of water column) problem is performed and the numerical

results are compared to the experimental measurements by Martin and Moyce [231 ]. In the

experiment, a water column, which is initially stationary, collapses due to gravity, after the

holding is removed. Martin and Moyce [231 ] measured the locations of the front and the

height of the water column at different instants, and scaled them with the initial width of

the water column a. The scaled locations of the front and the height are denoted by Z and

H, respectively. The computational domain is [4a× 2a] and is discretized by 256 × 128 cells.

The no-slip/penetration boundary condition is applied at all the boundaries. A square of

water column initially is in [0, a] × [0, a] of the domain, with a = 2.25 inch, i.e., 5.715cm,

and is surrounded by the air. The material properties of water and air are:

• Air: ρair = 1.204 kg/m3, µair = 1.78 × 10−5kg/(m · s)

• Water: ρwater = 998.207kg/m3, µwater = 1.002 × 10−3 kg/(m · s)

• Surface tension: σ = 7.28 × 10−2 kg/s2

• Gravitational acceleration: gx = 0m/s2, gy = −9.8 m/s2.

The density ratio is about 830 while the viscosity ratio is about 56.

5.3.1 Two-phase results

In this case, two-phase CH-B is used, and the water is labeled as Phase 1 and the air

is labeled as Phase 2. The governing equations are non-dimensionalized by the density

scale ρair, the length scale a, and the time scale
√
a/|gy|. The results are reported in their
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dimensionless form. Following the same calibration in [231 ], Z = 1.44 when t = 0.8 and

H = 1 when t = 0. Quantitative comparisons of the numerical results to the experimental

results in [231 ] are shown in Fig.5.12 . Both the the front and height of the interface obtained

from our scheme agree with the measurements very well. In addition, the case of density

ratio 100,000 is performed for the same setup to test the capability of the represent scheme

dealing with extremely large density ratios. The front and height from this case are also

plotted in Fig.5.12 , from which one can see that the interface moves a little faster than

the one for the water-air case. The snapshots of the interfaces for both cases are shown

in Fig.5.13 . The long-time dynamics of the water-air case is included in Fig.5.14 and one

can observe the complicated interface evolution. The water is pushed to rise on the vertical

wall at the right of the domain. Because of gravity, the rising motion on the wall is slowed

down and the water on the vertical wall tends to move backward. However, the water at

the bottom is still moving from left to right because of inertia, and as a result, a bump of

water appears on the vertical wall. This bump grows, and finally collapse with the water

at the bottom. After that, a hydraulic jump is generated, moving from right to left, along

with small filaments and droplets. This hydraulic jump hits the left vertical wall and then

the water is pushed to move again to the right.

The same case is repeated using two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C. The early dynamics

of the problem is quantified by measuring the front and the height of the water column

versus time, which is presented in Fig.5.15 , along with the experimental data from [231 ].

The results from the balanced-force method (two-phase CAC-B) and from the conservative

method (two-phase CAC-C) overlap with each other, and both of them agree well with the

experimental measurements. The evolution of the interface is shown in Fig.5.16 up to t = 10,

where both of the results from the two methods are presented. The water column collapses

towards the right of the domain and climbs up the right wall. The rising motion is slowed

down by gravity, while the water at the bottom is still pushed upward. As a result, there is a

bump in the middle of the climbing water. This bump collapses onto the bottom water and

pushes it moving backward. Consequentially, a water jump is developed and moves toward

the left, along with complicated interface configurations. At the end of the simulation,

the water jump reaches the left wall and the bottom water is pushed to move to the right
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again. Although both the balanced-force method and the conservative method give a similar

physical picture of the problem, it can be observed that the balanced-force method tends to

break the interface when the length scale of the interfacial structure is close to the cell size.

As a result, more topological changes are observed in the results using the balanced-force

method. The present results also show that the conservative method is more stable than the

balanced-force method. A time step that is 5 times larger can be used, and the conservative

method is stable for the whole simulation, while the balanced-force method is only stable

before the water touches the top wall.

5.3.2 Multiphase results

The three-phase dam break problem is considered using CHB-B and CACB-B. The three

phases considered are water (Phase 1), whose density is 998.207kg/m3 and viscosity is 1.002×

10−3Pa · s, oil (Phase 2), whose density is 557kg/m3 and viscosity is 9.15×10−2Pa · s, and air

(Phase 3), whose density is 1.2041kg/m3 and viscosity is 1.78×10−5×10−2Pa · s. The surface

tensions between them are σ1,2 = 0.04N/m, σ1,3 = 0.0728N/m, and σ2,3 = 0.055N/m. The

gravity is pointing downward with a magnitude 9.8m/s2. The governing equations are non-

dimensionalized by a density scale 1.204kg/m3, a length scale 5.715cm, and an acceleration

scale 9.8m/s2. The rest of the setup and the results are reported in their dimensionless

forms. The domain considered is [8 × 2] and all the boundaries are no-slip. The domain is

discretized by [512 × 128] cells. η and M0 are 0.01 and 10−7, respectively. The time step is

∆t = 5 × 10−4. Initially, the flow is stationary, a square water column with a width 1 is at

the left of the domain, and an oil column with the same size is at the right of the domain.

The initial dynamics is quantified by measuring the front Z and height H of the wa-

ter column. Since the water and oil are far away separated at the beginning, there is no

interaction between them and one can compare the numerical solutions from both CHB-B

and CACB-B to the experimental data from Martin and Moyce [231 ]. The numerical results

are calibrated by setting Z equal to 1.44, when t is 0.8, and H equal to 1, when t is 0, as

those in [231 ]. The results are shown in Fig.5.17 . The difference between CHB and CACB

is unobservable and both results agree well with the experimental data.
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Fig.5.18 and Fig.5.19 show the configurations of the interfaces from CHB-B and CACB-

B, respectively, up to t = 10. Both models give a similar picture of the problem. The water

and oil columns collapse at the beginning and start sliding along the bottom wall. The

water is moving faster than the oil since the oil is about 100 times more viscous than the

water. Due to the high viscosity, the oil close to the lateral wall is falling down more slowly

than other parts of it. When the fronts of the water and oil meet together, the oil, which is

lighter and moving slower, is squeezed upward by the water, and the water climbs along the

bottom of the oil. The front of the oil, squeezed by the water, collapses again and lays above

the water, along with breaking up into small droplets and filaments. At the same time, the

water keeps moving toward the right and pushing the oil at the bottom moving backward.

It can be observed that the interactions among different phases are very complicated. Even

though the problem is challenging, the mass conservation and the summation constraint for

the order parameters are always satisfied, as shown in Fig.5.20 .

Fig.5.21 shows the results from CHC-B, which is CH-B but including only the clipping

and rescaling steps in the boundedness mapping in Section 3.3.2 . The results are compared

to those from CHB-B. Thanks to adding the rescaling step, the summation constraint for

the order parameters are satisfied from CHC-B. The mass change due to simply clipping

and rescaling the order parameters is significant, although the out-of-bound error is small,

in the order of 10−5, in one time step. This problem is sensitive to the out-of-bound errors

since it has a maximum density ratio of about 1000 and a maximum viscosity ratio of

about 5000. Both the clipping operation in previous studies and the boundedness mapping

proposed in the present work improve the robustness of the scheme, which is important for

the success of the simulation. Moreover, the boundedness mapping additionally enforces the

mass conservation of each phase, which is also important for long-time simulation.

5.4 Rising bubble

Cases in this section include large density ratios, gravity, surface tension force, and

moving contact lines, which are challenging factors in multiphase flows. Lighter fluids are

released inside a closed water tank. Because of the buoyancy effect, those lighter fluids move
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upward and at the same time they deform. Contact lines between the water, the lighter

fluids, and the top wall appear after the lighter fluids touch the top wall. The contact lines

slide along the top wall with the oscillation of the lighter fluids. As a result, the lighter fluids

may touch the lateral walls. The material properties of the air, water, and oil:

• Air: ρair = 1.204 kg/m3, µair = 1.78 × 10−5kg/(m · s)

• Water: ρwater = 998.207kg/m3, µwater = 1.002 × 10−3 kg/(m · s)

• Oil: ρoil = 557kg/m3, µoil = 9.15 × 10−2Pa · s

• Surface tension: σwater−air = 7.28 × 10−2 kg/s2, σwater−oil = 0.04N/m, σoil−air =

0.055N/m.

• Gravitational acceleration: gx = 0m/s2, gy = −9.8 m/s2.

The governing equations are non-dimensionalized by a density scale 1.204kg/m3, a length

scale 0.01m, and an acceleration scale 1m/s2. The rest of the setup and the results are

reported in their dimensionless forms. The domain considered is [− 0.5, 0.5]× [0, 1.5] and its

boundaries are all no-slip. [100 × 150] cells are used to discretize the domain and the time

step is ∆t = 2.5 × 10−5.

5.4.1 Two-phase results

The two-phase air-water case is first considered using two-phase CH-B. An air bubble

is initially at (0, 0.5) with a radius 0.25 and the velocity is zero. Different steady contact

angles are assigned at the right, left, and top walls. The cases are named by “R#L#T#”,

where“R”,“L”, and “T” represent the right, left and top wall of the domain and the numbers

following them denote the steady contact angles (in degree) at those walls, respectively. Four

cases are considered which are R90L90T90, R30L150T90, R150L120T90 and R30L60T120.

The selected snapshots of the 4 cases are shown in Fig.5.22 -Fig.5.25 . Little difference

is observed in the 4 cases before the bubble touches the top wall. This is reasonable since

the contact angle should not interfere with the dynamics far away from the wall. It can

be observed that the bubble begins to rise because of the buoyancy effect and deforms by
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horizontally spreading and vertically shrinking. A large curvature at the left and right of

the bubble appears due to the deformation of the bubble. The surface energy is strong due

to large curvatures. To prevent further increase in the surface energy, the bubble expands

vertically while shrinks horizontally. In addition, a surface wave along the interface is formed.

When the bubble touches the top wall, some amount of water is trapped by the bubble and

the top wall. Multiple contact lines formed by the water, air and top wall begin to move

from the center to the lateral walls, due to the inertia of the bubble.

R90L90T90, R30L150T90, and R150L120T90 share the same dynamics before the contact

lines reach the lateral walls. In R90L90T90 Fig.5.22 , the bubble touches both of the lateral

walls because of the symmetric set up. A new surface wave propagates and reflects between

the centerline of the domain and the lateral walls. However, the amplitude is attenuated

by the viscous effect and the interface gradually becomes horizontal. The present result of

R90L90T90 is comparable to those in [112 ], [113 ], where only the 900 contact angle was

considered and the same behavior was reported. Different from R90L90T90, the bubbles

in R30L150T90 Fig.5.23 and R150L120T90 Fig.5.24 only touch the lateral wall that has a

smaller steady contact angle. The bubble in R30L150T90 touches the right wall while the

one in R150L120T90 touches the left wall. This is reasonable since, with a smaller steady

contact angle, the attraction between the wall and the air is stronger. Because of the effect

of steady contact angle, the bubbles have different equilibrium shapes and locations. Again,

different dynamics is observed when the steady contact angle of the top wall is changed from

900 to 1200, which corresponds to R150L120T90 case in Fig.5.24 . The bubble is unable to

reach either of the lateral walls in this case so the steady contact angles of the lateral walls

are not important. After the bubble reaches the top wall, it begins to spread and then shrink

along the top wall until its energy is attenuated by the viscous effects.

5.4.2 Mutliphase results

Using CH-B, one can investigate the multiphase dynamics. Both the air bubble and

the oil drop are circular, whose radii are 0.15 and 0.3, respectively. Three different sets of

contact angles at the top wall are considered, which are θT
water−oil = θT

oil−air = π

2 in the first
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case, θT
water−oil = π

2 , θ
T
oil−air = 2π

3 in the second case, and θT
water−oil = π

6 , θ
T
oil−air = 2π

3 in the last

case. The evolutions of the three phases of the three cases are shown in Fig.5.26 , Fig.5.27 ,

and Fig.5.28 , respectively, up to t = 2.5.

There is no significant difference among Fig.5.26 , Fig.5.27 , and Fig.5.28 before t = 1.8.

This makes sense since the contact angle boundary condition should only influence the

dynamics close to the top wall. At the beginning, the air bubble moves upward, relative

to the oil drop, driven by the buoyancy effect. The drag introduced by the relative motion

between the air bubble and the oil drop, along with the buoyancy effect between the oil

and the water, drives the oil drop moving upwards. Since the density contrast between

the air and the oil is much larger than that between the water and the oil, the motion of

the air bubble is more pronounced, and as a result, the air bubble crosses the water-oil

interface. After that, the triple points between the air, oil, and water is formed, and the

three phases gradually reach an equilibrium configuration. This equilibrium configuration

keeps moving upward without observable deformation until the air bubble touches the top

wall. After touching the top wall, the air bubble quickly spreads along the top wall and is

further compressed along the vertical direction because of the rising motion of the oil drop.

The difference among the three cases begins with the oil drop touching the top wall, i.e.,

right after t = 1.8, since the contact angle between the water and oil at the top wall varies

from case to case. In Fig.5.26 and Fig.5.27 , the spreading length of the oil drop is larger

than that of the air bubble, and the compressed air bubble is relaxed to a shape close to a

semi circle. In Fig.5.28 , the spreading length of the oil drop is very close to that of the air

bubble, and the relaxation of the air bubble is not obvious. Finally, both the air bubble and

the oil drop stay at the top wall with the assigned contact angles.

5.4.3 Axisymmetric results

The two-phase axisymmetric rising bubble is presented using two-phase CACB-B and

CACB-C to demonstrate the effectiveness of the boundedness mapping and the consistent

formulation in a coordinate system other than the Cartesian one. A spherical bubble with

a radius R is released at z = 2R in an axisymmetric domain [4R × 8R] with a free-slip
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boundary condition at z = 0, z = 8R, and r = 4R, where R = 0.01m. The density of the

liquid is ρL = 1000kg/m3, and the gravity along the negative z axis is gz = 10m/s2. Other

parameters are specified as the density ratio 1000, the viscosity ratio 100, the Bond number

Bo = ρLgzR2

σ
= 200, and the Reynolds number Re = ρLR

√
gzR

µL
= 100. The equations are

non-dimensionalized by using R, ρL and gz as the length, density and acceleration scales.

The domain is discretized by [200 × 400] cells, and the time step is ∆t = 10−3.

Figs.5.29 and 5.30 show the results from the balanced-force method (two-phase CACB-

B) and the conservative method (two-phase CACB-C), respectively. In this case, both of

the methods give the same evolution of the bubble. The buoyancy effect drives the bubble

upward. The bottom part of the bubble moves faster, and at the end catches up with its

top. As a result, the topological change happens, and the bubble becomes a band ring. The

present results are comparable to those in [232 ], where the same case is considered using the

Level-Set method.

5.5 Moving contact lines

Moving contact lines are popularly modeled by the 4th-order Phase-Field methods, like

CH and its two-phase correspondence, where the highest spatial derivative in the methods

is 4th-order. These methods require two boundary conditions at the wall. Usually, one

is for the mass conservation and the other is for the contact angle. On the other hand,

difficulties appear when the 2nd-order Phase-Field methods, like CAC and its two-phase

correspondence, are used, because only a single boundary condition is needed. Thanks to

the consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm developed in Section 2.2.2 ,

such difficulties are removed. In the following, results from CH-B or two-phase CH-B are

briefly validated and more results from CAC-B or two-phase CAC-B are reported.

5.5.1 Results from the Cahn-Hilliard equations

Two-phase cases using two-phase CH-B are first considered. Following the setup in [79 ],

the domain is [ − 3, 3] × [0, 2] and there is a semicircular drop initially at (xr, yr) = (0, 0)

with a radius r = 1. The velocity components are all zero at the beginning. The left and
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right boundaries of the domain are periodic, while the top and the bottom are considered

as walls. The no-slip and no-penetration boundary condition for velocity is applied at the

walls and a 900 contact angle is imposed at the top wall. Different steady contact angles θW ,

between the drop and the bottom wall, which are 450, 600, 900, 1200, and 1350, are imposed

through the contact angle boundary condition Eq. (2.24 ), although initially the contact

angle between them is 900. The drop will spread or contract along the bottom wall because

of the mismatch between the initial 900 contact angle and the imposed contact angle, and

finally the drop should reach the equilibrium state, where the mismatch disappears. The

purpose of this case is to validate Eq. (2.24 ). The two fluids have the same density 1 and

viscosity 1. The surface tension between the fluids is 100, η is 0.02, and M0 is determined

from the Peclet number 1.061 × 102 as that defined in [79 ]. The domain is discretized by

385 × 128 cells and the time step is ∆t = 5 × 10−5. The computations are stopped at t = 1,

which is long enough for the drop to reach its equilibrium state under different contact angels

considered.

When the drop is at its equilibrium state with a contact angle θW , the free energy of

the drop is minimized. In other words, the area (or the length in 2D) of the drop interface

should be minimized under the volume constraint (or the area constraint in 2D) and the

contact angle constraint. As a result, in 2D, the equilibrium shape of the drop is a circular

segment, which intersects the homogeneous flat surface with the given contact angle, and

the enclosed area is the same as the initial one. As illustrated in Fig.5.31 , the area enclosed

by the circular segment is

Sd = R2
d

(
θW − sin(θW ) cos(θW )

)
,

where Rd is the radius of the circular segment and θW is the contact angle between the drop

and the surface. The area constraint requires that Sd = π

2R
2
0, where R0 is the radius of the

initial semi-circular drop. Thus, one can obtain

Rd = R0

√√√√ π/2
θW − sin(θW ) cos(θW ) .
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Once Rd is found by given R0 and θW , the height and the spreading length of the equilibrium

drop can be computed as

Hd = Rd

(
1 − cos(θW )

)
, Ld = 2Rd sin(θW ).

It should be noted that θW is measured by radian. The numerical height and length of the

drop is measured based on the zero contour of the Phase-Field function, which is considered

as the location of the interface.

Fig.5.32 shows the initial and the equilibrium shapes of the drop under different contact

angles θW . Fig.5.33 compares the height and the half spreading length of the drop, obtained

from the numerical result, to the exact solution, and excellent agreements are achieved.

Next, the contact angle boundary condition Eq.(2.21 ) for multiple phases is validated.

Three phases appear in the domain, where Phase 1 is in contact with the bottom wall, Phase 2

is in contact with the top wall and Phase 3 fills the remaining space of the domain. Although

the equilibrium state does not depend on the material properties of the phases, significant

density and viscosity differences are considered to make the problem more challenging. The

material properties of the phases are ρ1 = 998.209kg/m3, ρ2 = 870kg/m3, ρ3 = 1.2041kg/m3,

µ1 = 1.002 × 10−3Pa · s, µ2 = 9.15 × 10−2Pa · s, µ3 = 1.78 × 10−4Pa · s, σ1,2 = 0.04N/m,

σ1,3 = 0.0728N/m, σ2,3 = 0.055N/m. Both the density and viscosity ratios are about 1000.

The governing equations are non-dimensionalized by a density scale 1.2041kg/m3, a length

scale 0.04m and an acceleration scale 1m/s2. The rest of the setup and the results are

reported in their dimensionless forms. The domain considered is [ − 1, 1] × [0, 0.5] with

periodic boundaries at the lateral and no-slip walls at the top and bottom. The domain

is discretized by [200 × 50] cells and the time step is ∆t = 10−4. η and M0 are set to be

0.01 and 10−7. The contact angles between Phases 1 and 3 at the bottom wall and between

Phases 2 and 3 at the top wall are (450, 1350), (1200, 600), and (750, 1050). Initially, the

centers of Phases 1 and 2 are at (−0.5, 0) and (0.5, 0.5), respectively, and both of them are

semi-circular with radius R0 = 0.2.

Fig.5.34 shows the heights and the spreading lengths obtained from the numerical solu-

tions under different contact angles, along with the exact solution. The present numerical
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results agree well with the exact solution. The proposed scheme is able to include the effect of

contact angle accurately even there are significant contrasts of material properties. Fig.5.35 

shows the initial and final shapes of the drops, along with the circular segments determined

from the exact solution. The interfaces between Phases 1 and 3 and between Phases 2 and

3 overlap onto the circular segments, which are the exact shapes of the drops.

5.5.2 Results from the conservative Allen-Cahn equations

Three cases including moving contact lines using CAC-B or two-phase CAC-B are pre-

sented, which are seldom reported in the literature. M0λ0 = 10−3 and η = h are set unless

otherwise specified.

Equilibrium drop: Here, the equilibrium drop problem is investigated again using both

CAC-B and two-phase CAC-B. The “SI” unit system is used here, and the units are skipped

presenting when reporting the setup and results in this case for the sake of brevity. The

water (Phase 1) has a density ρ1 = 829 and dynamic viscosity µ1 = 2.08, while the values

of density and viscosity are ρ2 = 1 and µ2 = 0.0185 for the air (Phase 2). The surface

tension between them is σ = 37.8, and the gravity is pointing downward. The domain is

[ − 0.5, 0.5] × [0, 0.3], and its lateral boundaries are periodic while they are no-slip walls at

the top and bottom. A semicircle water drop having a radius 0.2 is initially on the middle

of the bottom wall, and the air surrounds the drop. Different contact angles are assigned at

the bottom wall. 150×45 grid cells are used and the time step is ∆t = 1×10−4 to discretize

the space and time, respectively.

Fig.5.36 shows the evolution of the drop with θW = 600 and θW = 1350 and |g| = 0, along

with the corresponding exact final solution. As expected, the drop starts with the semicircle

shape, gradually approaches the final exact solution. The equilibrium shape agrees with the

exact solution very well. As shown in Fig.5.37 a), a good agreement with the exact solution is

obtained. Note that the height of the domain is changed to 0.5 for θW = 1350 and θW = 1500,

while the grid size remains unchanged. To investigate the convergence with respect to grid

refinement, the errors of the height and spreading length of the water drop versus the grid
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size is shown in Fig.5.38 , using data from θW = 600. The observed convergence rate is close

to 2nd-order.

Then, the effect of gravity is included, and the domain is changed to [−0.6, 0.6]× [0, 0.24]

without changing the grid size. Based on the asymptotic analysis for gravity-dominant cases

[229 ], the final height of the drop becomes

Hd = 2
√

σla

ρl|g|
sin(θ/2),

where ρl, σla, and |g| are the liquid density, surface tension between the liquid and air, and

the magnitude of the gravity, respectively. Fig.5.39 shows the evolution of the drop with

|g| = 10 and |g| = 15, along with the prediction from the asymptotic solution. The contact

angle is θW = 1350. One can observe that the drop is flattened, having a pancake-like

shape, when the gravity is added. The final height of the drop matches the asymptotic

prediction. Fig.5.37 b) shows the final height of the drop versus the gravity, and the present

numerical prediction overall agrees well with both the exact solution without gravity and

the asymptotic solution with dominant gravity. Further, Fig.5.40 a) demonstrates the mass

conservation of the proposed formulation, where the relative changes of Φ (Φ =
∫

Ω φdΩ) of

the four cases reported in Fig.5.36 and Fig.5.39 are in the order of the round-off error.

Next, the N -phase results from CAC-B are supplemented. The oil phase (Phase 3) is

introduced, whose density is ρ3 = 722.5 and viscosity is µ3 = 9.5. The surface tensions

between the oil and air and between oil and water are σ3,2 = 28.55 and σ3,1 = 20.76,

respectively. The domain size is [ − 1, 1] × [0, 0.5] while the grid size is the same as the two-

phase cases. The water drop right now is on the bottom wall with a contact angle θW
1,2 = 600,

while the oil drop is attached to the top wall with a contact angle θW
3,2 = 1200. Evolution

of the drops is shown in Fig.5.41 . Not only both the water and oil drops finally match the

exact solution but also the shape of the water drop at different moments is indistinguishable

from the two-phase solution in the left column of Fig.5.36 . The final heights and spreading

lengths of the two drops are measured and plotted in Fig.5.37 a) as well, and good agreement

is obtained with both the exact and two-phase solutions. Fig.5.38 also shows the convergence
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behavior of the N -phase results from CAC-B, which is similar to the two-phase one (two-

phase CAC-B).

Then, the gravity is added and CAC-B is again used. The surface tension between the

oil and air becomes σ3,2 = 37.48 so that the final heights of both the water and oil drops,

predicted from the asymptotic solution, are the same. The domain is [ − 1, 1] × [0, 0.3], and

the magnitude of the gravity is |g| = 10 . The contact angle of the water drop on the bottom

wall is θW
1,2 = 1350, while it is θW

3,2 = 1200 for the oil drop. Evolution of the drops are shown

in Fig.5.42 . Both of the drops are compressed vertically and finally reach a similar height

to the asymptotic prediction. Again, the water drop behaves identically to the two-phase

solution in the left column of Fig.5.39 . Fig.5.37 b) also includes the final heights of the two

drops in this case, and they are in good agreement with both the asymptotic and two-phase

solutions. The mass conservation of the phases is investigated, and the relative changes of

Φp, where p is the index of the phases, are in the order of the round-off error, as shown in

Fig.5.40 b). In additional to that, the summation of the order parameters exactly satisfies

Eq.(2.2 ), which is shown in Fig.5.40 c).

The last property the N -phase results should satisfy is the consistency of reduction. The

N -phase case with |g| = 10 is repeated but only consider the left half of the domain, i.e.,

−1 6 x 6 0. Therefore, the oil drop disappears at the beginning, i.e., φ3|t=0 = −1. Evolution

of the water drop from CAC-B is shown in the left column of Fig.5.39 as well using the cyan

dashed line, and the difference from the two-phase solution is negligible. This also suggests

that choosing gw(φ) in Eq.(2.24 ) as a Sine or Hermite polynomial function has a negligible

effect on the solution. Fig.5.43 quantitatively validates that not only the mass conservation

and the summation of the order parameters are exactly satisfied by CAC-B but also the

consistency of reduction since φ3 = −1 is true at ∀t > 0.

Bouncing drop: Here, a falling drop bouncing back after it contacts the bottom wall is

considered, using the two-phase CAC-B. The density of the water (Phase 1) is 998.207kg/m3

and the viscosity is 1.002 × 10−3Pa · s. They are 1.2041kg/m3 and 1.78 × 10−5Pa · s for the

air (Phase 2). The surface tension is 7.28 × 10−2N/m and the gravity is g = {0,−9.8}m/s2.

Non-dimensionalization is performed to the governing equations based on the density scale

1.2041kg/m3, length scale 5 × 10−3m, and acceleration scale 1m/s2. The density scale is the
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same as the air density. The length scale is the initial height of releasing the drop, which

is also the horizontal length of the domain. It is 4 times the initial radius of the drop to

prevent the drop from touching the lateral sides of the domain in the investigated cases of

θW > 900. The acceleration scale is chosen for convenience so that the dimensionless value

of the gravity is the same as the dimensional one. The dimensionless grid size and time step

are h = 0.01 and ∆t = 5 × 10−5, respectively. The water is inside a circle having a radius

0.25 at (0, 1) in the dimensionless domain [− 0.5, 0.5]× [0, 1.5]. The boundaries are periodic

at the lateral sides while no-slip at the top and bottom walls.

Fig.5.44 and Fig.5.45 show results with contact angle θW = 1650 at the bottom wall. The

drop remains circular as it is falling down. After the drop impacts on the bottom wall, it

is strongly deformed to reduce the downward velocity and finally reaches a “dumbbells-like”

shape. Then, the drop tries to restore the circular shape and jumps upward, leaving the

bottom wall and finally arriving at a height lower than where it is initially released. This

process repeats and the velocity is gradually reduced to zero. Finally, the drop settles down

on the bottom wall and the equilibrium shape deviates slightly from the circular one because

of the gravity.

Different contact angles at the bottom wall are considered. it is observed that the drop

is unable to bounce back when the contact angle is less than or equal to 1200 and the water

finally fills the bottom of the domain when the contact angle is less than or equal to 900. The

same behaviors are also reported in [79 ]. Fig.5.46 shows shapes of the drops from different

contact angles at t = 0.46, right after the first impact to the bottom wall, and at t = 4.00.

The (y-component) center of mass of the drop yc (yc =
∫

Ω y
1+φ

2 dΩ/
∫

Ω
1+φ

2 dΩ) versus time is

shown in Fig.5.47 a). Until the second impact to the bottom wall, the centers of mass from

θW = 1650 and θW = 1500 move very similarly, as shown in Fig.5.47 a). However, with a

smaller contact angle, length of the drop in contact with the bottom wall is larger, as shown

in Fig.5.46 . This can provide more dissipation, and as a result, the drop have a less chance

to bounce back. On the other hand, each time when the drop impacts to the wall induces a

large deformation of the drop, which also produces a strong dissipation due to the viscosity

of the water. Therefore, from Fig.5.47 a), peaks of the curves describing the motion of center

of mass decay very fast for the drops that bounce back, e.g., those with θW = 1650 and 1500.
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For the drop that is unable to bounce back, e.g., the one with θW = 1200, it oscillates on the

bottom wall, and its center of mass curve has a higher frequency but there is less attenuation

between the two neighboring peaks. For the drop that will finally fill the bottom, e.g., those

with θW = 900 and θW = 600, a long-term but small-amplitude oscillation of the center of

mass is observed. This is caused by the capillary wave on the horizontal water-air interface,

as shown in Fig.5.46 .

Finally, the effect of the mobility M0 is considered. Fig.5.48 shows shapes of the drops

with different mobilities (orM0λ0), and the mass centers (y component) are shown in Fig.5.47 

b). With a larger mobility, the drop becomes more “rigid” and therefore less deforms, as

shown in Fig.5.48 . On the other hand, a too “soft” drop, resulting from a small mobility,

suffers from fictitious oscillation on the side close to the bottom wall. Even worse, the

oscillation destroys the symmetry of the solution, and at the end produces a non-symmetry

drop staying biased to left half of the domain. The drop with the smallest mobility finally

is floating above the bottom wall because the interface is over-thickened. However, these

unphysical behaviors are not observed in the cases with a larger mobility. As shown in

Fig.5.47 b), there is no significant difference due to the mobility before the first impact of

the drop to the bottom wall. The one with the largest mobility can only bounce back once

and settles down very fast. The one with the smallest mobility bounces back multiple times

although the height it returns to after the first impact is lowest among the three cases. These

behaviors suggest that a larger mobility produces more dissipation.

Compound drops: Here, the compound drops sliding on a horizontal solid wall is

reported using CAC-B. The material properties of the three phases are ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 =

1kg/m3, µ1 = µ2 = 1Pa · s, µ3 = 1 × 10−3Pa · s, and σ1,2 = σ1,3 = σ2,3 = 100N/m, the

contact angles at the bottom wall are θ1,2 = 1200, θ1,3 = 900 and θ2,3 = 600, and the gravity

is neglected. The density, length, and velocity scales for non-dimensionalizing the governing

equations are 1kg/m3, 1m, and 10m/s, respectively. The density scale is the same as the

density of Phase 1, and the length scale is the initial radius of the Phase 1 drop, denoted by

R01. The velocity scale, denoted by U , is determined from the inertial-capillary time scale

T =
√
ρ1R3

01/σ1,2, i.e., U = R01/T . As a result, the Reynolds number is Re = ρ1UR01/µ1 =

10 and the Weber number isW e = ρ1U
2R01/σ1,2 = 1 in this case. The dimensionless domain
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size is [− 2, 2]× [0, 1.2], and the periodic and no-slip boundary conditions are assigned along

the x and y axes, respectively. The space and time are discretized by 200 × 60 grid cells and

∆t = 1 × 10−4. Initially, two quarter-circular drops compound a semi-circular with a radius

1 on the middle of the bottom wall, left half of which is full of Phase 1 and the other half

is Phase 2. Phase 3 occupies the remaining domain. Evolution of the drops are shown in

Fig.5.49 , along with the exact solution from [90 ] for the equilibrium state. The drops move

towards the equilibrium shape, which agrees well with the exact solution. Quantitatively,

the spreading lengths of Phases 1 and 2 are 1.0547 and 1.6871, respectively, and the relative

errors are 1.614% and 1.166% after comparing to the exact ones 1.0720 and 1.7070 from [90 ].

Next, the sliding motion of the compound drops on a translating wall is investigated.

The setup is slightly changed as follows: µ2 = 0.67Pa · s, µ3 = 0.33 × 10−3Pa · s, and

σ1,2 = σ1,3 = σ2,3 = 888N/m. The velocity scale for non-dimensionalizing the governing

equations is 66.6m/s, which is the velocity of the bottom wall. As a result, the Reynolds

number and Weber number become Re = 66.6 and W e = 5. The dimensionless height of

the domain becomes 1.5, while the grid size remains the same. The bottom wall is moving

backward with a unit dimensionless velocity. Results are shown in Fig.5.50 and Fig.5.51 , and

the behaviors of the drops are significantly different from those on a stationary wall. It is

observed that the Phase 1 (yellow) drop climbs onto the Phase 2 (blue) drop, and thoroughly

leave the bottom wall, sitting on the Phase 2 drop. Then, it crosses the Phase 2 drop and

returns on the bottom wall. At the end, the Phase 1 drop is still in contact with the Phase

2 drop but moves in front of it.

5.6 Miscible falling drop

A liquid drop, initially in the air, falls down into another liquid at the bottom, and

gradually mixing with the bottom liquid, and the proposed N -phase-M -component model

is used. This is a three-phase case where the liquid drop (Phase 01) is miscible with the

other bottom liquid (Phase 02) while the air (Phase 03) is not miscible with either of the

liquids (Phases 01 or 02). The densities and viscosities of Phases 01, 02, and 03 are ρ01 =
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3000kg/m3, µ01 = 1.5 × 10−3Pa · s, ρ02 = 1000kg/m3, µ02 = 1 × 10−3Pa · s, ρ03 = 1kg/m3,

and µ03 = 2×10−5Pa · s. The surface tension between the immiscible pairs is 0.0728N/s and

the diffusivity between the miscible pair is 1 × 10−5m2/s. The gravity is pointing downward

with a magnitude 9.8m/s2.

As mentioned in Section 2.6.1 , this three-phase case can be turned into a 2-phase-1-

component setup, where Phase 01 is represented by Phase 1 with 1mol/m3 Component

1, Phase 02 is represented by pure Phase 1, Phase 03 is represented by pure Phase 2,

and Component 1 is only dissolvable in Phase 1, i.e., {IM
p,q} = {1, 0}. As a result, one

has ρφ
1 = 1000kg/m3, µφ

1 = 1 × 10−3Pa · s, ρφ
2 = 1kg/m3, µφ

2 = 2 × 10−5Pa · s, σ1,2 =

0.0728N/s, ρC
1 = 2000kg/mol, µC

1 = 5 × 10−4Pa · s · m3/mol, D1,1 = 1 × 10−5m2/s. The

governing equations are non-dimensionalized by a length scale 0.01m, a density scale 1kg/m3,

an acceleration scale 1m/s2, and a concentration scale 1mol/m3. Consequently, Phase 01 is

represented by Phase 1 with unity concentration of Component 1 in the results reported.

The domain considered is [1 × 1] with periodic boundaries along the x axis and with

free-slip boundaries along the y axis. The domain is discretized by [128 × 128] cells and the

time step size is ∆t = 10−4. Initially, the circular drop of Phase 1 is at (0.5, 0.75) with a

radius 0.15, and there is Component 1 with a homogeneous unity concentration inside it.

The bottom of the domain below y = 0.3 is filled with pure Phase 1. The rest of the domain

is occupied by Phase 2.

The results are shown in Fig.5.52 by the configurations of the phases and components

at selected moments. Phase 1 is filled by the yellow color and Phase 2 is represented by

the white color. Component 1 is shown by its concentration along with the yellow lines

representing the interfaces between Phases 1 and 2. Due to both the heaviness of the drop,

which is 3000 times heavier than its surrounded air, and the strong surface tension, the

drop is falling without obvious deformation until it is close to the bottom liquid tank. At

this moment, the bottom of the drop is flattened slightly. During the falling of the drop,

Component 1 inside the drop preserves to be homogeneous. As a result, Phase 01 is well

represented by the combination of Phase 1 and Component 1 with unity concentration.

After the drop merges to the bottom tank, Component 1 starts to be transported, by both

convection and diffusion, inside the liquid tank, and this process is modeling the mixing
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between Phases 01 and 02. one can observe that Component 1 is first transported along

the phase interface. Due to the inertia of the drop, the interface reaches a large “U” shape

before it bounces back. Most of Component 1 is transported to the bottom of the domain.

Since the vertical velocity close to the bottom free-slip boundary is small, and Component

1 is heaviest among all the phases and components, the major part of Component 1 stays

at the bottom, and only small amount of it moves upward following the movement of the

interface. As the interface moves upward, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs. It should

be noted that the appearance of Component 1 makes the fluid denser. Consequently, the

fluid with a larger amount of Component 1, is penetrating to the fluid with less amount of

Component 1, and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is triggered. The interface keeps moving

upward then downward while the amplitude is attenuated by the viscous effect. In the

meanwhile, Component 1 becomes more homogeneous inside the bottom tank as time goes

on. At the end of the simulation, one can observe that the movement of the interface is

not significant and Component 1 is distributed homogeneously inside Phase 1 (the bottom

liquid tank). Fig.5.53 shows the time histories of the total volumes of individual phases and

the total amount of Component 1 in its dissolvable region. All the quantities in Fig.5.53 are

conserved exactly even though the problem is highly complicated and dynamical.

5.7 Falling drops with moving contact lines

To demonstrate the capability of the N -phase-M -component model and scheme, an ex-

ample that includes three phases and three components, large density and viscosity ratios,

multiphase interfacial tensions, and the effect of contact angles and moving contact lines, is

presented.

The densities and viscosities of the 3 pure phases are ρφ
1 = 1000kg/m3, µφ

1 = 10−3Pa · s,

ρφ
2 = 500kg/m3, µφ

2 = 10−1Pa · s, ρφ
3 = 1kg/m3, and µφ

3 = 2 × 10−5Pa · s. The interfacial

tensions are σ1,2 = 0.04N/m, σ1,3 = 0.0728N/m, and σ2,3 = 0.055N/m, and the gravity is

g = {0,−9.8}m/s2. The contact angle between Phases 1 and 2 at the right boundary is 1350

and the other is 900. The densities and viscosities of the 3 components are ρC
1 = 500kg/mol,

µC
1 = 5×10−4Pa · s · m3/mol, ρC

2 = 100kg/mol, µC
2 = 1×10−3Pa · s · m3/mol, ρC

3 = 1kg/mol,
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µC
3 = 1 × 10−4Pa · s · m3/mol. Component 1 is only dissolvable in Phase 1 with diffusivity

1×10−5m2/s, Component 2 is dissolvable in both Phases 1 and 2 with diffusivity 5×10−4m2/s

and 5 × 10−5m2/s, respectively, and Component 3 is dissolvable in both Phases 1 and 3 with

diffusivity 5 × 10−6m2/s and 2 × 10−5m2/s, respectively. The governing equations are non-

dimensionalized with a length scale 0.01m, a density scale 1kg/m3, an acceleration scale

1m/s2, and a concentration scale 1mol/m3.

The domain considered is [1 × 1] with no-slip boundaries. The domain is discretized by

[128×128] cells and the time step size is ∆t = 10−4. Initially, a drop of Phase 1 at (0.3, 0.75)

with a radius 0.15 is above a tank of Phase 1 filling 0 6 y 6 0.3. A drop of Phase 2 is at

(0.75, 0.6) with a radius 0.1. The rest of the domain is filled by Phase 3. Components 1

and 2 are homogeneously distributed with unity concentration inside the drops of Phases 1

and 2, respectively. Component 3 is distributed between x = 0.5 and x = 0.6 with unity

concentration.

The results are shown in Fig.5.54 , and inside each panel, the top-left shows the configura-

tion of the three phases, the top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right show the concentrations

of Components 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Phase 1 is filled by the blue color, Phase 2 is repre-

sented by the yellow color, and the white color is used to present Phase 3. The blue lines in

the contours of the components represent the interface of Phase 1 and the yellow lines are

the interface of Phase 2. The falling of the two drops is very similar to those in Section 5.6 .

Both drops deform little until they are close to the bottom tank of Phase 1, and the com-

ponents inside the drops remain homogeneous. The diffusivity of Component 3 in Phase 3

is 4 times larger than that in Phase 1, and the flow in Phase 3 is more significant due to

the falling of the drops. Component 3 is more distributed in Phase 3 and some amount of it

has entered the drop of Phase 1, while it is still clustered inside the bottom tank of Phase

1. The drop of Phase 2 (the yellow one) first reaches the tank of Phase 1. It is floating on

Phase 1 since Phase 2 is lighter than Phase 1. Component 2, carried by the drop of Phase 2,

starts to diffuse into the bottom tank of Phase 1. The diffusivity of Component 2 in Phase

1 is 10 times larger than that in Phase 2, and it is the largest among all the diffusivities.

As a result, Component 2 becomes homogeneous inside both Phases 1 and 2 in a very short

period of time. After the drop of Phase 1 (the blue one) merges to the bottom tank, Com-
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ponent 1 is released to the tank. Since it is lighter than that in Section 5.6 , it clusters close

to the interface between Phases 1 and 3, follows the movement of the interface, and in the

meantime keeps diffusing. The surface wave introduced by the merging of the drop of Phase

1 to the bottom tank pushes Phase 2 towards the right wall. After that, the drop of Phase

2 is lifted and then stretched as the surface wave moves up and down. The surface wave is

gradually settled down by the viscous effect, and the 1350 contact angle between Phases 1

and 2 at the right wall is more clearly observable. As time goes on, the phases gradually

reach their equilibrium configurations, and Components 1 and 3 keep homogenizing inside

their corresponding dissolvable regions. Specifically, Component 1 only exists inside Phase

1 and none of it is observed in Phases 2 and 3 from our results. On the other hand, Compo-

nent 2 is allowed in both Phases 1 and 3, and it is not observed in Phase 2 from the results.

Again, the time histories of the total volumes of individual phases and the total amounts of

each component in its corresponding dissolvable region are plotted in Fig.5.55 , and they are

exactly conserved even though the problem considered is highly complicated and dynamical.

Finally, the effect of the contact angle is illustrated in Fig.5.56 by comparing the present

case to the case where all the contact angles are 900. It is observed that the effect of

the contact angle doesn’t change much of the dynamics of the problem while it becomes

important for the equilibrium configuration, so only the results at t = 5 are shown. It is

clear that in the case with contact angles all being 900, i.e., in Fig.5.56 b), the interface of

Phases 1 and 3 is finally horizontal, and the drop of Phase 2 looks like a section of an ellipse

which is symmetric with respect to the interface of Phases 1 and 3. On the other hand,

in the case with the 1350 contact angle between Phases 1 and 2 at the right wall, i.e., in

Fig.5.56 a), the interface between Phases 1 and 2 is close to an inclined straight line, and

the interface between Phases 1 and 3 is not horizontal.

5.8 Rising bubbles with solidification

Here, a complicated case including interactions among the gas, liquid, and solid phases

and solidification is considered, and the thermo-gas-liquid-solid model including solidifica-
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tion/melting is used. The material properties of the liquid phase are ρL
M = 2.475×103kg/m3,

µL
M = 1.4 × 10−3Pa · s, (Cp)L

M = 1.0424 × 103J/(K · kg), and κL
M = 91W/(m · K). They

are ρS
M = 2.70 × 103kg/m3, µS

M = 1.4 × 10−3Pa · s, (Cp)S
M = 0.91 × 103J/(K · kg), and

κS
M = 211W/(m · K) for the solid phase, and ρG = 0.4 × 103kg/m3, µG = 4 × 10−5Pa · s,

(Cp)G = 1.1 × 103 × 103J/(K · kg), and κG = 61 × 10−3W/(m · K) for the gas phase. The

melting temperature is TM = 933.6K, latent heat is L = 3.8384 × 105J/kg, the surface ten-

sion is σ = 0.87N/m, the gravity is g = (0,−9.8)m/s2, and the Gibbs-Thomson and linear

kinetic coefficients are chosen to be Γφ = 1.3 × 10−3m · K and µφ = 1.3 × 10−3m/(s · K),

respectively. The governing equations are non-dimensionalized by a density scale 1kg/m3, a

length scale 0.01m, an acceleration scale 1m/s2, and a temperature scale 933.6K the same

as the melting temperature.

A unit domain is considered. Both the left and right boundaries are no-slip and adiabatic

walls. The bottom boundary is no-slip with a fixed temperature Tbottom = 0.5. The top

boundary has a fixed pressure Ptop = 0 and a zero heat flux. The domain is discretized

by 128 × 128 cells, and the time step is ∆t = 10−4. The initial condition of the phases

is illustrated in the first snapshot of Fig.5.57 . Above y = 0.75 is the gas phase, while the

solid phase is at the bottom below y = 0.1. In the middle of the domain is the liquid phase

inside which there are three circular gas bubbles. The radii of the bubbles from left to right

are 0.075, 0.125, and 0.1, and their centers are at (0.175, 0.225), (0.5, 0.3), and (0.8, 0.26),

respectively. The initial temperature is 0.5, the same as Tbottom, inside the solid phase while

it is 1.1 elsewhere. Note that the non-dimensionalized melting temperature is 1. The initial

velocity is zero, and ηϕ = ηφ = h and Mϕλϕ = 10−9 are set.

Results are shown in Fig.5.57 . The gas, liquid, and solid phases are filled by the white,

orange, and blue colors, and the solid phase becomes green when the phase change is finished.

The bubbles are moving upward due to the buoyancy effect, and, at the same time, the liquid

is solidified as its temperature is cooled down by the bottom wall. The motion of the bubbles

drives the liquid and produces melt convection. As a result, the liquid below the bubbles

is solidified faster than its neighbor, and the liquid-solid interface first “catches” the left

bubble then the right one. As the largest bubble at the middle rises, the gas-liquid interface

above starts to be perturbed, which, in turn, deviates the bubble rising from its vertical line.
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When the middle bubble merges the gas-liquid interface, a strong capillary wave is produced

due to the surface tension. As the capillary wave travels back and forth, the liquid-solid

interface keeps moving upward. Since the heat conductivity of the gas is much smaller than

the liquid or solid, the solidification is slower right above the two trapped gas bubbles, and

the liquid-solid interface forms a “V” shape there. As the liquid-solid interface gets closer to

the gas-liquid one, the capillary wave is quickly attenuated by the viscosity, due to the zero

velocity of the solid. At the end of the simulation, the liquid is completely solidified with

two hollows formed by the right and left bubbles.

5.9 Melting and solidification

Here, melting a solid rectangle and then solidifying it again are presented, and the thermo-

gas-liquid-solid model including solidification/melting is used. The material properties and

setup are identical to those in Section 5.8 , except that the thermal conductivity of the gas

is κG = 100W/(m · K) and that the bottom wall becomes adiabatic, and the temperature

at the other boundaries is 2 before t = 2 then 0.5. The initial condition of the phases is

illustrated in the first snapshot of Fig.5.58 . A rectangular solid with width 0.6 and height

0.4 is sitting above the bottom wall, and it traps two circular gas bubbles whose radii are

0.075 and 0.1, and centers are located at (0.65, 0.1) and (0.35, 0.25), respectively. The initial

temperature is 0.8 inside the solid rectangle including the gas bubbles, while it is 2 elsewhere.

Recall that the non-dimensionalized melting temperature is 1. The initial velocity is zero,

and ηϕ = ηφ = h and Mϕλϕ = 10−9 are set.

Results are shown in Fig.5.58 . The two top corners of the solid rectangle first melt, and

then the lateral edges. The gas in the larger bubble is released to the ambient, and the melted

liquid covers the solid and flows downward to the bottom wall. The solid phase gradually

disappears and the smaller gas bubble is finally released. The smaller bubble slides on the

bottom wall back and forth, following the capillary wave above, and finally reaches the right

wall. As the temperature at the boundaries becomes lower than the melting temperature,

solidification first appears at the lateral walls, and the front of the liquid-solid interface moves

towards the middle, along with the capillary wave moving up and down. At the end of the
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simulation, the melted liquid is completely solidified with a gas bubble at the bottom-right

corner.
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Figure 5.11. Evolutions of the three phases in the three-phase Rayleigh-
Taylor instability problem using CH. From left to right, top to bottom, t is
0.00, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, ..., 10.00. Blue: Phase1, Yellow: Phase2, and White:
Phase3.
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Figure 5.12. Results of the dam break using two-phase CH-B. a) Location
of the front Z vs. T , and b) location of the height H vs. T .
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Figure 5.13. Snapshots of the dam break using two-phase CH-B with density
ratio a) ρ1 = ρ2 = ρwater/ρair ≈ 830, and b) ρ1/ρ1 = 100, 000. From top to
bottom, t = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.
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Figure 5.14. Snapshots of the dam break using two-phase CH-B with density
ratio ρ1 = ρ2 = ρwater/ρair ≈ 830 (continued from Fig.5.13 a)). From left to
right, and top to bottom, t is from 2.5 to 10 with 0.5 increment.
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Figure 5.15. The front and the height of the water column versus time using
two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C. a) The front of the water column versus time,
b) the height of the water column versus time
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Figure 5.16. The evolution of the interface of the dam break problem using
two-phase CAC-B and CAC-C at t = 0, t = 1, t = 1.5, t = 2, t = 2.5,...,
t = 10 from left to right and from top to bottom. a) The balanced-force
method (two-phase CAC-B), b) the conservative method (two-phase CAC-C).
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Figure 5.17. Front and height of the water column vs. t using CHB-B and
CACB-B. a) Front of the water column. b) Height of the water column.

Figure 5.18. Configurations of the three-phase dam break from CHB-B at
t = 0.00, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00,...,10.00. Blue: Water (phase 1). Yellow: Oir (phase
2). White: Air (phase 3).
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Figure 5.19. Configurations of the three-phase dam break from CACB-B at
t = 0.00, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00,...,10.00. Blue: Water (phase 1). Yellow: Oir (phase
2). White: Air (phase 3).

Figure 5.20. Results of the three-phase dam break. a) Mass conservation
of individual phases from CHB-B. b) Mass conservation of individual phases
from CACB-B. c) Error of the summation constraint for the order parameters
from CHB-B and CACB-B.
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Figure 5.21. Results of the three-phase dam break from CHB-B and CHC-B
(which is CH-B but including the clipping and rescaling steps in the bound-
edness mapping). a) Errors of mass conservation of individual phases. b) The
Error of the summation constraint for the order parameters.
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Figure 5.22. Snapshots of the rising bubble using two-phase CH-B in
R90L90T90. From left to right, top to bottom, t changes from 0.1 to 2 with
0.1 increment.
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Figure 5.23. Snapshots of the rising bubble using two-phase CH-B in
R30L150T90. From left to right, top to bottom, t changes from 0.1 to 2
with 0.1 increment.
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Figure 5.24. Snapshots of the rising bubble using two-phase CH-B in
R150L120T90. From left to right, top to bottom, t changes from 0.1 to 2
with 0.1 increment.
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Figure 5.25. Snapshots of the rising bubble using two-phase CH-B in
R30L60T120. From left to right, top to bottom, t changes from 0.1 to 2
with 0.1 increment.
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Figure 5.26. Evolution of the three phases using CH-B in the three-phase
rising bubble with moving contact lines, where θT

water−oil = π/2, θT
oil−air = π/2.

From left to right, top to bottom, t is 0.00, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, ..., 2.5. Blue: Air,
Yellow: Oil, and White: Water.
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Figure 5.27. Evolution of the three phases using CH-B in the three-phase
rising bubble with moving contact lines, where θT

water−oil = π/2, θT
oil−air = 2π/3.

From left to right, top to bottom, t is 0.00, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, ..., 2.5. Blue: Air,
Yellow: Oil, and White: Water.
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Figure 5.28. Evolution of the three phases using CH-B in the three-phase
rising bubble with moving contact lines, where θT

water−oil = π/6, θT
oil−air = 2π/3.

From left to right, top to bottom, t is 0.00, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, ..., 2.5. Blue: Air,
Yellow: Oil, and White: Water.
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Figure 5.29. Results of the axisymmetric rising bubble using the balanced-
force method (two-phase CACB-B) from t = 0 to t = 3 with 0.2 increment,
from left to right and from bottom to top.
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Figure 5.30. Results of the axisymmetric rising bubble using the conservative
method (two-phase CACB-C) from t = 0 to t = 3 with 0.2 increment, from
left to right and from bottom to top.
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Figure 5.31. Schematic of a drop on a homogeneous flat surface.

Figure 5.32. Results of the equilibrium drop using two-phase CH-B. a) Initial
shape of the drop, b) θW = 900, c) θW = 450, d) θW = 1350, e) θW = 600, and
f) θW = 1200.
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Figure 5.33. Results of the height and length of the drop using two-phase
CH-B. a) Height of the drop, b) half length of the drop.

Figure 5.34. Heights and spreading lengths of drop on a surface using CH-B.
a) Height (Hd) vs. contact angle (θs). b) Spreading length (Ld) vs. contact
angle (θW ). a) and b) share the same legend.
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Figure 5.35. Initial and final shapes of the drops on a surface using CH.
a) Initial shapes. b) Final shapes with contact angles (450, 1350). c) Final
shapes with contact angles (1200, 600). d) Final shapes with contact angles
(750, 1050). Blue: Phase 1, Yellow: Phase 2, White: Phase 3. Red dotted line:
Exact shape of Phase 1, Orange dash-dotted line: Exact shape of Phase 2.
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Figure 5.36. Evolution of the water drop using two-phase CAC-B with |g| =
0. Yellow: water ( Phase 1); White: air (Phase 2); Red dotted line: exact
solution. Left column: θW = 600; Right column: θW = 1350. From top to
bottom, t = 0.0, t = 0.2, t = 0.4, t = 1.0, t = 1.4, and t = 2.0 (left) and
t = 3.0 (right).
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Figure 5.37. Height and spreading length of the drop using CAC-B and
two-phase CAC-B. a) Hd and Ld versus θ with |g| = 0. b) Hd versus |g| with
θW = 1350.

Figure 5.38. Errors of the height and spreading length of the water drop
using CAC-B and two-phase CAC-B versus the grid size with θW = θW

1,2 = 600

and |g| = 0.
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Figure 5.39. Evolution of the water drop using two-phase CAC-B with
θW = 1350. Yellow: water (Phase 1); White: air (Phase 2); Red dotted
line: asymptotic solution for gravity dominance; Cyan dashed line: N -phase
solution from CAC-B with φ3|t=0 = −1. Left column: |g| = 10; Right column:
|g| = 15. From top to bottom, t = 0.0, t = 0.2, t = 0.4, t = 1.0, t = 1.4, and
t = 3.0.
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Figure 5.40. a) Relative changes of Φ (=
∫

Ω φdΩ) from two-phase CAC-B
versus time. b) Relative changes of Φ from CAC-B versus time (p is the phase
index). c) max |∑p φp − (2 −N)| from CAC-B versus time.
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Figure 5.41. Evolution of the water and oil drops using CAC-B with |g| = 0,
θW

1,2 = 600, and θW
3,2 = 1200. Yellow: water (Phase 1); White: air (Phase 2);

Blue: oil (Phase 3); Red dotted line: exact solution; Cyan dashed line: two-
phase solution from two-phase CAC-B in the left column of Fig.5.36 . From
top to bottom, t = 0.0, t = 0.2, t = 0.4, t = 1.0, t = 1.4, and t = 2.0.
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Figure 5.42. Evolution of the water and oil drops using CAC-B with |g| = 10,
θW

1,2 = 1350, and θW
3,2 = 1200. Yellow: water (Phase 1); White: air (Phase 2);

Blue: oil (Phase 3); Red dotted line: asymptotic solution; Cyan dashed line:
two-phase solution from two-phase CAC-B in the left column of Fig.5.39 . From
top to bottom, t = 0.0, t = 0.2, t = 0.4, t = 1.0, t = 1.4, and t = 3.0.
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Figure 5.43. a) Relative changes of Φ (=
∫

Ω φdΩ) from CAC-B versus time
(p is the phase index) with φ3|t=0 = −1. b) max |∑p φp −(2−N)| from CAC-B
versus time with φ3|t=0 = −1. c) max |φ3 + 1| from CAC-B versus time with
φ3|t=0 = −1.
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Figure 5.44. Results of the bouncing drop using the two-phase CAC-B with
θW = 1650. Yellow: water (Phase 1); White: air (Phase 2); From left to right
and top to bottom: t = 0.00, t = 0.30, t = 0.44, t = 0.46, t = 0.48, t = 0.50,
t = 0.52, t = 0.56, t = 0.60, t = 0.64, t = 0.68, t = 0.72, t = 0.80, t = 0.85,
t = 0.90, t = 1.00, t = 1.05, t = 1.10, t = 1.15, and t = 1.20.
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Figure 5.45. (continued from Fig.5.44 ) From left to right and top to bottom:
t = 1.25, t = 1.30, t = 1.40, t = 1.50, t = 1.55, t = 1.60, t = 1.70, t = 1.75,
t = 1.80, t = 1.90, t = 1.95, t = 2.00, t = 2.05, t = 2.15, t = 2.20, t = 2.35,
t = 2.50, t = 3.00, t = 3.50, and t = 4.00.
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Figure 5.46. Shapes of the drops with different contact angles using two-
phase CAC-B. Yellow: water (Phase 1); White: air (Phase 2); From left to
right: θ = 1650, θ = 1500, θ = 1200, θ = 900, and θ = 600. Top: t = 0.46;
Bottom: t = 4.00.

Figure 5.47. Mass center (y component) of the drop versus time using two-
phase CAC-B a) with different contact angles, b) with different mobilities.
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Figure 5.48. Shapes of the drops with different mobilities using two-phase
CAC-B. Yellow: water (Phase 1); White: air (Phase 2); From left to right:
M0λ0 = 5 × 10−3, M0λ0 = 1 × 10−3, and M0λ0 = 1 × 10−4. Top: t = 0.60;
Bottom: t = 4.00.
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Figure 5.49. Evolution of the compound drops using CAC-B with a station-
ary bottom wall. Yellow: Phase 1; Blue: Phase 2; White: Phase 3; Red dotted
line: exact solution from [90 ]. From top to bottom and left to right: t = 0.0,
t = 0.2, t = 0.4, t = 1.0, t = 1.4, t = 2.0, t = 3.0, t = 4.0, t = 5.0 and t = 6.0.
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Figure 5.50. Evolution of the compound drops using CAC-B with a trans-
lating bottom wall. Yellow: Phase 1; Blue: Phase 2; White: Phase 3. From
top to bottom and left to right: t = 0.0, t = 0.2, t = 0.4, t = 1.0, t = 1.4,
t = 2.0, t = 3.0, t = 4.0, t = 5.0, t = 6.0, t = 7.0, and t = 8.0.
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Figure 5.51. (continued from Fig.5.50 ) From top to bottom and left to right:
t = 9.0, t = 10.0, t = 11.0, t = 12.0, t = 13.0, and t = 14.0.

Figure 5.52. Results of the miscible falling drop, from left to right and top
to bottom, t = 0.00, 0.20, 0.25, 0.27, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80,
0.90, 1.00, 1.20, 1.40, 1.60, 1.80, 2.20, 2.60, 3.00, 3.40, 3.80, 4.20, 4.60, 5.00.
Left of each panel: configuration of the phases, yellow: Phase 1, white: Phase
2. Right of each panel: configuration of Component 1, yellow solid lines:
interfaces of Phase 1.
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Figure 5.53. Time histories of the total volumes of individual phases and the
total amount of Component 1 in its dissolvable region in the miscible falling
drop. a) Time histories of the total volumes of individual phases. b) Time
histories of the total amount of Component 1 in its dissolvable region.
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Figure 5.54. Results of the falling drops with moving contact lines, from
left to right and top to bottom, t = 0.00, 0.20, 0.25, 0.27, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40,
0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00, 1.20, 1.40, 1.60, 1.80, 2.20, 2.60, 3.00, 3.40,
3.80, 4.20, 4.60, 5.00. Top-left of each panel: configuration of the phases,
blue: Phase 1, yellow: Phase 2, white: Phase 3. Top-right of each panel:
configuration of Component 1. Bottom-left: configuration of Component 2.
Bottom-right: configuration of Component 3. In the top-right, bottom-left,
and bottom right of each panel, blue solid lines: interfaces of Phase 1, yellow
solid lines: interfaces of Phase 2.
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Figure 5.55. Time histories of the total volumes of individual phases and
the total amounts of each component in its corresponding dissolvable region
in the falling drops with moving contact lines. a) Time histories of the total
volumes of individual phases. b) Time histories of the total amounts of each
component in its corresponding dissolvable region.

Figure 5.56. Comparison with different contact angle set-ups at t = 5 in
the falling drop with moving contact lines. Left: the contact angle between
Phases 1 and 2 is 1350 at the right wall. Right: the contact angle between
Phases 1 and 2 is 900 at the right wall. Top-left of each panel: configuration
of the phases, blue: Phase 1, yellow: Phase 2, white: Phase 3. Top-right
of each panel: configuration of Component 1. Bottom-left: configuration of
Component 2. Bottom-right: configuration of Component 3. In the top-right,
bottom-left, and bottom-right of each panel, blue solid lines: interfaces of
Phase 1, yellow solid lines: interfaces of Phase 2.
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Figure 5.57. Results of rising bubbles with solidification. White: the gas
phase, Orange: the liquid phase, Blue: the solid phase, Green: the solid phase
when the phase change is finished. From left to right and top to bottom,
t = 0.00, t = 0.05, t = 0.10, t = 0.15, t = 0.20, t = 0.30, t = 0.40, t = 0.50,
t = 0.60, t = 0.70, t = 0.80, t = 0.90, t = 1.00, t = 1.10, t = 1.20, t = 1.40,
t = 1.60, t = 1.80, t = 2.00, t = 2.20, t = 2.50, t = 3.00, t = 3.50, t = 4.00,
and t = 5.00.
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Figure 5.58. Results of rising bubbles with solidification. White: the gas
phase, Orange: the liquid phase, Blue: the solid phase, Green: the solid phase
when the phase change is finished. From left to right and top to bottom,
t = 0.00, t = 0.05, t = 0.10, t = 0.15, t = 0.20, t = 0.30, t = 0.40, t = 0.50,
t = 0.60, t = 0.70, t = 0.80, t = 0.90, t = 1.00, t = 1.10, t = 1.20, t = 1.40,
t = 1.60, t = 1.80, t = 2.00, t = 2.10, t = 2.20, t = 2.30, t = 2.40, t = 2.50,
t = 2.60, t = 3.00, t = 3.25, t = 3.50, t = 3.75, and t = 4.00.
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6. SUMMARY1
 

In the present study, a consistent and conservative Phase-Field method for multiphase flow

problems is proposed. It consists of the general modeling principles, i.e., the consistency

conditions, and the consistent and conservative numerical framework. This method is in-

dependent of the specific form of the Phase-Field equation and the numerical scheme to

solve it. Problems including an arbitrary number of immiscible and incompressible phases

are considered. Each phase has its own constant density and viscosity, and each pair of

phases has an interfacial tension at their interfaces and a contact angle at a wall. The

proposed consistency conditions provide a practical and convenient way to directly obtain

“mixture-level” models for multiphase problems, and individual ingredients of the models

are physically connected. The proposed numerical framework preserves most of the physical

properties of the multiphase flows in a discrete sense, and therefore they are accurate, robust,

and effective for complicated multiphase dynamics, even when there are large differences in

material properties. A schematic of the consistent and conservative Phase-Field method is

shown in Fig.6.1 .

6.1 Development of the Phase-Field equation

In the present work, the general multiphase volume distribution problem, which is an

important component of developing multiphase Phase-Field equations, is addressed consis-

tently and conservatively by the proposed consistent and conservative volume distribution

algorithm in Section 2.2.2 . This algorithm honors the summation constraint, conservation

constraint, and consistency of reduction, so that no fictitious phases, voids, or overfilling are
1This chapter was partly published in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 387, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A mixed upwind/central WENO scheme for incompressible two-phase flows, Page
455-480, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 406, Ziyang Huang, Guang
Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent, essentially conservative and balanced-force Phase-Field method to
model incompressible two-phase flows, Page 109192, Copyright Elsevier (2019); in Journal of Computational
Physics, Vol 420, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, Consistent and conservative scheme for
incompressible two-phase flows using the conservative Allen-Cahn model, Page 109718, Copyright Elsevier
(2020); in Journal of Computational Physics, Vol 434, Ziyang Huang, Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani,
A consistent and conservative model and its scheme for N-phase-M-component incompressible flows, Page
110229, Copyright Elsevier (2021); and in International Journal of Multiphase Flow, Vol 142, Ziyang Huang,
Guang Lin, Arezoo M. Ardekani, A consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm and its ap-
plications to multiphase flows using Phase-Field models, Page 103727, Copyright Elsevier (2021).
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Figure 6.1. Schematic of the consistent and conservative Phase-Field method
for multiphase flow problems. Colors highlight the correspondences of the
numerical operators in different equations.

generated after the volume distribution. It is challenging to satisfy all the constraints in a

general multiphase setup, and the two-phase phase-wise formulation is not feasible. Then the

problem is turned into a linear system representing the interactions among different phases.

A weight function for volume distribution is carefully selected, so that the aforementioned

constraints are satisfied and the coefficient matrix of the linear system is not only symmetric

but also diagonally dominant. A scaling argument is supplemented so that the solution of

the linear system is admissible. This is the first volume distribution algorithm that is general

for an arbitrary number of phases and satisfies all the physical constraints mentioned.

The proposed volume distribution algorithm is successfully applied to determine the La-

grange multipliers that enforce the mass conservation for general multiphase Phase-Field

equations. As an example of this application, a multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn equa-

tion Eq.(2.19 ) that honors the summation constraint for the order parameters, the mass

conservation, and the consistency of reduction, simultaneously, is developed in Section 2.2.3 .

Such a kind of conservative Allen-Cahn equation is first reported in the present study. In ad-
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dition, the multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn equation exactly reduces to the one proposed

in [96 ] for two-phase problems.

The consistency of reduction is an important property of a multiphase Phase-Field equa-

tion, since it eliminates any generation of fictitious phases. The numerical studies in Chap-

ter 4 show that fictitious phases are unphysically produced at interfacial regions by the

multiphase equation in [68 ] that violates the consistency of reduction. On the other hand,

there are no fictitious phases generated by either the multiphase conservative Allen-Cahn

equation Eq.(2.19 ), proposed in the present work, or the multiphase Cahn-Hilliard model

Eq.(2.17 ), proposed in [75 ] and further studied in the present work, since both the Phase-

Field equations are reduction consistent. A comparison study is also performed and it is

shown that the conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) has a better ability than the

Cahn-Hilliard one Eq.(2.17 ) to preserve under-resolved structures.

Another application of the proposed volume distribution algorithm is the development of

a general formulation to implement the contact angle boundary conditions for the second-

order Phase-Field equations. The original second-order Phase-Field equations are modified

by adding a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the mass conservation but does not change the

summation of the order parameters and the consistency of reduction. The newly introduced

Lagrange multiplier is determined by the consistent and conservative volume distribution

algorithm in Section 2.2.2 . The proposed formulation is applicable to not only two-phase

but also N -phase (N > 2) cases, and is independent of the specific form of the second-order

Phase-Field equations or the contact angle boundary conditions.

Therefore, the consistent and conservative volume distribution algorithm is an important

tool for modeling and simulating multiphase flows.

6.2 Coupling to the hydrodynamics

Compared to the progress of developing Phase-Field equations (or models) for multiphase

problems, the coupling to the hydrodynamics is usually less discussed. It is illustrated in

the present study that the mixture density can be governed by an equation different from

the sharp-interface mass conservation equation Eq.(1.1 ), especially when the divergence-free
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“volume-averaged” velocity is considered. As a result, the Navier-Stokes equation Eq.(1.2 )

needs to be modified to describe the motion of the fluid mixture. In addition to the consis-

tency of reduction, two more consistency conditions, which are the consistency of mass con-

servation and consistency of mass and momentum transport, are proposed. The consistency

of mass conservation is implemented to obtain the “actual” mass conservation equation, as

well as the consistent mass flux. Then, the consistency of mass and momentum transport

is applied to finalized the momentum equation, which guarantees the physical coupling be-

tween the mass and momentum transport. The direct consequence of satisfying these two

consistency conditions is that the resulting momentum equation implies the kinetic energy

conservation (if all the forces except the contribution from the pressure gradient are absent)

and is Galilean invariant. This conclusion is generally true without the need to consider the

detail of the Phase-Field equation. More information of the Phase-Field equation is needed

when the 2nd law of thermodynamics and consistency of reduction of the entire mulitphase

model are considered. The present study shows that the same will be true for the entire

multiphase system if the Phase-Field equation on its own enjoys energy dissipation or is

reduction consistent. Notice that the above statement is valid only when the other two con-

sistency conditions are implemented in the coupling. Finally, the consistency conditions as

well as the formulations derived from them can be physically explained using the control vol-

ume analysis and mixture theory. Specifically, the present study considers the conservative

Allen-Cahn Eq.(2.19 ) and Cahn-Hilliard Eq.(2.17 ) equations because they are fully reduction

consistent. The entire multiphase model additionally satisfies the mass conservation of each

phase, and the momentum conservation including interfacial tensions.

The consistency of mass conservation can not be directly implemented when the Phase-

Field equation is not written in a conservative form, like the conservative Allen-Cahn equa-

tion Eq.(2.19 ). To resolve this issue, the consistent formulation is proposed in Section 2.3.1 ,

where the reaction terms and Lagrange multipliers in the Phase-Field equation are reformu-

lated in a conservative form, with the help of defining an auxiliary variable. The auxiliary

variable is governed by a Poisson equation, whose source term is compatible with its bound-

ary condition. As a result, the consistency analysis based on the Phase-Field equations
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written in a conservative form is again valid for those including reaction terms and Lagrange

multipliers.

6.3 Consistent and conservative numerical framework and its results

Another important task finished in the present study is to preserve the physical prop-

erties of the proposed mulitphase system after discretization, in addition to considering the

accuracy of the schemes. Several novel techniques are developed, and careful numerical anal-

yses are performed to achieve the goal. As a result, the proposed numerical framework is

consistent and conservative.

It is first illustrated that the convection term in the Phase-Field equation can be a source

of producing local voids, overfilling, or fictitious phases, due to using non-linear interpola-

tion schemes. To fix this issue, the gradient-based phase selection procedure is proposed

to correct the numerical convection flux, which is valid regardless of the method used to

compute the numerical flux. The conservative method is developed to compute the surface

force, which preserves that the integral of the surface force over a periodic domain is zero.

The “DGT” numerical operator is developed for the viscous force so that the viscous force

exactly reduces to its single-phase discrete counterpart. This is critical for both the consis-

tency of reduction and momentum conservation on the discrete level. Achieving consistency

on the discrete level is more involved and is not guaranteed by just using the continuous

formulations, without carefully considering the numerical implementations. New general

theorems are proposed in Section 3.2 to address this difficulty. Those theorems illustrate

the numerical correspondences that should be followed in the discrete Phase-Field and mo-

mentum equations, and therefore do not rely on the details of the Phase-Field equation and

its scheme. Violations of those theorems introduce inconsistent errors (approximately) pro-

portional to the density ratio. Thus, satisfying the consistency conditions on the discrete

level becomes more significant for large-density-ratio problems. The boundedness mapping

in Section 3.3.2 , which is another application of the proposed volume distribution algorithm,

maps the out-of-bound order parameters, numerically solved from the Phase-Field equation,

into their physical interval, but does not change the physical properties of the order pa-
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rameters, i.e., their summation constraint, mass conservation, and consistency of reduction.

This is essential to avoid negative density and/or viscosity of the fluid mixture, especially

when ratios of phase densities and/or viscosities are large. It should be noted that a nega-

tive mixture density and/or viscosity results in ill-posedness of the multiphase system. The

boundedness mapping is finally modeled as a discrete Lagrange multiplier and is included in

the implementation of the consistent formulation in Section 3.3.5 . As a result, the discrete

consistent mass flux that satisfies the consistency of mass conservation is obtained, following

the theorems in Section 3.2 .

With the help of these novel techniques, the mass conservative and reduction consistent

schemes are developed for the Phase-Field equations considered (Eq.(2.17 ) and Eq.(2.19 )).

The present study proofs that the order parameters solved from those schemes are reduction

consistent, mass conservative, and bounded, and their summation follows the constraints in

Eq.(2.2 ) at every grid point. A projection scheme is constructed to solve the momentum

equation for the fluid mixture. This scheme conserves the momentum when the surface force

is either neglected or computed by the conservative method. It also satisfies the consistency

of reduction, and therefore recovers the single-phase dynamics inside each bulk-phase region.

It solves advection (or translation) problems exactly (neglecting the gravity and interfacial

tensions) regardless of the material properties or interface shapes, thanks to satisfying the

consistency of mass conservation and consistency of mass and momentum transport on

the discrete level. All those properties are rigorously proved. Therefore, the schemes are

consistent and conservative. In addition, they are decoupled, semi-implicit, and formally

2nd-order accurate.

Various numerical experiments are performed to validate all the aforementioned proper-

ties of the schemes, and the results are consistent with the numerical analyses. The formal

order of accuracy of the proposed schemes is 2nd-order. It is observed that the out-of-

bound error can grow as the computation goes on, contaminate the physical solution, and

in the end, trigger numerical instability, although it is small in every time step. The bound-

edness mapping removes the out-of-bound error while preserves the physical properties of

the order parameters, which is beneficial to improve the robustness of the scheme and to

provide a physical solution. In the steady drop problem, the strengths of the spurious cur-
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rent are small and insensitive to the density ratio, viscosity ratio and surface tension. The

balanced-force method gives a smaller spurious current and faster convergence rate than the

conservative method. As illustrated in the large-density-ratio advection problem, violating

the consistency conditions results in unphysical velocity and pressure fluctuations and in-

terface deformations, and finally triggers numerical instability, while the physical result is

well reproduced by the proposed schemes even with an extremely large density ratio like 109.

This demonstrates the significance of satisfying the consistency conditions on the discrete

level. Careful and systematic convergence tests are performed based on the rising bubble

case including a large density ratio (1000), a large viscosity ratio (100), and surface tension

and gravity forces. Such convergence tests have not yet been done with the Phase-Field

method applied to multiphase flows. The results suggest the interface thickness to be in the

order of the grid size, while they are insensitive to the magnitude of M0. The convergence of

the numerical solution of the Phase-Field method to the sharp interface one is observed and

the convergence rate is between 1.5th- and 2nd-order, no matter whether the Cahn-Hilliard

or conservative Allen-Cahn equation is used to capture the interface, or the balanced-force

or conservative method is used to discretize the surface force. Including the boundedness

mapping does not influence either the order of accuracy of the schemes or the convergence

behavior to the sharp-interface solution. In the horizontal shear layer problem, the gen-

eration of fictitious phases, local voids, or overfilling is observed when the gradient-based

phase selection procedure is not implemented. These unphysical behaviors disappear after

the procedure is activated. Different from using the conservative method, the momentum

is only essentially conserved with the balanced-force method, while the non-conservation is

very small and is reduced after grid refinement. Although it is not shown in the analyses,

the numerical results reproduce the total energy decay in both inviscid and viscous cases.

The conservative method performs better in the inviscid case when the grid is coarse, while

the difference between the two methods is not significant in the fine-grid solution or in the

viscous case. Therefore, both the balanced-force method and the conservative method are

practical and effective for multiphase flows.

Several realistic multiphase flow problems, which include strong interactions between the

fluid phases, large differences in material properties, interfacial tensions, and topological
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changes, are performed. The present results agree well with the exact/asymptotic solutions

from the sharp-interface methods and with existing numerical and experimental data. The

cases with a density ratio of 3000 in the Rayleigh-Taylor instability and with a density ratio of

100, 000 in the dam break are explored, which shows the robustness of the present schemes to

deal with practical multiphase problems with large density ratios. Strong interactions among

different phases in the long-time dynamics are captured and the interface configuration

becomes very complicated. In these applications, it is observed that the balanced-force

method has a larger tendency to break to small interfacial structures, resulting in more

topological changes, while the conservative method is more stable, i.e., allowing a larger

time step. The consistent formulation can be easily applied in different coordinate systems,

e.g., the axisymmetric coordinate, and the axisymmetic rising bubble is solved to show this

flexibility. The mass conservation and the summation constraint for the order parameters

are always satisfied even though the problem considered is highly dynamic. The results

also show that simply clipping and rescaling the order parameters, instead of performing the

boundedness mapping in Section 3.3.2 , leads to significant mass changes. The present results

also show that the setup of the contact angles highly influences the dynamics of multiphase

problems after the contact lines are formed. The equilibrium shapes and locations of the

fluid phases can be very different under different set of contact angles. As a representative

of the 2nd-order Phase-Field equations, the conservative Allen-Cahn equation Eq.(2.19 ) is

implemented in moving contact line problems with the help of the proposed formulation.

The results agree well with the exact and/or asymptotic solutions for equilibrium problems,

and similar dynamical behaviors reported in, e.g., [74 ], [79 ], [90 ] using the fourth-order

Cahn-Hilliard equations, are captured by the conservative Allen-Cahn equations.

With the proposed consistent and conservative Phase-Field method, one is able to further

quantitatively compare the performances of various categories of Phase-Field equations, like

the conservative Phase-Field equation and modified Cahn-Hilliard equation [58 ], [114 ], [233 ]–

[236 ], and even the algebraic Volume-of-Fluid method, e.g., [237 ], on reproducing the multi-

phase flow dynamics. Another attractive future direction is to extend the present consistent

and conservative numerical framework to the adaptive time and space refinements, which

would be especially beneficial for the problems including a wide range of time and length
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scales. However, preserving the consistent and conservative properties can be non-trivial.

The present study leaves open the possibility of using the 2nd-order Phase-Field equations for

moving contact line problems, which has never been considered before. Therefore, it provides

plenty of new opportunities to study in the future. Since the pool of plausible Phase-Field

equations for moving contact line problems is greatly expanded, it is now not only possi-

ble but also desirable to investigate and clarify their performance. Unlike the Cahn-Hilliard

equations, there is little theoretical analysis of the 2nd-order Phase-Field equations in moving

contact line problems, e.g., the asymptotic analysis as the interface thickness tends to zero.

Such an analysis is important to provide physical insights of determining the parameters in

the Phase-Field equations.

6.4 N-phase-M-component model

The aforementioned modeling principles and numerical frameworks are extended to mul-

tiphase and multicomponent, or N -phase-M -component, incompressible flows with N > 1

andM > 0. Components are newly introduced and dissolvable in some specific phases. This

model allows arbitrary numbers of phases and components appearing simultaneously. Each

component can exist in different phases. Each phase is a “solution” of its pure phase (which

is the background fluid of the phase) as the “solvent” and there can be multiple components

as the “solutes” dissolved in that phase . The dissolvability matrix is defined to indicate

these relations between phases and components. Individual pure phases and components

have their own densities and viscosities. Each pair of a phase and a component has a diffu-

sivity. A new consistency condition: consistency of volume fraction conservation is proposed

to help to model such a kind of problem.

Each component has its own concentration governed by the convection-diffusion equa-

tion in its dissolvable regions, and its flux at the phase boundaries is either zero if it is not

dissolvable in the neighboring phases or continuous otherwise. The concentrations represent

the local amounts of the components and are generally interpreted as the “molar concen-

trations”, while they can be considered as the “volume fractions” in some special problems.

Since all the phases are evolving and deforming, it is challenging to solve the equation and
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assign the boundary condition of the components. The diffuse domain approach [143 ] is

applied, which turns the locally defined equation into an equivalent one defined in the en-

tire domain of interest. Then, the phase indicator functions are replaced by the smoothed

ones, which makes the volume fractions from the Phase-Field model a directly available

candidate. The component equation is finalized by implementing the consistency of volume

fraction conservation which incorporates the thermodynamical effects from the Phase-Field

equation. The density and viscosity of the fluid mixture include both the contributions from

the phases and components. The consistency of mass conservation and the consistency of

mass and momentum transport are again applied to ensure the physical coupling between

the mass conservation equation and the momentum equation. The consistency of reduction

is extended such that fictitious components are not produced. With the help of the consis-

tency of volume fraction conservation and other consistency conditions, one can show that

the proposed N -phase-M -component model honors a physical energy law and the Galilean

invariance.

In addition to multiphase and multicomponent problems, the proposed model is also

applicable to some multiphase problems, where the miscibilities between each pair of phases

are different. It is also flexible to different circumstances of cross-interface transport of a

component that is dissolvable in both sides of the interface. More importantly, the present

study proposes a general framework that physically connects the dynamics of the phases,

the components, and the fluid flows, using the proposed consistency conditions, see Fig.6.1 .

The consistent and conservative numerical framework is implemented to solve the pro-

posed N -phase-M -component model. The capability of the model for different circumstances

of cross-interface transport of a component which is dissolvable in both sides of the interface

is demonstrated. The effect of the consistency of volume fraction conservation on eliminating

unphysical fluctuations of the components around phase interfaces is illustrated. Finally, the

proposed model and scheme are successfully applied to two challenging problems, including

multiple materials and various miscibility relations among the materials, and having many

critical factors in multiphase and multicomponent flows, i.e., significant differences of the

material properties, gravitation, interfacial tensions, topological changes, large deformation

of the interfaces, and the effects of contact angles and moving contact lines. In summary,
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the proposed model and scheme are general, effective, and robust for multiphase and multi-

component incompressible flows.

6.5 Thermo-gas-liquid-solid model with solidification/melting

The aforementioned modeling principles and numerical frameworks are extended to the

thermo-gas-liquid-solid flows, where the liquid and solid phases are experiencing solidifica-

tion/melting. The ingredients of the proposed model include the consistent and conserva-

tive Phase-Field method for two-phase flows, the fictitious domain Brinkman penalization

(FD/BP) method for fluid-structure interactions [160 ], [161 ], and the Phase-Field model of

solidification in [163 ]. These successful models are physically coupled using the proposed

consistency conditions. The Cahn-Hilliard equation Eq.(2.22 ) is applied to locate the gas

and phase change material. The phase change equation Eq.(2.59 ) is derived from the so-

lidification model in [163 ] using the diffuse domain approach [143 ]. Then the consistency

of volume fraction conservation is applied to admit the fully liquid/solid-state of the phase

change material. The interpolation function in [163 ] is also modified so that the equilibrium

states of the order parameter in the model depend on the temperature in a physical sense,

which resolves the issue of initiating the phase change when the phase change material is fully

liquid/solid at the beginning. After applying the consistency of mass conservation, not only

the consistent mass flux, which appears in the momentum equation following the consistency

of mass and momentum transport, but also the divergence of the velocity Eq.(2.63 ), which

quantifies the volume change induced by the solidification/melting, is obtained. Isother-

mal (or temperature equilibrium) solutions are admissible by the proposed energy equation

Eq.(2.64 ) when the phase change is absent, after incorporating the consistency of mass

conservation and the consistency of volume fraction conservation. To confine the surface

tension effect on the gas-liquid interface only, a new continuous surface tension force is pro-

posed based on the Phase-Field formulation [54 ], [55 ], [113 ]. The Carman-Kozeny equation

[162 ] is modified to enforce zero velocity in the solid phase. These two additional forces

are added to the momentum equation Eq.(2.34 ). The proposed model defines the volume

fractions of the gas, liquid, and solid phases unambiguously, and the volume change due to
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solidification/melting is included. The mass and energy conservation is always true. The

momentum conservation is honored if the solid phase is absent, since additional forces may

appear at the domain boundary to immobilize the solid phase. The proposed model also

satisfies the Galilean invariance, and moreover it is reduction consistent.

The proposed model is numerically solved with the consistent and conservative numerical

framework, and various numerical tests are performed to validate and demonstrate it. The

results not only agree very well with the exact solutions but also match the expectations

from the theorems of the model. The volume change resulting from the phase change is

illustrated, and it is quantitatively demonstrated to be consistent with the mass conservation.

This physical behavior has not been captured in many existing models by assuming the

divergence-free velocity all the time. The numerical error of mass conservation is very small,

and therefore the present scheme conserves the mass satisfactorily, although not exactly.

Finally, two challenging problems, including a wide range of material properties and strong

interactions among different phases, are set up and successfully solved, which illustrates the

capability of the model.

The present study proposes a practical framework to incorporate the solidification/melt-

ing of a pure material into liquid-gas flows. This method can be extended to include more

complicated physics, e.g., the thermo-capillary effect, anisotropy or dendritic growth, and

solute transport during the solidification.
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